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INTRODUCTION
The principle point of departure for this study was my personal experience of life w ith 
two small children in a part of Canberra built in the early 1950s. The house we moved 
into in 1985 was in its original condition - wooden and uninsulated, with cold water only 
taps in the laundry and a wood-burning stove in the kitchen. The backyard was big and 
bare and. at the front of the house, no fence secured the property. The walk to the closest 
shops was long, and torturously uphill for the return journey. In these respects 1 faced 
the kind of challenges that had confronted mothers of small children living there when the 
suburb was established thirty-five years earlier.
At that time, Canberra was a city of less than 30,000 people, only a quarter century 
old, and struggling to become accepted as the federal capital of Australia.1 It was 
peopled mostly by recent arrivals who had come as a result of the transfer of Government 
departments from the State capitals and, despite the high level of public money being 
expended on the new city, life there would not have been easy. I began to wonder just 
how it was for mothers of young children at that time.
With this reasonably straightforward enquiry in mind, I began to search for accounts 
of domestic life in Canberra in the 1940s and 50s. However, I soon began to realise that, 
of the quite considerable body of literature on Canberra, very' little concerned itself with 
the lives of mothers. For a city trying to attract new residents, with the reputation of 
being ’the best place in the Commonwealth’ for raising children, there was a surprising 
lack of contemporary information about how this was actually done.2
For prospective residents, the Government published a number of pamphlets extolling 
the wonderful lifestyle of existing Canberrans and a considerable amount of promotional 
literature in the form of handbooks informing newcomers of what to expect.3 Yet
1 The site of the new federal capital was named in 1913; sale of land leases began in 1925. I will give 
more details of Canberra’s raison d'etre and its effect on residents in chapter three.
2 This description of Canberra was given by Francis James Arkwright, representing the ACT Branch of 
the Commonwealth Public Service Clerical Association, in evidence to the Senate Select Committee on 
the Development of Canberra. Senate Select Committee on the Development of Canberra Minutes of 
Ev idence Canberra September 1953 p i238.
3 For example, the Department of the Intenor published Canberra and the Australian Capital Temtorv 
1951, 1952 and 1954 editions; Y our Guide to Canberra 1956 and 1958 editions; Canberra Today 1957; 
Handbook of Canberra and the ACT 1954, 1955 editions. Some of its more enthusiastic promotion of 
Canberra was done through the Jubilee and Royal Visit programs (Commonwealth of Australia Jubilee 
1901-1951 ACT Programme Canberra 1951; Royal Visit 1954 ACT Programme Canberra 1954;
within this body of literature, the lifestyle that was most often portrayed was not so much 
that of all potential newcomers, but primarily that of the male Government employee. He 
was shown enjoying exciting leisure activities and a relaxed workstyle w hich included the 
luxury of returning home to lunch each day if he wished. His dependents on the other 
hand were portrayed as being installed, along with the furniture, into 'his' suburban 
family home.* 4 *Except for some mention of the ample provision of schools, pre-schools 
and infant welfare centres in the city, the day-to-day activities of mothers and children 
were rarely acknowledged, let alone described.'* There was certainly no mention of the 
other side of the ’home to lunch' coin - that someone was expected to be at home 
preparing it first.
Other contemporary material proved to be somewhat more useful, although few 
accounts directly addressed the notion of Canberra as a place to live with small children. 
Three Current Affairs Bulletins on Canberra were published between 1951 and 1964, and 
numerous journal and magazine articles also appeared during the 1950s.6 Most recount 
with varying degrees of humour and style how the climate, geography and bureaucracy 
shaped the experiences of visitors to Canberra, and by implication those of its residents, 
although this extrapolation may not always have been totally valid.
The vagaries of the Canberra bus system, the scarcity of its shops and the great 
expanses of open space were almost invariably mentioned in these articles, but there was
Canberra Jubilee celebrated in the presence of HM Queen Elizabeth II Canberra 1963; 1913-1963 Souvenir 
of City of Canberra Jubilee Celebrations Canberra 1963). The Department also regularly updated, tor
intending residents and visitors, its Handbook of Sen ices (1951.1952, 1954, 1958, 1959 editions), which
was a directory rather than a promotional publication. The Public Serv ice Board put out its own brand of 
promotional matenal, Living and Working in Canberra (1963).
4 The home was usually spoken of as belonging to the male government employee. For example, 
Department of the Interior Canberra Today 1957 pl4.
-3 One pamphlet informing transferring public servants about life in Canberra contained 11 photos, not 
one of which show ed a child under ten years of age. There were no prams, backyards or babies depicted, 
and except for the listing of pre-schools along with other educational institutions, children under six 
might as well not have existed. Public Serv ice Board Living and Working in Canberra 1963.
6 Commonwealth Office of Education Current Affairs Bulletin vol 9 #5 'Your Capital' 3 Dec 1951 
(hereafter CAB51); Current Affairs Bulletin vol 24 #13 'Canberra, 1959'26 October 1959 (hereafter 
CAB59); Current Affairs Bulletin vol 35 #3 'Canberra, ACT' Dec 21 1964 (hereafter CAB64). Some 
examples of the magazine articles are B. Keith 'Canberra's Changing Scene' Walkabout 1 July 1953; E.R 
Yarham The Making of Canberra' The Contemporary Review Jan 1954; H.W. Arndt The Far Away 
Capital' Australian Highway vol 33 #4 Nov 1951; H. Day 'Capital City Built in Virgin Territory' New 
Commonwealth 4 February 1952.
not much said about what went on behind suburban front doors. Accounts by female 
overseas visitors afforded a better insight into daily activities with children than did the 
w ork of Australian male journalists, probably because the former were more perceptive in 
their observations of women and had the fresh approach of a newcomer.
Two full-length books on Canberra published in the period under discussion give a 
more historical perspective to its growth than do the magazine articles, and in the 
Foreword to one of them there is a tantalisingly brief reference to the contribution of 
women, albeit phrased to suit the social perspectives of the era.
With the hearty aid of our wives we became a city of mutual 
help, in the matter of moving in, baby sitting, transport, 
and all the adaptations needed in our new and somewhat 
primitive surroundings.* 8
However, very little account of the wives' 'hearty aid’ is given in the body of the books, 
nor is there much insight into their perspectives on life as the emphasis is on events and 
issues in the public arena, not those of the domestic sphere.
Some detail on domestic life in the 1950s can be found in the Minutes of Evidence to 
the Senate Select Committee into the Development of Canberra, which sat between 
December 1954 and May 1955.9 This Committee heard evidence from over 80 people, 
ranging from Government employees, local business people and special interest groups to 
professional planners and architects. Its four volumes are extremely readable and provide 
a fascinating panorama on life in Canberra at the time. I found the evidence of Mrs John 
Horgen and Mrs Lionel Wigmore of the National Council of Women particularly 
enlightening in relation to the lives of mothers with small children.10
Other insights into domestic life can be gleaned from information booklets describing 
services provided by the hospital, library, churches, the child-minding centre, pre-schools 
and shopping centres.11 Also useful was the Canberra Parent's Bulletin, compiled
Two accounts in particular were very descriptive: J.E. Ragatz Canberra ACT Haw thorn Press,
Melbourne 1956 and N. Pulliam I Travelled a Lonely Land The Book Clubs, London 1957.
8 R.R. Garran in H.L. White (ed.) Canberra. A Nation's Capital Angus and Robertson, Sydney 1954 
Foreword p vi. See also W. Denning Capital City Verity Hewitt, Canberra 1944 (second edition, first 
published 1938).
9 Senate Select Committee on the Development of Canberra Minutes of Evidence Canberra September 
1954/5 (hereafter SSC Evidence).
1  ^Their names as giv en here reflect a custom of the time to reter to wives using the names ot their
husbands with the prefix Mrs.
4initially on an irregular basis between March 1945 and February 1947 by the Pre-School 
Advisory Committee and then more regularly after August 1953 by the Canberra Pre- 
School Teachers Association.*-
Minutes of meetings and the Annual Reports of various 'mother-oriented' 
organisations such as the Canberra Mothercraft Society (CMS) and the Canberra Nursery 
Kindergarten Society (CNKS); as well as those of the Young Women's Christian 
Association (YWCA), provided valuable insights into the ideas and modus operandi of 
these groups, as did the manuscript papers of a number of key players in Canberra's 
mothering' activities of the 1940s and 1950s.13 For the Government perspective on the 
same issues, the Department of the Interior and Department of Health archive files y ielded 
much detailed information.
Still on contemporary material, but of a more statistical nature, w,ere a number of 
surveys made in the 1950s by the National Council of Women on various aspects of 
domestic life.14 The surveys were conducted by volunteers under the guidance of 
trained statisticians and are a good source of statistical data on housing, home amenities 
and shopping in particular. True to their nature, they do not furnish much anecdotal or 
personal comment.15
A number of especially-commissioned reports on aspects of Canberra life provided 
similar material. The Commonwealth Housing Commission's 1944 Report on Housing 
in the Australian Capital Territory and the 1949 'Cole Report' on Civic Administration 
give some insight into areas of life related to domestic activities - housing, transport and 
shops.16 The Department of the Interior's Annual Reports on the Administration and
1 1 1 have listed these with the Government-produced information sheets in the 'Pamphlets, Guides and 
Ephemera' section of the Bibliography.
1 “ The Pre-School Advisory Committee was a body set up to advise the federal Government on pre­
school matters. I will discuss its role in more detail in chapter eight.
13 See Bibliography for details of manuscript papers and archive files used.
14 NCW ACT Branch Canberra Milk Survey Report (appcanng also as Appendix 5 of L.C. Webb 
Enquiry into ACT Milk Supplies Report presented to the Minister for the Intenor 11 January 1956);
NCW ACT Branch Housing Survey Report Canberra 1956; NCW ACT Branch Pnce Survey February 
1957. Later, two surveys were conducted by the National Capital Development Commission (NCDC) 
Surv ey of Flat Dwellers 1959 and Survey of Retail Spending May 1961. The questionnaire work, at least 
for the latter and probably for the former of these as well, w as done by the NCW.
15 Some comments made by residents do appear in the survey reports, however.
16 Commonwealth Housing Commission Report on Housing in the Australian Capital Territory May 
1944. (Copy in CS Daley papers MS 1946 National Library of Australia). H.J.R. Cole Report on Civic 
Administration for Canberra 1949. (Copy in Helen Crisp's papers MS 7593 National Library of
5Development of Canberra and the National Capital Development Commission's 
(NCDC’s) Planning Survey Report of Canberra City District of 1959 are both excellent 
sources of the type of material that can be gained from surveys.17 The NCDC Report 
formed the basis of the Commission's own massive planning and expansion program for 
Canberra in the 1960s and 70s, a program w hich changed the nature of the city forever. 
As the Report effectively marks the end of the post-war era in Canberra's history, 1 have 
used its date as the endpoint of my own investigations.
While there has been material written since then on the history of Canberra, most of it 
continues the trend of concentrating on public events and issues rather than private ones, 
thereby concealing the lives of mothers inside the home. Perhaps the most fully 
discussed aspects of Canberra (in both contemporary and recent material) are its position 
as national capital and the nature of its planning and development. As I will show later, 
the importance of these aspects in relation to everyday domestic life is not to be 
underestimated. However, I could find no work that specifically set out to show the 
connection between the two in any detail. K.F. Fischer's Canberra Myths and Models, 
was nevertheless particularly useful for an appreciation of the effects of the Griffin Plan 
and early 20th century town planning ideas on later suburban developments.18
The two bicentennial histories written by Jim Gibbney and Eric Sparke respectively 
are fruitful sources of information on social aspects of Canberra, and contain numerous 
anecdotes which bring the early city to life, but they too lack an internal domestic 
dimension.19 They had very little to say about day-to-day life behind the front doors of 
the endless miles of Canberra suburban streets. Other general histories of Canberra are 
even more public-focussed.20
However, some more specialised accounts of aspects of Canberra do relate 
specifically to life with children at that time. Most important of these is Helen Crisp and 
Loma Rudduck's The Mothering Years, a history of the Canberra Mothercraft Society 
(the body responsible for the city's infant welfare clinics).21 This is an excellent source
Australia).
1 Department of the Intenor Annual Reports on the Administration and Dev elopment of Canberra 
1950/51-1962/63 (hereafter ARADC / year); NCDC Planning Survey Report of Canberra City Distnct 
Canberra ACT 1959.
18 K.F. Fischer Canberra Mvths and Models Institute of Asian Affairs, Hamburg, Germany 1984.
1 9 J. Gibbney Canberra 1913-1953 AGPS Publication, Canberra 1988; E. Sparke Canberra 1954- 
1980 AGPS Publication, Canberra 1988.
20 For example, L. Wigmore The Long View, A History of Canberra, Australia's National Capital F.W. 
Cheshire, Australia 1963.
6of information of the Society's operations, its dealing w ith Government and its attitude to 
mothers. It also relates the events surrounding the start of the pre-schools in Canberra. 
Accounts of such bodies as the National Council of Women in the ACT, the YWCA, the 
Children's Book Council and the various churches were also very useful in my 
investigations.“2
Several short reminiscences written by women who were mothers of young children 
in the 1940s and 50s complete the written record, and I have treated them in the same way 
as my principal source of anecdotal information, namely, interviews with post-war 
mothers who were still living in Canberra or elsewhere in 1990.23 My interview 
program is discussed in more depth in Appendix A but briefly, it involved talking to 21 
women who were married and raising pre-school children in Canberra between 1943 and 
1958, and to a number of other people who had worked in related fields at the time, for 
example, pre-school teaching, infant welfare and private medical practice.
Although some of the mothers I interviewed had been professionally trained and 
others had been in paid employment before marriage, only one continued to work full­
time after the birth of her children. Their socio-economic position therefore can best be 
gauged by the occupations of their husbands. About 50% of husbands were in w hite 
collar (public service or academic) positions, ranging from senior to junior. The rest were 
in trade or commerce (builder, plasterer, motor mechanic, fruiterer, labourer etc.) Three 
of the women and their husbands were recent migrants from Europe; none was 
Aboriginal. Although by no means an especially selected group, and although restricted 
to mothers who had survived and who had responded to my ad hoc advertising for
2 1 H. Cnsp and L. Rudduck The Mothering Years Canberra Mothercraft Society, Canberra 1979
22 F. Stephenson and Y. Burgmann 'A History’ of the National Council of Women, ACT' in Women of 
the Monaro Australian Biecentennial Authority and the ACT Administration, 1988; YWCA The YWCA 
of Canberra 1929-1989 60th Birthday Souvenir Booklet Canberra 1989; Lu Rees The Children's Book 
Council of Canberra 1957-1972 MS 5137 National Library of Australia. Publications on Canberra 
church life include: A.H. Body Firm Still You Stand St John's Parish Council Canberra 1986; R.K.
Robb Fifty Capital Years Canberra 1979; Rabbi I. Porush The Canberra Jewish Community 1951-1981' 
Australian Jewish Historical Society Journal vol i \  pt 3 April 1982.
23 The reminiscences include M. Bozic Gather Your Dreams Hodja Educational resources Co-op Melb 
1984; P. Wensing 'Southern Stitches' Canberra Historical Journal #23 March 1989; L. Rudduck 'A Short 
Story about a Long Time' Canberra Historical Journal #23 March 1989. Ruth Arndt also published a 
number of articles in The Canberra Times and elsewhere and kindly allowed me to use her draft notes for 
these as they were fuller than the articles themselves (see Unpublished Papers and Drafts section of the 
Bibliography). Loma Rudduck's (unpublished) account of the Canberra Pre-School Society written in 
1960 was also extremely valuable.
7information, the range of women interviewed was fairly representative of the social mix 
of Canberra's population at the time.24
It was through the interview process, trying to piece together the minutiae of life of 
Canberra mothers, that 1 became aware of two phenomena which together became a 
second raison d'etre of this thesis (after the need simply to record more of the details of 
domestic life in post-war Canberra). These phenomena were firstly, the apparent 
similarity of lifestyle across the lives of most women, as they reported them, and 
secondly, the women’s seemingly unquestioned acceptance of the type of lifestyle they 
were living. Even taking into account the small size of the sample I spoke to, and the fact 
that Canberra's social mix was itself narrow, I was not satisfied that this would account 
for the strong similarities and the general acceptance of lifestyle that the women's reports 
suggested. I began to wonder about the strength of other factors prevailing upon their 
lives which might have encouraged this.
As reported, the women's lifestyles appeared to bear out in practice the role that was 
assigned to them in much of the 'discussion' literature and women's magazines at the end 
of the war. I will discuss this socially-assigned role, and the way it was promulgated in 
the literature, in more detail in chapter one but, briefly, the normal adult woman in post­
war Australia was expected to be married and producing children. A married woman was 
not expected be in the paid workforce; if she was, she was open either to condemnation 
for challenging her husband's ability to provide for his dependents or to pity for being in 
such poor circumstances as to be forced to work.2:> It was generally expected that a 
normal, sane, responsible woman would want to be at home caring for her own children.
In tandem with this portrayal of the ideal woman, the ideal 'home' was a one-family, 
stand-alone, suburban dwelling set on a block measuring about a quarter of an acre. 
Ideally it would be inhabited by a married couple and their children, with the wife/mother 
providing comfort and nurture for the family in a way that was not portrayed as 'work', 
but rather as a joyous activity in which she happily engaged.
The women I interviewed did indeed report that their lives were home-based; only one 
worked full-time outside the home; another worked part-time; very few had access to a
24 See chapter three for a more detailed discussion of the social make-up of post-war Canberra and 
Appendix A for more details of the interviewees and the interviewing process.
2-^  The only exception to this seemed to be if a married mother had a particular talent, usually artistic in 
some way, there was some justification for her to continue to use this talent. It is interesting that time- 
consuming voluntary work which may hav e taken a mother away from her children for long periods of 
time did not appear to meet with the same societal censure.
car: most had their groceries delivered and nearly all grew their own vegetables. Food 
preparation, laundry and childcare all took place within the home and mothers with young 
children rarely participated in outside entertainment or social activities, except for 
weekend family outings, an occasional evening meeting and a weekly game of tennis to 
which they also took their children.
This kind of home-based existence appears to have been accepted by mothers as the 
normal state of affairs. They believed that this was just how things were and that their 
role was right for them. 'It was just what women did in those days,’ said one of the 
women I interviewed.26 Another explained, ’[Women| didn't even think of going to 
w ork . '-7  'We were not the sort of people who really wanted to work. '28 Someone 
else explained it with the comment, 'People thought differently then . '26 Some women 
experienced a depth of conviction about the situation almost as a comfort:
We had a great advantage over the young mothers of this 
[presentl generation, in that we were absolutely convinced 
of the value of what we were doing.30
Intrigued by this acceptance, glorification even, of a life centred on home and family, I 
was determined to discover more about what had led the women to feel this way. But as 
my interviewees could explain it in no more detail than they had already, I realised that 
some analysis would be needed, analysis both of Australia-wide trends and events and of 
conditions peculiar to Canberra, to see whether there was anything in them that 
encouraged women to stay home. I was not, however, searching for evidence of a 
conspiracy. Following such historians as Denise Riley, I was more interested in the 
numerous disparate events and trends that together created the kind of conditions 
conducive to people holding such a belief, rather than in signs of deliberate collusion.3 1
My investigations, which I detail in this work, led me to believe that the expectation 
that married women should be in their homes caring for their families was transmitted on 
at least two levels. The first level was the overt expression of the idea through such
26 BK Interview.
27 BG Interview.
28 MP Inten lew.
26 HC Inteniew.
30 MP Inteniew.
3 1 See a discussion of the situation in the UK in Denise Riley War in the Nursen Theories of the Child 
and Mother Virago Press, London 1983.
channels as magazine articles and childcare manuals. The second level was more subtle, 
but perhaps stronger for that. It occurred when architects, town planners, law-makers, 
and others in positions of power to influence women's lives, based their actions and 
decisions on the assumption that mothers did in fact stay at home with their children. But 
this was done usually w ithout acknowledgement of the fact that it was happening. The 
assumptions were not openly stated,probably because if it is believed by all concerned in 
a decision-making process that everyone agrees on certain 'common-sense' assumptions, 
then there is no need to identify or discuss those assumptions.
The two levels of ideology transmission, overt and assumption-based, can be 
epitomised by two statements, 'Mothers should stay home to look after their children' 
and. 'Mothers do stay at home to look after them’. The former is an overt statement 
inviting response. The latter, based on apparently empirical and objective observation, is 
harder to identify in an articulated form and therefore more difficult to confront and/or 
change. In the lives of mothers in post-war Canberra both levels of transmission were 
evident. While the overt form of transmission occurred mainly through the work of 
certain voluntary groups whose activities were particularly mother-focussed, it was the 
Commonwealth Government that was responsible for much of what I have termed 
'assumption-based' transmission.
The Commonwealth Government, as part of its commitment to the development of the 
national capital, had assumed responsibility for providing many of the services it believed 
were important to residents (housing and transport were two such areas of Government 
involvement). Yet although a good proportion of Canberra residents at that time were 
mothers, the decisions made by the Government about the type of services it would 
provide, and the extent to which they would be provided, were not necessarily made with 
mothers primarily in mind.3- Indeed mothers appear to have been quite low on the list 
of acknowledged considerations to be taken into account when the Government 
formulated many of its policies. Government's other concerns, such as the need to attract 
(male) Government workers to Canberra and to get them to work each day, and the desire 
to keep the national capital looking beautiful, took priority over the needs of mothers.33
Nevertheless, because the areas of Government concern were also areas of concern 
for mothers, the Government was playing a major role in setting the parameters of
32 The Government's involvement in pre-school activities is an exception, and I discuss that as a special 
case in chapter eight.
33 These statements will be documented in chapter three.
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mothers' lives, even though this was in most cases happening without any stated 
acknowledgement of the fact. Even decisions not to provide a service were often 
grounded in 'common-sense' beliefs about mothers' place. For example, a decision not 
to erect a playground because all the houses in the neighbourhood had big backyards, 
involves the assumption that children, and mothers, will prefer to stay in their own 
backyard rather than take a walk to a communal playground.
The outcome of the latter type of decision had both practical and ideological 
implications for mothers. On the practical level, mothers were denied the opportunity to 
chose a particular service when it was not there (the irony being that this then helped to 
fulfil the planners' expectations anyway). On the ideological level, the lack of a particular 
sendee sent a message to mothers that the service the Government was not providing (for 
example, a community centre, a child-minding facility or a playground for children) was 
not important enough in the hierarchy of priorities to justify the expenditure of public 
money.
Furthermore, any 'gap' left by the Government in not providing a particular sendee 
was sometimes seen by people with strong feelings about the matter as an invitation for 
them to fill it themselves. Canberra had a large number of voluntary organisations which 
became involved in the provision of services to Canberra residents. Not having the same 
w ide agenda as Government, these groups could and did focus on single issues, which in 
turn made them more likely to be explicit transmitters of ideology. There existed two 
groups which were particularly concerned with the provision of services to mothers of 
small children: the Canberra Mothercraft Society (CMS) formed in 1927 and the Canberra 
Nursery Kindergarten Society (CNKS) formed in 1943. These will be discussed in detail 
in chapters seven and eight respectively.
The interrelation between the less explicit forms of ideology transmission (through 
housing and transport provision, for example) and the more explicit transmission of 
ideology through the volunteer organisations is worthy of some analysis as it can assist in 
the understanding of mothers' attitudes to their lifestyle reflected in such comments as, 
'that was just how it was'.
The case of the introduction of neighbourhood pre-schools is a very good example of 
a blending of both overt and subtle methods of ideology transmission and of an instance 
in which public thinking on an issue (in this case pre-school education) could be turned 
around in a matter of a few years. In 1943, Canberra parents were loudly and actively 
demanding the establishment in their city of a nursery school, the kind of institution
which removed children from their homes for over five hours a day into the control of 
'expert' child development professionals. Just such a school was established the next 
year, 1944. Yet by 1952, this attitude had changed completely. In December of that 
year, the Nursery School closed with barely a whimper of protest from parents, who 
instead w ere prepared to settle for smaller, part-time play centres in local neighbourhoods, 
centres which could not exist without a heavy contribution from parents, particularly 
mothers who were expected to do much of the sewing, housework, child-care and day- 
to-day administration. The reasons given by mothers and others for this change of 
direction were intriguing. They said that the closure of the Nursery School appeared at 
the time to be the only 'common-sense' way to go, or that nursery schools did not suit the 
Canberra 'conditions'.
These comments reflect not only the extent to which mothers had accepted their 
domestic role (it had become 'common sense’ for them to take on the domestic work 
involved in running a pre-school for their children) but also the extent to which the 
Canberra 'conditions' (which I will elaborate on at length in later chapters) were accepted 
as part of the natural order of things. The Canberra 'conditions' (for example the sparse 
population density and the prohibitive transport costs to get children to the Nursery 
School) were spoken of as God-given immutables, whereas a closer analysis of them 
reveals that they were not simply the result of naturally occurring phenomena but, in a 
large measure, the result of Government policies on town planning, housing, transport, 
community facilities and other amenities which affect mother's lives. As I have already 
indicated these policies were based on assumptions about mothers which were assisted 
into reality, or at least consolidated, by the Government policies themselves.
So, Government policy-makers had a double role to play in the roles of mothers: they 
helped to set the parameters of their lives in an immediate practical way (through the 
planning of suburbs and the type of houses and transport they provided) but they also 
thereby set the 'conditions' whereby the appropriateness of other services, more 
specifically directed at mothers and children, were assessed.
Throughout this study of mothers' lives and of the kind of conditions which helped to 
define them, two phenomena claim attention. The first is the degree of power over the 
lives of Canberra residents that was exercised by the Commonwealth Government largely 
through the Department of the Interior and the second is the determination on the part of 
Canberra mothers to seek, within the parameters set by Government policies and their 
practical manifestation in everyday life, some measure of control over their lives and
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satisfaction of their needs for socialisation.
The role of the neighbourhood pre-schools in this atmosphere of Government control 
and the self-empowerment of women is particularly interesting because at one level it 
could be argued that women, by becoming involved in domestic activities of the pre­
school (laundry, food preparation, child-care) were in a sense acquiescing in their own 
confinement to the role expected of them by society and set for them by Government 
policies. But at another level the pre-school offered women the opportunity to empower 
themselves when they used it to fulfil some of their needs that were not met in the 
provision of services elsewhere. The pre-school acted as a social or entertainment centre, 
a child-minding centre, a playground and so on, facilities which were in very short supply 
elsewhere in Canberra.
The introduction of the neighbourhood pre-school system epitomised both the fusion 
of overt and assumption-based transmission of ideological beliefs and also became a site 
for the interlacing of Government control with mothers' self-empowerment. Both 
Government and mothers had much to gain from the pre-school, but it is important to 
remember that the needs which mothers felt were being met by the pre-schools were the 
same needs that had been created by Government policies in other areas affecting 
mothers' lives, policies which were themselves set firmly within an ideology that 
emphasised the home as the best place for mothers to be .
In the following chapters I will outline some of the principal influences on mothers' 
lives in post-war Canberra and show how they reflected the transmission, both overt and 
assumption-based, of the expectation that mothers should be at home caring for their 
children. I will analyse the role of the Government and explore the ways in which 
mothers themselves attempted to retain control over their lives, albeit within rather than in 
opposition to, this ideological framework.
The first three chapters are descriptive and introductory. Chapter one looks at the 
broader national events which helped to shape and reinforce the position of married 
women within Australian post-war society while chapter two explores the expectations 
placed on women in their capacity as potential child-bearers. Anticipating the discussion 
of the special place of pre-schools in the lives of Canberra mothers, this chapter outlines 
the principles of nursery kindergarten education as they were promulgated in the early 
1940s as well as the mid-century changes in published child-rearing advice and the ideas 
of psychologist John Bowlby.
Chapter three provides some background to Canberra as a city unique in Australia for
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its social and political character and also helps to establish a base from w hich to view the 
Commonwealth Government's position of power in relation to the lives of mothers in 
Canberra.
The remaining chapters offer an analysis of the services that were provided for 
Canberra residents. Chapters four to six look at housing, shopping and transport, all 
three of which were both pertinent to mothers and strictly controlled by Government. 
Exploration of some concrete examples of mothers' lifestyles (as recalled in interviews) 
reveals not only how far Government policies in these areas created the basic parameters 
of Canberra lifestyles, but also the extent to which mothers themselves shaped their lives 
within them.
Chapter seven discusses some 'gaps' left by the Government in its provision of 
serv ices for mothers, and the way in which these were filled (to varying degrees and with 
varying Government support) by voluntary bodies such as the Canberra Mothercraft 
Society and the churches. This chapter retains some of the methods used in chapters four 
to six in assessing the extent to which mothers shaped their own lives within the 
parameters set by the service providers.
In chapter eight I analyse the introduction, in the mid 1940s, of pre-school education 
into Canberra noticing that it was at first one of the gaps left by the Government in its 
provision of services (that is, it was not considered part of the essential infrastructure in 
the way that housing and transport were), but that once an attempt was made by a 
voluntary organisation to fill that gap, the Government moved in to foster and promote a 
scheme of neighbourhood pre-schools. This chapter brings together the main themes of 
the thesis, namely the effects of Government control, a changing domestic ideology and 
the striving by mothers for a degree of control in their everyday life and some opportunity 
for social activity that was within the bounds of their domestic situation.
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CHAPTER ONE - A WOMAN'S PLACE'
As I have indicated in the Introduction, the place to look for married women in post­
war Australia was in the home. Whether they were 'sent' back there after their wartime 
experiences in the paid workforce or whether they chose to return there is a question that 
has been debated by historians. 1 However, the question when phrased in this way 
presupposes, on the part of either the 'senders' or of the women themselves, a conscious 
act of will which may not in fact have existed. While it is true that a few individuals with 
strong feelings on the matter did make public moral judgments, the wider expectation that 
married women should be at home caring for their children was a more subtle affair. As 
well as having some basis in moral or religious attitudes, it was also an offshoot of a 
post-war agenda that included the rights of returning soldiers, the perceived need to re- 
populate the country after the war. and the desirability of channelling scarce national 
resources into priority areas rather than 'unnecessary' commodities such as childcare and 
community facilities. If married women were at home rather than in the workforce, the 
Government would find it easier to achieve its aims in relation to other items on the 
national agenda.
In this chapter and the next I will look at some of the wider social, economic and 
political trends of the post-war era and explore the extent to which they contributed to the 
establishment and reinforcement of the notion that normal, responsible women would 
want to be at home, producing babies and caring for their families. This chapter focusses 
on the expectations surrounding a mother's place in the wider society, looking first at 
reconstructionist literature and the newly-emerging field of sociology and then at a 
number of social, political and economic factors which helped to support such a notion. 
Chapter two will discuss a mother's expected role in relation to her children. The two 
roles were complementary in that contemporary theories of childcare reinforced the wider 
societal notion of a 'woman's place' being in the home.
To turn first to the post-war reconstructionist literature and its pronouncements 
concerning the role of married women, it should be noted that this emerged in the wake of
1 C.L. Pinto Mobilising and Demobilising Bertha: Public Discourse on Women's Work 1942-1946 
Hons Thesis, University of Melbourne 1987; C. Allport 'Left Off the Agenda: Women, Reconstruction 
and New Order Housing' Labour History #46 May 1984; R. Stephenson Women in Australian History 
Heinemann, Australia 1970 pl9.
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some extraordinary wartime economic conditions and some unusual labour market 
policies adopted by the Government to meet them. The war had created a need for all 
available national resources to be directed towards the task of defeating the enemy and in 
an attempt to encourage all sections of the community to 'do their bit' to ensure a steady 
labour force, the Women's Employment Board had ruled that women who were prepared 
to take on 'men's jobs' should receive up to male rates of pay.2 As a corollary, to 
avoid too great a pay disparity between women doing men's work and women doing 
women’s work, many industries were were reclassified as vital to the war effort, allowing 
their occupants likewise to receive higher rates of pay.
The temporary changes to the Australian wage structure, as well as the national 
emergency, encouraged many women, both married and single, to take on employment in 
munitions factories and in other male occupations. This accorded them a measure of 
independence (through greater financial remuneration) which was paralleled to a certain 
degree by the greater responsibility married women also assumed in the home while their 
husbands were fighting overseas or engaged in war work away from their families. 
However after the war, as part of the solution to the problem of providing adequate levels 
of employment for returning soldiers, certain legislative and judicial barriers were raised 
to prevent this trend continuing.
One barrier was the 'principle of preference' which entitled any member of the armed 
forces who had been engaged on continuous full-time service during either war (1914-18 
or 1939-45) to preference in employment selection.3 Although this measure was 
ostensibly gender-neutral, applying as it did to both male and female returned service 
personnel, in effect it advantaged men. The returning member of the armed forces was 
far more likely to be male than female, and the job he was applying for would probably 
have been of the type women had been encouraged to perform during the war.
A second barrier to women's continued high status in the paid workforce was a return 
to the pre-war differential pay rates for male and female jobs, formalised in a decision by 
Justice Foster on 12th October 1950.4 This dashed any hopes women might have held
2 This involved a temporary suspension of the family wage pnneiple and the stnct demarcation 
betw een male and female jobs, both of w hich had been formally adhered to in Australia since 1907 and 
1912 respectively. These were based on the assumption that a man had the responsibility of supporting 
dependents while a woman had only herself to support. Jobs designated as suitable for a male occupant 
earned a higher w age to reflect this belief. Under normal conditions, women were not expected to do 
'men's jobs' nor to earn 'men's wages'. A. Curthoys 'Equal Pay, a Family Wage or Both' in B. Caine, 
E.A. Grosz, M. de Lepervanche Crossing Boundaries Allen and Unwin, Sydney 1988 p 133.
3 Ministry' of Post-War Reconstruction Return to Civil Life Canberra 1945 plO.
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for more equitable labour regulations and added strength to the notion that it was a man's 
role to provide for his dependents and a woman's to marry, stay home and have 
children.-"’
Barriers against married women's employment in the post-war era were strengthened 
by one policy which was particularly relevant to Canberra residents. This was the 
continuation of the marriage bar in the Commonwealth Public Service which remained in 
place until 1966.6 Any woman filling a permanent public service position was obliged 
to resign that position upon marriage. She was allowed to continue working as a 
temporary employee, but without superannuation or other benefits. The general 
expectation was that she left work altogether. Many non-government employers followed 
similar practices/ The regulation had more than practical and financial implications for 
women. It also sent them a very strong message that once they were married, their work 
status would no longer be taken seriously by employers and other employees, thus adding 
ideological pressure for them to stay at home.
How individual women experienced their war-time independence and its later 
curtailment, or whether they experienced its effects at all on an individual level, is not a 
point for discussion here. What is more important in this context is that, after the war, a 
number of writers perceived the continued potential for women's independence as a threat 
to social stability and were led to decry it as inappropriate now that the soldiers were 
returning. They went to great lengths to re-emphasise what they believed were the natural 
functions of women. Margaret Harland was one such writer. During the war she had 
been an officer in the Army Education Service but in 1947, as 'a housewife herself, she 
wrote:
In spite of their new freedom women have just the same 
instincts today as they always had. They still look forward 
to marriage, though marriage often, indeed usually, means
4 Foster ruled that the equal pay trend, if allowed to continue, would disturb the traditional pay 
structure and therefore the differential between women’s work and men's work must be restored. Curthoys 
’Equal Pay' p l37.
 ^ A number of women's groups were hopeful about more equality at this time, but to no avail.
Curthoys 'Equal Pay' p 136-7. Equal pay was not officially introduced until 1972.
6 G.C. Bolton '1939-1951' in F.K. Crow ley (ed) A New History of Australia Heinemann, Melbourne 
1974 p541. The abandonment o f the marriage bar in 1966 reflects the increased participation rate of 
mamed women in paid employment by then. Of women in full-time employment in 1947, 72 per cent 
were single, mostly never mamed. In 1966, the percentage had dropped to 49 percent, due to greater
participation of mamed women. Stephenson Women p i.
7 RP Interview.
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the loss of financial independence. Women still enjoy 
running a home, despite the hard work involved . . . and 
lastly, they still enjoy having babies and bringing up 
children.*
Harland’s appeal to instincts infers that any woman not enjoying these activities should 
begin to doubt, and have others doubt, her womanliness, even her humanity.
Similar sentiments can also be seen elsewhere. For example, in the mid 1940s the 
Government encouraged Australians to use the end of the war as an opportunity to think 
through new ideas and to decide which traditional values needed to be re-assessed and 
which retained intact in post-war society. And, as post-war reconstruction was expected 
to occur in both a moral and a physical sense, the role of women and the family w as one 
of the legitimate topics for discussion.
For example, during the demobilisation period the Army Education Service published 
a series of pamphlets to help prepare returning soldiers for civilian life. One. entitled 
Home Life, claimed to be 'a good chance to take a critical look at the family as an 
institution.' It encouraged traditional gender roles, by telling soldiers, 'Your job is to 
earn enough to keep thfe| ideal home going and your wife happy inside it'.9
Suggested discussion questions at the end of this particular pamphlet included, 'Do 
you know what you want of your home after the war?' and 'How can we get the family, 
which has been scattered in wartime, back into the home and keep the home circle happy 
and together?' In reference to women leaving the workforce, it asked, 'Will women settle 
down in the home after the war? When they give up their wartime independence, what 
will they get in exchange?'10 The pamphlet acknowledged that it would be men, rather 
than women, who would benefit from women's presence in the home, and that certain 
problems might arise because men, after dreaming of home and family throughout the war 
years, might by now have some unrealistic expectations.11 Nevertheless the implication 
was solidly there - if the soldiers had been defending their homes and families for so
M. Harland Women's Place in Society F.W. Cheshire, Melbourne 1947 p9. This declares itself to 
be a Quest book, a senes of discussion booklets which grew out of the Australian Army Education 
Sen ice dunng the war. The declared aim of the senes was to encourage 'a wider perception of things and a 
tolerance that comes with understanding'.
9 Australian Army Education Service Discussion pamphlet # 9 Home Life 1946 p 12.
10 Home Life p20. The fact that this question began with 'when' not 'if signifies an expectation of 
events to occur.
1 1 Home Life p7.
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long, then it would have been 'mean' of the women not to help them realise their dreams 
when they returned.
The sentiments directed at returning soldiers were echoed in the pages of women's 
magazines also. For example:
No woman, if she is a woman, will, when asked by the 
man she loves to give up her work and marry him, send 
him out of her life for the sake of a career.12
The appeal to instincts, or real womanliness, is again apparent. One female columnist 
went further and wrote quite disparagingly of women's war effort, claiming that the 
returning men could, and also should be allowed to, do a much better job than the women 
had done in the workplace.13
Another concern being expressed at this time was the need to replenish war losses 
through an increased birthrate. For example, the Army Education Service pamphlet 
Home Life stated that:
It is generally accepted by statisticians and others more 
warmly interested in the progress of Australia, that four 
children to a family is the lowest ebb we may permit if we 
are to make up for the deficit caused by the war.14
In a simialr vein, the United Associations of Women conference in 1944 passed a 
resolution reaffirming the need to recognise and show consideration for childraising as the 
'most important job a woman can do for herself and her country'.* 1^  The 12th summer 
school of the Australian Institute of Political Science held in January 1946 also discussed 
at some length the problem of 'empty cradles'.16
New Idea 21 February 1946 quoted in Pinto, Mobilising and Demobilising Bertha. Pinto shows that 
the images of post-w ar woman in popular journalism (New Idea, Women's Weekly, The Age and The
A raus) portrayed marriage, home and dependency as her true status.
1 ^ H. Greenshields Those Lost Careers' Focus vol 1 #6 July 1946.
14 Home Lite p7.
13 Resolutions of the United Associations of Women's Conference on the Birthrate 13 June 1944 
quoted in K. Daniels and M. Mumane Uphill All the Wav University o f Queensland Press, Qld 1980.
16 The papers and traascnpts of discussion from this conference were published as W.D. Borne et al A 
White Australia, Australasian Publishing, 1947. It is interesting to note the number of clerics taking 
part, and how religiously oriented the discussion on the birthrate was. This kind of w riting began to fade 
once the baby boom became more noticeable and the European migration program w as underw ay in the
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From a number of sources, therefore, the message was clear. Women were being 
asked to leave their wartime jobs for the menfolk, to marry and to perform their 
reproductive duties to a war-tom nation.
A similar theme, albeit presented more subtly and with a different emphasis, can be 
tound in a new area of study that was becoming increasingly popular during the early 
1950s: sociology. Although only one Australian university taught sociology as a named 
subject before 195517 sociological studies of the family had been undertaken earlier by 
political scientists. The similarity of theme between the more academic work and the 
journalistic writing mentioned earlier is quite apparent. For example, G.V. Portus. a 
professor of political science at the University of Adelaide, wrote about the family for a 
Workers Educational Association series whose purpose was 'to put before the busy and 
thoughtful reader in succinct form authoritative information and competent opinion about 
some of the more urgent social problems of our time'. Portus was firmly in favour of 
strengthening the family.
When I hear the radicals denounce the modem monogamic 
family I want to know what they are going to put in its 
place. I am told that companionate marriage is to be 
substituted. . . But if companionate marriage is to issue in 
children, then either (1) it has to go on and become a 
permanent union, in which case it is only distinguishable 
from monogamic marriage in lacking a certificate. . . Or 
else (2) the partners, despite the advent of children, will 
retain their views about the necessity for self-expression, 
the companionates will decompanionate and the unfortunate 
children will have to tear up the roots of their home life and 
be continually adapting themselves to a new step-parent and 
a new household. Where in all this, will be furnished the 
stability which child experts assure us is essential to the 
proper growth and maturity of children? 18
These words display the same concern with stability and family life as the 
reconstructionist discussion literature, and a similar tone has been adopted. But in 1951 
an event took place which seems to mark a turning point in the way the family was
early fifties.
1 7 This was the Australian National University w hich had a post-graduate level course in Sociology in 
the early 1950s. W.D. Borne 'Population Studies and Policy in Australia' International Social Science 
Bulletin vol 7 #2 1955 p215.
18 G.V. Portus The Family and The Community W.E.A. Press, Adelaide 1947 pl6-17.
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regarded in Australian writings. The Institute of Political Science held their 13th summer 
school in Canberra, entitled The Family in Australia’. From this time on. the family was 
depicted less as a moral force or a vehicle for the nation to increase its economic and 
strategic advantage, and more as a subject to be studied in its own right, objectively and 
scientifically. The family acquired its own dynamics as a sociological entity.
Nevertheless by making the family an area of respectable academic interest, with 
papers on birthrates, divorce, juvenile delinquency and a host of other 'family' matters, 
sociologiosts were adding a more intellectual legitimacy to the idea that the family w as an 
important area in national life. And this was regardless of the actual content of their 
arguments.
For this reason, the sociological writings can themselves be seen as contributing, 
despite or indeed because of their academic presentation, towards a wider acceptance of 
the notion that women should be at home caring for children. For while the earlier 
journalistic writings on the theme had the potential to be ignored by some more educated 
or serious women as too polemical or without substance, the writings of the academic 
sociologists could not so easily be dismissed.
The views put forward by most contemporary sociologists did indeed provide further 
reinforcement for the domestic pattern promulgated earlier by the reconstructionist 
writers. Such comments as, 'Home and family are still probably the most precious 
possession of all but a small minority of parents'19 and, 'The great ambition of the 
average Australian is to marry, to have a family, to purchase a house, to own a car, and 
then to settle down to enjoy life',20 had the potential to strengthen belief in the domestic 
ideals outlined earlier. They also tended to discourage deeper analysis of women’s role in 
society by blurring the distinction between male and female or adult and child perspectives 
of family life. All members were portrayed as deriving similar benefits; the family was a 
unit.
Sociologists' accounts of the family are valuable as historical sources chiefly because 
they offer an insight into the contemporary assumptions and attitudes towards family life. 
Assumptions that were allowed to come through into academic texts without apology
19 W.D. Borne The Family' in G. Caiger The Australian Wav of Life Heinemann, London 1953 p39.
2 0 M.S. Brown 'Changing Functions of the Australian Family' in A.P. Elkin Marriage and the Family 
in Australia Angus and Robertson, Sydney 1957 pi 12. See also J.I. Martin 'Mamage, the Family and 
Class' in A.P. Elkin Mamage and the Family in Australia Angus and Robertson, Sydney 1957 p431. In 
wTitings such as these, little cognisance was made of the considerable differences between the aspirations 
of Aboriginal and w hite Australians, or betw een immigrant and established Australians, or the differences 
based on religion, geographical location or socio-economic status.
must have been commonly enough accepted to require none, and in some writings it is 
difficult to discern how much of the content is objectively recorded sociological 
observation and how much is the writer’s own subjective opinion. But either way there is 
a message for mothers. Two examples of subjectivity in contemporary sociological 
writing are:
When married women work, the evidence suggests that 
they are trying to help the family realize some economic 
goal that seems at the moment to be extremely important.
Whenever they can, Australian women mostly revert to
their favoured roles of full-time wives and mothers.-1
And
[A married Australian woman | would not forego the 
privilege of her homebound status even if the opportunities 
were provided for her to institutionalize her family and seek 
employment'.--
Whether the terms chosen to make these statements are those of the observed subject 
or the observing sociologist, they are in no way value-free. An economic goal that only 
seems important trivialises a married woman's analysis of her family's financial 
situation, and terms such as 'favoured role' and 'the privilege of her homebound status' 
promote a domestic existence for women, especially when counterbalanced against the 
pejorative phrase 'to institutionalise her family'. Such comments might suggest to a 
mother reading them that any wish she might have harboured to seek employment outside 
the home was highly inappropriate.
But some academic sociologists studying the family in the 1950s did provide 
interesting demographic statistics which are pertinent to the overall picture of women's 
lives at that time. For example, W.D. Borrie quantified the extreme popularity of 
marriage and the sharp upward swing in the number of births between 1943 and 1953 - 
the baby boom.23 It would appear from these sort of figures, and from the percentage of 
women in the full-time paid workforce-4, that the exhortations of the immediate post-war
“ 1 Brown in Elkin pi 13.
22 Borne in Caiger p41.
“■ In 1954, 58.84% ot Australian women under 25 were mamed, and 91.24%. of women under forty. 
W.D. Borrie 'Australian Family Structure: Demographic Observations' in A.P. Elkin Marriage and the 
Family in Australia Angus and Robertson, Sydney 1957 plO. See also W.D. Borne 'Observations upon 
the Family in Australia' Australian Quarterly vol xxv #4 December 1953 p48.
reconstructionists were having some effect.
But the moralists and sociologists cannot claim sole credit for this state of affairs. In 
the decade after the war, a number ot social, political and economic trends emerged in 
Australia which had the potential to affect profoundly the way women saw their role in 
society. Four of these deserve closer analysis, namely: the Cold War and Australia's 
increasingly closer ties with the United States: the post-war immigration program: the 
economic boom: and suburbanisation. I will now briefly discuss each of these in turn.
During the war. Australia's closer defence ties with the United States had encouraged 
more personal contact between individual Australians and Americans and helped to set the 
groundwork for closer links with the United States after the war. The American post-war 
rhetoric against communism was heard clearly in Australia as the nation's foreign policy 
shifted increasingly in line with that of the United States.2;> After mainland China turned 
communist in 1949 the rhetoric struck a familiar key by playing on Australia's traditional 
fear of the yellow peril' on her northern doorstep. Action followed and Australia sent 
troops to help 'contain communism' in Korea and became part of regional anti-communist 
defence treaties.26
On the domestic front, some anti-communist feeling was evident in the late 1940s 
w hen a series of strikes were attributed to communists in the trade unions. In 1949, in 
order to keep potentially subversive elements in the country under surveillance, the 
Government established the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO).27 
Five years later, in 1954, the nation was rocked by the Petrov affair, in which an official 
of the USSR Embassy in Canberra, Vladimir Petrov, defected to the West. The ensuing 
debacle of the attempted removal of Mrs Petrov from Australia by KGB agents provided 
the press with pictures of a frightened young woman being dragged on to an aeroplane 
against her will. As 1954 was also the year that Queen Elizabeth visited Australia, the 
juxtaposition of the two images - Mrs Petrov being dragged off by communist thugs and 
the new Queen as a serene young mother, devoted to duty and her family, may have made
2_* The percentage of married women in the full-time workforce did not increase by very much at all 
during the late forties and early fifties. It was 12.5% in 1947; 13% in 1954. Bolton in Crowley p541; 
Stephenson Women p2. Part-time work was not included as work until the 1966 census.
° 5“ J. Ritchie Australia as Once We Were Heinnemann, Melbourne 1975 p241-243; W.J. Hudson 
'1951-1972' in F.K. Crow ley (ed) A New History of Australia Heinemann, Melbourne 1974 p525.
Australia signed the Australia, New Zealand and United States (ANZUS) defence treaty in 1951 and 
the South East Asia Treaty Organisation (SEATO) in 1954. Ritchie Australia p243.
2 7 Bolton in Crowley p495-501.
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a statement in some women's minds about the difference between communism and 
constitutional monarchy as far as the status of women was concerned.
The type of coverage afforded to the Petrov case played into the hands of those who 
wished to portray Communism as an evil to be avoided at all costs. The fact that in 
communist countries women often worked outside the home and had access to full 
childcare facilities was likewise an argument to be employed against the introduction of 
such social arrangements into this country. The converse approach added further 
rationale for keeping women at home - if democratic capitalism could be shown to require 
only one breadwinner to support a family, then it must be a better system than that which 
required two.
If anti-communist feeling had the potential to strengthen the ideals of democratic 
nations, it also had the potential to attract Australians further towards the ideals of a 
country which claimed to be one of the greatest democracies of them all, the United 
States. It is impossible to say with any certainty how far American ideas infiltrated 
Australian thinking, but there is no doubt that the raw material was there. As one 
historian put it, 'A vast tide of ideological, industrial and recreational trash flowed into 
Australia in the fifties and sixties. '28
American ideas and ideology, in the form of popular songs, magazines and films, 
stressed strongly a domestic ideal of mother happily at home serving the rest of the family 
with hearty doses of love and emotional support. But ironically, there was a reverse side 
to this picture of domestic bliss: divorce and juvenile delinquency appeared to be more 
prevalent in the United States.29 The introduction of American culture therefore tended 
to encourage a fear that perhaps divorce and juvenile delinquency might not be far behind. 
These threats to the social fabric of society attracted condemnation and were portrayed as 
phenomena which women as wives and mothers could and should do something about. 
They could do this by staying out of the workforce and being at home with the 
children.30 The expectation w as that if the mother was at home, then the children would 
be off the streets and the family more likely to stay together, the onus here being on
28 Ritchie Australia p246.
29
While divorce rate did jump just before the end of the war, after 1947 it tended to flatten out, 
suggesting that much of the post-war domestic instability was essentially temporary and could not be 
seriously considered as a threat to the destruction of family life in Australia. Borne in Caiger p39. See 
also Borne in Elkin pl9; Brown in Elkin pi 11.
‘ In the mid 1950s Borne believed that, as major social concerns in Australia, divorce and juvenile 
delinquency had replaced the worry about 'selfish' parents refusing to have more children. Borne in Elkin 
P22.
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mothers to keep society stable.
A second major social trend in post-war Australia that had similar potential to 
strengthen the social expectation that it was good for mothers to stay home was the influx 
of European immigrants. Many were fleeing not only from the ravages of war-torn 
Europe but also from the control of their country by Stalinist USSR, a fact w hich may 
have strengthened the anti-communist camp in A ustra lia /1 The migration program 
began in earnest in 1947 when Arthur Calwell, Minister for Immigration in the Chifley 
Labor government, signed an agreement with the International Refugee Organization. It 
was continued by later governments, until by 1958 the net population gain to Australia 
through immigration was close to one million people.32 This was to have major impact 
on the composition of the Australian population, which in 1947 had been 98% of British 
stock.33
To facilitate the assimilation process and in order to help new' settlers feel welcome, 
the Government established the Good Neighbour Council and encouraged the term 'New 
Australian' to be applied to the new arrivals.34 In some parts of the country the 
Government also sponsored English language classes.3'’ Because of an active building 
program in the capital, Canberra became a major destination of European migrants in the 
1950s, and I will discuss the experiences of its migrant mothers in more detail throughout 
this work.
On a broader scale, although the effects of the immigration program on the perceived 
role of married women in Australia cannot be fully explored here, there are some facts
3 1 Poland, Austria, and the Baltic states, which produced many of Australia's early post-war migrants, 
had each experienced communism to some degree at least. The Hungarian Revolution of 1956 produced 
another batch of immigrants armed with first hand accounts of, and opposition to, communism.
'  An agreement with the Dutch government was signed in Feb 1951, and later with other European 
governments. P.H. Partridge 'Depression and War 1929-1950' in G. Greenwood (cd) Australia, a Social 
and Political History Angus and Robertson, Australia 1955 p407. See also W.D. Borne The Grow th of 
the Australian Population' Population Studies vol xiii #1 1959 p8.
33 This excludes Aboriginal people who were not counted - literally or figuratively - by w hite 
Australians at the time. It is important to point out also that despite the claim of one historian (R. Ward 
A Nation for a Continent Heinnemann, Australia 1977 p281) that the colour bias of Australians was 
modified by Nazi racism and Australian contact with Asians during World War II, the intake of the post­
war migration program was almost entirely European.
34 H. McQueen Social Sketches of Australia 1888-1975 Penguin, Australia 1978 p i77.
33 Mrs Ruth Arndt of Deakin, ACT taught English to migrants in the 1950s under a Government- 
sponsored scheme. (Private communication).
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which are pertinent, and some related observations can be made. Three fairly immediate 
results of the rapid increase in European immigration can be discerned. First, in the early 
years of the program, male migrants outnumbered females. This occurred in a country 
that already had a long history of male numerical dominance36, so it was not surprising 
that by the 1950s there were very few unmarried women in Australia.* 3  ^ This fact could 
only reinforce the notion that marriage and a family was the ’natural' situation for women 
to be in.3x
Second, as the male / female balance in the migration program became more equal by 
the early 1950s, the large numbers of new families arriving in the country had an 
ameliorating effect on the concerns of those who were worried about the need to replenish 
the population after the war.39 And thirdly, the program increased the number of 
married women who were prepared, or obliged through economic necessity, to work 
outside the home.40 However, because it was migrants rather than Anglo-Australians 
who were working outside the home, this did little to change the dominant pattern of 
domestic ideology in the short term. Migrant women were usually employed in low- 
status work, and this was not something that Anglo women would aspire to. Rather, it 
was something from which migrant women themselves might be pleased to retire as soon 
as circumstances permitted, further reinforcing the notion that home was a desirable place 
for women to be.
Overtime, the migration program had an impact on the lives of married women in the 
more practical arena. Methods of food preparation, house maintenance and child-rearing 
were different from culture to culture, so the potential to learn from each other existed. 
While the fact that Europeans were doing the same thing as Australians but in a different 
way left little room to doubt the efficacy of the family as an institution and the 
entrenchment of women's expected domestic role across cultures, it did provide on a
30 Borne 'Growth' pi 1.
37 Borne 'Grow th' p i4.
3S Later, w hen large family groups like those from the Netherlands arm ed, the newsreels featured 
pictures of happy immigrant families with 10 or 12 smiling children (and more to the point, smiling 
mothers), subtly reinforcing the notion that family life was a happy, satisfying institution.
3 Q
R.M. Younger Australia and the Australians Rigby, Australia 1970 p677; Ward Nation p281; Bolton 
in Crowley p481; Partridge in Greenwood p406; Hudson in Crow ley p533; Ritchie Australia p238.
40 The increase in the number of women working outside the home in Australia in the late 40s and 50s 
has been attributed to the practice of migrant women working - R. Frances 'Never Done but Always Done 
Down' in V. Burgmann and J. Lee (eds.) Making a Life, A People's History of Australia McPhee Gnbble/ 
Penguin, Australia 1988 p 131.
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practical level a source of variety in individual women’s lives as they made contact w ith 
each other.41
The third major trend of the 1950s that I wash to discuss here is that of Australia’s 
increasing economic prosperity.42 The reasons for the 'boom' and the details of its 
progress are not relevant to this study, but it is important to reflect on some of the ways in 
w hich full employment, good wages, and plenty of consumer goods may have affected 
women's domestic lives.
To begin with, it might be expected that a high demand for labour arising from boom 
conditions would entice women into the workforce. However, the restrictive wage 
structuring discussed earlier remained in place until the 1970s, so there was little financial 
incentive for married women with children to return to work. Nor was their return made 
easier, at least until the mid 1960s, by any provision for childcare 44 Indeed, there was 
a perception that there was less call for women to go to work because good economic 
conditions meant 'there were plenty of jobs then and you could live on one wage'44 It 
w ould appear therefore that in a time of economic prosperity, jobs were still only for men 
and single women, not mothers of young children.
Boom conditions also allowed governments to be more generous in their social 
legislation, w hich by its nature may have further reinforced the notion that women's place 
was in the home. Even as early as 1943 (perhaps anticipating better conditions or perhaps 
because of wartime fears of a decreased birthrate), the means test on eligibility for the five 
pound maternity grant paid at the birth of a child was abolished and the benefit itself 
tripled.4'’ In 1950 child endowment, which had been introduced in 1941, was extended 
to include the first child as well as subsequent children, and the age lim it was extended 
from 16 to 21 years i f  the child was still dependent.46 By 1955 the rate had doubled to 
ten shillings 47
This family-oriented legislation was accompanied by a series of initiatives to increase 
public health and reduce child mortality rates. For example, after a referendum in 1946
4 1 Migrants' contribution to the visual and performing arts, to architecture, literature and public arena
cuisine is often acknowledged, but this also occurred at the private domestic level, as I w ill show later.
1 9
Bolton in Crowley p460, p469; Hudson in Crowley p507; Ritchie Australia p240.
1 3
■ Childcare was still publicly frow ned upon in Canberra when one interv iewee toed to set up a centre in 
the late 1950s and early 1960s. BG Interview.
44 This comment was from the husband o f one of the interviewees. 1W Interv iew .
44 Borne in Caiger p36-7. The maternity grant had originally been introduced in 1912.
46 Borne in Caiger p36; Hudson in Crowley p542.
47
Borne in Caiger p36.
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had given the federal government specific power to legislate for social services, national 
medical benefits were established: a pharmaceutical benefits scheme was set up in 
September 1950 and a contributor)' hospital and medical benefits scheme in July 1953 48 
Measures to combat tuberculosis received a large amount of Government funding in 
1949/50, and in April 1955, a vaccine against poliomyelitis was made available to all 
Australian children.4g Together, these social and public health measures had the 
potential to make domestic life more secure, both physically and financially, and therefore 
ideologically.
Finally, boom conditions highlighted the differences between a wartime and peacetime 
economy, lending weight to the argument that home could now be a more comfortable 
place for women to inhabit. During the war, shortages of goods had created considerable 
hardship for people responsible for raising children. Butter, tea, sugar, meat, clothing 
and petrol were all rationed, and 'luxury' goods like toys were extremely hard to get.'*0 
Used adult clothing often needed to be 'made-over' for children and to ensure that meals 
from rationed goods were nutritionally balanced and tasty, mothers would need to invest 
much thought and time in their preparation. In addition, in many instances, home for a 
young family during the war was simply a room with in-laws, a rented caravan or a 
garage.5 1 The austere wartime conditions governing domestic life legitimised diversions 
from the home if the opportunity arose, as mothers and children could not be expected to 
endure harsh restrictions all the time.
With the boom, however, consumer goods were more affordable and more easily
48 Hudson in Crowley p542. However, due to the strong medical profession lobby, health care schemes 
were still privately based and it was not until the late 60s that the government paid contributions for the 
poor and gave migrants six months free cover. McQueen Social Sketches p i86.
4g McQueen Social Sketches p i87-8. However, this was not before a serious outbreak had occurred 
between 1951 and 1954 affecting 4,735 Australians. Canberra had 26 polio cases in 1953/4. ARADC 
1953/4.
50 Petrol restncted travel and therefore v isits to and from grandparents and other interesting people, and 
outings to places of interest outside the home. (VB Interview) Goods made of rubber were restncted: one 
of the women I interviewed clearly remembers the joy in her children when they saw their first balloon 
after the war. (IW Interview) Some concessions appeared to have been made for young children. One 
mother told me that butchers would often reserve non-rationed cuts of meat (usually offal or sausages) for 
young children. (VB Interview) Many basic commodities continued to be rationed until 1949, when a 
general election brought the Menzies Liberal Government to power. The result of the election has been 
portrayed as a reaction against the shortage of consumer goods and an 18% rise in the cost of liv ing ov er 
the previous two years. Ritchie Australia p238. See also Bolton in Crowley p465.
51 Home Life p5.
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available. Manufacturers had a vested interest in ensuring housewives and mothers 
enjoyed being at home, feeling good about using the products they wanted to sell. 
Advertisements reinforced this notion. Yet even as the new range of consumer goods 
made life at home more comfortable, there is no reason to suppose they made the time 
spent on housework any less. It can be argued that as the number and range of consumer 
goods increased, so too did the expected standard of housekeeping. In addition, 
changing patterns of childraising tended to fill any time women might have left over from 
shortened household tasks.'*2 The important point about the increased availability of 
goods making the home more comfortable is that it encouraged a societal perception that 
the home was an easier place to live in and placed on mothers an expectation that they 
should be contented with home life. The corollary was that if they were not contented, 
something must be wrong with them, not with the home.
The fourth and final trend of the 1950s to be discussed here is suburbanisation. By 
the end of the second world war, with the effects of wartime shortages exacerbating the 
situation, there was in most city areas a distinct lack of domestic accommodation.53 For 
this reason, housing comprised an important part of the post-war reconstruction 
discussions and in July 1945, in an attempt to encourage co-operation between State and 
federal governments to get houses built quickly, the Commonwealth established a 
Department of Works and Housing.'*4 Large areas of land on the boundaries of existing 
cities were allocated for housing estates on which houses were to be erected as quickly 
and as cost-effectively as possible.
The immigration program after 1947 added many more people to the numbers waiting 
for housing, but at the same time brought in large numbers of men skilled in building and 
allied trades.'*'* With so many people needing accommodation, the emphasis at first was 
on housing itself, with sewerage, footpaths and gutters coming in a poor second and 
community facilities such as health clinics, schools and halls often neglected altogether in 
the early post-war years. The suburbs became a mass of streets full of similarly-designed 
houses, each on a block big enough to contain at least a clothes line, vegetable garden, 
garage and children's play area. Canberra was one of the areas caught up in this
52 1 will discuss childraising ideology in the next chapter.
53 McQueen Social Sketches p 181.
54 C. Allport 'Women and Suburban Housing' in P. Williams (ed.) Social Process and the City Urban 
Studies Yearbook 1 Geo Allen and Unwin, Sydney 1983.
55 For example, the construction company A. V. Jennings brought out 150 German building workers in 
1951/2. Gibbnev Canberra p240.
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suburbanisation process and although 1 will discuss Canberra's particular housing 
program in chapter four, it is important to point out here that most of the features of 
Australian suburbia applied to Canberra as well, even though, unlike the State capitals, it 
possessed no urban heart.'’6
There are three general aspects of the suburbs which are appropriate to discuss here: 
their geographical location, their visual presentation, and their lack of facilities. Each 
aspect has significant physical and ideological implications for mothers with small 
children.
The first aspect, their geographical location on the outskirts of cities, ensured the 
isolation of their inhabitants, not only from the inner city where employment, health 
serv ices and commercial entertainment centres were situated, but also from each other. 
Housing block sizes in the suburbs were bigger than in the inner city areas, so the density 
of population was lower and public transport, where it existed at all, was not so frequent. 
This discouraged easy access to friends other than very close neighbours, a situation 
which may have been particularly hard for new mothers who had left parents, siblings, 
school friends and previous employment associates in the city when they moved out to 
their new home. In the case of Canberra, new mothers had often left their 'supports' 
back in the State capitals.
The suburbs' long distance from the city meant that the male wage-earner often had to 
use many of the hours he might have spent with his family travelling to and from his place 
of employment. And the more hours a mother had at home without a spouse, the more 
domestic duties she was likely to take on herself, simply because her spouse was not 
there to do them. In addition, the male spouse had more justification for not doing more 
in the house because his days at work were so long and arduous. In Canberra the 
commuting aspect of suburban life was not present to the same extent because the 
residential areas were closer to employment centres. However, if the husband was a 
public servant, he was often required to work overtime two or three nights a week and 
quite a few husbands also studied part-time at the Canberra University College as part of 
the Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme.57 The effects of this on family life 
were similar.58
56 Canberran suburbanites were more fortunate than others in some respects, in that most of the 
essential services - water, electricity, sewerage were laid on before people moved in. Road-sealing, 
guttering and footpaths came not too much later. Community facilities were still lacking many years 
after a suburb was inhabited.
5 Gibbney Canberra p244.
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It is important to keep in mind w hen discussing this aspect of suburban life that for a 
woman with young children the home was a workplace. Whenever she was at home her 
work surrounded her - laundry, cooking, cleaning, childcare. Only by getting out of the 
house could she remove herself from the work situation, although of course if her young 
children went too. as they usually did in the 1950s, a major part of her work went with 
her.-v) On the other hand, for a man, the home was a retreat from his place of 
employment. He worked hard all day to provide for his family and returned home for 
respite and solace. Yet when his wife was the only adult person there at home, especially 
in far-flung suburbia, away from his workmates and extended family, it was she who 
must provide this solace. The husband thus became part of a housewife's job: she must 
soothe his weary brow or deal with his anger, in addition to other domestic chores.
A second aspect of suburbia is its visual impact. The artistic eye of architect Robin 
Boyd was affronted by the sight of:
stark hillsides . . . spotted with pale weatherboard and raw 
brick boxes. Between them, confining each in a small 
muddy rectangle, ran the straight grey lines of tall paling 
fences.60
Another writer described the suburbs as 'dreary, treeless and lacking in amenities for 
the mothers and young children who would spend nearly all their time there'.61 The 
increased use of fibro-cement and prefabricated materials after the war, and the number of 
do-it-yourself amateurs trying to cut building costs by constructing the most basic box­
like structures could only have increased the drabness of the scene 62
Yet, while Robin Boyd and the hindsight of modem writers might dwell on the 
ugliness of the suburbs, it is important to recall that wartime housing shortages may well 
have made the suburbs seem like heaven to individual families moving there at the time. 
Faced with the alternative of crowded single rooms, converted army huts, tents or 
caravans, or living with other people such as in-laws, a home of one's own in the
KB and KK Interv iews.
See the next chapter on childraising ideology.
60 R. Boyd Australia’s Home Melbourne University Press, Melbourne 1952 pl06.
61 Bolton in Crowley p490.
s'
McQueen Social Sketches pl80. In 1947 fibro-cement was used tor only 6% of houses: in 1954 it 
was used in 12%, but by 1961 a sixth of all dwellings were constructed of 'fibro'. McQueen Social 
Sketches pl81.
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suburbs, however drab and ugly, must have been a very attractive proposition.63
This paradoxical situation of a dreary suburbia appearing as the answer to a family's 
dreams was compounded by the fact that the suburbs, although physically unattractive, 
still 'placed an unexpectedly heavy call on the public purse' .64  This was especially true 
in the case of Government housing, such as was prevalent in Canberra. A certain level of 
gratitude could therefore be exacted from residents of suburbia, especially the women 
w ho lived there full-time. The point I am making here is similar to the one made earlier 
about increased availability of consumer goods. If things are better than they were 
before, then there arises an expectation that the recipients of the better things should feel 
contented. And it is hard to question the desirability of something for w hich one is made 
to feel grateful.
A third physical aspect of suburban life concerns facilities. The suburbs generally 
lacked employment opportunities for women, childcare centres, sporting, intellectual and 
entertainment facilities, even meeting places. Not only did this increase the physical 
isolation of mothers and discourage community interaction, but more importantly it sent a 
very clear message to women that the only things they really needed to do was to breed 
and feed children. They did not need entertainment, employment or community facilities. 
So even as women were provided with housing for which they should feel grateful, they 
were not provided with enough other facilities to make their lives truly rewarding. I will 
discuss this point in greater depth in relation to Canberra later.
In summary, a number of post-war conditions had the capacity to influence the way 
married women perceived their role in society. Reconstructionist literature and a number 
of legislative and judicial moves combined to let women know that they should now be 
content with being at home. Later sociological writings only strengthened this. In 
addition, all four of the social/economic/political trends discussed here (the influence of 
the U.S.A., the migration program, the economic boom and suburbanisation) contained 
elements that had the potential to contribute to the belief that a woman's place was in the 
home, and that she should feel grateful for being there.
63 McQueen Social Sketches p 181; Boyd Australia's Home pl02; Allport 'Women and Suburban 
Housing’ p73.
64 Bolton in Crowley p490.
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CHAPTER TWO - THE NORMAL CHILD’
This chapter discusses the background to some aspects of childraising theory and pre­
school educational practice which were pertinent to the lives of mothers in Canberra 
between 1943 and 1958. The three phenomena discussed in this chapter are: first, the 
principles of nursery kindergarten education, which will be particularly relevant to my 
discussion of the neighbourhood pre-schools in chapter eight; second, the changes in 
babycare advice in the 1940s and early 1950s w hich helped to lessen the emphasis on the 
professional or 'expert' approach to babycare and to present it more as an ability with 
which women were naturally endowed: and third, the ideas of British psychologist, John 
Bowlby, which were often used as evidence to support the argument that mothers ought 
to stay with their young children on an almost continual basis. I will briefly examine each 
of these phenomena in their historical setting and give an indication of their potential to 
influence the lives of Canberra women. I begin with the ideas of nursery kindergarten 
education.
In 1939/40 six model nursery schools were established in Australia, one in each of the 
State capitals. They were promoted as an exciting new development in early childhood 
education, and in many respects they were.1 Yet at the same time they were also a 
product of their antecedents, the kindergartens established by philanthropic and church 
groups in inner city areas at the turn of the century. The latter were established in the 
belief that the living conditions of working class people did not constitute an environment 
good enough for children to grow into healthy, moral human beings.2 Children of the 
poor who were brought into the philanthropic kindergartens were fed, clothed and rested 
as well as taught moral behaviour, with the implication that the children's parents were in 
no position to raise their children 'properly' themselves. In this respect at least, the later 
proponents of nursery school education had a similar approach to the philanthropists as 
both believed that parents were not as capable as themselves in doing what was best for 
children.
But in another respect they differed. While the philanthropists believed children had 
to be 'instructed' or taught morals and correct behaviour, the nursery school enthusiasts
1 J.H.L. Cumpston and C.M. Heinig Pre-School Centres in Australia, Commonwealth of Australia 
1944 . I will discuss these centres in detail later.
- C.L. Bacchi The Nature-Nurture Debate in Australia, 19(X)-1914' Historical Studies vol 19 #75 
October 1980. Kerreen M. Reiger The Disenchantment of the Home OUP, Mclb 1985.
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believed that the principal requisite for children to become responsible, well-functioning 
adults was simply the facilitating of their normal pattern of development.
The difference reflected the extent to which nursery school ideas were indebted to 
Friedrich Froebel. the 19th century German educationalist who believed in educational 
learning through self-directed play, and to Maria Montessori, whose work with retarded 
and abnormal children in Italy led her to believe that the right environment was important 
for normal children to develop fully.3 Montessori believed that careful observation of 
each child as an individual would allow the teacher to take advantage of the child's 
'sensitive periods’, the stages of development at which the child would most readily learn 
a new skill.4 *
Thus the main tenet of the nursery school movement, which became increasingly 
popular in England throughout the 1920s and which later made inroads into the United 
States and Australia, was that the way to encourage the physical, social and mental health 
of children was not through formal instruction and discipline, but simply by providing the 
right environment for natural development.'' This in turn was based on the belief that 
there was a natural progression of developmental stages in the growth of a child, and that 
each child would go through them at different times and at different rates. However, the 
rate could be enhanced if educators created the right environment at the right time for each 
child.6
3 Friedrich Froebel (1782-1852) set up one of the earliest kindergartens in 1837 and was responsible 
for coining the term ’kindergarten1. For an acknowledgement of the Australian nursery kindergarten 
movement's debt to Froebel see Cumpston and Heinig Pre-School Centres p200.
4 For an overview of the tenets of Montessori education, see E.G. Hainstoek Teaching Montesson in 
the Home New A men can Library, New York 1968.
3 Margaret and Rachel McMillan had incorporated Froebel’s ideas into their nursery schools program in 
England in the early 20th century, but the populanty of the program there after the first world war was, 
according to one commentator at least, due to their role as replacement nannies. (C. Hardymenl Dream 
Babies: Childcare from Locke to Spock Jonathon Cape, London 1983 p209) By the late 1920s, nursery 
schools had spread to the United States, and were fostered there in the 1930s through the work of Susan 
Isaacs, w ho stressed the importance of play in the development of children. By the end of the 1930s 
nursery school ideas were firmly established in Australia.
6 This developmental approach to early childhood education had also been informed by developments in 
psychology from 1890-1910. A detailed discussion is not necessary here but briefly, the work of 
American and European psychologists such as James Sully, w ho founded the Association of Child Study; 
G. Stanley Hall, who published a periodical on child psychology, and Alfred Binet and later, Lew is 
Madison Terman, w ho worked on intelligence quotient (IQ) testing, were all important influences. As 
child development ideas emphasised the whole child (physical, social and mental), advances in nutritional 
know ledge and other public health concerns had also played a role in their populanty.
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It was this set of beliefs that became the basis for the Lady Gowrie Child Centres, 
which were set up in Australian capital cities in 1939/40 by the Commonwealth 
Department ot Health in conjunction with existing kindergarten groups. The centres 
were named after the Governor-General's wife who had provided the inspiration and 
encouragement for the project, and their educational program was supervised by the 
Australian Association of Pre-School Child Development (AAPSCD).* 8 The overall aim 
of the centres was:
to set national standards in pre-school work throughout 
Australia and to act both as a stimulus and guide to State 
Governments, Education and Health Departments,
Municipal Councils, Kindergarten Unions, Day Nursery 
Associations and to groups of parents who may wish to 
establish Nursery Kindergartens.9
In addition the Lady Gowries were to be research centres in their own right, using the 
children who attended them as the subjects of scientific observation.10
Teachers at existing kindergartens, as well as many other interested people and 
groups, were encouraged to visit the Lady Gowries, as they became known, to gain an 
understanding of the principles of child development and to see how they could be put 
into practice in their own organisations.11 The term 'nursery kindergarten' came to be
 ^ Reiger Disenchantment p 165.
X The AAPSCD was set up in 1938 by the State Kindergarten Unions specifically to supervise the
educational programme of the Lady Gowne Centres. (AAPSCD Annual Report 1949 edition p i ) The
post of Federal Officer of the Association was filled first by Chnstine Heinig from 1938 to 1944, then by
Gladys Pendred until 1965. The medical programme of the Lady Gowne Centres w as supervised by Dr
F.W. Clements of the Institute of Anatomy in Canberra. Both Miss Pendred and Dr Clements were very
influential in the setting up of pre-schools in Canberra in the 1940s and 50s.
9 Ministry of Post-War Reconstruction Australian Community Development Bulletin #6 Day 
Nursenes, Nursery Schools, Kindergartens 1946. In Australia, the term 'nursery kindergarten’ was used to 
denote an establishment in which nursery school principles had been grafted on to the old kindergarten 
administrative structure. It is the term that was used in Canberra in the 1940s and early 1950s.
1 () The Lady Gowne Child Centre’ Health vol 2 #1 March 1952.
1 1 Between three and four thousand visitors per annum in each stale were accommodated during the early 
1940s. They included health professionals, teachers, police officers, schoolgirls thinking of future careers 
and people interested in setting up centres in other parts of the country . Ample provision was made for 
them to observe the children at their activities from discreetly placed observation rooms which, like the 
centres' other up-to-date amenities, were built into the design from the beginning. AAPSCD Annual 
Report on Australian Pre-School Education 1955 edition p5.
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applied to early childhood establishments which espoused the nursery school principles or 
ideals, as exemplified by the Lady Gowrie Centres. Because they played such an 
important part of the development of neighbourhood pre-schools in Canberra. 1 will 
briefly outline here the major principles to which the Lady Gowrie Centres and the 
nursery kindergarten movement generally adhered.
The first principle was a belief in the importance of health to the general development 
of pre-school children. Indeed, it was on a recommendation of the National Health and 
Medical Research Council in 1938 that the Lady Gowrie Centres were established.1: It 
was part of the specifications of the ideal nursery kindergarten that a nursing sister be 
employed to carry out daily health checks on the children and that a medical officer 
undertake full medical examinations of the children at regular intervals.1 *
A second principle was the importance of play and activity. It was believed that 
through play children developed into normal adults, healthy in body and mind. However, 
in order to fully utilise the capacity for free play, careful thought had to be invested in the 
choice of buildings, outdoor equipment, toys, and furniture. Ideally, nursery 
kindergarten buildings were to be purpose-built and all furniture and equipment should be 
constructed with the muscle development of young children in mind.14 Toys should be 
mentally stimulating and conducive to the development of fine motor control. This 
emphasis had at least two implications for anyone wanting to set up a nursery 
kindergarten. The first was financial and the second was the need for advice from a child 
development expert to select the correct equipment.
A third principle was the desirability of having trained staff:
To 'mould' the child we must provide the essential 
standards and the most essential one of these is the trained
I ^ The administrative cohesion between the health and educational aspects of pre-school work, so 
important in the language of child development experts, did not come easily within the Australian 
government system which kept the two areas separate. Even by 1944, the Commonwealth Director 
General of Health still that felt that he needed tojustify his incursion into pre-school work w ith the Lady 
Gowrie centres. See Cumpston and Heinig, Pre-Schools Foreword.
I }
This was not solely for the benefit of those specific children, but also for the purposes of scientific 
study. Data collected through medical examinations of nursery school children were available for use by 
medical researchers generally. Betw een 1945 and 1955 the Lady Gow rie Centres earned out 18 separate 
studies on the health of children. AAPSCD Annual Report 1955 edition p5.
14 The Lady Gow rie buildings themselves were purpose-built, although it was realised by the 
enthusiasts that this was the ideal rather than the expected norm for nursery kindergartens. Cumpston and 
Heinig, Prc-Schools passim.
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teacher . . . The force that influences the child's welfare . . 
. and adapts it so the child will grow, cannot be a person 
w ho meets only minimum standards.* 1 '*
Not everybody was suitable to care for young children in the nursery kindergarten 
environment. The qualities demanded were exacting:
Good health is essential on account of the close association 
with children and the exacting nature of the work. There is 
a great deal of bending, lifting, walking and running about 
involved, because very young children are never still.
Above average to superior intelligence is necessary in order 
to cope with the three-year course of training. Capacity, 
leadership, and skill in arts and crafts are valuable assets.
A kindergarten teacher must be interested in children and 
their development; she must be well-balanced, with a happy 
personality. She must be able to meet and talk to people 
easily, and gain their confidence and co-operation.16
Unfortunately the pay was not commensurate with the specifications, a point which 
may help to explain why the supply of trained teachers could never keep pace with 
demand in the post-war years. 17
A final principle of the nursery movement involved its relationship with parents, 
particularly mothers. Nursery kindergarten enthusiasts openly stated that 'not all mothers 
are equipped by temperament and skill to carry out adequately the routine of infant or 
child care.'18 This had two corollaries. First, it led to the belief that it was desirable to 
keep the child under the care of experts for as long a period as possible during the day, 
away from any untoward home influence. And secondly, it created the need for parent 
education.
1 Cumpston and Heimg Pre-Schools p206.
1 Ministry of Post-War Reconstruction Occupational Pamphlets #6 Kindergarten Teaching 
Commonwealth of Australia, Adelaide 1946. The three year training course, usually at a private
Kindergarten College was reserved only for people of 'good character and intelligence'.
1 7 Commonwealth Office of Education Current Affairs Bulletin vol 8 #10 'Kindergartens' 13 August 
1951 pl55.
18 Address by Mrs T.A. a'Beckett, President of the AAPSCD to its third conference in 1943. AAPSCD 
Biennial Conference Proceedings 1943
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Nursery kindergarten was thus not a part-time affair; hours were usually 9.30am to 
3pm, with a mid-day meal and afternoon sleep included.19 During the week, children 
often spent more of their waking hours at the nursery kindergarten than at home. In the 
area of parent education, it was stated that:
No Nursery-kindergarten or pre-school centre can justly 
claim the use of its title unless it carries out a joint 
programme of child guidance with the parents. . . Until 
such time when Education for Parenthood is included in the 
general education . . . there is much need for the School 
staff itself to help parents understand their job of child 
development.20
A program of workshops, study groups and visits to the centre were usually 
considered a satisfactory way of educating parents. However, the enthusiasts were also 
aw are that;
There will be much that is forgotten or not properly 
comprehended, and there will always be need for an 
interpretation between home and school of matters 
concerning the guidance of an individual child.21
Overall, the nursery school enthusiasts had very definite ideas about what was right 
for pre-school children. Their zeal and unshakeable belief in what constituted a good 
environment for children, and for what end, comes through in the literature. Experts in 
child development believed they were the best people to guide a child's development and 
to inform parents on how they could help in this process.
Clear evidence of this type of thinking can be seen in the early years of pre-school 
education in Canberra (from 1943 until about 1949), but thereafter, the approach was 
somewhat modified. I will discuss the change of emphasis in the provision of pre-school 
education and its potential impact on mothers in more detail in chapter eight but it is 
important to note here that it was almost certainly influenced by the new babycare and 
childraising theories which emerged in the United States and Europe in the mid 1940s. I 
will now discuss some of the more important elements of the new babycare theories
19 CAB 'Kindergartens'; Cumpston and Heinig Pre-Schools; Australian Community Development 
Bulletin #6.
20 Cumpston and Heinig Pre-Schools p216-7.
2 1 Cumpston and Heinig Pre-Schools p217.
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because in addition to their influence on the provision of pre-school education they also 
had a more direct bearing on mothers’ lives. They had the potential not only to change 
mothers' childrearing practices but also to influence the way mothers regarded themselves 
as mothers.
Because so much of the evidence for the new babycare ideas of the 1940s is to be 
found in childcare manuals, it is necessary to make a few brief points about the manuals 
as historical sources first, as there are a number of problems involved here. The first 
problem is the temptation to see the manuals as descriptive rather than prescriptive 
documents. While 1 acknowledge that they cannot be taken as evidence of practice, 1 do 
believe that they can be used as a guide to the type of ideas women were exposed to, even 
if they did not necessarily follow the instructions.22 The very fact that the manuals were 
published at all indicates that there was a market for such material and that, simply by 
being available, they were potentially a source of influence on parents.23 Writing styles 
give further indication of societal pressures on parents and an analysis of them can help to 
ascertain the way in which childcare experts regarded parents.
A second problem with the use of childraising manuals is the tendency to interpret 
their existence as evidence of a coherent conspiracy to get mothers to assume a certain 
place in society. In reality, the situation is more complex and I have already indicated in 
the Introduction that I do not subscribe to the conspiracy theory. As I will show later, the 
general trend of childraising advice in the 1940s and 50s did tend to complement other 
influences on women’s lives in a number of ways, but the history of the advice can be 
traced back to other discourses, for example, physiology, psychology and psychiatry, 
public health and personal hygiene. While I do not wish to imply that these sciences in 
themselves were value free in the assumptions they made about women's place in society 
(indeed the opposite is more likely to be true), there is no evidence of a concerted 
conspiracy.24
 ^ J. Mehlmg 'Advice to Historians on Advice to Mothers' Journal of Social History vol 9 #1 1975.
M. Zuckerman 'Dr Spock: The Confidence Man' in C.E. Rosenberg The Family in History University of 
Pennsylvania Press 1975 p 181. Combining the manuals with the use of oral history techniques, 
however, can help the historian obtain a sense of how extensively individual manuals or childcare authors 
were read, known and/or talked about at that time.
23 Publishers are generally in the business to make money, so their market research must have indicated 
that there was a large enough section of the public seeking guidance in the area of childcare.
24
The situation is rather one of a multifaceted, interrelated progression, with changes occuring gradually 
within the sciences, within the childcare theories and within the people concerned (both as experimenters 
and as recipients). The overall social context both informs it all and is affected by it all. This argument
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A third problem lies in the temptation to assume that childraising theories had similar 
impact on differing social communities. It may be possible to show, for example, that a 
particular type of babvcare advice affected American mothers in certain w ays, but it does 
not necessarily follow that Australian mothers were similarly affected. This is true for 
both babycare and nursery kindergarten ideas. Most of the new advice emanated from the 
USA and UK and it must be borne in mind that dissemination of it in this country was 
tempered by the presence and role of the infant welfare sisters.-5 This may account for 
the later acceptance of the ideas here compared with the USA. Nevertheless the details of 
the changing content of childcare advice in the mid-20th century w as better documented in 
the American context than elsewhere, so I will base my summary on that contemporary 
documentation before exploring how the changes related to the Australian setting.26
In most developed countries in the interwar years, the authoritative babycare routine 
consisted of a rigid feeding schedule, (letting the baby cry if it was hungry before its 
scheduled mealtime); early toilet training (two weeks after birth was not too early to start); 
plenty of sunshine and fresh air (even if it was cold); and an active discouragement of 
such 'bad habits' as thumb-sucking, masturbation and bedwetting. It was the 
responsibility of adults to teach children right from wrong.27
By the late 1930s and into the 1940s, however, the psychoanalytic ideas of Freud and
in discussed in detail by Riley in relation to the British post-war situation. Riley War m the Nursery esp. 
p42; See also Reigcr Disenchantment p i64; A. Oakley 'Normal Motherhood, an Exercise in Sell- 
control' in B. Hutter and G. Williams (eds) Controlling Women Croom Helm, London 1981 p79.
2 '1 l will discuss this point in more detail later.
26 In 1950 Celia B. Stendler published an analysis of child training procedures as advocated in three 
popular women’s magazines, Ladies Home Journal, Women's Home Companion and Good Housekeeping 
ov er the period 1890-1949. (C.B. Stendler 'Psychologic Aspects of Pediatrics' Journal of Pediatrics vol 36 
#1 Jan 1950) In 1951 C.E. Vincent conducted a similar survey over a similar period, using different 
sources, including the Journal of the American Medical Association. (Clark E. Vincent Trends in Infant 
Care Ideas' Child Development vol 22 #3 Sept 1951) Then in 1953, Martha Wolfenstein analysed seven 
editions of the United States Children's Bureau's Infant Care bulletin from 1914 to 1951, seeking the 
same kind of evidence that Stendler and Vincent sought. (M. Wolfenstein Trends in Infant Care' A men can 
Journal of Orthopsychiatry vol xxiii #1 Jan 1953) All three of these researchers were able to produce, 
from different sources, evidence of changes in the kind of advice being given to mothers ov er the century. 
They noticed a particularly dramatic change between the late 1930s and mid 1940s. Other observers have 
made similar comments. For example, S. Escalona 'A Commentary upon some recent Changes in Child 
Rcanng Practices' Child Development vol 20 #3 Sept 1949 p i58.
2 7 This type of childcare, promulgated mainly in the 1920s and 30s, was strongly influenced by the 
teachings of American behav iouralist psychologist, J.B. Watson (1878-1958), whose theories stated that 
human beings, rather than being at the mercy of their genes, could be trained into appropriate behav iour.
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others were beginning to modify childraising advice.2* One British researcher. Christine 
Hardyment, identifies Anderson and Mary Aldrich's 1938 book. Babies are Human 
Beings, as a watershed publication in the influence of psychoanalytic thought in babycare 
manuals.“ '* The Aldrichs believed that feeding and sleeping routines should not be 
forced on a child but suggested instead that the child had its own natural rhythm which 
ideally parents should follow in their childcare techniques. It was the beginning of the 
Baby Rules, OK' approach that Dr Spock did so much to promote later.30
During the war, the popularity of Freudian-informed childraising theories was boosted 
further in the USA by the publication of Margaret Ribble's The Rights of Infants in 1943 
and in the UK by the radio broadcasts of D.W. Winnicott 31 Like the Aldrichs, Ribble 
advocated close physical contact between mother and child, and believed even more 
strongly that the sensitivity of the mother was vital. She claimed her purpose in writing 
The Rights of Infants was:
to take up a vital aspect of infant care which is not covered 
in the manuals dealing with food and general hygiene - the 
feeling life of the baby, the human impulses which get their 
initial momentum in the primary relationship between the 
child and the mother.32
Ribble also believed that the male and female parent had different roles to play in 
childraising. She claimed that because the father could not devote regular time to the 
infant, then it was best if he was not involved at all until after the third month.33 But the
Freudian ideas may not have been the sole cause of the change in childraising advice. A number of 
other explanations have been put forward, both at the time and since, to explain it. For example, the 
adv ance of domestic technology (such as washing machines) may have allowed mothers to be more relaxed 
about such things as toilet training, (M. Gordon 'Infant Care Revisited’ Journal of Marriage and the 
Family vol 30 #4 Nov 1968 p580; Wolfenstein Trends' pl20) or perhaps the coming of the second world 
war upset some people's faith in human rationality or engendered some feelings of guilt which earned over 
into how people thought about childcare. Escalona 'Commentary' p 159-161; Hardyment Dream Babies
p224.
29 Hardyment Dream Babies p213.
3 0
‘ According to Hardyment, Spock was inspired by the Aldrichs' book. Hardyment Dream Babies p213
I
M.A. Ribble The Rights of Intants. Early Psychological Needs and their Satislaction Columbia 
University Press, New York 1943. Ribble was welcomed as a relief from the old style baby manuals by 
at least some people in Canberra in the 1940s. (MP Interview). See Riley War in the Nursery p84 for a 
discussion of Winnicott's broadcasts.
' l  ?
■ Ribble Rights of Ini ants p3. See also Hardyment Dream Babies p234.
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mother was vital: |The baby's) deepest need by far is the understanding care of one 
consistent individual - his mother.'34
Bv the end of the war, there were, therefore, conflicting sources of advice on 
childcare. Older style manuals advocating strict routines were still available, but so too 
w ere the new er ones incorporating the Freudian-based ideas of the mother/child bond and 
the absence of traumatic experiences. Before analysing the potential impact of the most 
popular childcare writer of all time. Dr Benjamin Spock, it is appropriate here to briefly 
summarise the Australian scene as it was in the mid to late 1940s.
Notwithstanding the new international trends in babycare. Australian literature 
published in the 1940s was more of the pre-war style, with very little evidence of 
psychoanalytic theory. Sister Mary Jacob wrote in her childcare manual, first published 
in 1948:
To wake a baby at regular hours for his feeds, to put him 
down for his sleep always at the same time, to bath him, to 
exercise him, and to give him his 'mothering' at the same 
time each day is the beginning of the training in obedience 
and the laying of the foundations of his character for 
life.35
She restricted the 'mothering' activity to about an hour,
from about 3.30pm or 4pm until baby is sponged and 
changed and prepared for the night before its 6pm feed. 
This is the special time when the mother . . . can take it up 
and nurse it, handling it carefully, and talk to it and later 
play with it without undue stimulation.36
In the area of mental health, Jacob believed three things were necessary:
1. To teach [the child] obedience
2. To give it a sense of regularity
3. To let it have a sense of responsibility.37
33 Ribble Rights of Infants pIOI
34 Ribble Rights of Infants p i09.
35 Sr M. Jacob You and Your Baby The Shakespeare Head, Sydney 1950 pl03.
a  /
' Jacob You and Your Babv p 109 -110. Jacob was also a supporter of the New Zealand infant welfare 
specialist, Truby King, who strongly believed in breastfeeding to achieve the best physical health for a 
baby. But the breast was to be administered on a regular basis only, not available on demand.
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Margaret Harper's 1945 edition of The Parents' Book, also advised strict timetabling 
and early toilet training:
It is never too early to begin to educate an infant in the 
formation of good habits . . . the responsibility of the 
parents is great when they undertake the care of a baby. By 
allowing bad habits to be formed they may damage their
child for life, both in body and in character.35“1
Our Babies, the infant care book issued under the authority of the NSW Minister for 
Health and handed out through infant welfare clinics to all new mothers throughout NSW 
and the ACT in the 1940s and 50s, recommended regularity because 'a regular life gives a 
baby the greatest sense of security and helps the mother to plan her day most 
conveniently'.39 Undue playing was not recommended and toilet training could begin as 
early as six months.40 Our Babies was primarily concerned with feeding and sleeping 
routines (the latter to be more strictly adhered to than the former), but there is some 
mention of child development ideas. For example, it advised that thumb-sucking and 
bed-wetting should be accepted as normal, although their underlying causes should be 
sought wherever possible.41
Although it cannot be ascertained with any certainty how widely Our Babies was read 
in Canberra, the type of teaching it promulgated did form the basis of the advice given out 
by the infant welfare sisters of the time.4- The infant welfare sisters played a major role 
in the provision of services to Canberra mothers and I will be discussing this further in 
chapter 7. However, it is appropriate here to consider the role of the infant welfare 
system generally in relation to the introduction of new childcare ideas into Australia.43
3 Jacob You and Your Babv p!38.
l O
M. Harper The Parents' Book Angus and Robertson, Sydney 1945 p80. She also claimed (p40) that 
’It is advisable once a timetable is arranged to keep to it absolutely'.
39 NSW Department of Public Health Qur Babies Sydney 1957 (second edition; first published 1931) 
p37. According to Sr Eileen Daer, an infant welfare sister in Canberra dunng the 1950s, every mother 
visiting the clinics was given a copy of Our Babies. Interv iew with Sr Eileen Daer.
40 Our Babies p39; p43.
41 Qur Babies p41; pl21.
42 Interview with Sr Eileen Daer.
43 As I will document shortly, the ideas put forward by Ribble and other Freudian-influenced 
international w riters, including Dr Benjamin Spock in the late 1940s, took longer to become accepted in
43
Infant Welfare Nursing was a distinct profession, the career pattern of which differed 
little across the various states.44 The sisters' role was to monitor the feeding and general 
physical development of infants up to the age of two. Any child with unusual problems 
or illnesses was to be referred to relevant specialists. The sisters had no duties in 
hospitals or other institutions where health or educational professionals gathered. 
Contemporary writers commented on the fact that once an infant welfare sister was 
trained, and employed in a well-baby clinic, her range of contacts with the medical 
profession was generally quite limited. She was isolated from new medical 
developments.4'1 In addition, clinics were usually short-staffed and the sisters reputedly 
w orked very hard, leaving them little time or energy to catch up on new ideas through 
reading or other personal endeavour.46
It is not surprising therefore that there is little evidence of a dramatic change in 
babycare advice in Australia until the early 1950s, later than elsewhere internationally. 
But then the change appears to have been quite sudden. The Canberra women I 
interviewed spoke of a very definite change in babycare advice taking place around 
1951/1952,47 One woman called it a 'terrific difference in mothering'. She recalled that 
with her two older children, bom in 1943 and 1946 respectively,
you woke them up if they were asleep and if they weren't 
asleep they should have been. It was terrible.. . But by the 
time the next one arrived [ 19521, it was demand feeding 
and the same mothercraft sister had to change all her
views.48
Australia.
44 Ministry of Post-War Reconstruction Occupational Pamphlet #21 Mothercraft and Intant Weltare 
Nursing Commonwealth of Australia, Adelaide 1946; Ministry of Post-War Reconstruction Australian 
Community Development Bulletin #5 'Baby Health' 1946.
45 F.W. Clements and N. Parker 'Family Life and Child Care in Australia’ in A.P. Elkin Marriage and 
the Family in Australia Angus and Robertson, Sydney 1957 pl95; Z. Benjamin Education tor 
Parenthcxxi ACER, Melbourne 1944. See also V. Scantlebury Brown and K. Campbell, A Guide to the 
Care of the Young Child Victorian Department of Health, Melbourne 1951 for a general overview of 
infant welfare mechanisms.
46 Our Babies Foreword.
4_7 My evidence is based on Canberra only here. A much wider oral history project would need to be 
undertaken to ascertain the truth of this for Australia generally.
48 HC Interview. Her comments make it sound as though the sisters tollowed rather than led the 
change. It would be interesting but inappropriate here to pursue that point further.
Another woman remembers how, after the rigours of strict feeding routines with her 
older children (born 1942, 1945 and 1950 respectively), it was like 'Rafferty's rules' 
w ith her fourth, bom in 1952 4'; Yet another mother, an avid reader of childcare books, 
claimed that she could pin down the change to some time between the births of her two 
oldest children, that is between 1951 and 1953.30
Part of the reason for the new direction of childcare advice in Australia may be the 
conversion of a few locally influential people w ho then acted as a channel to disseminate 
the new ideas more widely. The famous Australian childcare educator, broadcaster and 
w riter, Zoe Benjamin, commented on her own change of heart, w hich occurred some time 
before 1952:
For a good many years I advocated a rigid adherence to 
certain rules, especially in infancy, which came from 
unconsciously regarding this period as being too much a 
period-in-itself. . . (then 1 . . I began to realise that one of 
the most important principles of child development is the 
need for considering each child's individual differences and 
rate of development from birth, and the necessity for 
correlating any demands upon the child with his particular 
needs and rate of development.''1
The link forged by child development ideas being applied to very early childhood is 
evident here, as it is in the work of the American paediatrician. Dr. Benjamin Spock, 
whose books were read avidly in Canberra in the 1950s.'’2
Spock's Baby and Child Care ('easily the longest and most comprehensive book of its 
type03) was first published in 1946 and immediately became popular in the United 
States. It sold over three quarters of a million copies within the first year, without any 
advertising or promotion, and went on to be the best selling book in America since 
bestseller lists were begun in 1895.'’4 Over the next few years, millions of copies were
44 LR Interview.
MP Interview. These women all had their children in Canberra.
31 Z. Benjamin 'Child-Study Classes' Australian Highway vol 34 #2 May 1952 p34.
52 B. Spock The Pocket Book of Babv and Child Care Pocket Books, New York 1946 (hereafter Spock 
1946); B. Spock The Commonsense Book of Babv and Childcare Pocket Books, New York 1957 
(hereafter Spock 1957) MP; HC and RP Interv iews all provided evidence of Spock's popularity in 
Canberra in the early 1950s. RP said 'In fact, my first edition of Spock fell to pieces.'
33 Hardyment Dream Babies p223.
54 B. Spock and M. Morgan Spock on Spock Pantheon, New York 1985 pl35. A.M. Sulman 'The
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sold throughout the world.
The popularity of Spock's book can be attributed to a number of factors. It was 
cheap, as the publishers had deliberately set out to produce a paperback babycare book 
that cost less than a dollar'1''; it was comprehensive ('its brilliant index allowed a mother 
to look up anything from temper tantrums to itchy toes'-' 6); and it was w ritten in a simple 
style.'1 Its fortunes were also advanced through its appearance on the immensely 
popular 1 Love Lucy television show in 1953 with no adverse ridicule from the pregnant 
comic. Lucy?8) Spock's own explanation for the book's popularity was that it made a 
timely appearance. He believed it helped to allay parents' doubt and confusion caused by 
the proliferation of new childcare ideas.
An interesting variation on the 'timeliness' explanation for Spock's popularity has 
been made by Michael Zuckerman.-'9 He believes Spock's book armed a generation of 
post-war parents who, Zuckerman claims, were the first to face the demands of corporate 
business for 'congenial' employees, with the necessary childcare methods to fit their 
children for the corporate mould. I have two arguments against this view. Firstly, it is 
arguable as to how far Spock and his readers of the fifties were consciously aware of the 
expectations of corporate business. Mothers in particular would have had very little
Humanization of the American Child: Benjamin Spock as a Populanzer of Psychoanalytic Thought' 
Journal of Behavioural Sciences vol i \  #3 July 1973 p258.
^  W.G. Bach The Influence of Psychoanalytic Thought on Benjamin Spock's Baby and Child Care' 
Journal of the History of Behav ioural Sciences v ol 10 #1 January 1974 p93.
~^6 Hardyment Dream Babies p223. The book's comprehensiveness was probably due to Spock's 
experience in both medical and psychoanalytical fields and his association with Caroline Zachry, an 
educational psychologist who had originally been a student of John Dewey. Zachry introduced Spock to 
people like Margaret Mead and Erik Enkson. (Spock on Spock pl09) Thus the ideas of the educational 
psychologists became fused with his own traditional medical training, and the result was a softening of 
the strict measures previously advocated.
T'7 As one researcher put it, 'It is remarkable how Spock is able to communicate so many ideas that were 
first discussed in the literature of psychoanalysis without using the vocabulary of psychoanalysis itself.' 
Sulman 'Humanisation' p264 Sulman identifies concepts like infantile sexuality, the Oedipus conflicts 
and unconscious mental activity w hich are all treated by Spock very simply and straightforw ardly in 
everyday language. See also Bach 'Influence' p92.
' Spock on Spock pl37. The last reason may not be so flippant as it sounds. Although telev ision did 
not reach Canberra until the 1960s, the important point here is the level of society's acceptance. The 
producers of the show saw nothing amiss with putting Spock's book into the hands of Lucy, the 
stereotypical (although zany) housewife of middle America in the 1950s. Sex roles are clearly
differentiated in the show, and Lucy often gains laughs from her 'dumb blonde' approach to life.
59 Zuckerman 'Confidence'.
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experience of what type of employees corporations w an ted 60 And secondly. 
Zuckerman looks at the situation only from a male perspective, implying that mothers' 
choices of childcare theories were made w ith only their sons in mind, not daughters.6 1
Nevertheless, Zuckerman's ideas are pertinent, if they are applied, not to the 
(expected) roles of a mother's male children as adults, but to the immediate roles of the 
mothers themselves. For example, Zuckerman points out that Spock emphasises co­
operation and crisis management, and advises the avoidance or resolution of conflict as 
the best approach with children.62 This fits well with the expected role of mothers in 
post-war society, which was to stay home and create a happy atmosphere, making the 
lives of men and children easier. Spock, consciously or not, was reinforcing these social 
expectations by stating that women, as mothers, were to be conflict avoiders or resolvers, 
making life easier for baby.
Spock's book can be seen as a coming together of the ideas of medical experts, child 
psychologists, and psychoanalysts.63 It reinforced the view of the child as a whole 
being by claiming that the psychological aspects of childcare were just as important as the 
daily physical care of the child. In this respect it was following the Freudian line of 
Ribble and the Aldriches and may have had a similar impact on mothers.
In addition, Spock's effort to widen readership, through low cost and simple 
language, led him also to avoid scientific details. This made the job of childraising appear 
very natural and easy, and the book's content reinforced this. Parents were told not to 
worry unduly because children quite normally go through a number of developmental 
stages; they simply needed to be guided through them. Spock wrote:
Some proper parents think aggressive actions are sinful, 
and ought to be squelched right away . . .  But parents don't
60 True, mothers may have vicariously experienced this through their husbands and true, most women 
of that era did tend to think of the male as universal, but I still do not believe this is sufficient to support 
the theory.
6 1 Ev en if the male was considered the norm in that era, Zuckerman is still making an indictment on 
mothers' concern for their daughters' upbringing.
62 Zuckerman 'Confidence' p204.
■ Sulman claims that Spock was the first to disseminate psycho-analytic ideas through babycare 
manuals in America (Sulman 'Humanisation' p258) but the Aldrichs' book and Ribble's Rights of Infants 
were published before Spock, and if Spock was the first to disseminate the ideas, then Spock's own 
retrospective reason for writing the book - to 'simplify' the field for mothers, to help them make sense of 
the many different childcare books around would be questionable. See Spock on Spock pl24, p i32; also 
Hardvment Dream Babies p223.
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have to worry about this job too much. A normal child 
leams these controls bit by bit as he develops, through the 
unfolding of his own nature and the good relationship he 
has w ith his parents/ ’* 4 *
This was perhaps the major premise of Spock's work - that childraising was easy. A 
second premise was that babies were basically agreeable human beings who could be 
reasoned with, without the use of harsh punishments/1'’ Whenever parents felt their 
children should be acting in a certain way (eating their food, going to the toilet or 
whatever), all that parents needed to do was to exude 'a natural self-confidence in 
themselves and a comfortable affectionate attitude toward their children.4’6 Babies 
should be enjoyed. In fact the first section of Baby and Childcare was entitled 'Enjoy 
your Baby' and contained such comments as, 'He isn't a schemer. He needs loving.' and 
'Enjoy him as he is, that's how he'll grow up best'.67
A third premise of Spock's work was that parents could trust their commonsense to 
tell them what was best for their baby. In later years, Spock commented that:
The very first sentence of Baby and Child Care reads.
Trust yourself. You know more than you think you do.' I 
put this in as a token of my respect for parents, but I didn't 
really expect it to have much impact. Yet everywhere l go,
I hear that first sentence quoted with approval - and that 
pleases me.68
But the handing over of the childcare reins to parents' (or more often mothers’) 
commonsense was not absolute. One of Spock's favourite phrases, especially when he 
was dealing with tricky situations was: 'Go ask your Doctor'.69
Spock's message to mothers therefore was basically that it was easy to raise children 
(with a little help from the doctor) if you trusted your own commonsense and that the 
baby would develop normally if you just enjoyed him [sic] and exuded self-confidence.
64 Spock 1946 p240. The existence of the good relationship with parents is assumed, as part of the
normal child's necessary entitlements.
65 Spock 1946 p 18-22.
66 Spock 1946 section #14.
6 7 Spock 1946 p i8- 28, esp. sections 13 and 16.
68 Spock on Spock pl35; see also Zuckerman ’Confidence' p202.
69 Hardyment Dream Babies p223.
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While this message certainly had some potential to empower mothers by giving them 
more command over decisions concerning their ow n children70, it also put the mother in 
a bind if she was not very self-confident, or if she believed her child’s 'normal' behaviour 
was unacceptable. A mother could not now say that her baby was in the wrong (unless 
she wanted to admit he was abnormal) so it must be she who was wrong, which did little 
to increase the level of self-confidence needed to raise a 'normal' child/ * 1
A similar situation arose if a mother found herself not enjoying her baby. Enjoyment 
is not a commodity that lends itself to prescription, so what did a mother do w hen she did 
not have the pre-requisite?72 Previously she might have relied on the detailed training 
methods and still been satisfied that she was doing the right thing, or even pursuing a 
demanding scientific 'career' as a mother.77 Now, if she couldn't find endless 
enjoyment in being with her baby, she would be failing not only the baby, who was in 
danger of not growing up normally, but herself, in that she was unable to excel at the only 
career readily accessible to her, a career that was supposed to be easy and natural for her.
Spock's work marked a culmination of Freudian-inspired ideas being adapted for the 
readers of child-raising manuals. Baby and Child Care became an established reference 
for many years to follow. There was however one other set of ideas which appears to 
have been of significance in the lives of Canberra mothers in the 1950s and these are the 
ideas of British psychiatrist, John Bowlby. 4
As consultant in mental health to the World Health Organisation in the late 1940s.
0 One Canberra mother I spoke to said that for her, Spock was like 'a breath of fresh air.' MP 
Interview.
1 N.P. Weiss The Mother-Child Dyad Revisited: Perceptions of Mother and Children in Twentieth 
Century  ^Child-rearing Manuals' Journal of Social Issues vol 34 #2 1978 p40.
Slendler 'Psychologic Aspects' pl34.
7 The manuals of the 1920s and 30s had acknowledged that some babies cried more than others, or w ere 
less 'enjoyable', but that just meant they were more of a challenge for mother, and that she would need to 
increase her efforts at training to mould the child's character. This put her in a position to actually do
something about the situation.
74 Interestingly, Bowlby's career shows remarkable similarities to Spock's, although the latter had more 
exposure to educational theory. Both Spock and Bow lby were medical doctors; both undertook 
psychoanalytic training in 1933; both did similar work during the war - Bowlby as an army psychiatrist 
and Spock dealing with sociopathic naval deserters; both became interested in the role that mothers play in 
shaping the lu es of future adults, with their wartime experiences probably having much to do with the 
strength of their later convictions. Howev er, in one respect they differ - Spock, in later life, was prepared 
to admit he had been wrong on occasions; Bowlby became even more convinced he was right. See Riley 
War in the Nursery p92; Spock on Spock passim; and the television senes 'Are Mothers Really 
Necessary?', in w hich Bowlby discusses his ideas.
Bowlby prepared a report which was first published as Maternal Care and Mental Health, 
but which was later released in a popular version entitled Child Care and the Growth of 
Love. •'* The latter version ran into many editions and reprints, ensuring wide 
dissemination of Bowlby's famous assertion that mothers should not be separated from 
their babies at all during the first three years of life unless it was for 'good and sufficient 
reason'.76 He believed that even in the child's later years, separation was still unwise 
and should be approached with caution. His advice to mothers singled them out as the 
only possible carers for their children:
The mother needs to feel she belongs to her child, and it is 
only when she has the satisfaction of this feeling that it is 
easy for her to devote herself to him. The provision of 
constant attention night and day, seven days a week and 
365 days in the year, is possible only for a woman who 
derives profound satisfaction from seeing her child grow 
from babyhood, through the many phases of childhood, to 
become an independent man or woman, and knows that it is 
her care which has made this possible.77
While later investigations have led to assertions that the ideas expressed in Bowlby's 
books were based more on his own personal conviction than on scientific studies, the 
popular contemporary view was that Bowlby's ideas were a result of studies done on 
homeless children during the war./S His ideas became popular with all kinds of people, 
including social workers, welfare officers, medical personnel as well as the general 
public.
In Australia, there was room for a particularly dramatic effect as Bowlby’s ideas
J. Bowlby Maternal Care and Mental Health World Health Organisation, Genev a 1952 purportedly 
documented the results of a United Nations programme for the welfare of homeless children. J. Bowlby 
Child Care and the Growth of Love Pelican, UK 1953 omitted the research details and extensive 
footnoting of the WHO Report, but contained the essence of Bow lby's ideas. Riley War in the Nursen 
(p98) claims it was this book that became 'abov e all responsible for defining the 'Bow lbyism' of keeping 
mothers at home'.
6 Bowlby Child Care pl6.
7 7 Bow 1 by Child Care p75.
7X Denise Riley, building on the work of other investigators, has shown that not only did Bowlby put 
out 'popularised' v ersions of his ideas before he undertook the work to substantiate them but also that the 
ev idence he did finally collect did not effectively substantiate the ideas he was promulgating. There was in 
fact no study on homeless children during the war as the popular Bowlby myth proclaimed. Sec Riley 
War in the Nursery chapter four.
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spread, because in the five years or so after the war (just before Bowlby's work became 
know n) the notion of mothers and children needed some time away from each other was 
still fairly prevalent. Support for nursery schools, which took children away from their 
parents for up to six hours a day. was still widespread and nursery schools were seen to 
be benefitting not only the child but the mother too.79
Yet Bowlbyism seemed to spread even more quickly than the new babyeare ideas of 
the Freudian-influenced Ribble and Spock had in the late 1940s (and certainly faster than 
the nursery school ideas of earlier in the century which took over a decade to take root in 
this country ). The phenomenon can be explained in part by the more advanced channels 
of communication which were available after the war, but still the ready acceptance of the 
ideas by mothers is very intriguing.
There was one notion prevalent in post-war Australia, however, which may have 
prepared the ground for the ideas of both Spock and Bowlby. This was the idea that a 
calm, tension-free home-life was very important for children and society generally. For 
example, in 1946 the Director of Youth Welfare in New South Wales, H.L. Harris, 
claimed that a calm and peaceful home life prevented ill-health, juvenile delinquency and 
educational retardation. However, he did not equate this need for a calm and peaceful 
home life necessarily with the sanctity of the mother/child bond because he did also 
support the notion of nursery schools for children as young as two years of age. He also 
suggested that if a married couple was constantly arguing, it was better for the children if 
their parents lived apart, as a home without tension was more important for the child than 
the parent's marriage.80
Another Australian writer and educator, Jane Clunies Ross, also laid some 
groundwork for the acceptance of the ideas proclaimed by Spock and Bowlby when she 
claimed that many of the difficulties of 'unsatisfactory homelife' would disappear 'when 
recognised for what they are - the need for continual adjustment of daily life to the child's 
ever expanding and changing capacities, interests and physique.'81 Overall, however,
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See, tor example, W.G. Coughlan Nursery Schools, Blessing or -? Christian Social Order 
Movement pamphlet 1946 p3-4. I have already discussed the Government-sponsored Lady Gowne centres 
and will deal in more detail with the push for a nursery school in Canberra during the war years. In 1946, 
the Director of Youth Welfare in NSW, H.L. Hams, listed the benefits of nursery schools and was quite 
open about saying, 'No apology is necessary for [the] argument that the child's attendance at a nursery 
school reduces the burden upon the mother'. H.L. Hams Doing Our Best for Our Children Angus and 
Robertson, Sydney 1946 p27.
80 Hams Doing our Best p 15; p27.
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Clunies Ross remained firmly within the 'expert knows best' discourse rather than the 
adopting the Spockian idea that mothers' commonsense was just as good as expert 
opinion.82
The 'peaceful home' discourse should really be viewed in the light of the post-war 
calls for better housing and the moves to get women out of the workforce into the home to 
make it a more comfortable place for returning soldiers.83 Ironically, pleas for better 
housing also led to the expansion of suburbs with their limited facilities for mothers of 
small children 84 Suburbs were a less-than-ideal setting for the acting out of Spock's 
ideas of 'no conflicts with baby' and Bowlby's ideas about the evils of maternal 
deprivation. Non-stop joyful interaction with a young child is hard to achieve in a setting 
devoid of public facilities like libraries, playgrounds and other cultural or recreational 
centres to relieve the monotony.
Nevertheless, even before the popular version of Bowlby's work was published in 
1953, his ideas were beginning to be adopted in Australia by professional groups and 
others interested in social issues In 1951, the Howard League for Penal Reform, 
conscious of the supposed connection between delinquency and maternal deprivation, 
was telling mothers not to separate themselves from their children before the age of 
six.85 In 1952, ideas based on Bowlby's work in Maternal Care and Mental Health. 
were being disseminated through groups working in childcare services in Victoria, and 
thereby being transmitted to mothers in the community.86
Bowlby's report was described by one academic criminologist as an 'important 
contribution to our knowledge of mental health'. He continued:
The thesis of Dr. Bowlby's book can be put simply, though
XI Jane Clunies Ross 'Some Problems of Parent Education' The Australian Quarterly vol xvii #2 June
1945 p71.
82 She believed that 'family life has more chance of success if one studies the art and listens to the 
expert.' Jane Clunies Ross 'Some Problems'. Clunies Ross was also a firm believer in nursery schools 
and similar institutions even as late as 1953. See J. Clunies Ross 'The Changing Patterns in Family Life
in Western Civilization' Australian Quarterly vol xxv #1 March 1953.
8  ^■ H. Hamson, Principal of the Kindergarten Training College in South Australia alludes to this. See 
Hazel Harrison 'Play and Recreation in the Home' New Horizons in Education vol 5 #1 p24 . See also 
Clunies Ross 'Changing Patterns' pl()4; Hams Doing our Best chapter one; Coughlan Nursen, Schools 
p3. Refer to the discussion in chapter one.
84 See discussion in chapter one.
85 N. Crawford The Child Away from Home Howard League for Penal Reform Adelaide 1951.
86 N. Moms 'Homeless Children' Twentieth Centun vol 7 #3 Autumn 1953 p7.
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its exact statement is more involved, and its implications 
unlimited. It is this: if a child suffers 'maternal deprivation’ 
he is more likely than an identical child not so deprived to 
be involved in an accident, he is much more likely to suffer 
a mental disorder requiring psychiatric treatment or 
placement in a mental hospital, and he is very much more 
likely to become a juvenile delinquent or an adult criminal. 
All this is not vague theory; it is well documented and 
adequately demonstrated fact.8
A social worker, reviewing the report for a professional journal early in 1954, 
recommended it to 'you, whether you are a social worker, a humanitarian, an 
administrator or simply a community conscious citizen.'88 She clearly believed 
Bowlby's work was relevant to a wide range of people, and went on to outline w hat she 
saw as Bowlby's central hypotheses:
1. That the deprivation of mother-love in early childhood 
can have a far-reaching effect on the mental health and 
personality development of human beings.
2. That when deprived of maternal care, the child's 
development is almost always retarded - physically, 
intellectually, and socially - and that symptoms of physical 
and mental illness may appear; and
3. That the period of greatest vulnerability to lack of 
maternal care is during the first three years, and the years 
between three and five are still serious. . . Perusal of this 
convincing evidence would make any reader hesitate to 
approve separation of a child from his mother, even for a 
short period of hospitalisation.89
The non-academic version of Bowlby’s work, published in 1953 without detailed 
footnotes and tables, was designed to be read by the general public. It can never be 
established with certainty how many mothers read it, nor how many were affected by 
Bowlby's ideas through other channels, but I can say that many of the Canberra mothers I 
interviewed, especially those who had their children in the 1950s rather than earlier, made 
statements based on the assumption that Bowlby was right (whether or not they had read 
his book). There was a widely held belief among them that it was good for a mother to be 
home with her children when they were young.90
K7 M om s 'Homeless Children' p6.
88 K. Hughes 'Maternal Care and the Mental Health o f Children' Social Serv ice vol 5 #4 Feb 1954 p9.
89 Hughes'Maternal C are'p9-10.
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The three phenomena discussed in this chapter - nursery school principles, the beliefs 
of Benjamin Spock and others influenced by Freudian ideas, and the teachings of John 
Bowlby - together represent a change, over a period of time, in thinking about the 
mother-child relationship. The conviction on the part of the nursery school enthusiasts of 
the 1930s and early 1940s that young children should be in the care of child development 
experts, not parents, for the best part of the day had by the 1950s given way to Bowlby ist 
notions of 24-hour-a-day mothering, with warnings of dire consequences if this was not 
adhered to.
In later chapters I w ill show that this change in childrearing philosophy was reinforced 
within the lives of Canberra mothers by a number of other aspects of their environment, 
but first it is necessary to give an overview of the rationale behind Canberra’s existence 
and to identify some of the more general factors that helped to forge the pattern of its 
residents' lives at that time; its geography, the social mix of its population, its 
administrative arrangements and its history as a planned city. This will be done in the 
following chapter.
90 RP and MK Interviews are the best examples.
CHAPTER THREE - A PLACE APART'
A British visitor, writing in 1961, described Canberra as 'an oasis shut off from the 
rest of the world and protected inside |a | bowl of beautiful blue mountains'.1 Her 
comment reflects on the natural isolation of Canberra, but it could equally apply to the 
social, political and historical dimensions of Australia's national capital which helped to 
make it known, in the 1950s, as 'a place apart'.2
In this chapter I look at four underlying elements of Canberra life which together had 
considerable bearing on the lives of mothers with pre-school children in the post-war era.
1 will examine first, the elements of Canberra's geography, in particular its climate and 
isolated location; second, its raison d’etre as a political capital, and the resulting unusual 
social composition of its population; third, its administrative mechanisms; and finally the 
legacy of its early planning decisions.
In 1901, when the Australian colonies federated, there was a strong belief that the new 
nation should have a purpose-built capital on a site far away from the traditional colonial 
rivalry of Sydney and Melbourne. Ten years of search and negotiation culminated on 1 
January 191 1 when 900 square miles of undulating sheep country in the southern 
tablelands of New South Wales were transferred to the Commonwealth as the Australian 
Federal Territory, later to be known as the Australian Capital Territory (ACT).3 Two 
years later the site for a new city, Canberra, was named by Lady Denman, wife of the 
Governor General.4
Both symbolically and geographically, the capital was designed to be isolated from the 
major population centres. The site lay in the Molonglo River valley, 640 kilometres from 
Melbourne and about 300 from Sydney, but not even on the main transport links between 
the two. Canberra was a potentially lonely place for early inhabitants, most of whom 
were construction workers or public servants and their dependents. The same was 
probably true for new arrivals to the city in the 1940s and 50s, because train or road travel 
to see relatives back in their home state was either time-consuming or expensive or both, 
and air travel was not yet an everyday occurrence. For young mothers in particular the
1 J. MacKenzie Australian Paradox F.W. Cheshire, Melbourne 1961 p31.
2 CAB59 p i95.
- Yarham 'Making ot Canberra' p20.
4 Keith 'Changing Scene' pi 1.
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isolation was particularly poignant. They would have left behind relatives and close 
trusted friends at a time when they needed them most - through pregnancy, birth and the 
first year of a child's life. Nearly all of the women I interviewed mentioned this gap in 
their own lives, or in the lives of neighbours. Even women who had come to Canberra 
earlier as unmarried government workers experienced this feeling to some degree once 
they were married.
Canberra's climate also set it apart from the State capitals, which are all situated on 
the coast.'’ Briefly, Canberra's climate is sunny, dry, windy, and quite cold in 
winter.3 *6 7 The daily average hours of sunshine is 4.67 even in mid-winter, while in 
January it soars to an average of 9.41 hours." Its annual rainfall is under 60cm, 
arriving fairly uniformly throughout the year, though it has less effect on gardens in 
summer because of the higher temperatures and greater runoff when it arrives in 
storms.8 The Canberra winds were commented on unfavourably by many early 
observers9, so it was not for beauty alone that the city founders planted so many trees; 
they had a practical application in diminishing surface wind from about 42.000 miles total 
annual surface wind in 1928 to 30,000 in 1948.10
Humidity levels and summer temperatures in Canberra are reduced by its position on 
an inland plateau, over 600 metres high,11 and although the encircling higher peaks can 
exacerbate autumn fogs,12 these did not develop into smog, despite the preponderance of 
wood-burning stoves.13
For mothers, the climate had a number of implications. The dry, sunny weather made
3 Many of my interviewees claimed that the Canberra climate was a harsh shock for them e.g KK and 
BG Inten lew s. Some effects of this are discussed later.
6 The morning frosts frequently take the temperature down to twenty degrees below freezing [i.e. 12
degrees Fahrenheit or -11 degrees Celsius] and the householder needs really effective heating for at least
sev en months of the year.' R. Rea Canberra ACT Oswald Zeigler Publications, Sydney 1961
7 Keith 'Changing Scene' p i2.
8 NCDC Planning Survey Report p 12.
9 For example, Keith 'Changing Scene' pL2; CAB51 p73; Ragatz Canberra ACT
1 () Keith 'Changing Scene' p 13; see also NCDC Planning Survey Report and Department of the Intenor 
Handbook 1954; 1955.
1 1 Keith 'Changing Scene' p 12; G.J.R. Linge Canberra Longmans Australian Geographies 1963 p28;
A. Foskett 'Canberra as a Living Place' Architecture in Australia vol 48 Dec 1959 p61.
1 2 Linge Canberra p28.
1 ■^ Interv iews passim . The early planners had not been keen to attract heavy industry to the city and the 
number of cars, although high by Australian standards given the small post-war population, was still not 
high enough to produce foul air.
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laundry tasks easier and allowed for an outdoor lifestyle, especially in spring and autumn. 
The latter was further encouraged in the immediate post-war years bv the 'fresh air and 
sunshine' prescriptions of the older style babycare manuals.14 However, the gardening 
that was encouraged by the civic authorities was made difficult in a city whose 'summer 
rainfall is usually insufficient for continuous plant growth.'15
Perhaps the worst aspect of Canberra's climate for mothers of small children, 
however, was the wind, especially in the winter when it 'blew from the west over the 
snow-clad Brindabella Range.'16 One of the mothers I interviewed suggested that the 
most common medical complaint of young children in Canberra in the late 1940s and 50s 
was not the common cold, as might be expected, but ear-ache caused by the wind.* 1 
Ear-ache is very painful for young children, causing them to cry quite dramatically, and a 
new mother without the accumulated local wisdom of older generations to call on could 
become acutely distressed the first time this developed in her child.
Although as a 'bush capital', Canberra offered residents the benefits of a country 
lifestyle, there were some negative environmental aspects of this for mothers. Three 
'bush' phenomena in particular had an impact on domestic life, at least at certain times of 
the year. These were dust, flies and magpies.
The dust was due to the large number of unsealed roads, exacerbated by the constant 
construction work.18 A housewife concerned with cleanliness would have felt 
particularly frustrated at this. But perhaps of greater concern, as far as health was 
concerned, were the flies. Canberra was well-known for its flies, and despite the civic 
authorities' awareness of the problem, their efforts to eradicate it had little success until 
after the period under discussion here.14 Flies began to appear early in spring and did 
not die off again until the first cold weather. They were a nuisance but more seriously
14 Very few of the mothers 1 spoke to complained of the climate forcing them to keep children indoors 
for an inconvenient number of days.
15 NCDC Planning Survey Report. I will return to the influence of climate on household tasks in later 
chapters.
16 Department of the Intenor Canberra and the ACT 1952.
1 7 DM Interview.
1 X Between 1951 and 1954, the Government sealed about 34 miles ot roads in Canberra. During the 
same period of time, 18 miles of new road were laid. James James Assistant Director of Works ACT 
SSC Evidence p435-436. JB Interview.
14 Department of the Intenor ARADC 1951/2. People who either visited or lived in Canberra before the 
1970s, but who have not returned more recently, are apt to ask travelling Canberrans whether we still 
have 'all those homble dies'. (Own expenence plus anecdotal evidence from others and interviews.)
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they usually 'brought with them the Canberra wog, a sort of mild dysentery which in 
spring sweeps through the city's population'.20 In 1954/5, for example, Canberra had 
12 hospitalised cases of dysentery and 30 of infantile diarrhoea.21 There were almost 
certainly many more cases which never reached the hospital stage.
The standard babycare booklet issued to all new mothers in Canberra, Our Babies, 
exhorted mothers, through the medium of graphic description, to keep constant vigilance 
against flies:
The fly is a dangerous and most persistent enemy of the 
baby. It breeds in manure, excreta, garbage and similar 
materials, and its body and limbs being covered with 
minute hairs readily become contaminated with this filth.
A fly is unable to use solid food. Consequently, as soon as 
it alights it vomits, and then works this vomit into the 
bread, sugar or other food upon which it has settled. By 
this means some of the foodstuff becomes dissolved or 
softened, thus enabling the fly  to suck up a portion of it, 
leaving the remainder of the vomit on the food.
In this way, as well as by the deposition on filth  from the 
surface of its body and legs the germs of many diseases . . 
. are transferred to human beings.22
This was no doubt reiterated in the infant welfare sisters' advice, potentially raising 
anxiety levels in the mother, even i f  in practice she chose not to increase her workload by 
cleaning up after the little disease carriers.
The Canberra spring also heralds the magpie mating season. Magpies assiduously 
defend their own territory and are known to swoop and attack animals and humans, in 
particular small children. Modem Canberra residents are still afraid to allow toddlers out 
of the house at this time of the year, and there is nothing to suggest it was different forty 
years ago.23 Unfortunately for mothers, the magpie mating season comes just at the 
20 'Letter trom Canberra' column Focus October 1946 p24.
21 ARADC 1954/5.
22 Our Babies p25.
Although this topic did not form part ot my questionnaire, one mother did remark in passing that her 
young son held an umbrella over his head to ward o ff magpie attacks when he went to play with a 
neighbour in spring. BK Interview. I also draw on my personal experience as evidence here. My 
youngest child was sixteen months old when her right temple was severely gashed by a Canberra magpie. 
Friends with toddlers have had similar experiences.
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time of year when they can look forward to taking their children on walks again after the 
winter.
The second significant point about Canberra I wish to discuss in this chapter is its 
raison d'etre as the national capital and the resulting social composition of its population. 
The circumstances of Canberra's birth were such that it was not expected, in the short 
term at least, to become a self-sustaining, social organism. Rather, it was to be a tangible 
symbol of a newly federated nation, its existence depending more on legislative 
circumstance than economic dynamism or social viability. Canberra was therefore not 
well-placed to attract inhabitants in its own right and. as a result, its early population had 
to be enticed, at times even coerced, to move there.24
From 1913, when Lady Denman first named the site, until the end of the second 
world war, Canberra developed slowly and in a piecemeal fashion. The first world war 
and later the Depression slowed the building program and, although the new Parliament 
buildings were opened between these two occurrences in May 1927 and Public Service 
departments began to be moved, there were still frequent accusations that the new, 
'artificial' capital city was something of a white elephant. It was not until the second 
world war that Canberra began to be taken seriously.
Politically, the second world war created the need for a more centralised government 
in Australia and the ruling Labor Party, strongly centralist by tradition, responded.2 
Despite the fact that some important government departments, notably the Department of 
Defence, were still located in Melbourne, Canberra became the place where political 
decisions were made and increasingly became the channel for diplomatic links with the 
outside world.26 Statements about the war, on the radio and in newspapers, emanated 
from Canberra, and it was in Canberra that the Ministry of Post-War Reconstruction was 
established.-7 These moves added greatly to Australians' potential awareness of 
Canberra as a national capital. As one writer put it:
24 The threat o f denied advancement, even demotion, in the public service hung over every public- 
sen ant whose department was moved to Canberra. See Sparke Canberra p23.
The Curtin government which took office in 1941 and later the Chifley government both espoused 
the need to uphold Canberra's position as national capital. It was decided, for example, to hold most o f the 
war cabinet meetings in the capital rather than rotate them between the states. Wigmore Long View 
pl47. In 1942, the Commonwealth took over sole responsibility for collecting income tax, a move 
which shifted the balance o f power from the States to the Commonwealth. Bolton in Crowley p465.
26 By the end o f the war eight countries had set up diplomatic missions in Canberra, and by 1950, there
were seventeen. Bolton in Crowley p469.
27 Fischer Myths and Models p50; Sparke Canberra p34; Gibbnev Canberra p209.
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The war has driven home to all of us the importance of 
Canberra, not merely as a city, but as a symbol of the 
nationhood which has so resolutely played its part in the 
world war. With Australia now grown to full nationhood 
with an acknowledged status among the democratic nations 
the old questions about the value |of Canberra| now merely 
sound silly.28
The period immediately after the war saw Canberra's greatest population grow th. 
From a wartime figure of 12,500. the population had more than trebled by 1958 to around 
40.000, with a particularly dramatic increase of 17% in 1948.29 Part of the increase was 
due to Canberra attracting its share of the post-war flood of immigrants, particularly 
refugees.30 In 1947, the number of European-born residents in Canberra was 117; by 
1954 it was 5006, and by 1959, a quarter of Canberra's population was born 
overseas.3 1
There are various interpretations of the impact this had on the city. One historian has 
written of:
a difficult period during which the secure, relatively 
prosperous and civilized members of the public service 
depended profoundly on the physical labour of a large and 
sometimes violent sub-species, with whom there was little 
real communication because of the differences in language 
and culture.32
This gloomy picture of Anglo-European relations was not the same as the one I gained
“8 Denning Capital City p i25.
~ * 3 G.J.R. Linge Canberra, Site and City ANU Press, Canberra 1975 p27; A. Fitzgerald Canberra in 
Two Centuries ACT 1987 p 151, 156; Department of the Intenor Canberra Past. Present and Future 
Canberra 1972 p6
' In 1947, twenty women from the first shipload of Displaced Persons were sent to Canberra as typists 
and domestic workers. In 1949, about 150 Polish men were sent to work on the Cotter Dam project, and 
in early 1952, 150 German men armed for the AV Jennings building company. In addition, many of 
nearby Queanbeyan's European-born residents were Canberra workers. Gibbney Canberra p238-9; 
Interviews; Fitzgerald p i52.
3 1 Foskett 'Living Place' p62; CAB 59 p201. This includes those bom in the U.K.
~ Gibbney Canberra p241. Later (p243) he talks about the large numbers of single migrant men 
indulging in liqour, sex and wild parties in their hostels and notes that the first death sentence for rape was 
recorded in Canberra in 1953.
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from the women I interviewed, who spoke of co-operation and amicability.33 Whether 
this was because interviewees were trying to impress or placate an Anglo interviewer or 
had forgotten some of the less positive aspects of life over the years or whether the local 
domestic scene really did differ from the publicly perceived one. is difficult to tell.
Certainly there were some public measures of welcome for migrants. In 1949. J.B. 
Young’s department store installed a Saturday morning interpreter who spoke seven 
languages and in the late 1940s, the YWCA was bemoaning the fact that its welcoming 
tea-parties for migrant girls were not leading to increased membership from that 
quarter.34 On 22 March 1950 the Good Neighbour Council of the ACT was established, 
opening an office in September 1951 'to provide information and advice to new 
settlers'.3'’
Migration to Canberra was not only from overseas, however. By 1959, half of 
Canberra’s population had come from other parts of Australia (in addition to the 25% 
bom overseas).36 But while the drawcard for most overseas migration was the building 
and construction industries, Australians from other States came mostly for 'white-collar' 
jobs in the Commonwealth Public Service.37 In 1947, 72% of the workforce was 
employed under the Public Service Act. which included manual labourers and technicians 
as well as white collar workers.38
Outside the public service and the construction industry, one distinct and influential 
social grouping comprised academics. The Australian National University was set up as a 
research institution in 1946 and this, together with a number of other smaller centres such 
as the Commonwealth Observatory at Mt. Stromlo, the National Mapping Office, the 
Bureau of Mineral Resources, the Australian Forestry School, the Institute of Anatomy
33 RA, DK, and MS Interviews. I will detail specific instances later.
34 DK Interview; YWCA Annual Report 1948; Minutes of special meeting of the Board of Directorsof 
the YWCA 26 September 1949 (YWCA Archives).
- ~ C.I. Fleming A History ol the Good Neighbour Council ol the ACT Australian Good Neighbour 
Movement, 1975 p3. The Good Neighbour Movement was a national organisation w hose aim was 
citizenship for all migrant newcomers. It was supported by the government. See Good Neighbour 
Council of ACT The Good Neighbour Movement of Australia Canberra, 1965(7).
36 F.L. Jones 'Social Aspects of Canberra's Growth' in Canberra our National Capital Report of 
Proceedings of the Residential School held at Canberra, May 24-30 1964 p4.
*3 n
'  W.D. Borne The population of the Australian Capital Territory and ol Canberra' in H.L. White (ed) 
Canberra, A Nation's Capital Angus and Robertson, Sydney 1954 p225.
By 1961, as Canberra developed a wider range of occupations, this percentage had dropped to 38%, 
but ev en this figure can still be considered high.
and parts of the CSIRO, attracted many eminent scholars to the city.39 One observer, a 
distinguished academic himself, commented:
Canberra must have a higher ratio of university graduates 
among its population than almost any other city in the 
world, probably not excluding Oxford and Cambridge.40
Compared with other places in Australia, Canberra also had one of the highest 
proportions of its total population in the workforce (around 45%) 41 The average wage- 
earner received up to 200 pounds per annum more than a wage-earner in NSW or 
Victoria, a situation which helped to give Canberra its reputation of being a steadily 
prosperous city 42 As Helen Crisp noted:
Ours is a city with few very wealthy residents and very few 
poor ones - a city of people who mainly have steady 
incomes which allow them to live more or less 
comfortably 43
An important factor in the Canberra employment scene in the 1940s and 50s was the 
high number of volunteer workers, mostly female 44 Given the social composition of 
Canberra's male population, which included diplomats, academics and senior public 
servants, and given the social and legal restrictions on women's paid employment, it is
a a
- Some oi the more well-known academics at the new ANU were Manning Clark, Heinz Arndt, Alec 
Hope, Finlay Crisp, Noel Butlin, Marcus Oliphant and Keith Hancock. Gibbney Canberra p244; Keith 
p i8; CAB59 p203. Canberra University College had operated in association with University of 
Melbourne as an undergraduate school since 1929. This later merged with new research institute.
40 H.W. Arndt The Far Away Capital' Australian Highway vol 33 #4 November 1951 p56. See also 
CAB 59 p204, which claims that 2000 university graduates lived in Canberra in 1958. Another 
commentator (Rea Canberra, no page numbers given) claimed that Canberra was Australia's most lectured 
community.
41 F.L. Jones 'A Social Profile of Canberra, 1961' Australian and New Zealand Journal of Sociology vol 
1 #2 October 1965; See also CAB59 p203.
1 9
Foskett 'Living Place' p62; See also Jones 'Social Aspects' p4.
43 Helen Cnsp Radio talk 'Social Life in Canberra' 24/25 Nov 1960 in Helen Crisp papers MS 7593 
National Library of Australia.
44 'Probably more than elsew here, voluntary’ workers have from the very beginning played a most 
important part in making their city a better place to live in.' Department of the Interior? 1913-1963 
Souvenir p 13; see also R.R. Garran in H.L. White (ed) Canberra, A Nation's Capital Angus and 
Robertson, Sydney 1954, Foreword.
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not surprising that there was a large number of highly educated married women anxious 
to 'do something useful' with their lives. A number of these women played an important 
part in the special interest groups which lobbied for increased services for mothers and 
children. Interestingly, the amount of time put into voluntary work, even when it was 
equivalent to a full-time job. was not condemned in the same way as was full-time 
employment for married women.45
By the end ot the 1950s, however, the situation for women in the workplace had 
changed. Canberra by then had a relatively large number of married women in the paid 
workforce, in comparison w ith the rest of Australia, although it has been claimed that they 
worked more from choice than necessity, and usually after they had already raised their 
children 46 Married women were still barred from permanent positions in the 
Commonwealth Public Service until 1966.
It is very difficult to assess from written observations how the various groups of 
Canberra people regarded each other socially. Some writers claim there was a certain 
amount of snobbery’, blaming this on the pre-war system of land allocation whereby 
residents who earned a higher salary received a bigger house on a bigger block.4" 
Others have claimed that, although Canberra may have been snobbish in the very early 
days, by the 1950s it was a friendly place.48 Yet others deny that any snobbery ever 
existed, even in the past 49 Certainly after the war, there was less opportunity for social 
distinctions to be based on place of residence because by then the Government was basing
45 KB, LR, NR and HC Interviews.
49 G.J.R. Linge 'Canberra after Fifty Years' The Geographical Review vol 51 #4 1961 p478; Jones
'Social Aspects' p4; Jones ’Social Profile' pi 12; Foskett p62.
47 'It used to be said that the federal capital city of Canberra was a snob city, divided into various social 
grades according to the salary and status of the civil serv ants . . . perhaps there is more than a grain of 
truth in the statement'. I. Douglas Opportunity in Australia Salisbury Square, London 1947. See also 
Jones 'Social Profile'pi 10; Arnold Haskell Waltzing Matilda, A Background to Australia Adam Charles 
Black, London 1940 pl26. One visitor to Canberra in the 1950s claimed to have collected 'daily diatribes' 
from residents about (among other things) the snobbishness of some residents. Pulliam Lonely Land 
p 121. As late as 1961, Jeanne Mackenzie wrote that 'fin Canberra] there are several worlds operating
alongside each other; they are separate and distinct and merge only at the fringes'. Mackenzie Paradox p34. 
4X 'It was true that in the early days there was an air of artificiality and that social cliques tended to cling 
together for mutual security and comfort, but all this has changed.' Foskett 'Living Place' p6l.
49 'Canberra has sometimes been accused, in a section of the provincial Press, of being a snobbish city, 
in which no salary-group spoke to the group below it. I know of no city of which that is less true. 
Indeed, it grew up from the beginning on almost a communal basis, with the grades in easy social 
relation.' R.R. Garran in White Nation's Capital, Foreword.
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its rental rates on the cost of building the house, not on the size of the block, so as 
building costs rose, it often became cheaper to rent in the more established, historically 
'snobby', areas, w hich led to a more even geographical mix of income levels.50
In my interviews. 1 gained a variety of comments about the Canberra 'class structure' 
but some indirect comments support the view that where social distinction did exist 
among mothers, it was viewed in terms of other mothers' childraising practices as much 
as in financial or rent-level terms."'1 By the 1940s and 50s also, ownership of such 
items as cars or telephones, often used by their owners with a sense of 'noblesse oblige’ 
to help other women, had replaced the historical symbols of class status in the domestic 
arena (maids and other home help).-"'2
Indeed, housework was sometimes viewed as a class leveller. One contemporary 
British observer claimed:
Nearly all of the women do their own housework, simply 
because there is no available domestic help. And Canberra 
is a place where there is a great deal of entertaining and 
party-giving. Therefore it is usual for Mrs (or even Lady)
Blank, wife of the head of the Department of Whatsis, to 
spend a morning preparing the family breakfast, washing 
up, cooking vast quantities of cakes and scones, making a 
lunch for her husband, and in the afternoon giving a tea or 
bridge party to a dozen of her friends. Nor is it unusual for 
the friends all to turn to at the end of the party and give a 
hand with the washing up. Whatever snobbery there may 
be does not apply to manual labour in the home."'3
A final point about Canberra's population in the 1950s is that it was essentially a city 
of young children and their parents. In 1958, one quarter of Canberra's population was 
under 10 years of age compared with 19% for the Australian population generally.'"'4
There can be few towns where on the whole the classes are more mixed residentially.1 O.H.K. Spate 
’Social Structure and Function’ in White Nation's Capital p238; see also CAB 51 p77.
■'1 AW and AC Interviews. I gained the impression that many mothers were reluctant to let other 
women mind their children because their ow n 'high standards' of childraising might not be adhered to.
This impression was gained mainly through what was left unsaid (incomplete sentences or a shrug of the 
shoulders when asked certain questions) and through tone of voice or facial expression.
:' 2 NR and RA Interv iews.
55 Douglas Opportunity. Helen Crisp’s radio talk ’Social Life’ made similar comments.
',4 The growth in the actual numbers of young children as the city grew was quite astronomical. In just 
four years from 1947 to 1951 the under-10 population grew from 2700 to 4900. NCDC Planning Surv ey 
Report
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The birthrate was 31 per 1.000 persons, compared with the Australian average of 23 per 
1,000.-^ It is important to note, however, that this latter figure refected not so much a 
higher than average number of children per mother, but rather a higher proportion of 
women of child-bearing age.M> There was also a greater proportion of married to 
unmarried women in Canberra than elsew here in Australia; a high proportion of males to 
females; and a low proportion of older people.-'"
The third aspect of Canberra to be considered in this chapter is its system of 
administration. Its status as federal capital put it in a peculiar position as far as day-to- 
day. municipal governance was concerned. It was felt that Canberra’s role as show piece 
of the nation and its service role towards the federal parliament should be maintained, 
even at the cost of some rights of the local citizens. Thus it was that the Commonwealth 
Government maintained full jurisdiction over the ACT for over 70 years, until self- 
government was granted in the 1980s.
For a short period of time, both planning and municipal matters were in the hands of 
the Federal Capital Commission, but this was disbanded in 1930 and Territory planning 
and administration reverted to departmental control, with the Department of the Interior 
(after its formation in 1932) having primary responsibility for all ACT administrative 
matters. For Canberrans of the 1940s and 1950s, the Department of the Interior had an 
all-pervading presence. It controlled almost every aspect of Canberra life, with the 
exception of health matters handled by the Department of Health, and justice and police
NCDC Planning Survey Report p24. The birth rate in Canberra was almost double that of Sydney 
in the 1950s. Wigmorc Long View p i59.
In 1959, the 25-39 years age group made up about 287c of Canberra's population, compared with an 
Australia-wide av erage of 237c. NCDC Planning Surv ey Report p23. Canberra mothers followed the 
usual white-collar family pattern of producing fewer children than the av erage, despite the high proportion 
(one third in 1961) of Catholics in Canberra. In 1947, the number of Canberra children under 5 per 
1000 married women aged 20-39 was 869 while the Australia-wide figure was 892. By 1954, in that 
same age group, and reflecting the baby boom, the number of children under 5 per 1000 Canberra w omen 
was 986, compared with the Australian figure of 1,067 per 1000. W.D. Borne The Population' in 
Canberra Sociological Society Canberra: the Next Decade Federal Capital Press, Canberra 1962 p8; Borne 
in White p227; Jones 'Social Aspects' p4.
From 1947 to 1958, in all age groups ov er 15 years there was an average of between 110-125 males 
to females, and the rate was highest for the 15-34 years age group. The Australian rates were 102-108 
males to 100 females. In 1958, people over 65 made up just 3% of Canberra's population, compared 
with 97c of the Australian population generally. Canberra at this time has been referred to as 'the city 
without grandmas', a phenomenon which had implications for young families, as I will discuss later. 
Figures are from NCDC Planning Survey Report.
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matters handled by the Attorney-General's Department.-' 8 
One journalist of the 1950s summarised the Department as:
. . . in material things, the all-giving father. It has sole 
control of land: . . .  it has installed roads, water supply, 
sewerage, transport services; with the co-operation of the 
Department of Works and Housing it provides homes, 
hostels, schools, shops and social amenities; it calls upon 
the State of New South Wales for assistance with railways, 
teaching staff and electricity supply. Its benevolent 
despotism allows a 99 year lease of land, regulates building 
and compels householders to have hedges instead of front 
fences, but makes amends by trimming them (about 100 
miles of them) free of charge. It provides electric hot water 
services, bath heaters, and stoves at nominal rental, 
supplies trees and shrubs from its nursery, and runs single 
workers' hostels and the bus services at a loss in order to 
keep the place ticking, a policy which pays dividends 
indirectly.'*9
Although the Minister of the Interior had formal governmental control over the 
administration and development of Canberra, it was his senior public servants w ithin the 
Department who advised him.90 The Secretaries of the Department of the Interior during 
the period under discussion here were, until 1949, Joseph A. Carrodus and thereafter 
William A. McLaren.61 The latter was a particularly strong-minded character whose 
attitude can be surmised from an announcement he made to a Senate Select Committee in 
1954 that ’the responsibility for everything in Canberra is mine under the Public Service 
Act.'62 One of the witnesses at the same Committee hearings claimed the Department 
was a 'bureaucratic dictatorship'63 and no doubt he was articulating the thoughts of
- Department of the Intenor An Introduction to the Department of the Intenor Commonwealth Stall 
Training Scheme Canberra, 1947.
39 Keith 'Changing Scene' pl4.
60 It was the Minister of the Intenor who submitted all ordinances binding on ACT residents to the 
Executive Council (except for the few brought forward by other Minsters e.g. the Minister for Health, if 
the matter fell within that portfolio) and it was he alone who could devise regulations which, unlike 
ordinances, were not even required to go before the Executive Council. Keith 'Changing Scene' pl6; C.S. 
Daley The Growth of a City' in White Nation's Capital p52.
6 1 Gibbney Canberra p237.
62 W. McLaren SSC Ev idence p893. He had already shown scant regard for the Canberra landscape and 
parklands through his high handed attempts to change the Canberra Plan.
63 R. Rowe SSC Ev idence p898.
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many other residents as a British observer had earlier claimed that Canberra was ’a fascist 
state in the midst of a great democracy'/’4
Some limited provision was made for residents' views on governmental matters w hen 
the ACT Advisory Council was constituted on 1 May 1930.65 However, the status of 
the Council was advisory only, and its membership ratio was five members nominated by 
the Government to three elected by residents. In 1952 this ratio was changed to four 
government nominees and five electees, but the Council was still only advisory, and was 
still restricted to dealing with municipal matters only.66 Some residents resigned 
themselves to regarding the Advisory Council simply as a forum for the government to 
tell the residents what it was planning to do, and even then they did not think it performed 
its job very well.67
The few other channels through which Canberra residents might have hoped for some 
input into their governance were not without their problems. Progress and Welfare 
Associations had been formed in some suburbs in the early years of Canberra, but most 
had folded during the Depression. In February' 1944, a Council of Progress Associations 
was established in an attempt to revitalise this forum but was beset by problems when one 
of the individual associations, Ainslie, previously regarded as communist, was accused of 
try ing to take over the Council.68 From March 1947, however, when an anti-communist 
president of the Council was elected, the forum became once more acceptable to a wider 
range of people.69
A Citizens Rights League, active in the early days of Canberra, was also revived in 
August 1945 by a group of 'leading citizens'.70 The group's main concern was to get a
64 Haskell Waltzing Matilda pl27.
6  ^This occurred w hen control of Territory affairs passed from the Federal Capital Commission to 
departmental control. J.A. McCallum Report of the Senate Select Committee on the Development of 
Canberra Canberra, September 1953 (hereafter SSC Report) para 168.
66 There was no requirement for anyone in the Government to heed the Council's advice, and while it 
w as understood that any new ordinance would be referred to the Advisory Council, the Minister was not 
bound by any legal requirement to do so. Daley 'Grow th' p52. The Government nominees w ere one each 
from the Department of Works and the Department of Health, and two from the Department of the 
Interior. Sparke Canberra pi 1; Wigmore Lorn; View pl58.
6  ^ K. J. Mulherin, President of the ACT Progress and Welfare Council SSC Evidence pl432.
68 Gibbney Canberra p247. Ainslie was considered a working class suburb at this time.
69 Gibbney Canberra p247.
0 Sir Robert Garran; Arthur Shakespeare (Proprietor of The Canberra Times; Fin Crisp (a senior 
member of the Department of Post-War Reconstruction); Sid Rhodes (President of the Trades and Labour
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representative from Canberra into federal parliament, an issue rising to prominence when 
uniform taxation measures were introduced during the war. Residents of Canberra were 
not exempt from income tax, yet had no say in how much was collected and how it was to 
be spent. 1 A federal parliamentary' seat for the ACT was eventually created on 25 
March 1949 and the first Member elected in November ofthat year. 2 However, while 
this might seem like a step towards democracy for the residents of Canberra, it should be 
remembered that the federal parliament of Australia was in no way a local government 
forum for municipal matters of the ACT. In addition, the member for the ACT was only 
allowed to vote on motions relating to territorial ordinances, no other matters. Full voting 
rights for the Member for ACT were not gained until 1966.73
There was one brief interlude of hope for democratic reform in 1949 when the federal 
Labor Government asked H.J.R. Cole, town clerk of the city of Hobart, to investigate the 
possibility of democratic local government for Canberra residents. Cole’s report, 
presented in August 1949, recommended that, after some differentiation between matters 
which were strictly local and those which pertained to Canberra as a national capital, a 
measure of local government should be established."4
Later that year 100 people, including 40 delegates from 20 local organizations, 
attended a People’s Convention to discuss, among other things, what Canberra residents 
wanted in the way of local government. However, once the Menzies government w as 
elected to power in November 1949, both the recommendations of the Cole Report and 
the Report of the Convention ’vanished into archives of Department of Interior’.7:>
The lack of effective local self-government in Canberra during the period under review 
here left a vacuum which concerned local residents filled in the most effective ways they 
could. One way was to rely on the forthright local newspaper, The Canberra Times,
Council), and Dr. L.W. Nott (Superintendent of Canberra Community Hospital). Gibbney Canberra p249. 
7 1 Wigmore Lon a View p 155.
7 2 The person elected was Dr L.W. Nott, Superintendent of Canberra Community Hospital, and a Nerv 
popular member of Advisory Council for 15 years. In the 1951 election, Nott lost his seat to Jim Fraser 
(a journalist and another popular Canberra personality) who w as elected despite charges of being a 
communist. Gibbney Canberra p249, p263. See also Daley Grow th’ p52; Linge Site and City p48.
73 Linge Site and City p48.
7-1 H.J.R. Cole Report on Civic Administration with a Recommendation for a City Council lor 
Canberra Canberra 1949 (Cole Report). Copy in Helen Crisp papers MS 7593 NLA.
75 Gibbney Canberra p263. The official reason given for shelving both the Cole Report and the Report 
of the People's Convention was the 'prohibitive' cost of implementing self government. Wigmore Long 
View pl58.
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which played an active part in publicising local grievances.76 Another was to use the 
numerous local special interest groups, which included church, cultural and sporting 
associations and such community service groups as the Canberra Relief Society, the 
Young Women's Christian Association and the Canberra Mothercraft Society. Ironically 
many of these had initially been pressed into being by Government officials themselves, 
in the hope that they would perform the services that in the States would have been 
undertaken by State Government agencies. 7
In May 1939 eight of these special interest groups formed an umbrella organisation, 
the National Council of Women (ACT), and it was within this arena (and within the 
constituent groups themselves) that much of the work and lobbying associated with the 
needs of mothers and young children was carried out. For example in the post-war years 
the NCW conducted a number of surveys into everyday issues such as housing, shopping 
facilities and retail pricing.78
The last of the four aspects of Canberra that I wish to discuss as background to 
mothers' lives in the post-war era is its legacy as a planned city. From the beginning, 
considerable optimism was invested in the planning of Canberra. One enthusiast hoped 
the new capital would be:
a city well and truly built. A city beautiful to look upon and 
a city beautiful to live within. A world’s centre of civic 
beauty and health.79
Soon after the naming of the site for Canberra a competition was held to select an 
appropriate design for the city. The plan chosen was submitted by an American, Walter 
Burley Griffin, who described himself a 'landscape architect'.80 The plan focussed on
'  Thomas Mitchell Shakespeare and his five sons began the paper in 1925 and it remained almost 
solely a family concern for over 25 years. An outside editor, Charles Meeking, was installed in 1952, but 
he continued the generally liberal and outspoken views of the Shakespeare family. Gibbney Canberra 
p264.
' ' The Commonwealth Government almost begged the YWCA to start a branch in Canberra (YWCA of 
Canberra 60th Birthday Souvenir Booklet) and the Canberra Mothercraft Society, f unded by the 
Commonwealth Department of Health, took on the duties usually expected of State Departments of 
Health. This will be discussed in more detail later.
8 Stephenson and Burmann 'History of the NCW' p33. The survey reports of the NCW are listed in the 
bibliography and were discussed in the Introduction. The work of the NCW was unpaid, officially 
'unskilled' and the results of it have been under-represented in official histones.
9 George A. Taylor (1911) quoted in CAB51 p70.
the future city's monumental aspects (public buildings, parklands and broad avenues) set 
within its surrounding landscape. Indeed some critics felt that he gave too much 
emphasis to 'the poetry of landscape and not enough to utility.'81 This was especially 
pertinent to the residential areas, about which Griffin gave few details. On the plan itself 
the residential areas were left simply as large unsubdivided blocks, but it can be argued 
that Griffin actually envisaged an urban style of development within them.82 In his 
notes accompanying the plan. Griffin is quite specific about his picture of residential 
Canberra as he hoped it might emerge under the creative imagination of later developers:
The internal blocks, typically large, in many cases forming 
considerable undivided areas, leave opportunity for private 
development or small community initiative to evolve pretty 
schemes of driveway subdivision, recessed courts, closes, 
quadrangle terraces, common gardens, irregular hill garden 
subdivision and a host of similar possibilities adding
incident and variety to a consistent whole 83 
There are references to:
interior open spaces where little children can play with their 
companions and still be under the Mother's eye and within 
easy call. JAnd neighbourhoods with) schools, clubs,
theaters, music pavilion, gymnasia etc.84
But these ideas did not eventuate. Although Griffin had his plan accepted, he did not 
get the chance to guide its implementation. Responsibility for development of Canberra 
was assumed by the Federal Capital Advisory Committee, established in 1921 under the 
chairmanship of Sir John Sulman, an authority on the English school of town planning 
and not a great believer in Griffin's plan.8:> Sulman believed Canberra should become
80 CAB51 p71.
8 1 Denning Capital City pi 14.
K. F. Fischer argues that Gnttin's paradigm was his home town of Chicago, so he probably assumed 
such things as neighbourhood shops and in-fill development in the residential areas, without explicitly 
marking them on his plan. Fischer Mvths and Models p28-30; see also Sparke Canberra p42.
' Walter Burley Griffin (1913) quoted in Fischer Mvths and Models p29; also referred to in SSC 
Report para 321. In 1913, Griffin had no way of gauging the strength of the Australian 'suburban dream' 
mentality, which eventually came to dominate Canberra development - otherw ise he might have been a 
little more explicit on the plan itself.
84 Griffin (1913) quoted in Fischer Mvths and Models p29.
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'a garden town, with simple pleasing but unpretentious buildings,'80 the predominant 
features of which would be large residential blocks, tree-lined streets, plenty of green 
spaces and no front fences. It w/as this guiding principle of Sulman's Committee, 
together with two more of its decisions: that residential development of the city should 
begin at several locations simultaneously and that the number and dispersal of shops 
throughout the city should be limited, that was to have important implications for 
Canberra mothers a generation later.*
Sulman's approach to planning was adopted by the successor to his Advisory 
Committee, the Federal Capital Commission (FCC), which was responsible for both the 
construction and administration of the city until 1930.88 The FCC 'considered 
fundamental' the establishment of a garden city but, notwithstanding this, had the Griffin 
plan with its broad streets and avenues gazetted in 1925 as the official plan for 
Canberra.89 This meant that the plan was binding on anyone who had anything to do 
with the development of Canberra from that time forward.90 However, because the 
practical development of the residential areas was left unspecified in Griifn's plan, this 
aspect was left open to interpretation by whoever was in charge at the time - that is, the 
Federal Capital Commission until 1930 and then the various government departments 
until 1957.91 The final result was that Griffin's original intentions for the residential 
areas were not translated into practice although his street plan was designed for them to be 
so. What happened instead was that Griffin's large, unspecified residential blocks 
became carte blanche for the materialisation of a sprawling, low-density suburbia, 
'detached houses in a broad mesh of suburban roads.'92 A recent historian of Canberra 
has explained the situation in the following way:
Part of the trouble lay in the fact . . . that Griffin’s 
conception as gazetted in 1925 was not a zoning plan. The 
gazettal fixed Griffin's street layout but gave no hint of
8~^ Gibbney Canberra p42-63.
86 First Report of the Federal Capital Advisory Committee quoted in Gibbney Canberra p66. See also 
CAB51 p68.
8 7 Gibbney Canberra p70.
88 The establishment of the FCC w as a result of the 1924 Seat ot Government Act.
89 CAB64 p38.
90 'Any change or amendment to the plan would have to be published in the Commonwealth Gazette 
and to be approved of by Parliament.' Fischer Mvths and Models p53.
9 1 That is, until the formation of the National Capital Development Commission (NCDC).
92 Spate in White Nation's Capital p237.
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how, or in what order, it should progress towards reality.
Without an officially approved, detailed blueprint for land 
use drawn up with a proper regard for his ideas, nobody 
was bound to carry out his intentions.93
In the event, especially after the Federal Capital Commission was abolished in 1930 
and development was put under ad hoc and erratic departmental control, the results had 
major implications for mothers of the post-war generation.94 The low population 
density and large private backyards which suburban development encouraged were used 
by the Government in the post-war era to justify its lack of provision of community 
centres and playgrounds which in turn had implications for the development of pre-school 
education in Canberra. I will discuss these implications in detail later.
During the post-war reconstruction years, with a Labor Government in power, there 
was some discussion on the need to adapt the Canberra plan to community needs, but this 
was largely ignored in practice. In 1944, the Commonwealth Housing Commission 
surveyed the ACT and recommended the building of flats, the establishment of small 
groups of shops for day-to-day needs and 'other community facilities, such as schools, 
kindergartens and day nurseries, meeting halls, libraries, and playing areas.' It believed 
each new suburb should be developed as 'a complete neighbourhood unit', and that large 
residential blocks were a waste of land. The Commission also stressed 'the necessity of 
town planning being revised periodically to meet the changing needs of the people's way 
of life.’93
The Housing Commission's findings were in keeping with the overall post-war 
reconstruction spirit of re-thinking the nation’s priorities. However, no dramatic change 
in Canberra's planning direction, nor any physical progress towards the development of
93 Sparke Canberra p43-4. Ironically, as Fischer points out, Griffin's 'neighbourhood' ideas did finally 
reach Canberra once they had become part of mainstream town planning in the US and Britain in the late 
50s and 60s. The National Capital Development Commission, formed in 1957, used the neighbourhood 
concept extensively in its planning of Woden and Belconnen, Canberra's 'new towns'.
94 Some attempt to keep planning focused was made with the establishment of a National Capital 
Planning and Development Committee in 1938. It comprised four nominated, honorary members 
representing the professions of architecture, engineering and planning and three ex-officio members - an 
officer from the Department of the Intenor as Executive member; the Chairman of ACT Advisory 
Council; and the chairman of the parliamentary standing committee on public works. J.N.C. Rogers 
Assistant Secretary and Surv eyor General of the Department of the Intenor SSC Evidence p274.
93 Commonwealth Housing Commission Report on Housing in the Australian Capital Temtorv 1944 
p4-5.
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community centres, can be discerned until more than a decade after the tabling of this 
Report.96
In the meantime, in 1949. when the People's Convention was held in Canberra, 
residents contributed their ideas on planning, adm inistration and day-to-day 
improvements for their city, hoping that they would be implemented to make life better for 
residents. This was considered important by many because of the large increase in the 
city's population the year before.9 ' The Chifley Government had also just made a firm 
commitment to transfer large numbers of Commonwealth public servants to Canberra in 
the future, so the Convention's endeavours were timely.98 However, as 1 noted earlier, 
before the ideas of the Convention could bear fruit, the Labor Party lost office in the 
federal election of November 1949, and the ideas of the People's Convention, together 
with the earlier Cole Report recommendations, went into permanent storage.99
From 1949 to 1954, criticisms were heard from many quarters about the lack of co­
ordination in Canberra's planning and development, both of which were still under 
departmental control.100 Problems were exacerbated by bureaucrats like W.A. McLaren, 
Secretary of the Department of the Interior, who had scant regard for either the Griffin 
Plan or the wishes of the local people. His attitude to the concerns of residents can be 
judged from his answer to a query about the removal of part of the lakes scheme from the 
Canberra Plan. Many residents were quite upset about this, but McLaren dismissed their 
concerns with the comment:
in effect, nothing has been taken away because nothing 
material was ever there. It was all on a plan only and some 
people seem to think it is a very serious thing to remove 
something from a piece of paper.101
96 While some lip sen ice was paid to community development, it was not until the NCDC began its 
work in the late 1950s that suburbs were developed as integrated units. However, it is interesting to note 
that 1944, the year of the Commonwealth Housing Commission's Report, was also the year that the 
concept of neighbourhood pre-schools was adopted by the ACT Administration.
97 Minutes of Reid Progress Association 19/9/49 MS 1694 NLA.
Ü Ü
In 1948 a plan was prepared by William Ernest Dunk, w ho had become chairman of the Public 
Sen ice Board the year before, for 7027 public sen ants to come to Canberra in four waves, over the next 
7-10 years. Wigmorc Long View p i53; Rea Canberra no page numbers; SSC Report paras 77-82.
99 Gibbney Canberra p251, 255.
100 Frank Brennan Canberra in Cnsis Dalton Publishing Company, Canberra 1971 pl59; Gibbney 
Canberra p270; Wigmore Long View p i55; Sparke Canberra ch 1.
101 McLaren SSC Evidence p9.
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However, there was at least one member of the bureaucracy who felt strongly about 
the effect of planning on residents, although he too had scant regard for the Griffin Plan. 
This was T.R.S. Gibson, appointed head of the tow n planning section of the Department 
of Works and Housing in May 1949.102 Gibson spoke publicly about his ideas at the 
Jubilee Congress on Regional and Town Planning convened by the Australian Planning 
Institute in Canberra in August 1951. He criticised contemporary practices whereby 'the 
needs of the inhabitants are subservient to this paper pattern [the Canberra Plan j'. He 
believed that 'the domestic, social, cultural and work-day life of (Canberra| people must 
be equally considered if the city is to be a place in which people are willing to settle 
without inconvenience.103
Gibson's office had plans in place for community centres in each neighbourhood, 
which would include shopping, mothercraft and pre-school play centres, indoor cultural 
and outdoor recreation.104 But his progress in this regard was thwarted by the legacy of 
wartime shortages (his publicly stated explanation) and probably also his own lack of 
power and status within the bureaucratic system and the indifference of senior officers.10'* 
One of the major barriers to community-responsive residential development for 
Canberra was the new Liberal Prime Minister. Robert Gordon Menzies, who recalled his 
first impression of Canberra in his memoirs. He wrote, '1 cannot honestly say that 1 liked 
Canberra very' much; it w as to me a place of exile.'106 However, after admitting in April 
1956 that, 'I am not very proud of what has happened to Canberra during my current 
period of office,' his attitude changed quite remarkably and he began to use his powerful 
influence to encourage the city's development.10
102 Gibbney Canberra p252; Sparke Canberra p44. One year later Gibson's section and its stall were 
transferred to the Department o f the Intenor.
103 T.R.S. Gibson 'Canberra Today and Tomorrow1 in Federal Congress on Regional and Town 
Planning Record of Proceedings Canberra 1951. The theme of this conference was the planning and 
development of the capital, and it attracted 'almost everybody of any standing in the Australian planning 
world,' plus William Holford from Great Britain who was to have much to do with the planning of 
Canberra in the late 1950s. Gibbney Canberra p256.
104 T.R.S. Gibson 'Recent Developments and Problems' in Planning and Development of Canberra 
Canberra 1951.
105 Sparke Canberra p45. It is doubtful whether Gibson was genuinely concerned for all residents of 
Canberra, however. As 1 will show in chapter 5, his comments about the inhabitants o f the temporary 
area at Westlake give some indication o f where his true pnontes lay.
1 0 6 R.G. M en/ies The Measure of the Years Cassell, Aust. 1970 p i43; Sec also Sparke Canberra p31.
10 Men/.ies' remarks are quoted in Sparke Canberra p54. See also Fischer p65.
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An anecdote relating to Menzies' change of heart is worthy of note here as it sheds 
some light on the lives of mothers in Canberra at the time. Historian Eric Sparke has 
recorded that Menzies’ decision to do something about Canberra occurred shortly after his 
married daughter. Heather Henderson, arrived in the capital to live in January 1956. 
Sparke claims Heather's search for suitable accommodation was hampered by the acute 
housing shortage, and that:
the simple task of taking her baby for a walk presented 
difficulties because of bad or non-existent footpaths. Dame 
Pattie Menzies, who loved children, and often walked her 
grandchild, urged the Prime Minister to try it for himself. 
He did. and this experience combined with fam ily 
badgering to turn more o f his attention towards 
Canberra.108
Another event that must also have influenced Menzies to some degree was the work of 
the Senate Select Committee on the Development of Canberra. On 3 November 1954, 
J.A. McCallum. a Liberal senator angered by the lack of parliamentary interest in the 
capital city, asked the Senate to appoint a Select Committee to enquire into Canberra's 
development.109 The hearings began the next month and in September 1955. after 83 
witnesses had given evidence, the Committee presented its Report.110
The Report recommended that the long term planning of Canberra should be the 
responsibility of a single central authority with sufficient powers and finance to carry out 
the task effectively. Two years later this did in fact eventuate but Menzies, in his 
Memoirs, claims the credit for himself, without reference to the work of the Committee:
[At the time] there was no single authority responsible for 
the development of Canberra; . . .  I therefore proposed in 
1957 to Alan Fairhall, then Minister for the Interior, and 
Cabinet agreed, that we should set up a National Capital 
Development Commission, get as good a man as we could 
find to be commissioner, and give the commission authority 
which would not be subject to normal departmental control, 
and something in the nature of an annual budget.111
1 08 Sparke Canberra p31. I w ill discuss the state o f Canberra footpaths and their effect on mothers later.
109 Sparke Canberra p42.
1 10 Sparke Canberra p38; SSC Report.
1 1 1 Men/.ies Measure of Y ears p 145.
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The establishment of the NCDC marked a new era for Canberra, beyond the scope of 
this work. The following chapters will focus on the period prior to the establishment of 
the NCDC and will explore the implications, for mothers, of a number of the features 
outlined in this chapter, in particular the tight control over Canberra life exercised by the 
Department of the Interior and the type of planning decisions made about the city before 
the 1940s. These features combined with the more natural features of isolation and 
climate (w hich were themselves a result of Government planning decisions about w here 
to build Canberra), and together had far-reaching effects on the lives of Canberra mothers 
in the post-war era.
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CHAPTER FOUR - SATISFACTORILY HOUSED'
In this chapter I will outline the extent to which the Government dominated the 
Canberra hoiising market and examine the practical and ideological effects of its housing 
policies on the lives of mothers w ith small children.
Throughout most of the post-war era in Canberra, the Government was not only the 
principal builder of residential accommodation but its principal ow ner as w ell. This made 
Canberra very different from the rest of Australia, prompting the Federal Public Service 
Journal to comment in 1958 that 'here in Canberra, for all practical purposes, housing is 
as socialised as it is ever likely to be in Australia.'1
For example, in 1951/52 the Government built 635 dwellings in Canberra, w hile only 
40 (or 6% of all dwellings) were built privately 2 By 1954/5, the percentage of privately 
built houses had risen to 19%. but even by 1958/9 it was still only 32%, half the rate of 
the rest of Australia.3
Home ownership rates reflect a similar picture. In 1947, 81% of Canberra 
householders were renting their homes, mostly from the Government, and even in 1959, 
the Government still owned two thirds of all available housing in the city, with much of 
the remainder in the hands of owner-occupiers rather than available for private rental.4 
So. altogether throughout the post-war era there were very few privately-built residential 
properties available for rent or purchase; almost all homes had the stamp of Government 
design on them.
The reasons for this state of affairs are three-fold. First, the Government's ready 
acceptance of the responsibility to provide accommodation for new residents; second its 
desire to control development to ensure maintenance of Canberra's planned beauty; and 
third, the attitude of many residents (at least when the first arrived) towards their 
proposed sojourn in Canberra. I will look briefly at each of these reasons.
In the early years of the capital, the Government felt it needed to attract residents to the
' Federal Public Service Journal July 1958 p6.
2 Department of the Intenor Annual Report 1951/52.
3 NCDC Planning Survey Report 1959.
4 In 1946, for example, there were only 442 privately-owned houses in the city, and very few ot these 
were available for lease. G.J.R. Linge 'Canberra after Fifty Years' The Geographical Review vol 51 #4 
1961 p478; see also Gibbney Canberra p231; Jones 'Social Profile' pi 10; NCDC Planning Survey 
Report; Linge Canberra p 18; Foskett 'Living Place' p62; CAB59 pl99.
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city and believed that the provision of affordable quality housing was one effective way of 
doing this.'* The workmanship that went into Canberra homes was considered to be of 
a higher standard than that of Government housing elsewhere in the country ;6 rents 
w ere low;7 and the Government was a generous landlord, offering a number of services 
to residents. As well as providing quality general maintenance, the Government, through 
the Department of the Interior, leased out electric stoves and bath heaters at minimum 
rates, provided a rotary hoe for garden-making and distributed free shrubs and clipped the 
front hedges .8 Government houses were cheap to buy as well as rent, although to 
prevent speculation people could only buy one house from the government and if they 
wanted to sell it again later the government had first option to buy.9
While the Government had good reason for providing such quality housing and cheap 
rental services10, its doing so nevertheless discouraged private property developers who
6 W.E. Dunk, Chairman of the Public Sen ice Board SSC Evidence p504.
Senator D.M. Tangncy SSC Evidence p43 and RP Interview both allude to this. See also 
Department of the Interior Commonwealth of Australia Jubilee 1901-1951 ACT Programme p i6; NCDC 
Planning Survey Report; Sparke Canberra p92; H. Wrigley The Nation's Garden City Department of the 
Interior nd. ( 1950s) for comments on the good value of Government housing in Canberra.
Rent for a three bednxim house in Canberra w as about one fifth of the male basic w age, | Linge 'Fifty 
Years' p478| and this could be deducted from the pay packets of public sen ants if they so desired. CAB 
51 p76.
8 Federal Public Service Journal July 1958 p6; See also DM; MK; KB; MS Inten lew s; CAB 51 p76. 
This is not to say that there was not the odd problem. One woman (DM) had to threaten to phone the 
Department of Health when nobody from the Department of the Intenor would come to fix her leaking 
toilet cistern after several complaints. Interdepartmental rivalry was such that by the time she got back 
from the phone box, a repairman from the Department of the Intenor was already at work on the cistern. 
F.J. Arkwright of the Commonwealth Public Service Clerical Association [SSC Evidence pl248-50| also 
complained about the government lengthening the list of repairs that were supposed to be done by the 
tenant rather than the government.
9 The purchase pnee of a gov emment house was calculated on replacement cost, less depreciation.
Loans for a substantial portion of the price was made available over an extended penod of time. In 1951 
the maximum loan was for 2000 pounds (with the average cost of houses being 2500 pounds). The 
repayment period vv as 35 y ears for a brick or concrete construction and 25 y ears for a timber or fibro 
construction. [ARADC 1950/1 p4| Later, the loan figure was increased to 2750 pounds ov er 45 years. 
[SSC Ev idence p l431; Ragatz Canberra p5; The Federal Public Service Journal July 1958 p6j See also 
Daley in White p59; CAB 51 p76. One American visitor was particularly pleasantly surprised by these 
purchase conditions. Ragatz Canberra p5.
10 Ev en by the post-war era, many federal public sen ants in the state capitals refused promotion it that
entailed a move to Canberra. Wigmorc Long View p i52; Sparke Canberra p81; Dunk SSC Ev idence 
p505.
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realised they could not compete with the Government in the field of accommodation 
provision. The Government's hold over the market was therefore very strong.
Evidence of the Government's wish to maintain control of development to ensure 
standards were kept uniformly high can be found not only in its unwillingness to 
relinquish hold over residential development once the population seriously outstripped the 
supply of housing, but also in the number of strict regulations that faced anyone wanting 
to build a house privately. The Government retained ownership of all land in the ACT. 
but leased blocks tor a period of 99 years. It set the minimum cost of the house to be 
built and retained the power to re-offer the block for lease at auction if building had not 
begun within six months.1 1 Each block could be used only for the purpose stated in the 
conditions of lease.
A third reason behind the high proportion of Government housing in post-war 
Canberra was that many residents were reluctant to consider the city their permanent home 
when they first arrived and so were unwilling to build their own homes. It should also be 
pointed out that, while people in the States applying for Government housing were 
required to prove straitened circumstances before they became eligible, in the ACT 
eligibility was available to anyone employed in the Territory who was not 'satisfactorily 
housed '.12 Very little stigma was attached to being in Government housing in Canberra, 
so residents were quite prepared to remain as Government tenants for a long time. As one 
woman put it, 'Everyone was in a government house, you see. They were reasonable 
and people didn't think about buying one. It never occurred to us.'* 1^
The predominance of the Government in the residential building sector and the 
corresponding lack of competition from private developers had a number of implications 
for Canberra residents. In the remainder of this chapter, I will discuss three which had
1 1 Linge Canberra p i8; Linge 'Fifty Years' p473.
1 ^ NCDC Planning Survey Report. Betöre 1947, eligibility for Government housing was restricted to 
public sen ants, but after that date, one tenth of all government housing w as reserved for non-gov ernment 
employees, rising to one eighth after 1948. Gibbney Canberra p233; Dunk SSC Ev idence p505. The rule 
about employment seemed to apply very strictly. For example, one woman 1 interviewed (MK) whose 
husband had a job in Canberra w as eligible for gov ernment housing there ev en though she w as already 
'satisfactorily housed' in Queanbeyan. On the other hand, public serv ants promoted to Canberra could not 
put their names on the waiting list until all appeals against their promotion had been settled and 
employment was certain. p233 Gibbney Canberra. See also Sparke Canberra p29.
1 HC Interview. Other interviewees made similar comments e.g. 'My husband said he wouldn't buy a 
house and he nev er did. He said w hile he could get maintenance done w hy buy a house?' DM Interview. 
Also KK; AC; VB.
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particular impact on mothers: the existence of a waiting list for Government housing: the 
Government's adherence to the Griffin Plan as gazetted and Garden City principles as 
interpreted by early planners: and the 'Hats versus houses' debate.
A waiting list for Government housing existed in post-war Canberra, as it did 
elsewhere in Australia at that time, because supply could not keep up with demand. The 
tw in problems of shortages of building material and lack of skilled labour w ere national in 
scope, as was the increase in demand because of ex-soldiers returning, but the situation in 
Canberra was exacerbated because, at least until the mid 1950s, the Commonwealth 
Government was almost the sole provider of residential accommodation.14 The 
restrictions on leases, combined with a fear of Government competition, discouraged 
private development in the capital just at the time when the Commonwealth's nation-wide 
commitment to post-war reconstruction was reducing the resources it had to spare for 
Canberra.* 1  ^ The situation as a whole meant that anyone arriving in Canberra in the post­
war era seeking a place to live could almost certainly expect to spend some time on the 
Government's waiting list. For most, it was between two and three years.16
In 1946, there were already 1100 names on the waiting list. In 1948, the year of the 
dramatic increase in the Canberra population, there were 1700. By 1955 it had risen to 
3000. and no improvement was to be made until the NCDC took over the development of 
Canberra at the end of the decade, opening the way for increased private initiative.1 
Under these conditions, it was only families, or people engaged to be married, w ho had 
any chance at all of obtaining a house or flat in post-war Canberra. Single people without 
dependants were considered ineligible, although accommodation was provided for them
14 One interviewee claimed that Canberra had 'a terrific housing shortage. It was bad, because all the 
people w ho were in the sen ices all came back, more or less at the same time, w ithin six months say, and 
that created a very serious housing shortage'. VB Interview.
1 Department of the Intenor Past, Present and Future p4; R.M. Taylor, Director of Works ACT SSC 
Evidence p405-6; Fitzgerald Tw o Ccntuncs p 151.
16 Linge 'Fifty Years' p478; CAB 64 p46. In 1954, the Secretary of the Department of the Intenor, 
William Alexander McLaren, told the Senate Select Committee on the Development of Canberra that 'A 
chap I sic 1 is pretty well assured of getting a house within say, tw o and a half years.' [SSC Evidence p23|
IW had a 3 year wait dunng the war; VB a 17 month wait in 1945/6; KK a 3 year wait between 1947- 
1950; BG two and a half years at the end of 1950s. In 1959, after the NCDC had been given 
responsibility for the development of Canberra, the time a person could expect to be on the waiting list 
was still 27 months. This was almost the same as the expected waiting lime in Victoria where it was 
two and a half years, but in NSW it was five years. NCDC Planning Survey Report.
1 Gibbney Canberra p232; Sparke Canberra p24; Wigmore Long View pl54. In 1959 the list was
down again to 2000. Foskett 'Living Place' p62.
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in Government hostels.1H
A number of factors affected the precise time a family spent on the waiting list. 
Some years saw a higher level of Government personnel moving into the city, and in 
some years a greater number of houses were built.14 People who indicated that they 
preferred a smaller house usually got one before a family waiting for a larger house. The 
family of one woman I interviewed w aited only 12 months because she w as prepared to 
take one of the small pre-fabricated houses being erected very quickly in the suburb of 
Narrabundah in 1948.20 In addition, priority on the waiting list was given to certain 
groups of people including tradespeople needed for vital development work21, university 
personnel22, people living in an area scheduled for re-development23, and at times 
w hole sections of the public service.24
It appears that families recently arrived from Europe may have waited longer for 
Government housing than anglo-Australians although I have no reason to believe this was 
stated policy. I have evidence of two migrant families waiting for four years for a house 
while anglo-Australians on the list at the same time (that is, between 1951 and 1955) 
waited only two years but this may have been due to inadequate communication of 
information.2  ^ One migrant mother's husband had been given a forestry job in Uriarra 
(asettlement outside Canberra, but still within the ACT and therefore within the bounds 
of entitlement to Government housing). She recalled:
1 x Department ol" the Interior CanberraToday p 15
1 {) The Annual Reports on the Administration and D evelopm ent of Canberra (A RA DC ) g ive exact 
figures o f  numbers and types o f  houses built on a year by year basis.
20 N/IK Interview'.
“ 1 'I know one person staying at the same boarding house that I was, he was a works supcr\ isor, they 
got a house very quickly. The idea was to attract tradespeople.' RP Interview
22 Staff at the Australian National University w ere privileged in the housing field in that the University 
either ow ned, or leased from the Department o f the Intenor, several houses, which it let or sold to staff 
members. Betw een 1952 and 1955 the governm ent built 3 8  houses for A N U  - [ARADC 1952/3 p3; 
1953/4 p4; 1954/5 p2] One histonan claim ed that 'the ease with which university people were able to 
evade the problems associated with the gov ernment housing list aroused the jealousy o f  those w hose 
housing future was, to say the least, uncertain.' (Gibbney Canberra p259]
P. W ensing 'Southern Stitches' p28. I discuss this case later in another context.
O  l
In 1958-59 when the Department ol D efence was transferred from Melbourne to Canberra, alm ost the 
entire suburb o f  Campbell was reserved for them, with som e new houses standing empty for quite som e 
time, awaiting their new occupants. BG Interivew.
23 P. W ensing 'Southern Stitches' p33; MS and BK Interv iews.
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It took me two years to find out that you could 1 get a house 
from the Government!. Nobody told me - we were out in 
the bush, and everyone else there was Australian, and they 
weren't going to move. They liked forestry work, so they 
would stay.-6
This is one example of the way in which the experiences of European migrants in 
Canberra differed from that of anglo-Australians. Others will be referred to later.
Most people seemed to accept the need for priority listing, but at times the overall 
fairness of the administration of the waiting list was called into q u e s t i o n . I n  1948 the 
Federal Public Service Journal observed that being on the waiting list 'bears a close 
resemblance to a fat man on a greasy pole: today an applicant may be near the top - 
tomorrow he may be near the bottom.'28
Finding a place to stay in the meantime was a problem. Hostels for public servants 
and camps built for labourers on construction projects were designed for single people 
only, and were sex-segregated.29 Many families contemplating the move to Canberra 
from elsew here were forced to consider a period of separation, with the wife and children 
staying where they were (or perhaps moving to a town close to Canberra) while the 
husband took up accommodation in a camp or hostel.30 Some contemporary writers 
presented this phenomenon in a way that shows wives as having very little control over 
the situation. For example, one journalist wrote:
There are still many people separated from their wives - one 
I know commutes every weekend between Canberra and 
Goulbum where he has installed his wife in a hotel: another
maintained his wife for a long time in a hotel in Cooma.31 
20 MS Interview.
->7
Ev en priority housing was criticised at times. The husband ot one interviewee claimed it used to 
'annoy' him a little. [KK inlerviewl See also Linge 'Fifty Years' p478; Linge Canberra p30. The 
bitterness was particularly apparent in the big move of Defence Force to the suburb of Campbell in 1958- 
59. One Campbell resident, not a member of the defence forces, claimed: They got all the choice houses
and every thing else and we g o t. . . one that Defence had turned down.' BG Interview', 
x Federal Public Serv ice Journal Jan 1948. See also Wigmore Long View p i54.
2 0
Gibbncy Canberra p232; KK and RA Interv iews.
30 Gibbncy Canberra p233; also KK Interview'.
' 1 ' Letter from Canberra' Focus vol 1 # 10 Nov. 1946 p24. See also Rea Canberra (no page numbers). 
Secondary sources reflect a similar attitude (i.e. that it was the men who decided w hether the wife would 
be left in the city of origin or 'installed' somew here close by), for example, Gibbncy Canberra p233; 
Wigmore Long View p i52.
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Married women who had recently arrived from Europe were often expected to stay in 
the migrant receiving camps set up in various parts of the country while their husbands 
took advantage of the accommodation entitlements associated w ith the ample opportunities 
for employment in Canberra’s construction program.32
Late in 1949. the plight of some migrant women became the concern of the Canberra 
Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA). The Association was asked by the 
Immigration Department to find accommodation in its single women's hostel for two 
migrant mothers-to-be. and to extend the hostel to allow for this arrangement on a more 
permanent basis. Although the YWCA did find room for the two pregnant women, it 
declined to make any permanent arrangements, requesting that 'the whole subject of 
providing married accommodation for New Australians be referred to the National 
Council of Women.'33 It would appear from this that while the Government was 
prepared to provide accommodation for males engaged in building the capital, it was not 
prepared to extend its responsibility to their dependents.
One migrant family, faced with the prospect of separation (mother and 18 month old 
daughter in Bathurst migrant camp and father in Canberra) decided instead to set up home 
in a tent on the riverbank in Queanbeyan, the NSW town just over the border from the 
ACT and out of reach of Department of the Interior regulations.34 This family and two 
others, one Ukrainian and one Latvian, lived like this for a year until they got Hooded 
out.3''
- 'The men came lirst trom the camps - the women were left behind.' RA Interview. Petronella 
Wensing ('Southern Stitches' p28) talks of how she and her children continued to live in Scheyville 
Migrant Hostel in NSW for a while after her husband got work in Canberra. He was prov ided w ith 
accomrruxiation in a men's hostel in the capital; there was no place for her and the children. See also 
T.A.G. Hungerford Riverslakc Angus and Robertson, Australia 1953. This novel, based on real-life 
experience, depicts the isolation of the all-male construction camps as well as the bad feeling displayed by 
some anglo-celtic Australians to the 'Balts', a term they reserved for migrants.
33 YMCA Board of Directors meeting 15/8/49; 19/9/49; 21/11/49 (copies in YWCA archives). In 1952 
the YWCA also took in two young married couples until they could find a home. YWCA Annual Report 
1952.
34 Queanbeyan was very much a dormitory town for Canberra at this lime, with about 1000 workers 
trav elling in to work each day in 1954. H.W.H. King The Canberra- Queanbeyan Symbiosis' American 
Geographical Review vol xliv, 1954 pi 18. The tent in question had a wooden floor, half walls of fibro- 
cemenl and a canv as roof which was lied to a big tree. Inside there was a stov e for cooking and heating, 
so it was 'very warm, and if you walk in, you think it's a house.' DK Interview.
33 The mother was eight months pregnant with her second child at the time. They moved into one
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Another family, after a period ot separation, defied the Canberra convention of 
waiting for Government housing and
borrowed four hundred pounds to buy an old house on 
Russell Hill: the house was due to be demolished in a few 
years to make way for suburban development. . . The 
house was really old and the weeds were growing above 
the w indowsills, but it had plenty of space and the main 
thing was we were finally together as a family.36
This house was considered 'unsatisfactory' accommodation for her family later, not 
because of its state of repair, but because it was on ground that was to be developed into 
the new suburb of Campbell. Accordingly, she received a Government house instead.37
Other migrant families found refuge in some of the pre-war suburbs like Ainslie. 
w here older Government houses had brick garages. These
proved very popular with the migrants, many of whom 
turned them into comfortable homes. The Australians in the 
house were quite happy to let the garage for a little income 
even if it meant sharing bathrooms etc. The migrant 
families would often look after the garden and grow 
vegetables. They went to bed early, so the kitchen could be 
used in shifts.3^
'Borrow ing' the bathroom and kitchen of a family of the dominant culture and going 
to bed earlier might not have been the ideal situation for the migrant family and. although 
families 'fitted out these garages beautifully, dividing them with a curtain into living and 
sleeping accommodation,' the conditions often caused health problems such as 'terribly 
bad rheumatism '.39 Sometimes the results were worse, as the following newspaper 
report reveals:
A man, believed to be a New Australian, was burned to
room in a Queanbeyan house with a shared kitchen.
36 P. Wensing 'Southern Stitches' p28.
3 See the previous discussion of housing list pnonties.
R. Arndt Helene Bator Canberra, July 1989 (unpublished biography written for Helene Bator's 
family). One woman I interviewed lived with her husband and four children in Ainslie with a man w ho
wanted someone to do the cooking for him, 'We had the house, he had one bedroom.' MS Interv iew 
39 RA Interview.
X4
death last night when a wooden hut in which he was living 
exploded and caught fire. The hut was in the yard at the 
rear of Mr Karl Shreiner's workshop in Lonsdale St 
Braddon. Three people living in an adjoining hut, which
was severely damaged by the blaze, escaped unhurt. 40
For those families who could afford it (and therefore usually not migrants), some 
limited guesthouse accommodation was available. For example the privately-run Barton 
House or, once cleared of its corporate tenants and refurbished in 1946. the Government- 
run Hotel Acton.4 1
One mother described her stay at the Hotel Acton in 1957 in the following way:
There must have been about forty children in the Hotel 
Acton at that particular time. They were mostly young 
children and we just had our rooms to stay in, or we had a 
lounge at each end of each building where we could 
congregate and knit or sew and gossip. The children 
couldn't play outside in the cold weather, that's when 
things would be a bit chaotic and of course the mothers 
would start to complain. The other children'd come home, 
and they'd have to do their homework and of course, it 
was right, the children weren't allowed in the big lounges 
after eight o'clock at night. The children had to be out. 
And of course that meant that mum s'd go to the rooms 
with their children, to supervise the homework and so forth 
so.
But it gave us a lot of free time with our children which was 
good, and you didn’t have to cook. It was wonderful to 
walk down and have my meals put in front of me, and 
better still to get up from the table and know I didn't have to 
wash the dishes. I was quite happy about it because it was 
a big job before, shopping and so forth, which I didn't 
have to do here. And they would pack lunches for the 
children and also the people going to work would have a 
lunch packed if they wanted to, or they came home. My 
husband always came home.
It was beautifully heated right throughout the place.
Facilities as far as washing were very good. Electric
44 The Canberra Times 3/3/53.
41 VB and her husband stayed in Barton House for a while in 1945/6, sharing a three-quarter bed. VB 
Interview. Sec also Focus vol 1 #10, Nov 1946 p24 . Prior to 1946, the Hotel Acton housed the 
University College, the police and public sen ice offices. Gibbney Canberra p231-233; K.K Interview.
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coppers. We did our own washing, and there was a drying 
room. Of course there'd be the mad scramble on Monday 
mornings to race down to get your tub and your copper, but 
the coppers were very quick.42
Some people, especially couples who had arrived in Canberra as single people or w ho 
had grown up in Canberra, had greater opportunities to stay with relatives or friends 
while they waited for Government accommodation 44 Others had the opportunity to 
lease part of a house because
it was the fashion in those days to rent (out| part of your 
house for there were so many young couples waiting. It 
was fairly commonly done.44
One recently-married woman recalled sharing a one-bedroom flat with another couple 
w ith the comment, 'Imagine asking people to do that, but we were glad to'.4'’
But raising children in shared accommodation was not easy especially when the 
accepted wisdom was that a mother was responsible for her child's being seen and almost 
not heard in adult company. One woman found the strain of keeping her new baby quiet 
under such circumstances so great that she developed boils and began to lose her 
breastmilk.4^
The inconveniences of the w aiting list w ere exacerbated by a lack of flexibility in the 
Government's allocation of permanent housing. Despite the fact that names on the 
waiting list could have been matched to individual houses long before the houses were 
completed, giving the expected resident a chance to have some input into design
4 ^ BG Interview (slightly abbreviated). The historian Eric Sparke refers to a time at the Hotel Acton 
when guests were hostile to a Department o f the Interior's proposal to omit fruit juices from evening 
meals at a time when expectant mothers and forty-seven children were staying there. Sparke Canberra p26.
A ' X
For example, 1W lived with a Incnd alter her mamage, while her husband was on active sen ice; KK  
and her husband lived with her mother in a two-bedroom cottage after they mamed at the end o f 1948. IW 
and KK Interviews.
44 One fam ily moved from Barton House in the 1940s to 'a house in G riffith  where we had a bedroom 
and a dining room, a very small one, plus the use o f a kitchen. And we moved from there to another 
place in G riffith  where we had the bedroom and the use o f the lounge facilities and the kitchen etc.' VB 
Interview'. Even as late as the mid 1950s it was still d ifficu lt for families transfemng to Canberra to get 
accommodation straight away. 'It wasn't easy to rent at all.' BG Interview.
4~^ RP Interview.
46 VB interview.
decisions, this did not occur. Residents had very little say about either the position, the 
style, size, or even the colour of the walls and cupboards in their Government-provided 
accommodation.4
Instead, the Government adopted a take-it or leave-it approach to house allocation, and 
the regulations were strict. As one woman explained:
They offered you three houses, one at a time. If you didn't 
take the first one. you lost your rental allowance. If you 
didn't take any of them, you went right back to the bottom 
of the w aiting list.48
The rental allowance referred to here was an amount paid to married Government 
employees to help them pay for their family's accommodation in a guest house or private 
rental premises until the Government could provide a house 49 As this stopped with the 
first offer of a house, in order to take advantage of the Government's second or third 
offer, a family would need to be in a position to pay market rental rates in the meantime. 
For some people this was more than their salary would allow. One resident claimed in 
1954 that:
You have to go where the Department of Interior tells you 
to go. If you do not like the house, vou have to put up with 
it.50
However a few people did manage to get the type of house they wanted. One 
woman's husband (seconded to Canberra as part of the war effort and presumably feeling 
he had claim to better housing because of this) was aghast at the woodchip heater and the 
wood stove in the first house the Government offered. He rejected it and also the 
Government's second and third offers. Eventually, under the threat of being returned to 
the bottom of the waiting list, he accepted the next house but only on condition that he be 
found a 'real' house (with a dining room) as soon as possible. This was found for him
\n
One handbook noted that, 'An officer has no say in the colour scheme ot his [sic] house, but intenor 
decoration in Canberra has kept pace with modem trends.' Department of the Interior Canberra Today 
1957 p i4. The assumption here is that everyone would want modem trends in interior decoration rather 
than their own preferences.
48 BK Interview.
49 Commonwealth Public Sen ice Board Living and Working in Canberra 1963.
:>() James Leo Mulrooney SSC Evidence p i425. See also F.J. Arkwright, SSC Evidence p i253.
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within a year.-'*1
I his was a person of influence, and his experience gives some justification to 
complaints about the ’greasy pole’ aspect of the waiting list. But there were also 
guidelines to assist others who did not consider themselves to be satisfactorily housed. A 
family could legitimately ask for a larger house if they had increased their family size 
since accepting their first one. But approval for this request was bound by ideological 
assumptions as the Government believed that children of the same sex could share a 
bedroom while children of opposite sex should not. Thus a family of tw o girls in a tw o 
bedroomed house was deemed to be satisfactorily housed whereas a family with one child 
of each sex in a similar sized house was not, and so could expect to be re-ho used.'*2
Some disappointments occurred under the Government's strict system of house 
allocation.'*3 One woman longed to be housed in either Turner or Yarralumla where 
there were many young families, but instead found herself in Dominion Circuit, Deakin. 
an old established area where she at first felt out of place socially. ' '4 * Another found 
herself on the opposite side of town to her friends, in a neighbourhood of people ten 
years older than herself.-'''
However, these cases were probably more the exception than the rule, as one of the 
more noticeable effects of the Government building program was the en bloc settlement 
of areas, whereby families who were all at a similar life-stage were settled within a few 
weeks or months of each other in the one newly developed area. Often there was a 
relatively even socio-economic mix too, given the limited Canberra social spectrum to 
begin with and the restrictions on single people’s eligibility for suburban houses. -' 6 This
3 1 Anon Interview .
MK, IW and AW Interv iews. It was also taken for granted that only one bedroom was needed for both 
husband and wife, despite the fact that many husbands who were veterans were studying part-time at the 
University College under the Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme. Gibbney Canberra p244; 
Bolton in Crowley p479; KK and BG Interviews.
33 MP and BK were disappointed at first. KK, however, recalled her daily walks to where the latest 
housing development was taking place, where she recited her desires, 'I hope we can get number 27 
design. I hope it comes up by the time our three years are up.' She remembers pushing her first baby in 
the pram and w alking ov er the floorboards of one of the houses she thought might be hers one day, 
saying, 'oh isn’t it lovely, just the three bedrooms, and there's the kitchen.' She finally did get that very 
house, but only by sheer chance. KK Interview
34 MP Interview .
33 HC Interview.
36 KK Interview. It is true that O'Connor and the newer parts of Ainslie did have a higher 
concentration of migrants, but this can be partially explained by the fact that these suburbs were developed
method of housing people laid the basis for a greater sense of social cohesion and sharing 
of life experiences as neighbours created their own community together, all being new to 
the area at the same time. I will develop this point later in relation to other aspects of 
Canberra life, particularly the pre-schools.
Other potential effects of the waiting list on mothers' lives were more subtle. An 
authoritarian management of the waiting list potentially enhanced the power of the 
Government w ithin the perception of Canberra residents. The Government w as the only 
body that could provide them with housing, one of the basic necessities of life. And if it 
took its time to do that, for whatever reason, the message was conveyed that perhaps the 
Government had greater priorities than housing.
Another more subtle effect of the Government waiting list was its reinforcement of the 
notion that whatever was offered at the end of the wait was something worth waiting for. 
A three-year wait for an object must enhance its attractiveness in the eyes of those who 
wait, so for most Canberra families a two- or three-bedroom home set on its own block of 
land in a suburban street was potentially elevated to an 'object of desire' through the 
machinations of the Government's w aiting list. I want to explore the potential impact of 
this housing 'ideal' in more detail now through a discussion of the Government's 
adherence to the Griffin Plan and Garden City principles.57
Descriptions of Canberra in the post-war years rarely fail to mention its feeling of 
uncramped spaciousness, a legacy of Griffin's plan and the adherence to Garden City 
principles by later administrators. For example, one publicity pamphlet stated that:
The average of living space per person is about 1.35 acres.
. . This spaciousness allows of graceful living; no house is 
cramped of surrounding space.'*8
The large amount of empty space between suburbs and the generous street w idths,
in the early fifties, just as the migrants who came to Canberra in the late 1940s were rising to the top of 
the waiting list. Families w ho received houses in Narrabundah in the late 1940s, on the other hand, were 
people who had put their names on the list during the war years, before European migrants had arm ed in 
Australia in great numbers.
5 / These aspects of Canberra's development were introduced in chapter three.
CO
' Commonwealth of Australia Jubilee ACT programme pl6. Keith 'Changing Scene' pl7, relers to an 
abnormally low residential density - two persons per acre, and CAB51 (p67) states that The amount of 
empty land is probably the first thing that strikes the stranger in Canberra.' See also Gibson 'Canberra 
Today and Tomorrow' p 16.
some up to '100 feet wide* 06 were partly accountable for this feeling of spaciousness, 
but it was also due to the predominance of large residential blocks. As one contemporary 
description claimed. 'In the residential areas housing blocks are big. even by Australian 
standards where the detached cottage is the rule.'60 And. as the houses themselves were 
not always very big. this left plenty of room for a large backyard.
Evidence suggests that the big blocks were popular with many members of the 
Canberra population, because when the Government attempted, in 1952. to reduce the 
average size of the block from 12,375 square feet (about one third of an acre) to a mere 
6,000 square feet, with frontages of only fifty feet, a storm of criticism ensued. The 
policy was modified and thereafter only really large blocks were discontinued; standard 
sized blocks remained the same.6 1
As part of an analysis of the influences on mothers' lives in post-war Canberra, it is 
important to look in more detail at the potential effects of Government planning policies 
and the accompanying public endorsement of spacious suburban living. To begin with, 
the Government's provision of large blocks of land, each with its own one-family home, 
was an acknowledgement that the family 'needed' that much space around it. And by 
studying the more ideological texts in conjunction with the planning policies, it can be 
seen why so much land was thought to be required. In 1945 the Canberra Parents 
Bulletin, an advice sheet for parents, listed all the items that were considered appropriate 
for a family with children to have in its backyard. They included; a play house, a sandpit, 
climbing equipment and swings (both could be handmade, instructions referred to), two 
trees and a lawn, outdoor toys (wheel toys, blocks, rockers, trestles), and a tub of water 
or a hose - the latter being 'best used only with an adult handy while children are young, 
especially in Canberra where water pressure is apt to be strong.’ And all this was just for 
the children. Other items recommended by the Parents’ Bulletin were a garage, a fowl 
run and henhouse, compost heap, vegetable patch, herb garden, clothesline and 'dad's 
workroom'.62
The Canberra Mothercraft Society endorsed the utilisation of the suburban backyard as 
a children’s play area and went on to invite a child psychologist to speak to mothers about
66 Gibson 'CanberraToday and Tomorrow' p i5.
60 CAB51 p71.
6 1 Wigmorc Long View p i54; Fischer Mvths and Models p53.
62 Canberra Parents Bulletin August 1945. The Bulletin was prepared and distributed distnbuted by the 
Canberra Nursen Kindergarten Society and the Department of the Intenor Pre-School authorities. I v\ ill 
discuss these organisations and the publication further in chapter eight.
how to make their backyards more attractive to neighbourhood children, stressing that a 
mother could accept it as a sign of good mothering if a large number of neighbourhood 
children chose to spend time in her backyard/’3
The notion that private backyards were a good place for children to play was 
reinforced by public assumptions. For example, a journalist of the time commented that 
Canberra was 'a wonderful place for children | because | most homes are safely removed 
from traffic arteries.'64 This statement does not overtly state that children should play in 
their own backyards, but it is definitely based on the assumption that they did so. 
Statements such as this form a link between the prescriptive advice of voluntary bodies 
like the Canberra Mothercraft Society and the policies of Government planning authorities 
which provided the big backyards in the first place, and which failed to provide more 
communal facilities like paths, playgrounds and community centres. The existence of 
individual big backyards in which children could play privately at home gave the 
Government a rationale for neglecting the development of communal facilities/0  Taken 
together these factors helped to ensure that mothers heeded the advice given by the 
Canberra Mothercraft Society and the Canberra Parents' Bulletin that children should play 
privately in backyards. Mothers had very few other options.
One woman w hose half acre backyard supported vegetables, fruit trees, a goat and 
some hens, also had 'a big lawn for the kids', because 'all the books said you should.'66 
Another mother provided her children with'a little canvas (pool J when they were young, 
before they went to school, and they used to get a lot of fun out ot that.'6 A third 
remembered having:
as many as 20 sometimes, playing here in the backyard.
There was a terrific lot of young families. And we always 
used to have a sandpit, and the kids had an amazing time.
Absolutely wonderful. The whole lot of them.68
Nearly all the women I spoke to mentioned this aspect of children's play: the coming 
together of children in each other's backyard. For example:
63 MP Interview.
64 Keith 'Changing Scene’ pl4.
63 I will document this point, in relation to entertainment facilities, in chapter seven.
66 MP Interview.
6 ' KK Inten lew.
68 IW Interv iew.
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Children came in all the time, lots of them, sometimes 18 
children . . .  I didn't mind them. They loved me. I 
enjoyed it and I knew where my children were.69
The large numbers of children living in the Canberra neighbourhoods at that time, a 
result of the Government's housing policies as well as of demographic factors, helped to 
consolidate this type of lifesty le.
Across the road there was a family with one child, the next 
one had two, the next one had three, the next one had four, 
the next one had four, the next three had two, two. three. .
. . Children everywhere in this street. 0
Nevertheless, the effect on individual mothers of having twenty or so children in one 
backyard should not be underestimated. A certain amount of supervision would be 
required, more if there were pre-schoolers in a wading pool. Provision of play props, 
snacks, drinks and emergency health care (for splinters and grazed knees if nothing 
worse) would all have absorbed a considerable amount of time and energy. Yet in 
practice mothers managed to combine the demands of their children in the backy ard with 
their own needs for adult social contact.
If the kids would come here, I'd say [to the mothers| 
'Come in for a cup of tea', and [with] all the mothers 
coming in for a cup of tea and all the children playing out in 
the backyard and the babies here, it was a playgroup but 
very informal, nothing formalised, just a group of
mothers.71
One mother set up, in her backyard, some:
. . .  masonite on a trestle table, so wide that no child could 
reach the hot teapot in the middle, so people could come 
down for cups of tea and everyone was safe.72
69  DK Interview. 
0 JB Interv iew.
‘ 1 KK Interv iew. 
72 NR Interview.
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Such arrangements could never be entirely adult-centred however because, as one woman 
said, ’with all the children, you couldn't talk'.73 But it was an attempt to maintain some 
form of adult social activity.
Another point of neighbourhood adult contact occurred w hen women were hanging 
out the washing in the backyard. Although fencing was a standard part of the 
Government construction program, it was not above head height, and so did not 
constitute a major barrier between neighbours. And as daily routines tended to be fairly 
similar in a neighbourhood full of young families:
You’d hang out the washing and wave to the woman up the 
street who was hanging out her nappies at the same time.
We had no greenery so you could see 5 or 6 houses up. 4
The time before the 'greenery' developed was stimulating in another way. One 
journalist described the new Canberra suburbs as
. . . rows of new houses divided by fences of palings 
which are still yellow and with gardens full of sand and 
scattered kerosene tins, for all the world like a newly- 
developed seaside slum.7:>
T his was just the place for a child's adventure playground, and very conducive to 
creativity, if allowed to remain that way. But backyards in Canberra were not encouraged 
to remain like a seaside slum. Since the days of the Federal Capital Commission in the 
1920s the ideal of Canberra as the beautiful Garden City had been widely promulgated, 
and was still being recommended in the 1950s by the Senate Select Committee into the 
Development of Canberra.
The Senate Committee . . .  trusts that in the development of 
the capital city, the ideal of the garden city is not itself lost 
sight of. It believes that Canberra should retain throughout 
its residential areas all the features of a garden suburb.76
3 KK Interview.
7 4 KB Interview. Also NR Interview - 'I'd be out at the clothesline hanging the clothes out and Mary'd 
be doing the same and I'd go [gestures sipping from a teacup)'. Fischer Mvths and Models p50 comments 
on the potential of garden greenery to privatise houses and impede social interaction amongst neighbours 
in Canberra.
73 'Letter from Canberra' Focus vol 1 #10 Nov 1946.
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Very early in Canberra's history a public tree planting program had been instigated to 
beautify the city as well as to diminish the effects of wind and. later, as a conscious 
attempt to hide individual ugly buildings. Nearly all the streets were lined with either 
native or exotic species of trees.
To residents and visitors alike, the wealth of verdure and of 
colour is one of the charms of Canberra, a charm enhanced 
by the changing of the seasons: the surges of colour as 
wattle, prunus and almond-trees blossom in the spring; the 
magnificent reds and golds of autumn. The setting, both 
distant and near, is a delight to the eye; and Canberra might 
be considered to approach the Australian ideal of a domestic 
urban setting. 8
There was an expectation that private householders had the capacity to reflect in their 
individual gardens the grandeur of the public horticultural program. To encourage this, 
the Department of the Interior distributed free to every occupier of a new house at least ten 
trees and forty shrubs. It also refrained from charging water consumption fees as an 
encouragement to the watering of gardens. 9 In addition, 'to assist in the establishment 
of lawns and gardens, a rotary hoeing service |wa|s provided . . . the charge being 15/- 
per hour.'80 Propaganda literature also exhorted residents to develop their gardens. In 
the late 1950s, one pamphlet announced:
() SSC Report 1955 para 203. See also Department of the Intenor Canberra and the ACT 1952 edn
p i  8 .
77 Although Canberra's climate is not naturally conducive to arbonculture, careful expenments had been 
undertaken to ascertain the types of tree most suitable for the area. By 1953, more than one and a half 
million trees had been planted in a city area of 42 square miles, 175 trees for even person in the 
community. Commonwealth Jubilee Programme 1901-51; CAB51 p67; Keith 'Changing Scene1 p 13. 
The later use of trees to hide ugly buildings has been frequently commented on e.g Spate in White 1954 
p237; Day ’Capital City' pi 15; Commonwealth Housing Commission Report on Housing in the ACT
p2.
8 Spate in White p237; See also CAB59 pl98.
9 This amounted to about 35,(XX) trees, shrubs and seedlings every year. Day 'Capital City' pi 15. The 
Department of the Interior's Sen ices Available to Residents of the ACT, May 1950 [in C.S. Daley 
Papers MS 1946 NLA] gives details of the Government's free trees programme. See also Linge Canberra
p i7; Sparke Canberra p29; Commonwealth of Aust Jubilee 1901-1951 ACT Programme p i6.
8 0 This sen ice applied to privately owned houses also. Department of the Intenor Sen ices Av ailable.
The original planners of Canberra saw the National Capital 
as a Garden City. Throughout the years. Government 
departments and private householders have maintained the 
city in a garden setting.
Your home is an important unit in this pattern, and 
everything that you do to surround your home with lawns 
and flowers, shrubs and trees, will be a particular 
contribution to making this city a colourful and graceful 
place to live in.8 1
Pressure to make one's garden beautiful was perhaps at its strongest before the 
Queen's visit in 1954. As it was the first time a reigning British monarch had ever visited 
Australia, a special effort was asked of Canberra residents to beautify the capital.82 
According to contemporary written reports, Canberra residents were happy to comply.
Canberra citizens are co-operating enthusiastically. The 
general environment of cultivated beauty has stimulated 
private gardening.83
But private gardening was not always the result of civic pride. The husband of one 
interviewee offered another perspective:
Most people were very garden-conscious, for the simple 
reason that there wasn't very much in other forms of 
entertainment.84
In most households, it was the male who did the gardening, and indeed spent much of 
his free time at it.8"’ Women rarely had enough time left over after completing their more 
urgent priorities of cooking and caring for the children.86 'Gardening, if there was any, 
was always a terrible chore because there was no time: we just had to keep things
8 1 NCDC Canberra Your Garden City (nd c. 1959/607).
“ ’When ihe Queen was coming . . . they went through and people were encouraged to make their 
places nice.' IW interview'; see also P. Wensing 'Southern Stitches' p31. A special effort was made to 
control the fly population also at this time. NR Interv iew.
83 Roval Visit 1954 ACT Programme.
84 VB Interv iew .
83 e.g. VB, KK, KB Interview’s.
86 Caring for children includes cleaning up after them (their clothes, their bodies, the furniture, the 
dishes, the floor etc.) as well as interacting w ith their play.
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tidy.'8 Some ot the women I interviewed also indicated that they felt some tension 
about gardens:
My next door neighbour used to put her head over the fence 
and say to me, 'I used to spend a lot of time in the garden, 
even when I had young children.' 1 mean, it was a pretty 
clear message. But 1 spent most of my time looking after 
the children rather than doing anything else. And just 
surviving . . .  It was a huge area to make presentable.8*
Another woman recalled:
I had a neighbour many years ago next door here who used 
to win the garden competition. She and the house on the 
comer were keen rivals: they used to do things like, if one 
of their vines came over their fence, they used to push it 
back, with a broomstick or something. So, intense rivalry 
over the gardens.89
Even those women who claimed to love gardening found it hard to find the time for it 
with small children about, or else complained about the hard physical labour involved.
The worst thing was the hand-pulled mower. I hated those. 
As soon as I could afford it, I got a motor mower. I got 
one of the very first Popes.90
There was also the problem of autumn leaves.
I think the only constant request that has gone in from this 
street [to the Department of the Interiorl has been to please 
clean up the gutters, because the trees are lovely in the 
spring but all the time they shed leaves it's almost 
impossible to keep [the gutters! clean enough. It just 
became practice for people on this side of the road to do it
8 MA Interview.
X8 JB Interview.. Also AW, when 1 asked her to respond to the notion of Canberra as Garden City, said 
\ cry quickly, 'Not at our place'. She experienced considerable pressure from neighbours to improv e her 
garden, but did not succumb, even when her daughter wanted her to grow flowers so she could take them 
to school. RP also referred to informal competitions.
8 ) JB Interview.
90 MS Interview . Also MK Interview .
themselves.v 1
One final point about the impact of the Garden City image on mothers’ lives concerns 
hedges, which were a prominent feature of the Canberra streetscape.
Perhaps the most notable feature of Canberra's residential 
areas is the absence of front fences. Hedges form the 
boundaries between footpaths and lawns - hedges that 
appear strangely uniform to the eyes of visitors from the 
States. This uniformity is evidence of the care devoted to 
Canberra's parks and gardens. The hedges in each street 
are planted w ith one variety of shrub, and each street row' is 
trimmed in turn by Government gardeners.92
Until April 1954. the Department of the Interior planted and maintained all front 
hedges in Canberra.94 This service was a cause of envy and resentment from residents 
of other cities, and was appreciated by many Canberrans. As one put it. 'We were very, 
very lucky - did you know the Government used to cut the hedges?'94 However, hedge 
planting and maintenance was not simply a service to residents but also, by the 
Department of the Interior's own admission, a policy designed to ensure conformity. 
'Front hedges are planted and maintained by the Department to conform with those in the 
rest of the street.,' it pronounced.9'1 So, in addition to their lack of choice in houses, 
residents were denied any choice even in the type of hedge they were to look at every 
day.9 ’^ As one woman said:
It was obligatory to have a certain hedge, it was chosen.
We got photinia, and it got a disease in it.97
91 JB Interview.
92“ Department ol the Intenor Canberra A Guide to the National Capital Angus and Robertson, Canberra 
(nd pnor to 1956) no page numbers. See also Day 'Capital City’ pi 15.
^  There were about 145 kilometres of hedges in 1954 (Sparke Canberra p29) and, according to one 
resident at least, they were all 'cut well'. IW Interview .
94 AW Interview. Also IW Interview and Sparke Canberra p29.
94 Department of the Intenor Services Available 1950.
) ( '  Besides the hedge restrictions, there were regulations governing the growing of fruit trees. The Plant 
Diseases Ordinance 1934-1955 gave the Minister the power to superv ise fruit trees, and the Plant Diseases 
Regulations set out what it was necessary to do, in the way of regulating certain pests. Inspectors were 
employed by the Department of the Intcnor to ensure the regulations were complied with. E.F. Rick The 
Canberra Gardener 3rd edition, Canberra 1959 pl8
9 7
As a further imposition, the hedge edict effectively put the whole front yard of the 
house out of bounds for young children. It is much easier for toddlers to escape on to the 
road through a hedge than it is for them to escape through a solid fence. But solid fences 
w ere banned from Canberra streetfronts.
At this point I will turn to the third and final aspect of the Government's housing 
policies to be discussed in this chapter, the 'flats versus houses' debate. This debate, 
which dogged Canberra development discussions in the post-war years, not only 
influenced the practical provision of Government residential accommodation but also 
formed part of the ideological background against which mothers lived their lives. It is a 
good example of how 'accepted wisdom' or ideology and the practical implementation of 
Government policy-making worked in tandem in their effect on mothers' lives.
Evidence suggests that throughout the period under discussion here, it was taken as 
conventional wisdom by the Government and much of the population that children should 
ideally be brought up in a house rather than a flat. A nation-wide survey conducted by the 
Ministry of Post-War Reconstruction at the end of the war gave 'householders all over 
Australia' the chance to indicate their preference for either 'a modem house in the outer 
suburbs' or 'a modem flat close to the city surrounded by grass and lawns'. Over ninety 
five per cent of householders opted for the suburban house.98
The results of local surveys confirmed this, and give an indication of the depth of the 
acceptance of the one-family home as being best for children. Indeed, one housing 
questionnaire compiled in 1945 by the Canberra Nursery Kindergarten Society was so 
obviously biased in favour of the belief that families deserved houses that it did not even 
give its target audience, parents of pre-school aged children, the opportunity to indicate a 
preference for flats. Instead readers were given the choice of a house facing the street or 
one facing a communal garden; no mention of flats at all.99
Again in 1956 when the National Council of Women (ACT Branch) conducted a
97 NR Interview.
no
Ministry of Post-War Reconstruction The Housewife Speaks (a survey conducted by Ministry of 
PWR in conjunction with Woman magazine) nd c. 1944. 'Householders' here would presumably include 
people without children as well as those with, but this would mean that the percentage of households with 
children soting for a suburban house would be most likely be greater than 95.3% if it is to be assumed 
that many without might have preferred a Hat. Another issue which I cannot go into here is whether the 
'householder' responding to the survey had the authority to speak for aH members of the household or 
whether some members might have disagreed.
99 Canberra Parents Bulletin September 1945.
survey of 296 householders living in Government houses in Canberra, almost ninety- 
seven per cent of them preferred a separate house, compared with 3% preferring a two- 
floor duplex and 0.4% a semi-detached dwelling - again, no mention of fiats.100 
Admittedly, the respondents were already living in houses, so it might be assumed they 
preferred that style of living. Nevertheless, the omission of flats as an accommodation 
option on such a survey could only reinforce the Government's belief that families wanted 
and deserved houses.
That some members of the Government did feel this way is evident in the adverse 
reaction by one member of the Senate Select Committee on the Development of Canberra 
to the suggestion by an academic who had been raised in a London multi-unit dwelling 
that Canberra would be better off w ith some high density living quarters. The Committee 
member was even more horrified when this witness suggested that any children living in 
the high density Hats could play in a covered area underneath them, without being 
supervised.101
Further evidence of the Government's endorsement of the notion that houses were 
best for families can be found in the fact that families with children waiting for 
Government housing in Canberra were given priority for house allocation over single 
people or married couples without children, who were left in flats or hostel 
accommodation.102
In 1959, the conclusions of an NCDC survey of flat dwellers were that:
. . .  the attitude of flat dwellers to their flats depends largely 
on family composition, the circumstances which led to 
accepting a flat tenancy and to a lesser extent the income 
level of the household. Families forced to accept a flat as 
the quickest means of obtaining accommodation are the 
least satisfied. Dissatisfaction is increased by problems 
usually related to changing family composition and the 
nature of the tenancy arrangements. The survey reveals that 
most problems of flat life can be related in one way or 
another to young children living in flats for extended 
periods.103
Yet, despite so much evidence that many people believed families were better off in
100 National Council of Women (ACT) Housing Survey Report 1956 pi.
101 O.H.K. Spate SSC Evidence p595-7.
102 Department of the Intenor Canberra Today 1957 pi 3.
103 NCDC Survey of Flat Dwellers pi.
houses rather than flats, by the end of the 1950s Canberra (a city of young families) had a 
higher proportion ot its population liv ing in multi-unit buildings than any other city in 
Australia.104 The extreme pressure for accommodation and the presence of large 
numbers of single people in Canberra may have justified the Government’s decision to 
build Hats as a short-term expediency. It in no way negates the fact that conventional 
wisdom and Government preference favoured families living in houses rather than flats.
Comments from mothers who did live in Tats in the 1950s suggest that they found at 
least some advantages in them. One recalled:
We had a flat in Elimatta Street, Reid, a square block of 
flats, with a lot of other young mums, and that was great.
We could swap ideas and become friendly with one or two 
of them. And of course in the flats system if we had dinner 
with each other, depending on the size of the baby, if it was 
a littly we would take it over in the bassinet, or if it was 
bigger and it was sleeping, someone would duck over 
ever> half an hour or so to make sure that all was well.10-''
This suggests that there was some room for the Government to experiment with 
adapting blocks of flats to suit life w ith children, but this did not occur. Blocks of flats 
were not endowed with such facilities as playgrounds, despite the number of children 
who did actually live in them, and the Government was not inclined to change this. For 
example, in November 1952 the Pre-School Advisory Committee, a body appointed to 
advise the Government on pre-school matters in the ACT, made known its concerns about 
the lack of a playing area at a block of flats in the suburb of Reid. The Government noted 
the Committee's concerns, but even seven months later had made no move to do anything 
about it.106
To conclude this chapter, it can be said that Government control of housing in post­
war Canberra had a number of implications for residents, particularly for mothers. First, 
the Government's virtual monopoly on housing in a city without a history of private 
residential provision exacerbated the effects of the national post-war housing shortage for 
Canberra people and made the search for, and experience of, alternative accommodation
104 By 1960, 847C of the Canberra population lived in houses, 67c in Hats and 107c in hostels. [Lingc 
'Fifty Years’ p478; Canberra Times Canberra Dav Supplement 1962; Wigmore Long View p 180]
1 ():S RP Interview. See also Bozic Gather Your Dreams who makes similar comments. Bozic was a 
mother of a pre-school child in Canberra in the 1950s.
I<)(> Minutes of the Canberra Nursery Kindergarten Society 9/12/52; 9/6/53.
1 ( K )
arrangements particularly difficult.
As a corollary to this, the existence of a waiting list had the potential to enhance, in the 
minds of those who waited, the value of the product that the Government did finally 
provide, and this reinforced the notion that the most acceptable way to live was as a 
nuclear family unit in a single-family home. This was reinforced by the Government's 
negative attitude towards building flats suitable for families with children.
At a community level, procedures adopted by the Government did lead to an en bloc 
development of large areas of Canberra w hereby whole neighbourhoods were settled 
simultaneously by groups of people who were at a similar life-stage. This laid a 
foundation for the development of neighbourhood support groups.
The strict adherence to the Canberra Plan and the principles of Garden City 
development, which Government control promoted, potentially affected mothers in a 
number of ways: it provided a justification for Government to desist from providing more 
communal facilities; it encouraged children to play at home in their own (or neighbouring) 
backyards and it encouraged additional work for families in the garden.
Government control of housing also meant that the type of housing provided for 
individual families allowed almost no room for individual expression of taste nor for the 
accommodation of individual lifestyle differences. In the following chapter I w ill discuss 
the types of houses that were available from the Government in Canberra and examine 
some of the implications that the adoption of these styles had for mothers.
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CHAPTER FIVE - BEHIND THE SIX LIGHT DOOR’
In this chapter I discuss the range of Government house types available for allocation 
to Canberra residents in the 1940s and 50s, and look at the way in which they helped to 
define mothers' lives. I will explore some of the tasks a mother was expected to 
undertake (especially food preparation, childcare and laundry) in the light of the kind of 
provision made for them in Government houses.
I discussed in the previous chapter the factors behind the lack of choice experienced 
by Canberra residents in the area of housing. Government control was all-encompassing 
for most residents, even down to the colour of their cupboards. This could not have 
failed to have had some effect, however subtle or unarticulated, on the way Canberra 
women felt about their houses. For them, a home was not only a place to live, it was also 
a workplace. And in an era when housework and childraising were presented as a 
married woman's only socially-correct form of work, the house assumed greater 
significance as a potential source of either pride or disgrace, depending on how well she 
perceived herself doing the job. If her work environment and the basic raw materials of 
her daily occupation were not what a mother would ideally have chosen, then her job was 
that much more difficult to do, let alone enjoy.
Nevertheless, there is little evidence of public protest about the lack of choice or about 
the type of amenities provided. As I will show later, complaints about housing aired in 
the public arena were more concerned with how compatible its external appearance was 
with the overall beauty of Canberra than about whether there was appropriate heating in a 
baby's bedroom or running hot water in the laundry. And the few comments that were 
made publicly about the unsuitability of Government housing for families (by the 
Commonwealth Housing Commission for example) appear to have had little practical 
effect on Government thinking.
As I established in the previous chapter, the goal of the Government was to house 
each family in an aesthetically-pleasing one-family home on a fairly large block. 
However, some compromises had been made to this aim prior to 1940 and a number were 
made later. So I begin this chapter with an outline of housing types which were available 
for residents in the post-war era, and then go on to discuss the inter-relationship between 
the tasks expected of mothers at home and the amenities provided.
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Most of the permanent Government housing standing in Canberra in 1943 had been 
built before the Depression, in the period 1924-29.1 Although some of these pre-war 
houses were quite substantial in size, many others were small brick cottages, with only 
two bedrooms. One woman remembers moving w ith her parents in 1939 into a 7-square, 
two-bedroom Government house in Ainslie. 'God. it was little.' she said.2 Later, 
when she married, she stayed on in the house to raise her own family and at first was 
'totally delighted' w ith the house, despite its size. It was still 'fine' after the birth of their 
first child, but when two others came along soon after, it became hopelessly inadequate. 
However, Government regulations rendered the family ineligible for a transfer to a three 
bedroomed house as they had 'made the mistake', as she put it, of buying the one they 
w ere in, instead of continuing to rent.
Ainslie was one of the areas on the north side of Canberra's Molonglo River to have 
been developed before the war.3 Other northern suburbs were Reid, Braddon, and a 
few streets in Turner.4 *On the south side, pre-war housing development had occurred 
around the two shopping areas of Kingston and Manuka (Griffith) and near the 
parliamentary area in the suburbs of Barton and Forrest.3 These were all areas ot 
permanent, mostly brick but some wooden, housing.
In addition, there were two areas of temporary housing established in the pre-war era 
to accommodate families of construction workers. These were the Causeway near 
Kingston ('a sordid huddle of unsewered, primitive shanties'6) and Westlake, situated 
out of sight of the main settled areas behind the Legations area.7 In 1947 there were 
about 120 families living at the Causeway and 60 at Westlake.8
1 Between 1933 and 1944 only 1061 houses were built in Canberra. Gibbney Canberra p232
9
AW Interview.
3 A map of Canberra in 1950 is at Appendix C.
4 Braddon was formed from the pre-World War One village of Ainslie. [R.C.M. Dale A Postal 
History of the ACT, a paper delivered to the Canberra and District Historical Society, February 1958) 
Ainslie suburb as gazetted in 1928 was further to the north-east ot the onginal village ol Ainslie and by 
1947 had extended beyond Corroboree Park to the area around Wakelield Gardens. Turner, in the 
immediate post-war era, became the new suburb for young marneds, w ith the pre-war outer limit ot 
settlement (Haig Park or the 'windbreak' as it was known) not being seriously breached until about 1950. 
Fitzgerald Two Centuries pl52.
^ See Map at Appendix C.
6 Gibbney Canberra p255.
7 While the Legations area is marked on the map at Appendix C, Westlake is not (probably tor reasons 
w hich will become clear in the next paragraph).
8 Sands and MacDougall Directory for Canberra, ACT 1947 Edition.
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The 'temporary' streets in Westlake and the Causeway had not been dignified with 
street-names, a policy indicative of the attitude of planning authorities towards these 
areas.9 The same attitude continued to be displayed by the Chief Town Planner of the 
Department ot the Interior. T.R.S. Gibson, w hen he was questioned in 1954 by Senator 
D.M. Tangney of the Senate Select Committee on the Development of Canberra. Senator 
Tangney was concerned about the living conditions of the Westlake residents: the houses 
needed maintenance: there was no bus service, so schoolchildren got drenched going to 
school on wet days; and women had to walk a long way home with their shopping bags. 
Gibson agreed with everything the Senator said, but rather than indicate any plans to 
increase services to the area, he dismissed Westlake as,
somew hat incongruous on the landscape of Canberra. That 
is the most I would say about it.10
It would appear that if a house was not part of the overall permanent plan for the city, then 
its occupants were not considered worthy of receiving the services available to other 
residents - house maintenance and public transport, for example.
Public discussion of the Causeway also focused on its external appearance. One 
observer commented that The Causeway has the reputation of a slum largely because the 
houses are built of weatherboard'.11 Another reinforced the one-family home ideal, 
while avoiding the issue of community services, by stating that:
some jaundiced inhabitants like to say that Canberra has 
slums tucked decently out of sight. They mean the 
Causeway and Westlake areas . . . groups of little 
weatherboard houses . . . They are drab, but no-one who 
knows Surry Hills, Sydney, would rank them as slums. A 
family with a house to itself and land enough to grow a 
couple of fruit trees, hardly feels it is living in a slum.12
9 Sands and MacDougall 1947.
10T.R.S. Gibson SSC Evidence pi 13. When another member of the Committee asked Gibson w hether 
that meant there w ere plans to demolish it, the Chief Tow n Planner replied that he 'would not know ' . 
Perhaps Senator Tangney w as nght w hen she suggested that 'because these houses are out of sight. . . 
they are out of mind'. It is interesting to compare Gibson's attitude to Westlake w ith his concern for the 
needs of the people when discussing plans for the new suburbs to be built. Sec the discussion on this 
point in chapter three.
1 1 'Letter from Canberra' Focus vol 1 #7 August 1946.
12 CAB51 p74.
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At the end of the second world w ar a third temporary housing estate w as built, in the 
suburb of Narrabundah. to house the families of construction workers employed to build 
houses and office blocks for the 1948 public service transfer program. The settlement 
became known as the 'demountables' or 'pre-fab Narrabundah' (to distinguish it from 
'brick Narrabundah’, the permanent houses being built in the same suburb at that 
time13). And, as i f  to mark its impermanence, the demountable area had the uninspiring 
street names of First, Second, and so on up to Twenty First Street.14
There were many outspoken critics of the Narrabundah settlement, but again most of 
the recorded comments are about the houses' lack of aesthetic appeal rather than the inside 
living conditions of the families.* 1''' The houses consisted of three bedrooms, a bathroom 
and laundry, with a toilet o ff the laundry, and a small kitchen and lounge room in w hich 
the family also ate its meals. While some might consider this small, one o f their 
inhabitants claimed. 'Any house is what you make it', and she made hers 'comfortable 
and cosy,' even to the extent of silver-frosting the tin bath to make it more presentable.16 
It is interesting to note that this woman remembered being much happier in her pre-fab 
home at Narrabundah than she was when transferred later to the older, permanent suburb 
of G riffith  because she felt the community spirit at Narrabundah was so much 
stronger.1
The post-war reconstruction era saw considerable debate in Australia about housing 
and this was reflected in the local area too. The Commonwealth Housing Commission 
w hich, as I have shown in chapter three, had much to say about ACT development, made 
recommendations about individual house styles in the capital. Cognisant of Canberra's 
climate, the Commission recommended that central heating be considered for Government 
homes, although i f  that could not be accomplished, it recommended that at least any
13 NR Interview.
14 By 1954, there were 268 families living in First to Twenty first Streets, Narrabundah. Sands and 
MaeDougall Directory for the ACT 1954 edition.
13 Prime Minister Menzies called the demountables 'monstrosities.' (Sparke Canberra p54) and C.S.
Daley o f the Department o f the Intenor also condemned their appearance. Gibbney Canberra p237. The 
Senators on the Select Committee into the Development o f Canbera claimed The ideal . . . en\ isaged by 
Burley G riffin  docs not appear to have been brought to Iruition in the recently developed area at 
Narrabundah Heights.’ SSC Report para 322.
1 ^ M K Interview. The silver f rosting expenment was a disaster as it came o il on to her children's skin 
the first lime they used it, but it was an attempt to make her home the way she wanted it.
17 M K Interview.
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under-floor draughts should be eliminated and that designs should take advantage of the 
sun in living rooms during the day. It believed 'sufficient consideration has not been 
given to the orientation of houses in the past.'18
Canberrans themselves concurred on the last point. The editors of the Canberra 
Parents Bulletin justified the inclusion of a housing questionnaire in its September 1945 
issue by stating:
For years past we have been hearing complaints about the 
poor design of some of the Government owned houses in 
Canberra. We have been told of sunporches which face 
south, houses which are like ice-chests in the winter, and 
are stifling in the summer, long dark passageways, 
inconvenient kitchens, inadequate cupboard space etc. etc. 
and frankly we see no reason for such careless planning.19
The purpose of the Bulletin's questionnaire was to fill what the editors perceived as a 
gap in the knowledge of architects about w hat was needed in the family home. They 
claimed that as so little study had been done, architects were handicapped in designing 
houses to make 'raising a family is as strainless as possible'. Questions asked ol 
Canberra parents in the questionnaire ranged from 'Do you feel that sunshine is 
sufficiently important to build the house back to the street?' to 'Given space to iron or air 
clothes in the laundry would you still prefer to use the kitchen?’ Other questions related 
to bathing, eating and sleeping arrangements, furniture, heating and neighbourhood 
planning.
While I can find no record of the responses to this questionnaire, some information 
can be gleaned from the questions themselves. As the two questions quoted above 
indicate, the wording was sometimes loaded in favour of a particular answer, which may 
be an indication of the role the editors of the Parents Bulletin saw for themselves as the 
keepers of expert knowledge on what was good for young children, or perhaps simply a 
sign of the state of the sociological art at that time.
However, the fact that the questionnaire was devised by women with pre-school 
children themselves does give it some credibility as a guide to what women's lives were 
like at the time, or at the very least, what they were presumed to be like. For example, the 
question 'Where should the sewing machine be kept?' presumes that a sewing machine
18 Commonwealth Housing Commission Report on Housing in the Australian Capital Territory p3.
*9 Canberra Parents Bulletin (CPB) September 1945.
was an item to be found in most homes. Some questions also illuminate the state of 
childraising ideology, for example, the question, ’Should children's rooms be near the 
parents or well separated so that they don't disturb you?' This question acknowledges a 
parent’s right to privacy in a way that is not so apparent in later, more child-centred. 
literature.-0
However, despite the thinking behind the Parents Bulletin questionnaire, and despite 
the Housing Commission’s Report, the post-war building program in Canberra did not 
fu lfill the expectations encouraged by the level of debate. There is almost no evidence of 
the positioning of houses to take advantage of the winter sun, and cupboard space and 
kitchens were no larger in the post-war homes than they were in 1944.21 In fact, the 
kitchens of some O'Connor houses built in the 1950s could be said to be less convenient 
for mothers of young children than those of houses in Forrest built before the war.
Government houses built after the war varied little in size and shape; they tended to be 
small and compact. In 1955. the Principal Architect of the Department of Works 
(responsible for house construction in Canberra) explained the difference between pre­
war and post-war houses:
In the early days when utility houses were built, they were 
constructed rather in the grand manner. They had ten feet 
ceilings, bedrooms 15 X 10 feet, a fuel stove, an electric 
stove and outside porches. They were bigger houses.
Since the war, everyone has learnt to understand what a 
square means in relation to houses. Before the war we did 
not talk of squares. After the war everyone talked of 
squares and that meant how much you could cram into 100 
square feet.22
The vast majority of post-war houses had three bedrooms, which were rarely adequate 
for the large families of the baby boom.23 Only one of the mothers I interviewed had 
fewer than three children; most had four or five, some had six or seven. The President of
20 I discussed in chapter two the shift in emphasis in beliefs about the rights o f children over adults in 
the family.
2 1 These points can be confiremed by a walk around the streets o f old Canberra and some observation of
its unrcnovated houses.
22 R.M. Ure Principal Architect, Department o f Works, ACT SSC Evidence p658. There were also
(as I indicated earlier) some very small pre-war homes.
2 2 Ina  1956 sample o f 271 government homes in Canberra, 78#  contained three bedrooms; 21# had
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two bedrexims; only two houses had lour bedrooms and one had one. NCW (ACT Branch) Housing 
Survey Report 1956.
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the ACT Progress and Welfare Council, Kevin James Mulherin. spoke for these larger 
families at the Senate Select Committee hearings in 1954, claiming that 'there are not 
sufficient houses to cope with people who have four or five, or sometimes seven or eight. 
kiddies.'24 The Federal Public Service Journal also noted in 1958 that the bedrooms of 
Government homes being built at that time measured only 10 feet by 10 feet, which 
'could accommodate two children at the most to a room.'2:>
When 1 asked mothers whether their houses were large enough for their families, the 
standard response was a variation of, 'We managed’. Yet many of them indicated in 
other ways that life was somew hat squashed. One woman described the Government 
house she was allocated in the 1950s (and still lives in) in the following way:
It’s got three bedrooms. The two smaller bedrooms are 
very small - 10 by 10. We had four children, and at that 
stage I had a teenaged daughter (from a previous marriage j.
She wasn't here often, but when she was, it was a terrible 
squash.2(1
Another woman in a similar situation described her house before she had it extended:
We had to have our lounge, dining table and chairs here in 
the one {room), and then there was the three bedrooms and 
there was a little kitchen running along there. It was, well, 
it was quite compact. It was a typical little Government 
house. . . But with the four children, we had to put 
ourselves in the second bedroom, the three boys we built 
double bunk beds for in the big main bedroom, and our 
daughter in the back bedroom 2"
A similar pattern of stated satisfaction with houses followed by significant 
reservations on individual items was observed by the Canberra Branch of the National 
Council of Women in 1956 when they surveyed 296 householders, 'living in all types of
“4 K.J. Mulhenn SSC Evidence pl433.
2r' Federal Public Serv ice Journal July 1958 p6.
26 BK Interview.
"7
KK Interview; Also IW Interv iew. The situation was exacerbated for some families by the accepted 
custom, mentioned earlier in the context of waiting list eligibility, of not allowing boys and girls to share 
bedrooms. This notion was reflected in this comment of KK's and also VB's comment, 'Well we had all 
boys, so that made it easier.'
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Government housing in all suburbs’ to obtain their views on various aspects of 
Government housing.28 The NCW found that:
the majority o f householders were satisfied with the size 
and shape of their block and the placement of the house on 
it, although in answering questions about these features, 
around 40% expressed some criticism.20
Overall, only 24% ot the sample questioned said they liked their present Government 
home well enough to buy it, although a further 27% said that although they did not like 
their present house, they would like to buy another type of house in Canberra. The NCW 
conclusion was:
These two results together appear to indicate that half of 
those renting Government houses might be prepared to 
buy, provided they had more choice of house.30
The NCW Survey reflected the earlier concerns about houses not being sited to take 
advantage of the sun, and many other aspects of house design to which I w ill return later 
in the discussion of household tasks.31 However the most common public complaint 
about post-war Canberra homes, made by people whose qualifications to speak on the 
matter stemmed from factors other than simple residence, concerned not so much aspects 
of their liveability but rather their uninspiring monotony. One observer wrote: 'The same 
designs recur, over and over'32 This was particularly true in the 1950s in parts of 
O'Connor and the newer areas of Ainslie where there materialised rows and rows of 
identical houses, referred to by Senator Vincent of the Senate Select Committee as 
'doleful exhibitions of architecture'.33
A witness to the Committee complained of further monotony in that:
28 NCW Housing Survey Report.
29 NCW Housing Survey Report p i .
30 NCW Housing Survey Report p i.
3 1 'One third o f the householders were concerned with aspects of heating, the majority being disturbed at 
either the lack o f heating in the houses or the house being placed so that it did not receive sufficient sun.' 
NCW Housing Survey Report p4.
32 CAB51 pl73.
~ - Sen V.S. Vincent SSC Evidence p398. Even the private houses tended to be ot a similar type and 
standard in each locality, in part because the government regulated the block size and fixed a minimum 
cost o f houses to be built. Linge Canberra p!8.
Canberra must surely be unique in being the only capital 
city in the world where every house has the same door. I 
reter to the 'six light doors' which are to be found on every 
Government owned home in Canberra. What a ridiculous 
state of affairs when so little imagination or variation is 
expressed that, from hundreds of available front door 
designs, only one has been selected/* 4
1 his w itness was the Director of the Timber Development Association and the 'six 
light doors' he referred to were not, as one Committee member thought, six distinct types 
ot door, but a single door 'with six frames of glass'.44 A timber developer complaining 
of too many glass doors is obviously open to a charge of self interest, but the interest of a 
mother at home with children on a cold winter's day would almost certainly have been 
better served by a north-facing glass door, even if it was exactly the same as all her 
neighbours'.46
The so-called monotony, or regularity, of housing did not seem to trouble residents 
unduly. Not one of the mothers I interviewed stated, or inferred, that the similarity 
between houses was in any way a disadvantage to them. From the residents' point of 
view , the critics of Canberra housing may have been more justified in their criticisms of 
building materials. In the pre-war years, brick was the most common building material, 
w ith a brickworks being one of the first structures erected in Canberra. But after the war 
the brickworks could not keep pace with demand, and the expense of importing bricks 
from elsewhere, together with the greater labour costs involved in bricklaying compared 
with building construction using other materials, led to a smaller percentage of brick 
houses being built47
Some of the alternatives (the prefabricated, monocrete and fibro constructions in the 
newer suburbs) attracted much criticism but again, aesthetics appear to be more important 
than liveability. For example, Robert Guy Bailey of the ACT Advisory Council.
44 E. Colin Davis SSC Evidence pl324.
44 E. Colin Daws SSC Evidence pl332.
46 1 base this statement on my own experience of living behind a government 'six light' door with two 
small children through six Canberra winters. True, it did need a heavy curtain over it at night, but during 
the day it was a wonderful source of warmth and light.
4 B.J. Waterhouse SSC Evidence pl684; See also CAB59 pl99. In 1950/51, of a total of 545 houses 
built by the Government, 252 (or 46%) were brick or brick veneer. By 1954/55, it was only 34%. 
ARADC for respective years.
complained to the Senate Select Committee:
For some time l have been disturbed by the housing 
development of the city. It started in O'Connor, one of the 
northern suburbs. There were subdivisions there having 
mainly 50 foot frontages. Those subdivisions were 
approved by the National Capital Planning and 
Development Committee and then the Department of Works 
began to erect houses on those blocks. The type of house 
consisted of Riley-Newsums mainly. They were put on 
those blocks in rows like army hutments, giving a shooting 
gallery effect from one end of the street to the other.38
Riley Newsums were oblong Swedish pre-fabs that were 'put up very quickly in 
Ainslie, O'Connor, Narrabundah and Deakin to help with the housing shortage.'3‘; A 
total of 368 Riley Newsums were erected, most of them in 1953/54 w hen they constituted 
47% of all Government housing erected that year.40 They were made of vertical 
weatherboards which reputedly shrank over time and left gaps; they were in no way an 
ideal home in which to raise children 41
More widespread than the Riley Newsums were the monocretes. described by one 
woman as:
. . . a pretty miserable house, they were not at all popular, 
not considered desirable at all. If you lived in one in those 
days you found it very cold, extremely cold. Some of them 
didn't have adequate damp courses or whatever and they 
were not considered a very satisfactory arrangement. . . 
The advantage (for the Government | was that it was a cheap 
construction.42
Seven hundred and thirty-two monocretes were erected between 1950 and 1958. 40% 
of them in O'Connor, although all existing suburbs had at least some 43 They were 
small and, as one inhabitant put it, 'when you got the house warm and it was cold 
outside, the water'd run down the walls.'44 Another claimed this was because the
38 R. G. Bailey SSC Evidence pl652-4.
5 0
‘ RA Interview.
40 ARADC 1953/54.
41 JB Interv iew.
42 JB Interview.
43 ARADC 1950/51 - 1957/58.
concrete took years to dry out properly and:
The trouble was many people, including me. didn't know 
how to handle the damned thing, but you learnt very 
quickly. It meant that when you were cooking you had the 
windows open whether it was cold or winter or what have 
you, because the steam from the kitchen would run down 
the walls. 1 just opened the door. There was no fan or 
ventilation, not in the bathroom either. . . They were very 
cold, and hot in summer. So where the sun was, 1 planted 
bushes and trees. It didn't do much for the cold, but it 
helped with the heat.* 4'*
Another of the 1950s experiments w ith cheap housing was the transfer of a number of 
ex-officers' houses from Tocumwal, a RAAF training base in NSW. The 'Tocumwals', 
as they became known, were large and, as a volunteer social worker was told by the 
Department of the Interior, reserved for 'problem' families (by which the Department 
meant 'large', she discovered) 46 This woman lived in a Tocumwal herself:
There was a brick foundation, but the walls were made of 
fibro and weatherboard, and the roof corrugated iron. . . In 
summer it was kept relatively cool by a large verandah 
covered by a grapevine 4
It is significant that the Tocumwals were the only type of Government house in 
Canberra to have a verandah, and that was not through any conscious decision by the 
planning authorities, but because they were transported in that condition. Government- 
built houses in Canberra did not have verandahs. According to one mother, the rationale 
behind this was: 'if you had a verandah, you might leave the pram on it'.48 This was 
something the authorities did not want to encourage, as it might give Canberra an untidy 
look. Yet, it was unfortunate for mothers of young children that the aesthetics of the 
capital city did not allow for this most Australian of structures, the verandah, to be 
incorporated into standard house designs.49 As I will show later in relation to shopping
44 BG Interview.
4:> MS Interview.
49 Ruth Arndt The Iceman Cometh' author's draft of an article in The Canberra Times 12/8/89.
4 Ruth Arndt 'More Memories' author's draft of an article for the ANU Reporter 17/10/80.
48 MP Interview.
49 Some protest at least was made about this to the authonties. The NCW (ACT) Branch's 1951 Report
and transport, the pram was an extremely important item for most mothers of young 
children in Canberra at this time and a verandah would have been an ideal home for it. In 
an article in the Canberra Parents Bulletin, a 'mother with a young family’ wrote:
For instance, all families collect a pram, but what pram ever 
went through life without a tally of barked shins and 
invective poured over it. just because it never fitted in 
anywhere?'*0
She went on to speak of the ’useless front porches', which Canberra authorities offered in 
place of a full verandah, but which were not big enough to hold a pram. (Indeed, they 
were probably just one more obstacle that the pram had to negotiate on its wav into the 
house, and so were worse than useless.) Her comment was written in 1945. but the 
situation was no better by the end of the 1950s. In O'Connor alone between 1950 and 
1959. the Government built 320 weatherboard houses (of standard Government design, 
not monocretes, Riley Newsums or Tocumwals). They had no back or front verandah, 
just a 'useless front porch'.:>1
Neither was it just the family pram that could have existed happily on a verandah. 
Playpens, another important piece of equipment for mothers at that time, would have been 
just as much at home there. The value of the playpen in a large family was voiced by one 
mother who said:
We couldn't live without our playpens. You had to have a 
playpen because then you knew when you put the baby in 
the playpen with the toys that it was safe.'*2
Other items suitable for keeping on a verandah included outdoor toys, tricycles, pets, 
half damp laundry, dirty boots, 'treasures' collected on walks and a host of other 'semi- 
outdoor' items, as well as young children themselves. In a nation-wide survey of the mid 
1940s, women were asked where their children played most often while indoors. 76.5% 
replied 'on the verandah'.'*3 Even allowing a few percentage points for warmer weather
recommended that 'the v eto on verandahs should be removed'. Quoted in Stephenson and Burmann 
’History of the NCW p36.
30 Canberra Parents Bulletin September 1945.
31 Figures from ARADC 1950-1959. It was not just the weatherboard houses that had no vemadahs -
the Riley Newsums and Monocretes were similarly beref t.
52 MP Interv iew.
in other parts of the country , this clearly shows that Canberra women were disadvantaged 
in being denied the national choice of play area for their children.
One of the most common complaints made by women themselves about Government 
housing concerned kitchens. The NCW Housing Survey reported that '84 [respondents) 
were irritated by the smallness ot rooms, and the room concerned in almost half of the 
cases was the kitchen.04 Yet it was in the kitchen that women undertook the most vital 
and time-consuming of the home duties - food preparation. Correct food preparation for 
young children in the 1940s and 50s was prescribed for mothers in the babycare manuals.
Baby should not be given tinned sieved foods except during 
the first few weeks of introduction to solid foods and 
during emergencies i.e. travelling, when it is impossible for 
the mother to strain freshly cooked vegetables.-'0
The manual recommended that mothers avoid convenient packaged foods and as an 
alternative offered a number of recipes, many of which end with the phrase 'push through 
sieve' which is a time-consuming process.'’6 Yet the manual's advice on this point 
appears to have been followed by many Canberra mothers. As one said:
You just did not feed your baby on anything but home- 
cooked meals. I don’t think 1 ever bought a tin of Heinz 
[baby food) in my life.'*7
Baby's liquid requirements were likewise not easy to prepare. Breast-feeding was 
recommended, but many babies also required bottles of infant formula, the preparation of 
which was both time-consuming and frustrating when exact timing and temperature 
control was involved.'’8 One woman remembered that:
Benger’s Food was the most appalling stuff to make.
Ministry of Post-War Reconstruction The Housewife Speaks p2.
-'*4 Another objection was the 'inconvenience caused when it [the kitchen! became a thoroughfare. This 
occurred when the entrance to the back of the house was through laundry and kitchen, or kitchen alone.' 
NCW Housing Survey Report p2. See also Canberra Parents' Bulletin Sept 1945.
Our Babies p95.
56 Our Babies p i38-143.
'^7 KB Interview.
- In addition to several lull-page advertisements for milk preparations such as Lactogen, Benger's, Glaxo 
and Carnation Milk, Our Babies earned eight pages of text devoted to the preparation of infant formula.
because you'd have to 'digest' it just a certain number of 
minutes, not over, not less.''9
And besides baby, other family members also had particular food preparation 
requirements. According to the manuals, older children should take to school with them a 
nutritious home-made lunch, not money to buy their own90, and father often came home 
in the middle of the day expecting something to eat.91 In addition, there were the tasks 
of longterm food preparation - jam-making, preserving and pickling - which, although not 
an everyday occurrence, nevertheless required careful planning if they were to be 
accomplished successfully with small children around. Most Canberra housewives of the 
1950s appear to have undertaken food preservation in a big way, as I will show in the 
next chapter.
All this activity made the kitchen a very important room for mothers, a point that was 
reiterated in the post-war housing debates. According to one historian, it was a stated 
priority of the Government in its post-war housing programs to modernise and electrify 
the kitchen.92 Women could therefore be forgiven if they expected post-w ar homes to be 
centred on the 'modem American kitchen', with its built-in cupboards and electrical 
hardware. But the reality was somewhat different.
In the Canberra of the late 1940s, 'nearly everyone had a wood stove.'94 It was 
standard issue in both pre-war and early post-war Government houses, although some 
people did also rent an electric stove from the Department of the Interior for 'one and 
sixpence a week.'94 Many women remember their wood-burning stoves affectionately.
It was an old Kookaburra stove, an old fuel stove. Oh, it 
was lovely, and I often wish I hadn't given it away because 
you could cook scones and cakes. It was always warm, 
and you could have the kettle on the stove. I don't think I
49 MA Interview.
60 Our Babies pl38.
9 1 NR and BK Interviews.
92 Allport 'Women and Suburban Housing' p68.
94 1W Interview; Also VB (referring to late forties) sard 'Everybody had wood stoves and open fires.
There was just nothing else.' AW; MA; RA; BK; MP; and BG also mentioned open fires.
94 KK Interview. Also VB. KB and NR both rented electric stoves from the Government. After the 
Department of the Interior decided not to lease them any more, 'we were allowed to buy them - for some 
ridiculously small amount'. (KB Interv iew) After the mid 1950s, Government houses were fitted with 
electric stoves only. MS Interview .
had an electric stove until all the children were at school 
I i.e. 1961|.65
Wood-burning stoves provided warmth, an oven for cooking, and 'hot water from a 
big iron kettle’/ ”" They were an important part of an overall heating and hot water 
arrangement that did not require electricity as a power source.67 In some houses:
There were no electric appliances, no fridge or stove or 
washing machine or hot water; just a fuel stove in the 
kitchen, open fire place in the sitting room, chip heater in 
the bathroom/’8
Wood was abundant, reasonably priced and came from a variety of sources69, but it 
usually appeared as ’an enormous heap of firewood - gum logs that had to be chopped 
year-in year-out.’70 The chopping may have been the province of the man of the house, 
but one woman remembered her part, ’it was back-breaking work getting the wood down 
from on the front lawn.’71
Some people replaced the open fire in their lounge-room with a slow combustion 
stove equipped with glass doors.72 There were several reasons for this. Not only were
67 KK Interview. Also AW who used to have an 'old Canberra woodbuming stove, which I think 
sometimes I'd like to have it back again. It was so easy.' AW Interview.
66 IW Interv iew
67 NR used her solid fuel stove in the kitchen for heating even though she had an electnc one for 
cooking. In 1956, the NCW Housing Survey found that 90% of houses were still equipped with fuel 
stoves; 68% had electnc stoves owned by the Government, 14% privately owned; and 65 had 'other' 
cooking dev ices. NCW Housing Surv ey Report 1956. The surv ey w ent on to say, 'Of all the houses in 
the sample, 16% used a fuel stove only; and 64% used both a fuel and another stove. It is interesting to 
note that almost three quarters of these used the fuel stove in the winter only, ev idently using it as a 
means of heating the kitchen.' NCW Housing Survey Report p2.
68 R. Arndt 'Iceman', referring to her Tocumwal house in Ainslie in the early 1950s. See also Wensing 
'Southern Stitches': There was no electricity so every thing was wood and kerosene.'
69 'We used to buy the loads of wood from out the outlying districts'. KK Interview. DM's husband 
and older son went out to the bush to get it. Wood also came from 'nearby paddocks, fuel merchants
contracted] to clear them'. Ragatz Canberra p9. Also MS; NR; VB Interv iews.
7 0 Arndt 'Memories'.
' 1 KK Interv iew.
2 The NCW Housing Survey (p3) found that 66% of householders preferred slow combustion heaters 
over open fireplaces, and my interviews support this. MK had a Rayburn slow combustion stov e in her 
Narrabundah pre-fab; KK 'found that the Wonderheat w as the idea of heating, so we had a Wonderheat put
the stoves more fuel-efficient, they also reduced the incidence of blowflies, which were 
attracted down the chimneys of open fireplaces.73 In addition, slow combustion stoves 
were less dangerous with young children around. One woman recalled her son throwing 
a cushion into an open fire 4, and another claimed, '1 always did worry, so we put in a 
(slow combustion stove| very early, and I always had a guard around it.'75
Given the Canberra climate and the large numbers of children living in Government 
houses at that time, it might have been more convenient for mothers if the Government 
had equipped homes with these slow combustion stoves as standard issue from the 
beginning, but that did not occur. Other conveniences to guard against Canberra's cold 
winters were likewise missing from Government homes. One American visitor 
commented that,
despite the climate, [houses) lack double insulated panes, .
. . weather stripping is unknown and gales under doors and 
around windows are the accepted thing.76
Admittedly she was from a culture more accustomed to dealing with very cold weather but 
her comments highlight some of the less publicised effects of life in the new capital city. 
Canberra residents, however, learnt to adapt.
These houses [in 'brick Narrabundah'J were designed by a 
Melbourne architect and because of gas houses in 
Melbourne, they had ventilators. There were three sets of 
ventilators in this room and if the wind was in a certain 
direction, you'd have to have a scarf on. So very quickly,
like everyone else, we put cardboard over them.
in. The glass doors would protect [the children] and it warmed up the w hole room.' Others also spoke of 
their slow combustion stoves in the lounge-room. However, one American visitor (Ragatz Canberra p8) 
noted with amazement that the locals lit fires only in the evenings, even on the coldest winter days. She 
was presumably refenng to fires in the lounge room only, as most of the women I spoke to kept their 
wood-fired kitchen stoves burning all day in the winter.
' Stephenson and Burmann 'History ol NCW p32. Houses were not fitted with fly screens when they 
were built so the Hies were bad enough in summer, without the problem being extended into the winter. 
ARADC 1952/3 pl8.
74 IW Interview.
5 KB Interv iew .
7 6 Ragatz Canberra p5.
' NR Interv iew'. The NCW Housing Survey found that 52 people had sealed their ventilators, against 
219 who had not done so. NCW Housing Survey p3.
Another Canberra mother noted that:' housewarming, in a country which considers 
central heating an expensive luxury . . . presents a real problem to the Canberra 
housew ife' 8 and the findings of the 1956 NCW Housing Survey supported this:
In the question of preferences regarding house design.
Effective House Heating | wa|s considered to rate second in 
importance only to a large kitchen'.79
Heating the house at night was perhaps the w^orst problem. The woodbuming stoves 
w hich kept at least part of the house warm during the day were not so effective against the 
extreme drop in overnight temperatures. The drop did not occur to the same extent in the 
State capitals, so many new arrivals experienced it as a great shock. One mother 
described her amazement when her baby developed 'odd-looking things on his fingers'. 
Never having seen chilblains before, she took him to the doctor who reprimanded her and 
demanded that she heat her child's room at night - not such an easy matter for families still 
coming to terms with the extra heating costs incurred in Canberra.80
Another woman stated that 'women had to be taught to keep the room warm at 
night'.8 1 She did not elaborate, but probably referred to the use of thick floor coverings 
and curtains reported by another mother.82 A third mother had a practical solution to the 
problem of low overnight temperatures and midnight visits to the child's bedroom to 
replace kicked-off bedding. As a migrant from Germany she had brought with her some 
Bavarian featherbeds (or duvets). These were much more suitable for children in 
Canberra’s climate than were the traditional wool blankets, so whenever she had a new- 
baby, she asked her mother to send her another duvet from Germany.83
Helen Cnsp Notes tor her radio program Through a Woman's Eyes August 1960. Helen Crisp 
papers MS 7593 NLA.
5 23% considered it the most important feature of house design, and 58% included it in their first three 
preferences.1 NCW Housing Survey Report p3.
80 JB Interview. There was no fixed heating in the bedrooms of Government houses. KK Interview 
(others alluded to this without openly stating it).
81 MP Interview.
82 RP hung a thick curtain in the hallway of her house to help insulate the warmer living areas from the 
colder bedrooms. Thick curtains at the bedroom windows would have helped to reduce heat loss. RP 
Interview.
83 MS Interv iew. It took quite a few years howev er for such items to become accepted apparel for 
Anglo-Australian beds.
Getting up for a baby's night feed in a poorly heated house was not pleasant. One 
woman remembered the discomfort of ’sitting right up like this |against the combustion 
stove I trying to keep warm, w ith the rest of the house freezing.'84
Other implications of the localised heating arrangements in Canberra homes created 
safety problems. In winter, it it was too cold for young children to play outside or in 
their bedrooms, and too dangerous for them to be left alone in the lounge room, they 
tended to congregate in the kitchen where the wood-burning stove, and mother, made life 
more comfortable.8'*
I used to have kids in the kitchen and I'd make dough and 
I'd get them rolling out dough and things 86
But kitchens were not designed as play areas for babies, toddlers and pre-schoolers 
and there were dangers in a mother having several young children, her own and perhaps 
the neighbour’s, crowded into a small area near hot pots and pans, sharp knives, electrical 
items and poisonous cleaning substances. There was no safe and warm area set aside for 
young children within sight of their mother in the kitchen, nor was there any room for a 
playpen in that room itself.87
Another major household task for mothers in the 1940s and 1950s was the laundry. 
Each Government house was equipped with its own laundry. While this is evidence of an 
assumption that washing was to be done at home, it is also in line with the recorded 
wishes of housewives.88 Responses to a national survey in the mid 1940s indicated that 
only 16.1% of housewives were prepared to share a communal laundry with three other 
families, the other 83.9% wanted an individual laundry.89
Editorial comment prompted by these figures claimed the result was not surprising 
given that most people had had no experience of communal laundries, but in reality, the
84 MA Interview; also mentioned in KB Interv iew. The custom of allowing a young child to share its 
mother's bed was frowned upon by the babycare experts.
8 -^  The Housewife Speaks
86 IW Interview.
X7 A delegation sponsored by the Victorian Branch of the Federal Public Service Union to discover w hat 
kind o f accommodation aw aited transferees to Canberraa in 1958 reported that 'Kitchens inspected w ere 
also quite inadequate and allowed insufficient space for meals and were also lacking in cupboards.'
'Victorian View point' Federal Public Service Journal, July 1958.
88 In blocks ot Hats, one laundry was provided for perhaps every four, six or eight Hats. RP Interv iew.
89 MPWR The Housewife Speaks.
reasoning behind the respondents views might have included any number of factors. For 
example, individual laundries were easier to gain access to on demand, and so increased 
the flexibility of a stay-at-home mother and gave her more control over her life. She 
could fit the laundry tasks into her other household and childcare tasks.
But it was also possible in post-war Canberra to send out clothes and linen to be 
laundered commercially.
There was always what they called the bagwash. Someone 
would come and take a bag of laundry; they’d bring it back 
damp dry, you'd just hang it on the line.90
This service does not seem to have been widely used, except by women in certain 
circumstances, and appears to have been more popular earlier in the period than later.91 
One woman I spoke to used it when she was working outside the home before the birth 
of her children92, and another has written about using it when she was living in an old 
(pre-Govemment building program) house without an internal laundry.93 Neither saw 
the bagwash as an entitlement, but rather as something that needed to be justified.
I had a pick up and delivery service for most of the family 
washing - it gave me a lot more time to sew and knit and 
play with the children. All the other washing had to be 
done by hand with hot water boiled in a copper in a shed 
with no doors, always so draughty and cold. To have the 
washing done was a luxury, but well worth it. I still did all
the baby clothes and the work clothes of my husband.94
Even in the new Government houses built after the war, laundries did not have hot 
water taps. In the bathroom, hot water was obtained from either an electric heater rented 
from the Department of the Interior or, if the budget didn't stretch to that, 'an awe­
inspiring chip heater . . . [which] devoured newspaper and sticks of wood and . . . nearly 
shook the walls to pieces'.95 In the kitchen, hot water came from 'an electric geyser
90 RP Interview.
91 KB used the bagwash only while she was living with one child in an established area before 1948, 
not after she moved to a new area and had the rest of her seven children. KB Interview.
92 RP Interview.
93 Wensing ’Southern Stitches' p29.
94 Wensing ’Southern Stitches' p29. She is keen to point out that it was not a total indulgence as she 
still did the hardest part of the wash and the time saved was spent with her children, not on herselt.
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mounted in the s in k " 9 But tor the laundry, there was nothing but cold water on tap. 
As the Federal Public Service Journal put it. The laundry is forgotten in the hot water 
handout.'9 and women did not appreciate the oversight. One told me with distaste:
We had these little gadgets over the bath and over the sink, 
but the laundry was the only | bad| thing - 1 had to boil the 
water up in the copper!9*
The rationale behind the lack of hot water provision in laundries can only be guessed 
at. It may have been because laundry work is less visible and not as immediately relevant 
to the (maleI house designers as were the activities of the kitchen and bathroom. But 
whatever the cause, it provides another instance of the connection between the dictates of 
the child-raising manuals and the provision of Government services. Childcare experts 
advocated that most laundry, particularly nappies, should be boiled for hygiene reasons. 
The lack of a hot water tap in the laundry and the provision of a copper instead helped to 
ensure that this process took place.
However babies, toddlers and even older pre-schoolers produce the kind of laundry 
tasks which benefit most from immediate attention, as well as later boiling if necessary. 
Nappies were 'permitted' by the babycare manuals to accumulate for a day or so in a 
covered p a il,"  but would have been less odorous if given a quick rinse first. Likew ise 
the food-encrusted bibs and milk-spilt shirts. But this was not easy for housewives. 
During a Canberra winter, 'it was agony to rinse things in cold water.'100
Nor was it easy to deal with the copper. Coppers in the immediate post-war years
"  Arndt 'Memories'; AW had her chip heater in bathroom until 1959. 'It meant you could have as 
much hot water as you liked in the good old days'. KK and VB also mentioned chip heaters.
90 Ragatz Canberra p5. See also NR and BK Interv iews. The sink heater was officially termed a 'Dux 
3-phase' and was standard issue in government houses after the mid fifties. Canberra Today 1957 pi 4. 
Earlier, howev er, sink heaters were rented from the Department of the Intenor for a small amount, 
althougth they were not always readily av ailable. One woman's didn't arrive until 12 months alter she 
moved in. KK Interv iew, also KB and IW Interv iews; Letter to The Canberra Times in 1961, referring to 
1947 (quoted in Wigmore pl53. Once the renting system was discontinued, householders were asked if 
they wanted to buy the units for a very small amount. IW Interview-. See also Federal PS Journal, July
1958 p6.
97 Federal PS Journal July 1958 - report of the delegation of the Victorian Branch Council ot the Federal 
Public Service Union's visit to Canberra June 1958. See also Canberra Today 1957 pl4.
9* MA Interview.
99 Our Babies p35.
100 MP Interview.
were wood-powered, although by the mid 1950s electrically driven ones were being 
installed into new houses.101 The principle for both was the same. It involved heating a 
big tub of cold water from underneath, an exercise w hich invariably took a long time, 
particularly when the nappies and other whites had to reach and maintain boiling point. 
At least one woman’s husband got up early to light copper so that it was ready for the 
morning wash, otherwise it could have taken all day.102
Conditions in the non-electric laundries were particularly unpleasant. One woman 
wrote, I religiously boiled the nappies in a blackened iron copper which smoked 
copiously until tears ran from the eyes'.1()^  And often the copper created as much work as 
it completed.
I had the copper and the copper stick and I couldn't put lino 
on the floor because it would rot. The water used to flow 
over the copper and on to the floor and out onto the step.104
Laundries were also equipped with two troughs for scrubbing and washing by hand, but 
this too involved a certain amount of work. One woman recalled that in the late 1940s:
Soap powder wasn't available. There was no such thing as 
soap powder. You bought Sunlight soap and you shredded 
it, or I used to cut it up with a knife . . . and blueing was 
very, very important.10'’
Blueing added another step to the overall wash, to ensure clothes were kept white and 
bright. This woman, however, followed an old-fashioned way of cutting down on her
101 NR; KK; VB; KB; MP; MA all had fuel coppers - the first four were in government houses built in 
late 1940s, MP and MA were in older houses still. BK had an electric copper in her 'New Deakin' house 
in the nid fifties, so did MS in an Ainslie house built in 1955. By then there were 'electnc coppers in all 
the houses [being built]'. MS Interv iew. The NCW Housing Survey sample of 271 houses showed 143 
had fuel coppers installed, 128 had electnc. 227 (84%) of the coppers were still in use. Those not used 
are due, no doubt, to the installation of washing machines.' NCW Housing Survey p2.
102 KB Interv iew.
104 Helen Cnsp 'Emergency Housekeeper Service' a talk given to the NCW 19/11/1966 in Helen Cnsp 
Papers MS7593 NLA. [Hereafter Cnsp EHS]
104 DM Interv iew.
1 IW Interview'. She also explained that there was ’no such thing as washing up liquid’. She used a 
piece of bar soap in a wire holder which was whisked around in a sinkful of water or held under the tap as 
the water ran in.
laundry tasks by utilising her wood stove in the kitchen:
1 also sometimes had. and this was very old, my mother 
had one, a kerosene tin about that high |about half a metre|, 
you'd take the top off, and bang the edges down and put a 
handle on. You'd put soap in, and water, and put the 
clothes on - you'd leave it on the stove and you'd have a 
big waddy, a stick the same as you had in a copper, and 
you'd stir it round. I did that but not all the time. Just 
when you had a lot, particularly nappies. It was a great 
thing for nappies. When anyone had a cold too, you'd put 
hankies in, they could be kept separate.106
This same woman would not accept a washing machine even when offered one.
I'm a very old fashioned person and I always grew up with 
the idea that you boiled the water, and that's how you killed 
all the germs. (My husband] saved up enough money to 
buy a washing machine, which I refused to buy. I said no.
I've got to have boiled water.10
Very few of the women I talked to had a washing machine, and this was as much due 
to the ideology of cleanliness as to a lack of finance. The childcare manual. Our Babies, 
stated that:
Soiled napkins should be handled carefully. All must be 
boiled for ten minutes. To wash them in a washing
machine which does not boil the water is unsafe.108
More modem-thinking women however were happier to make use of technology in 
the laundry. The one interviewee who was in full-time employment considered herself 
'very, very lucky,' in that she was able to buy herself a washing machine.109 Another 
mother bought one before the birth of her third baby [i.e. about 1955], presumably 
anticipating the increased laundry this would create.110 But others did not have a 
washing machine at all until the mid-1960s.111 The NCW Survey of 1956 found that
106 IW Interview.
1071W Interview.
108 Our Babies p35.
109 AW Interview.
1 10 MP Interview.
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while 41% of houses had washing machines, 'half of these have no suitable power point 
in the laundry,' and that coppers were still being used in 84% of the houses.1 12
Spin dryers could be bought separately and were not so much at odds with the 
childcare manuals' concern for cleanliness as were washing machines. The woman who 
spoke of refusing her husband's offer of a washing machine was more than willing to use 
a spin dryer, claiming it was 'terribly exciting because the clothes dried so much 
quicker.'113 Another woman purchased an hydraulically-run spin dryer, which an 
enterprising migrant engineer had invented and was selling around Canberra at that 
time.114
The prevalence of sun, wind and low rainfall in Canberra were of some advantage in 
drying clothes, but there were still drawbacks in the winter months. For example, the 
cold was very hard on the housewife's hands as she hung out the washing. One woman, 
laughingly but nonetheless seriously, attributed her present arthritic fingers to the daily 
chore of hanging washing on the line on very cold mornings.* 1 * Another remembered 
’the skin on my hands split open each winter through washing and handling wood for the 
open fires and the wood stove.'116
Canberra's winter created the need for warm clothing which, in the 40s and 50s 
before the advent of easy-care synthetic fibres, usually meant thick, heavy fabrics, 
necessitating much drying and airing after they had been laundered. One mother recalled 
a 'very depressing picture' of'the open fireplace with washing all round it'.117 Also, in 
order for the type of fabrics of the 1940s and 50s to look neat and fresh, a certain amount 
of ironing was required, including damping down and rolling up the item first to ensure 
ease of pressing later.118 Ironing however did not seem to be a prominent concern 
among the women I interviewed, and many did not mention it as part of their day at all. 
This may have been because, although ironing to the standard expected of a 'good
111 e.g MS Interview.
1 12 NCW Housing Survey Report p2.
1 13 IW Interview.
1 14 MP Interview.
1 13 KB Interview.
1 16 Cnsp EHS.
1 17 JB interview.
1 18 Ironing was one of the few household tasks which had the attribute of being 'seen to have been done' 
outside the house. It was therefore able to be used by outsiders as a measurement of a woman's attendance 
to her household duties. Well-ironed shirts and dresses could be interpreted as the outward sign of a 
housewife’s concern for her loved ones.
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mother' may have taken a long time, it was not as arduous or messy a task as the washins 
and it could be more easily fitted around other childcare duties.119
Housecleaning was in the same category. It was only mentioned indirectly by the 
women I interv iewed, usually in relation to the amount of dust and dirt created by the 
unmade roads and ubiquitous Canberra construction projects.120 Like ironing, house­
cleaning may have been considered a task that could wait, and therefore assumed a less 
prominent place in mothers’ minds.
Perhaps the best summary of a typical day in the life of a Canberra mother in the late 
1940s and early 50s was made by a mother of seven.
We didn't have a washing machine, so my husband would 
get out of bed first and would go and light the copper, 
almost every day. . . He would automatically get up and 
light the copper and the kitchen fire. Then I suppose 
between the two of us, I couldn't separate the tasks, we got 
the breakfast. After breakfast at some stage the nappies 
went into the copper to boil, and the other washing was 
sorted and got ready. Then of course there would be the 
bathing and feeding of the baby, and settling the baby 
down, in between watching the others, if it was winter. If 
it were summer they'd be outside playing, but then we had 
fairly secure fences.
Then I suppose you just got on with the normal things; 
you’d hang the washing and wave to the woman up the 
street who was hanging her nappies out at the same time . . 
. then if you needed to shop, you loaded two or three in the 
pram and pushed it up to Kingston. That would take quite 
a while because you had to walk up to Kingston and back 
again [from Narrabundahj.
Then of course there was always the washing to bring in 
and the ironing etc. We always had an evening meal, but of 
course you'd always have to prepare the vegetables or 
whatever for the baby [in the middle of the day|. You 
always had those sort of chores to do, and making up 
bottles and those sorts of things. And supervising 
children's play because the neighbouring children used to
119 A mother could more easily leave a half-ironed shirt to attend to, for example, a potty accident than
she could a copper boiling all over the laundry floor or a saucepan full o f burning jam in the kitchen.
I 20 e.g. VB, NR and JB Interviews. In 1951, there were 64.5 miles ot unsealed road in Canberra city,
compared with 81.25 of sealed road. Department o f the Intenor Canberra and the ACT 1952 edn.
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either come in here or one would go. so between the lot of 
us we'd all be supervising . . .  1 think that was pretty well 
my day.121
The comments of a European woman joining the ranks of Canberra mothers for the 
first time in the mid-1950s had this to say of their lives:
The more I saw of the daily chores of those friendly and 
incredibly helpful women, the more 1 thought they deserved 
a medal for being the unpaid slaves of the nation. They 
lived a humdrum and lacklustre existence within narrowly 
defined roles and by the time they were middle aged their 
souls were drained of all the dreams they ever had about 
life. . . at that time in Australia, women as wives and 
mothers were taken for granted the same way domestic 
maids were taken for granted in my country.122
1 21 KB Interview.
1 22 Bozic Gather Your Dreams p50.
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CHAPTER SIX - AN INSTANCE OF INHUMANITY'
In the previous chapter I focussed on the day-to-day activities of mothers inside the 
home, showing that some items provided in Government houses, such as the wood- 
fuelled stoves, were very much appreciated, but that the lack of other items, such as 
verandahs, hot water taps in the laundry and a convenient method of heating the 
bedrooms, made life more difficult.
This chapter looks at two other areas of life w hich rank almost as highly as housing in 
importance for mothers of young children, namely, shopping and transport. As with 
housing, there was considerable scope for the Government in these areas to exhibit more 
awareness of. and be more responsive to, the requirements of mothers with young 
children. And again, as with housing, mothers adapted and found occasion to socialise 
and take control over their lives.
Almost every contemporary description of Canberra before 1958 includes a reference 
to the peculiarity of its shopping facilities. Although the comments are ostensibly about 
the number, type or placement of shopping centres, they also include ample evidence of a 
basic underlying assumption that it was the housewife who was primarily responsible for 
the family's shopping. For example, a male academic wrote in 1951:
It's easy to laugh at the planners now; it must have seemed 
a good idea. But the three shopping centres, though 
convenient once you are there, are intolerably far away for 
most Canberra housewives.1
Similarly, an orientation pamphlet, A Guide to the National Capital states:
There are only three shopping centres in Canberra - a fact 
which used to crop up in any argument about planned cities
as an instance of inhumanity to the housewife.2
Comments from the women I interviewed indicated that they too operated on the 
assumption that it was the housewife who was responsible for the shopping. Even in 
families where the husband was the one to physically collect the goods, it was still the
1 H.W. Arndt 'Far Away Capital' p55.
2 Department of the Intenor A Guide to the National Capital: For similar comments see also CAB51 
p71; Keith 'Changing Scene' p i5; Ragatz Canberra p2; J.L. Mulrooney SSC Evidence p 1416.
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women who ascertained what supplies were needed and who took responsibility for 
ordering them / Yet if it was women who shopped, it was the planners and 
administrators who determined where, when and how many shops were built.
From the beginning of development in Canberra until well after the second w orld w ar, 
shops were limited to three centres. Manuka and Kingston on the south side of the 
Molonglo River and Civic Centre on the north. Comer shops serving a few blocks of 
houses, which were such an important feature of State capital cities at that time, were 
unknown in Canberra until 1948, with the exception of one at Ainslie. A single 
neighbourhood shop had been built in that suburb in 1941, but its facilities were so 
limited that local residents preferred to use Civic Centre, up to 3 kilometres away, as their 
'local' shopping area.* 4 *
Between 1948 and 1954, one multi-purpose local shop was erected in each of four 
other suburbs, O'Connor, Yarralumla, Narrabundah and Griffith.'’ These were 
gradually added to until, by the end of the 1950s, each neighbourhood was supplied with 
at least the basics such as as a newsagency, a chemist, a butcher and so on.6 * By 1959, 
Narrabundah had 22 shops; Griffith 15; Yarralumla 13; Ainslie 17 and O'Connor 
seven. However, considering the widely dispersed nature of Canberra's 
population8 and the total lack of any other, really localised, 'corner' shops, the city
^ Four women acknowledged that their husbands were involved in shopping. Of these, MA gave her
husband w hat she termed ’a slip' (a shopping order). KB implied that her husband only did the shopping
to support her when she needed it, not because it was part of his responsibilities; KK said 'He'd do a little 
bit, what he could carry on the bike, but there was a limit.' Only in one interview [VB] was the 
situation doubtful. Her husband, who was present at the interview', said he went shopping to Manuka on 
his bike as 'a regular Saturday chore' and there w as no mention of instructions or doing it for his wife. 
However, elsew here in the interv iew’, VB herself talked of bringing home the shopping 'packed in the 
pram with bags hung on it'.
4 Fischer Mvths and Models p60; DM Interv iew .
^ Department of the Intenor Handbook of Sen ices 1951 edition. There is a story that Pnme Minister 
Chifley, alter being told neighbourhood shops were not needed in Canberra, 'sent his dnver out to the 
suburbs to find out how tar people had to go to the shops. Dismayed at the list of mileages, he arranged 
for the establishment of additional small sub-centres in four other suburbs.' Fischer Mvths and Models 
p60. A note from C.S. Daley to the Secretary of the Department of the Intenor also implies that it was 
Chifley and the Minister of the Intenor who 'requested' the further development of the shopping centre at 
Ainslie in 1948. C.S. Daley papers MS 1946/6565 NLA.
6 SSC Repon para 312 Also KK, BK, JB, KB, NR Interviews.
NCDC Planning Survey Report p34.
8 ln 1951 the population of 20,000 was spread over an area 8 km by 7.5 km. CAB51 p71.
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could not be said to be over-endowed with shopping facilities.9 In 1958, the ratio of 
shops to inhabitants was only 1:100, compared with Melbourne’s ratio of 1:71 and 
Goulburn's 1:66.1(> I he proportion ot Canberra's workforce in commerce in that year 
was only 10%, although this was certainly an improvement over the 1947 figure of 
5 .1% .“
The reasons for the slow development of shopping areas and their limited extent can 
be found in a combination of factors. First, commerce was not, and did not need to be. a 
significant item of interest on the agenda of Canberra administrators. The city had been 
established specifically as a home for the federal Parliament and the administrative 
functions of a newly created nation, so its survival depended more on continued 
constitutional sanction than on any increase in commercial transactions.
Secondly, the federal government, under the ACT land tenure system of 99-year 
leases, had the power to control all development. Land for shops was released at the 
discretion of the Government, in lots allocated for specific purposes only, so that not only 
the number of shops but also their type and siting was thoroughly under control. To 
compound the situation, the Griffin plan as gazetted did not specifically indicate Griffin's 
vision of local community development in the residential areas nor his expectations for the 
'ribbon development' of commercial businesses which he had expected to take place 
along the major traffic lines.12 Later administrators, therefore, were neither bound nor 
encouraged to provide any shopping areas at all, let alone shopping areas whose type and 
siting suited the needs of Canberra residents.
The Canberra agenda under the Federal Capital Commission, and later when 
development was under departmental control, included a heavy emphasis on planned 
aesthetics which precluded a tolerance for any indiscriminate erection of shops. Even the 
shops that were permitted appeared to be under strictures to comply with the aesthetic 
ideal. C.S. Daley, as Assistant Secretary in the Department of the Interior, was proud of 
the co-ordinated appearance of Canberra's shops:
It is significant that lessees collaborated cheerfully with the
9 One journalist wrote that, 'Quite extensive residential areas are totally innocent of shops. Here it is 
impossible to slip down to the comer for a pound of chops or a packet of cigarettes.' Keith 'Changing 
Scene'pi5. See also Linge Canberra p i8.
19 NCDC Planning Survey Report p34.
1 1 CAB59 p2()3.
1 2 SSC Report para 317. See also the discussion in chapter three about the discrepancy betw een
Griffin's expectations and his actual plan.
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authorities in the endeavour to achieve agreeable 
architecture and dignity in commercial premises; . . . the 
buildings on the separate leases harmonising with the main 
block as if they had been erected under one contract.13
But the Chairman of Senate Select Committee, keen to get more shops in Canberra 
displayed w hat might be interpreted as facetious deference to the aesthetics of Canberra's 
physical appearance. He asked James James, Assistant Director of the Board of Works:
Do you not think that it is possible to provide a small shop 
within the administrative area, quite close to Parliament 
House? . . .  Do you think it would be possible without 
destroying the beauty of the administrative area, to provide 
a sort of general store? It could be hidden by trees or even 
put underground.14
A third obstacle to more dispersed shopping facilities in Canberra was the Chamber 
of Commerce. It had a vested commercial interest in keeping the status quo of limiting 
shops to the three original areas, where its own members were already established. It 
could see no benefit in extending trade to outlying neighbourhoods. When a proposal to 
put in a full neighbourhood shopping centre at Ainslie was mooted in 1940, it aroused 
indignant protest from the Chamber, which claimed that the existing three centres were 
quite adequate for Canberra's needs. l;> As a result Ainslie only received its one shop 
and had to wait several years before it got more.
Fourthly, even if Griffin's ideals had been more specific in the Canberra Plan, and 
even if later administrative authorities had been more inclined to risk Canberra's beauty by 
releasing business leases in residential areas, some reluctance could have been expected 
on the part of prospective shopkeepers to take up the leases in areas where the population 
density was too low to guarantee consistent trade levels.16 The Cole report of 1949 
recognised this problem, while at the same time acknowledging the needs of suburban 
residents:
In these days it is a fundamental principle of town planning 
that there should be a shopping centre within a quarter of a
13 Daley in White p57.
14 James James, Assistant Director of Works ACT SSC Evidence p517.
1 3 W.G. Woodger, the president of the Chamber of Commerce used the argument that neighbourhood 
shops were 'a thing of the past'. Gibbney Canberra p254; see also Fischer Mvths and Models p60.
16 CAB51 p71.
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mile of any group of dwellings in a suburban district. This 
does not mean large emporiums, but those shops which 
supply the day-to-day needs of residents e.g. grocery, 
delicatessen, butcher, new sagent, lib rary , sw eets, 
vegetables.
In Canberra there is a low ratio of houses per acre and the 
population within a quarter mile circle would not support a 
centre containing all the businesses mentioned. A larger 
area per centre is justified, but it is not reasonable that 
housewives should have to travel miles, as at present.17
Comments from mothers of the 1950s suggest that their lives did become much easier 
once the neighbourhood shopping areas were established.
In later years they put in what they called a 'corner shop' 
that was more or less a food shop. And gradually as time 
went on, they added to those corner shops and put a 
chemist in, a paper shop, one of everything that you really 
need for household purposes. But that came quite a few 
years later.18
One woman, in giving evidence to the Senate Select Committee hearings in 1954/55, 
claimed that the shopping centre at Griffith was 'of the greatest convenience’ and she did 
not 'see why these shopping centres should not develop as they do in any other city.'19
However, for most of the period under review, it was not very easy for mothers. A 
document of the National Council of Women describes the situation as it was experienced 
by residents in 1952, when only one shop per suburb existed:
Facilities and services have not developed naturally where 
and when they are needed . . .  As the new suburbs extend 
further into the countryside, the distance to be travelled to 
the shops grows greater. 1 People froml O'Connor, North 
Ainslie, Yarrowlumla [sic 1, Narrabundah and New Griffith 
all have to travel considerable or long distances to do the 
bulk of their shopping. The opening of comer shops, one 
to a suburb, meets only a very limited part of their 
requirements. In these newer suburbs the proportion of
1 Cole Report p33.
1 X VB Interview; Also AW who said, 'We were lucky. We had a comer store at Ainslie. It was Post
Office, cleaning agency, and had papers and food.'
19 Mrs Lionel Wigmore SSC Evidence pi 159.
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families with children under school age is higher. Mothers 
are faced with the necessity of taking their small children 
with them when they shop, and have to manage babies, 
pushcarts, and their loads of parcels.20
Most of the women I interview ed indicated that up until the mid-1950s, they still used 
one or more of the three main centres of Manuka, Kingston or Civic as their main source 
of supplies, so it is appropriate to review each of them briefly before discussing the 
shopping situation more generally.
The three centres varied in vitality. One journalist claimed that both Kingston and 
Manuka would, at least on a Saturday morning, 'do credit, in their activity, to a fair-sized 
country town'.21 Kingston had been the most popular since its beginning in 1924 and 
continued to be so after the war.22 By the end of the 1950s, it boasted 'over 80 modem 
shops', including a large variety of 'department stores, exclusive men's and ladies' wear 
shops, chain stores, modern chemists, hardware, furniture, food shops and cafes, 
souvenir, gift and book shops, record bars and hairdressing salons' as well as 'six 
modern banks and four savings banks', professional services of doctors, dentists, 
solicitors and estate agents.'23
Manuka was smaller than Kingston, and had taken longer to recover from the 
Depression years24, but it was adequate and at least more lively than C ivic (the only 
centre on the north side of the river) which was described by one observer as a collection 
of:
. . . colourless, second-class shops, many of which are 
operated by high-handed monopolies who don't give a 
twopenny hoot whether you get what you want; you can
take it or leave it and go without.25
2f)
Untitled document dated 1952 in NCW papers File M123 Australian Archives. The assumption that 
women were responsible for the shopping is very obvious in this document.
2 1 Keith 'Changing Scene' p i5.
2 Its popularity may have been due to the head start it got in the early years as a result ot its proximity 
to Queanbeyan. The first sale o f business and residential leases in Canberra in 1924 covered six different 
localities. Those leaseholds closest to Queanbeyan sold best. Those at Civic and Ainslie were 'relative 
failures'. Gibbney Canberra p78.
2 ^
Kingston Traders'Association Presenting Kingston Shopping Centre Canberra ACT nd (c. 1957)
A decade earlier there were not so many shops as indicated here, but Kingston had always been the best 
endowed shopping area.
24
Fischer Mvths and Models p60; KB Interview.
25 Pulliam Lonely Land p!24.
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By high handed monopolies' she may have meant J.B. Young's which operated:
a dry goods store, a haberdashery, a woman's shop, a 
delicatessen, a grocery and a hardware store. Each of these 
is a complete separate entity and most of them are widely 
scattered, the only two with connecting doors being the 
delicatessen and the grocer)7.'26
The women 1 interviewed generally agreed that Civic in the 1940s and 50s consisted 
only of two blocks of unexciting shops, while Kingston and Manuka were both 
interesting, if expensive, shopping centres.2
In relation to shopping in general, one of the more common complaints concerned the 
high cost of goods in Canberra compared with the State capitals.28 The phenomenon 
was generally attributed to the additional transport costs incurred, but evidence suggests 
that this may have been more of a convenient excuse than a legitimate reason for high 
prices. In a price survey conducted by the ACT Branch of the National Council of 
Women in February 1957, price tags on 99 items from 68 shops revealed quite dramatic 
price differences between shops in different parts of Canberra, suggesting that not all 
shopkeepers were selling for the lowest price possible.29 Also, one interviewee spoke 
of ordering cases of a certain type of soft drink to be delivered to her Canberra home 
directly from Melbourne. She found this to be cheaper than buying it from the Canberra 
retailers who put on the extra amount for 'transport from the capital cities',30
Senator Hannaford, a member of the Senate Select Committee into the Development of 
Canberra, claimed that a lack of buyer resistance in Canberra contributed to the 
problem.31 However, resistance would have been difficult to sustain when there was 
so little competition in the first place and when Canberra was in such an isolated position.
26 Ragatz. Canberra p i 1.
27 e.g. MS; DM; BK; RP; NR; and VB Interviews.
AW and RP Interviews; Linge 'Fifty Years; Ragatz Canberra p2; In February 1957 the Federal 
Public Serv ice Journal published an article on inflated prices which 'stirred up a hornets' nest' and had the 
Secretary of the Chamber o f Commerce 'virtually admitting pnces were higher in Canberra [than 
elsewhere]'. Federal Public Serv ice Journal April 1957, referring to earlier article in February edition.
29 NCW Price Survey Report.
30 RP Interv iew. The Federal Public Sendee Journal in Feb 1957 reported that a 26 ounce bottle o f beer 
cost 6d more in Canberra than it did in Sydney but the same sized bottle o f wine cost l/6d more, while 
incurring the same freight costs.
3 1 Sen D.C. Hannaford SSC Ev idence p 1441.
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Nevertheless, perhaps the popularity of backyard vegetable growing in Canberra, w hich 1 
w ill discuss later, did constitute buyer resistance to some degree.
A second complaint about shopping facilities concerned their opening hours. As one 
woman put it: 'Everything in Canberra was strictly 9 to 5.30, there was nothing . . . after 
those hours.'32 This may have been true in the early 1950s. However by the late 
1950s, Canberra could boast of being the only city in Australia to have Friday night 
shopping, and the practice of Saturday morning shopping had also survived despite a 
1949 attempt to have it abolished.33
During 1957 the Parliamentary Joint Committee on the ACT held an enquiry into legal 
shopping hours in Canberra, in the course of which the ACT Branch of the National 
Council of Women argued in favour of either extending shopping hours further (including 
getting butchers to stay open through lunchtime) or at least keeping shopping hours as 
they stood (including both Friday night and Saturday morning).34 The reasons given 
were that mothers needed an opportunity to take school-aged children shopping with them 
for the fitting of shoes and clothes, and that women wanted a chance to either leave 
younger children with their husbands while they shopped or to take their husbands with 
them 'to have joint inspection of major items' before buying.3'1
While these particular reasons for extended shopping hours were accepted by the Joint 
Committee, a third reason was not so well-received. The NCW argued that extended 
shopping hours would also benefit married women who worked outside the home and 
needed to 'get home to prepare the evening meal' on weeknights. The assumption of the 
NCW that a working wife was also responsible for cooking dinner is indicative of the 
level of community acceptance of this social expectation, but the reaction o f one 
Committee member went further. He thought these married working women were 'being 
a little  selfish' in expecting the shops to stay open, thereby vocalising the kind of 
entrenched feeling that helped to keep women out of the paid workforce and in the home
32 NR Interview.
"2 a
‘ In 1949 shop employees had tried to get Saturday closing of all shops, but the NCW had fought this 
'tooth and nail' and won the case. Stephenson and Burmann 'History o f the NCW' p36.
a  1
~ Evidence of NCW to Joint Parliamentary Committee on the ACT 4 November 1957, NCW Papers 
File M l23 Australian Archives. Butchers at that time were closed on Saturday mornings as well during 
the lunch hour. Stephenson and Burmann 'History o f the NCW' p35.
33 The NCW claimed that taking school-aged children shopping after school on weekdays was 
'impossible . . . when (they were] dependent on the the bus services to and from the shopping centres'. I 
w ill discuss inadequate bus sen ices later.
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servicing the family.36
A final, widespread, complaint about shopping facilities in Canberra was the limited 
availability of certain goods, and the lack of choice that this engendered. Only one 
interviewee claimed to have had no problems with the range of goods available in 
Canberra in the 1950s.3 Most said that fresh fruit and vegetables were hard to find as 
produce generally had to be shipped from Sydney to Queanbeyan and then transferred to 
Canberra.38 Others backed up the statement that, 'the range of merchandise offered in 
most shops was exasperatingly narrow'39, with one woman claiming that 'If you wanted 
something special for a child for Christmas, you'd start looking around August, and hope 
you found it in time for Christmas.'40
Although housewives had been inconvenienced by the poor shopping facilities in 
Canberra for decades, it was not until after the findings of the Senate Select Committee 
were presented to Parliament in 1955 that anything was done. The Chairman of the 
Committee, Senator J.A. McCallum. reversed roles with one of the w itnesses at one stage 
of the hearings when he complained that.
Yesterday I wanted to buy a tie of a particular type. One 
shop did not have any ties. The others did not have the sort 
I wanted, and they said, 'Well of course, most people buy 
this sort of thing in Sydney or Melbourne.' All I wanted 
was a black tie 41
The fact that he could not get a black tie must have upset the Chairman quite a bit, as 
he had already related the same story to another witness the day before 42 And three 
days later he repeated it again to Kevin James Mulherin, a witness representing the ACT 
Progress and Welfare Council. He suggested on this occasion that what Canberra needed 
was a 'really big and important shopping centre'43, in spite of the fact that the witness he
36 Evidence of NCW to Joint Parliamentary Committee on the ACT, 1957.
MA Interview.
- For excample, RP Interv iew.
39 Jones 'Social Aspects'.
40 VB Interv iew. Similar comments were made by others, for example, KB There was not a huge 
selection.'and DM, 'You didn't have a choice at all really.'
41 J.A. McCallum SSC Evidence pl309.
i 7
J.A. McCallum SSC Evidence pi 160. (In this instance, he referred to it only as 'an article, the kind 
of thing most men require'.)
43 J.A. McCallum SSC Evidence pl439.
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was speaking to had just said that the immediate need of most Canberra people was 
simply a comer shop or two.44
I he Chairman did get his ’really big and important shopping centre' but not until the 
1960s, alter the NCDC had taken control of Canberra development. In the meantime, 
residents had to make do with limited neighbourhood facilities and the three shopping 
areas of Civic. Kingston and Manuka.
This raises the question of what transport was available to get to the shops. Although 
private cars were more numerous in Canberra than elsewhere in Australia (in 1951 there 
was one car for every seven people4^) this did not mean they were available to mothers 
tor shopping. For a start, it was not until 1949 that wartime restrictions on petrol were 
lifted.46 Then there was the question of which members of the family had first claim on 
the use of the car, if it possessed one. An analysis of an NCDC survey conducted in 
1961 sheds some light on this.4 Although the date of the survey is outside the period 
under review the findings can nevertheless be used as a guide to car use over the previous 
five years or so and the trends shown were almost certainly more pronounced before that.
The survey showed that even in 1961 almost 28% of Canberra households seldom or 
never had a vehicle available for shopping.48 Another 47.6% had a vehicle w hich could 
be used for shopping 'when necessary'. This group would include a number of 
households in w hich one member of the family used the vehicle most of the time, as in the 
case of trade vehicles. The category as described begs the question of which family 
member defined the 'necessity' and what type of negotiations were involved in the 
process 49 A survey which bases its questioning on 'household' patterns is not so 
useful as it seems to someone trying to ascertain the options available to any one member 
of the household.
The interviews were more revealing. Of the sixteen women I asked about their use of 
transport, eleven had no access at all to the use of a car. Three did not possess a family 
car;50 three did not drive; and five had husbands who kept the family vehicle for their
44 K.J. Mulhenn SSC Evidence pl430.
4~* Gibson 'Canberra Today and Tomorrow ’. But even a decade later 17% of households still did not have 
a vehicle at all. NCDC Survey of Retail Spending pi 
46 Gibbncy Canberra p231.
4 NCDC Survey of Retail Spending pi.
48 This does not necessarily mean the household had no car at all, but rather that the car w as 'not 
available' for that activ ity.
49 There might have been so much emotional energy needed to negotiate its use that the car was in effect 
unavailable.
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own use only.'1' Of the other five, who did have the use of a car when they negotiated 
for it, at least two used it extensively for the benefit of other people. One woman 
explained that, because not many of her neighbours drove, she
. . . used to do shopping for five ladies . . .  1 didn't have a 
child for the first two years [that she was in Canberral and 
even when 1 did, one of these ladies would mind mine
w hile I drove down to get the shopping."'2
Hire cars were available but appear to have been used more by visiting dignitaries and 
politicians than by residents in their day-to-day life."'3 Bicycles were another option; 
many contemporary observers commented on the high level of bicycle use in Canberra at 
this time-'4 and one historian recently summed up the situation of the late 1940s by 
saying that, ’In Canberra bicycles were ubiquitous'.55 But while according to the 
popular view, 'everyone had a bike'"'6, a closer analysis reveals that women with young 
children were not included in the term ’everyone’. One woman recalled her bike-riding 
days before she had children:
I rode my bike to work. It was a matter of being practical.
You’d walk over to the bus stop, usually the buses were 
full . . .  it was just more sensible to hop on your bike and 
ride down. And you were more independent.'1
50 BG; KK; MP Interviews.
51 Four of the husbands were tradespeople. For example, MK's husband was a plasterer and had the one 
vehicle in the family with him all day in order to do his job.
:' 2 NR Interview.
53 There were 26 public hire cars licenses in 1953/54, with 13 additional temporary ones granted for the 
period of the Royal Visit. ARADC 1953/54 p 19. Only one of the women I interv iewed (VB) 
remembered using a hire car, and then it was for an emergency only. [VB Interview] The small number of 
private telephones and the relatively high cost of hire cars may have contributed to this situation.
54 For example, John Russell, a journalist bemoaning life in post-war Canberra claimed 'Since people 
must live in Canberra, they first buy a bicycle and secondly join a Society.' 'Letter from Canberra' Focus 
vol 1 #7 August 1946.
55 Gibbney Canberra p231.
5(1 KK Interview. Many of the women I interviewed spoke of all types of people riding bikes (senior 
public servants, infant welfare sisters, pre-school teachers etc.) RP; KK; LR; KB; NR and AC
Interviews.
57 RP Interview.
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But later in the life cycle, the picture changes. As another woman put it:
I used to ride to work, to Treasury, on my bike from 
Manuka, so I'd always had a bike |and| we used to go out 
riding when we were first married. But then gradually 
w hen the children came along 1 gave my bike away, or sold 
it.58
It was the children who tended to come between the women and their bikes. Only 
one of the women I spoke to continued to ride her bicycle with her 'child on the back and 
vegetables on the front [because) there was no other way.'-''9 Most of the others pointed 
out the impossibility of using a bike for shopping or anything else once they were caring 
for more than one child.90 So, the picture of Canberra as a city of bicycle-riders in the 
1950s does not apply so universally to women with more than one small child.
Closer analysis of bus use also reveals some flaws in the public presentation of it. 
Many contemporary accounts of shopping facilities record such comments as 
Housewives take daily bus rides to do their shopping'91, or 'Canberra's women must 
do even minor shopping by bus '92 While these comments again reinforce the view' that 
it was housewives who were expected to do the shopping, they nevertheless display a 
lack of awareness of exactly how, and how often, the majority of women did actually 
shop.
It was true that the Government ran the City Omnibus Service (at a loss) believing that 
it would help attract people to Canberra.63 However, it can be argued that the bus 
service was designed primarily to cater for the needs of the Public Service, timetabled as it 
w as to ensure that Government workers were able to reach their place of employment at 
the appropriate times. A letter to The Canberra Times, written in 1961 but referring to 
1947, commented, 'Transport? one bus in the morning and one in the afternoon,' that is, 
catering for the office workers who left for work in the morning and returned in the late 
afternoon.94 Many of the women I interviewed supported this. One declared:
38 KK Interview.
39 HC Interview
90 e.g. MP; JB; VB; MA and DM Interviews.
61 CAB51 p71.
92 Keith ’Changing Scene' p 15.
- ARADC 1952/3 p l9 talks about the yearly loss on the Omnibus service as it it were a regular 
occurence. See also Linge Canberra p30.
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Ail the buses were geared to the public servants and their 
comings and goings. That was alright if you were in the 
public service, but if you ever wanted to go and play tennis 
over on the south side it was a major operation/0
These comments are supported by the fact that there was no bus service to Westlake, the 
temporary housing area originally designed for construction workers and therefore 
unlikely to house many w hite collar public servants.66
Another drawback of the Canberra bus service for most residents, but for mothers in 
particular, was the meandering nature of the bus routes.
The bus service here takes you round the world if you want 
to go from one suburb to the another. It’s almost a day's 
journey to go from Reid to Kingston (about 4 km as the 
crow flies|.6
In October 1951 the Transport Section of the Department of the Interior decided to 
replot existing bus routes and in doing so saved itself 50,000 miles per annum, but the 
routes remained circuitous, and were further complicated by the fact that the Molonglo 
River cut the city in two.68 Commonwealth Avenue Bridge was the only reliable all- 
weather crossing, but at other times the low-level crossings were more likely to be used, 
thereby extending any journey to the shopping areas.
64 Quoted in Wigmore Long View p i53.
6 '* HC Interview. See also VB; NR and AW Interviews for similar comments.
66 Senator D.M. Tangney SSC Evidence pi 12. As I indicated in the previous chapter, Westlake was 
not considered a 'real' part of Canberra at all. It was finally demolished to make way for Lake Burley 
Griffin in 1963.
6 Mrs John Horgen SSC Evidence pi 158. In most areas by this time f 1955] there were more buses 
than just the two a day for the public serv ice, but they were still infrequent and were routed to take in as 
many areas as possible in the one journey.
/ ■ o
ARADC1950/51 p 17. The extent of the problem can be gauged by the route numbering system in 
place at the time. Each bus serv ice was numbered with a digit followed by two letters e.g. 3AR, 7BT. 
The numbers referred to one of eight routes on the South side of the river, all culminating at the Hotel 
Canberra. The A or B in the middle of the code referred to the tw o methods of crossing the Molonglo 
Riv er - 'A' buses used Lennox crossing, 'B's went over Commonwealth Bridge. The final letter in the 
buscodes referred to the route that the bus took on the north side of the over. Department of the Interior 
Handbook of Serv ices 1951, 1952, 1954 editions.
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You could never go anywhere in a hurry. You'd have to 
get out and walk across the Bridge, you see, if you wanted 
to get anywhere quickly, because the bus would take you 
round by the hospital and Lennox Crossing/’9
To add to residents' inconvenience, passengers were expected to subsidise the 
meandering routes as fares were charged on a mileage basis. One woman, in giving 
evidence to the Senate Select Committee, claimed:
There is a minimum charge of 6d for the first section. If 
you travel by bus on a direct route from one point to 
another you may pay 6d or 7d but if you happen to get on a 
bus that goes by a roundabout route you pay more to travel 
between the same two points. 0
When it is recalled that in the 1940s and 50s the best shopping was on the south side 
of the river and much of the new housing development was on the northside, and that 
Canberra was an extremely spread-out city, it is not surprising that daily bus trips were 
anything but the norm for many residents. Mothers' lives were generally too regulated by 
the timetables of the rest of the family for them to have the luxury of negotiating bus 
timetables as well. Many men still had the 'monstrous habit of coming back for lunch' 
(on their bicycles usually).71 And, if the infant welfare sisters and babycare books were 
being heeded, fresh, home-cooked vegetables had to be prepared at that time for toddlers 
and young children. Older children were home from school at some time between three 
and four o'clock, and in between there was probably a baby to breastfeed as well. So, 
even without taking into account the laundry and cleaning chores, it was almost 
impossible for mothers of young children to embark daily on the circuitous bus trip to the 
shopping centres and back leaving enough time for shopping in between.
More likely, bus trips were a special occasion. One woman I spoke to explained that 
while she liked to make the trip to Kingston 'because it was a lovely shopping area at one 
time', she could do so only occasionally. She would 'take the little one, but be back 
before the others got home.'72 The excitement of the bus trip for little children generally 
made it a pleasant interlude for the mother. As one mother put it:
99 BG Interview. See also Gibbney Canberra p270.
Mrs John Horgan SSC Evidence pi 155/1156.
7 1 NR Interv iew. Also BK Interview.
7 2 DM Interview. MK went 'maybe once a month to Coles at Kingston'.
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The whole excursion would take three hours, including 
shopping and travelling time, just because of the timetable 
and the way things were set up. Well, fortunately my 
children used to regard this as a great treat. They used to 
sing in the bus. It had its advantages; they weren’t 
screaming or howling. People thought it was a bit eccentric
sometimes.73
On these occasions, mothers found that the conductors on the buses were ’always 
very, very good'"4, climbing out of their bus to load up the folded strollers on to a 
square rack at the front or on to hooks at the back (big prams were not considered suitable 
on buses.)73 One visitor to Canberra in the 1950s observed the process in the following 
way:
The driver sits in a hot glassed-in cab atop the right front 
fender. The left side is open and accommodates strollers 
and large bundles, both of which the conductors genially 
load and unload. Personal service is a speciality. When a 
mother with a stroller boards a bus, the conductor asks how 
far she is going. Rare indeed are the times he forgets to set 
up the right 'pusher' though as many as four or six may be
stacked up.76
However, with a little extra thought from Canberra planning officials, shopping trips 
to Kingston and Manuka might have been made even more pleasant. One submission to 
the Senate Select Committee noted that:
Delay in providing bus shelters, for example at Kingston 
and Manuka, as some protection from rain and weather, is 
causing great inconvenience to bus passengers and some 
cases of sickness (bronchitis and illness due to chill) have 
been directly due to this lack of shelter. Several years ago a 
conference, at which the NCW was represented, was called 
by the Department of Interior and discussed the type of 
shelter to be built at Kingston. No shelter has yet been 
built. This omission may seem a minor detail in the whole 
Canberra plan but, in fact, its results are by no means
7 0
' JB Interview. Also MK and DK Interviews.
74 VB Interview.
3 KK, MK and VB Interviews.
6 Ragatz Canberra p 10.
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negligible when seen in relation to the health and outlook of 
those residents who use the buses. ~
Another request was for rest rooms at shopping centres.
Rest rooms are urgently needed at Kingston and Civic and 
we think that there should be an attendant at such rooms. 
Previously, mothers of small children could rest in the park 
at the rear of the Kingston shops, but this has now been 
built on. 8
1 hroughout the 1950s, patronage of Canberra buses gradually declined despite a 
substantial population increase in those years. 9 Higher rates of motor car possession 
must be partially responsible for this, but perhaps the inappropriate service arrangements 
for mothers with young children can share the blame as well. Besides the requests for 
improvement mentioned above, there were other suggestions, such as the introduction of 
feeder bus routes.
The distance of the new suburbs from the main shopping 
centres and the infrequency of the present bus serv ices in 
these areas call for further consideration of the 
establishment of feeder bus routes. More thought is needed 
for the convenience of housewives and business people 
when bus routes and timetables are being planned.80
But the changes did not eventuate. Just how powerless the residents of Canberra 
w ere in relation to the provision of services is evidenced by an exchange between Senator 
Hannaford of the Senate Select Committee and a witness, John Leo Mulrooney.
Senator Hannaford: You have criticised the Canberra bus 
service. After all, it is in the power of the Canberra people
77 NCW Submission SSC Evidence pi 145. See also exchange between Senator Tangnev and T.R.S. 
Gibson SSC Evidence pi 12.
8 NCW Submission SSC Evidence pi 146.
9 The decline was from 5,147,844 passengers in 1950/51 to 3,448,(XX) in 1957/8. ARADC 1950/51 
and 1957/58. See also W.H. Knight Assistant Transport Manager, Department of the Interior, SSC
Ev idence p685. Nev ertheless, in 1962 The Canberra Times was still claiming that 'public transport has 
a high rate of patronage (15,(XX) fares a day), taking into consideration the relativ ely small population
serv ed.' The Canberra Day Supplement' Canberra Times 12/3/62.
80 NCW Submission SSC Evidence pi 145.
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to point out to the authorities that the service is inadequate. 
The service is provided for the people of Canberra 
themselves. It is not a national responsibility to run a 
Canberra bus service. The people of this city could pay 
more for additional service, or remedy the situation in 
another way?
Mulrooney: I can answer that question quite simply. The 
people of Canberra have no say at all as to what they might 
wish in regard to the bus service.8 1
So. if buses were used only occasionally by mothers and if cars and bikes were only 
used by some women, what was the principal method of their getting around? The 
answer given by almost all of the women I asked was that they did a lot of walking. 
Their first reaction on being asked about transport was usually laughter, followed by 
comments like 'nil', or 'we walked,' and they did not have to think very long before 
answering this question either.82
[Whenj I wanted to go ou t. . . down to church at Manuka, 
or down to shopping, I enjoyed the walk, so I didn't bother 
using the buses. My main shopping was at Manuka, so I 
used to walk from here to Manuka [over 1.5 km) with a 
pram. This is when I had the four, the pram with the baby, 
and Ray jher husband) had built a seat across the pram for 
the next one, and the other two either side. And I used to
do the shopping.83
I used to walk everywhere with the children: walk to 
Kingston. Narrabundah to Kingston [over 2 kms, one 
way[. You'd think, how could you do it, but really, I used
to push a pram doing that, with a seat on the front.84
My eldest one was three when the third one was bom. Jack 
put a seat on the front of the pram, the second one was on 
that and Peter (the eldest! was taught always to hold on to 
the pram. He wasn't allowed to leave go of the pram, or 
run out. That was the way we always travelled.8'’
81 J.L. Mulrooney SSC Evidence pl425.
82 DM; KB; RP; MK; VB; MA; BK, KK and IW Interviews
83 KK Interv iew.
84 MK Interv iew.
85 IW Interview.
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For some women it was even harder. One recently arrived migrant related:
When they were little, first 1 just used to carry one and one 
walked. Irene was a bit bigger already, she could walk. It 
was really hard | without a pram|. I used to go to the shop, 
have a baby on the arm, and one is walking, and carrying a 
bag home. That's how we lived because there was no other 
choice, you know.86
It took this woman a good half an hour to get to the shop, and presumably a lot longer to 
get home again, considering the shopping and the level of tiredness (her own and the 
children's). Later, when she later got herself a pram, she was 'very happy'. Prams 
became an essential part of life for the Canberra mother, and a source of great pride. One 
mother recalled:
Mine was one of those big English prams, it had a tray 
underneath with sides and I used to fit my groceries in that, 
no problem at all. I had a seat for the bottom half |i.e. 
front I and the baby at the back. There was only ever two of 
them like that. Looking back it was good.8
A woman who lived on the south side and who regularly walked a long way to the 
shops (at least 4 kms there and back) had 'one of those really old cane prams'.88 Her 
husband, like many others, made a seat for it to accommodate the toddler. Other mothers 
indicated their reliance on their prams and encapsulated their lifestyle with such comments 
as 'I couldn't live without my pram.'89
However, pushing a pram loaded with shopping, baby and toddler would not have 
been easy, especially if there was another child walking or if the mother was pregnant. It 
was 'pretty rough'90 too, negotiating the pram along the footpaths which, if they existed 
at all, were 'not good in those days.'91
86  DK Interview.
87 DM Interv iew.
88 MK Interview. Also KK Interview.
89 JB Interview. DM; RP; BK; VB; MS; IW and AC all made comments about everyone relying on 
their prams.
90  JB Interview.
91 MK Interview.
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I Footpaths I w ere just rough and ready. . . . They might 
have been gravelly stuff, if 1 remember, because I know 
they always used to have grazed knees when they fell over, 
so it probably was gravel and then thev eventuallv built it 
u p 92
Yet the provision of footpaths was not high on the agenda of the city planners. James 
James, Assistant Director of Works in the ACT, told the Senate Select Committee that:
very little kerbing, guttering and footpath construction was 
done up to 1951 . . .  We considered that if we completed as 
many houses as possible it would not matter much if the 
people had to walk on the dirt for a w hile.93
He may not have been aware that the 'people' he was disregarding here were in most 
cases mothers, and they were not simply walking, but were pushing heavy prams and 
dealing with tired toddlers with grazed knees as well.
The Reid Progress Association frequently referred to the poor state of repair of the 
footpaths at their meetings, and the Turner Progress Association sent a number of letters 
to the Secretary of the Department of the Interior complaining about a similar problem in 
that suburb.94 Replies to these letters included the statement that 'after high priority road 
works have been completed the matter will receive due consideration.' and other similar 
comments.95
Nevertheless, whatever the state of the footpaths, and however long the distances that 
needed to be travelled, mothers generally preferred walking, and it is not difficult to see 
w hy. Walking had advantages over other forms of transport available at the time. By 
choosing to walk, a mother was more in control of her own travel arrangements. She 
could leave home when she was ready, when she had finished the washing, when the 
baby was awake, or after the toddler had been fed. She did not have to adhere to bus 
timetables or negotiate with her husband for the family car, if there was one. This
92 KK Interview.
95 James James, Assistant Director of Works SSC Evidence p436.
;4 Minutes of Reid Progress Association (28/8/44 - 26/7/50) MS 1694 NLA. Letters from the 
President and Honorary Secretary of Tumer Progress Association to the Secretary, Department of the 
Intenor 19/8/49; 20/4/51; 30/4/52 MS 6181 NLA.
9r> Replies from Secretary of the Intenor to Turner Progress Association (27/11/51; 28/5/52) MS 6181 
NLA.
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flexibility might have assumed even greater importance after about 1950 when the 
babycare literature was advising that the sleeping and feeding habits of young children 
should be less regulated (and therefore less predictable).96 In addition, walking was 
more conducive to neighbourhood interactions as mothers travelled at a slower speed past 
their neighbours' houses, or past the neighbours themselves if they were out walking too. 
This allowed for conversation w ithout the time limits imposed by buses.
But although mothers were prepared to walk a long way, some lived just too far away 
from the shops to consider it as an option on a regular basis and others found they could 
not get all the supplies they needed on walking trips anyway. It is therefore appropriate to 
discuss some of the alternative ways of obtaining provisions in post-war Canberra which, 
although not unique in Australia at the time, were made more necessary by certain local 
factors, for example, the limited range of goods in the shops, their high cost and the 
difficulties of reaching them.
Items unobtainable in Canberra could often be found in nearby bigger centres, 
particularly Queanbeyan and Goulbum, and many of the interviewees referred to people 
going by bus to Goulbum or Queanbeyan, especially for clothes and furniture." One 
went so far as to claim that ’nine out of ten Canberrans would go to Goulbum to buy 
furniture'98, and the Federal Public Serv ice Journal went further to claim that Canberra 
residents bought everything except food outside Canberra before 1954." This may have 
been somewhat of an exaggeration however as only six of the women I interviewed 
admitted ever going to either place themselves for shopping.100
Some people took time during their infrequent visits back to the State capitals to shop 
for special items like toys, books, household items and Christmas presents. 'You'd buy 
up what you could get, but you had to think ahead,' said one woman, who also asked her 
parents to buy items for her because they 'used to travel a lot with greyhound dogs all 
over NSW.'101
96 See discussion in chapter three.
97 'By 1952-3 . . . Queanbeyan and Goulbum were receiving considerable patronage from Canberra 
residents'. The position was reversed by 1959 when Canberra served as a regional shopping centre.
NCDC Planning Survey Report p34. See also King 'Canberra-Queanbcyan' pi 15. KB; KK; JB and NR 
Interv iews. See also Sparke Canberra p26.
no
AW Interview. The lower cost o f goods in Queanbeyan and the 'its thriving business establishments' 
were part of the attraction. King 'Canberra- Queanbeyan’ pi 15.
99 Federal Public Service Journal February 1957.
100 DM; NR; RP; AW; KK and MK Interviews. One of these [RP] went to Goulburn just to get a
decent Chinese meal.
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Mail order catalogues provided another means to combat the dearth o f shopping 
opportunities in Canberra.102 They were used mainly for such items as clothes, prams, 
furniture and carpet. Most orders required patience because deliveries took time. A 
certain level of imagination w as required too. One mother spoke of tracing her children's 
feet on to a piece of paper to ensure that she got the correctly sized shoes.'03 A variation 
on the mail order was:
Rogers, the man from Goulburn |who| used to come up 
and go round all the suburbs, getting orders for carpet, with 
a catalogue and samples.104
And another interviewee spoke of migrant women who,
when they were having babies, would send to Germany 
and the baby outfit would come. There was a mail order 
firm  in Nuremberg and parcels and parcels would come 
out.10:>
A further 'shopping option' was second-hand exchange. One woman recalled how a 
neighbour, with children a bit older than her own, used to bring in two big suitcases full 
of clothes for her children to choose from. Others received used clothes from their 
families. One said, 'My sister used to give me some of hers, but everybody did it, I mean 
this is not exceptional.106 From 1951 until 1965, the National Council of Women ran a 
clothing exchange where 'good, clean used clothing, especially children's, could be 
bought and sold'.107 It was held on the last Friday of every month between 9am and 
noon, giving mothers an opportunity for an outing, perhaps by bus, to meet friends and 
other mothers i f  they wanted to. Furniture was often obtained second-hand also. One 
woman remembered:
What we found, being impecunious, was that you always
101 AW  Interview; K K  made a special tnp to Sydney to order carpet after they moved into their new 
house and VB went to Melbourne to buy furniture and have it 'delivered up'.
102 AW ; KB; RA; K K  and RP Interviews.
103 KB Interv iew .
104 KK  Interv iew.
105 RA Interview.
106 JB Interv iew. M A; IW ; BK; RP and KB made similar comments.
1 07 Stephenson and Burmann 'History ol NCW' p37.
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made a profit when you bought second-hand furniture. We 
bought an old fridge for about twenty one or two pounds 
and sold it for about twenty eight. We bought a wardrobe 
and sold that for more, because there were always people 
coming in wanting to set up cheaply and quickly. Not 
everyone could rush o ff like they can today and set up the 
whole thing all overnight.108
For perishable items, two popular alternative supply sources were home deliver}' and 
home production, both of which 1 w ill discuss in some detail. Bread, milk, fruit and 
vegetables (as well as groceries) were all delivered to the home in the 1940s and early 
1950s. although after 1956, once the neighbourhood shops were established, the practice 
began to die out.109 A number of lifestyle factors made home delivery more feasible and 
attractive than it is today. First, ordering was made easier by the limited choice of items 
and brand names available then.110 Second, in the immediate post-war period at least, 
many homes did not have refrigerators to keep food fresh for long periods of time, so 
food needed to be purchased more frequently. This situation was changing by the 1950s, 
however. A 1955 survey of Canberra homes showed that 95% had fridges by then.111 
One migrant woman who had no fridge kept food outside in a box in winter, with tw o 
bricks to hold down the lid .112
A final factor, as one vegetable deliverer put it, was that 'housewives were all at home 
in those days. You'd go along a whole street and find everybody home'.113 The circular 
nature of this must be borne in mind, however - while deliveries were possible because 
women were home, women were also discouraged from going out when the they had to 
wait for deliveries to be made.
Canberra delivery runs of the 1940s and 50s were more extensive and more 
established in older suburbs. It sometimes took a while for runs to be established in the
I OH RP Interview. Another said, 'We couldn't afford new furniture anyway. We became pretty expert at 
getting second-hand furniture and fixing it.’ JB Interview; also DK and K K  Interviews.
109 Department o f the Intenor Canberra Today p44. NR stopped having delivenes in 1956 when 'there 
were two shops up there' [in G riffith ]. Increasing car ow nership and a greater incidence of mamcd women 
working would accelerate the process.
1 10 MS Interview.
1 1 1 L.C. Webb Enquiry into the ACT M ilk  Supplies Report presented to the Minister for the Intenor 1 f 
January 1956 (Appendix 5).
1 12 DK Interview.
113 VB Interv iew.
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newer areas, so improvisations w ere made.114 The occupant of one of the first houses in 
the Narrabundah 1948 development recalled:
We started off by having no milkman and no baker, so 
every morning before breakfast Jock’d get on his bicycle 
with the billy over the handlebar and ride over to Dairy 
Farmers to bring the milk for breakfast.1 L>
Grocery orders were done on a weekly basis, with some deliveries being made right 
across tow n .116 One grocer would 'come round on Monday and take your order, and on 
Wednesday it would be delivered to you.'11 The delivery man would
. . . come inside, sit down and take the order, write it out, 
then I'd pay him |later j. And he'd put in a bag of lollies 
[for the children I as well.118
In other instances, the customers themselves took responsibility for getting their 
orders to the shop. One woman in Ainslie sent her order down to Civic with her husband 
on Friday mornings (he'd drop it in on his way to work) and the groceries would be 
delivered in the afternoon.119 Others phoned their orders through, although domestic 
phones were not very common until the mid 1950s.120
Bread deliveries were slightly different. The baker would come around, in a horse 
and cart, and the bread was chosen and bought from the baker's van on the spot, rather 
than pre-ordered.121
The baker brought the bread and he had a beautiful big 
basket with half a dozen loaves and buns in, and you 
picked out what you wanted.122
1 14 KB; IW and VB Interviews.
1 15 VB Interview.
1 10 MS Interview. Her groceries were delivered from Manuka on the south side of the river to one of the 
newer areas of Ainslie on the north side.
1 17 KB Interv iew .
1 1 X IW Interview. Also NR Interview' and R. Arndt ’Iceman* 1.
1 19 DM Interv iew.
120 BK Interv iew'.
12 1 R. Amdt ’Iceman’; NR; KK; RP; BK and MS Interv iews; Bozic Gather Your Dreams p49.
122 IW Interview.
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bruit and vegetables were usually delivered in the same way.
Enterprising greengrocers, first Greeks, later Italians, 
provided the fru it and vegetable runs, the housewives 
gathering round the truck for their purchases.123
Not all greengrocers were migrants, however. One woman, who had access to a car but 
nevertheless preferred to use the delivery method of purchasing fruit and vegetables, 
spoke of:
The greengrocer, Mr Williams, |whoJ called on Fridays.
I'd be backing out as he was arriving, 'Double baked veg, 
double salad, and plenty o f fruit,' I'd say, and he always 
got it right.124
In 1951 there were about ten people doing greengrocer runs in Canberra and. as one 
ot them said, 'There were no [ local J shops, so you had the run of the place.'12:> Most of 
the produce 'came from the Sydney markets; some from local gardens, but that was 
limited to the season.'126 Ice was delivered, up to three times a week in some areas and 
milk was usually delivered as a fixed order on a daily basis.12 M ilk  did not come in 
bottles or cartons . . . the milkman filled up your billy can with the amount of m ilk you 
wanted from large milk cans.'128
Meat, however, was not delivered, and the butchers' shops were the hardest to get to, 
being closed at lunchtimes and on Saturday mornings.129 A letter from the Yarralumla 
Progress Association to the Minister for the Interior in 1948 stated that Yarralumla 
housewives could only get meat on 3 days a week because of the Saturday closing of 
butchers and the limited bus services at other times. Yarralumla housewives were left 
with:
a period of from Thursday to the following Tuesday in
123 R. Arndt 'Iceman'. Also M K; PW; RP and JB Interviews.
124 NR Interview.
123 VB interview (her husband, a deliveryman, speaking).
1 9 A
VB interview (husband speaking).
1 27 R. Arndt 'Iceman'; Also VB Interview and Bozic Gather Your Dreams p49.
1 28 Wensing 'Southern Stitches' p29; see also NR; VB; and BK Interview's. M ilk  was not delivered in
bottles until the mid-1950s.
129 VB and IW  Interviews.
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which to keep meat. This is a working class district and the 
number of privately owned refrigerators is few.'* 1-*0
The other most popular way of circumventing the difficulties of shopping in Canberra, 
however, was to 'do-it-yourself. Most of the women I interviewed made their own and 
their children's clothes, often undoing used adult clothing in order to 'makeover' 
garments for children.131 Some women saw this as a chore or a necessity, making 
comments like, 'You always had to make your own clothes'.1*2 But others claimed 
sewing (even the maintenance and mending of clothes) as a hobby in which they took 
much pleasure.13-* Yet others elevated sewing to the level of a virtue, with comments 
like, '1 don't want to seem like a pompous so-and-so but I made all my own nappies.'134 
Nonetheless, sewing required a lot more time than some women were able to devote to 
it .1 -*-'* It also required some ingenuity to overcome the logistical problems created by the 
demands of young children. Not many mothers managed to sew in the daytime.1 *6 *
Growing produce like fru it and vegetables and preserving them were common 
activities.13 A number of factors helped to make this feasible, not least of which was the 
size of the suburban backyards alloted to householders in Canberra and the official 
promotion of gardening by the Canberra administration.138 Dissatisfaction with Canberra 
prices and quality was another factor.139 Some women attributed their productive 
backyard to their husband's love of gardening, and this in turn may have been connected 
with the fact that many Canberra males were employed in sedentary public service 
jobs.140 It was usually the man of the house who grew the fruit and vegetables.141
1 30 Letter from the Yarralumla Progress Association to the Minister for the Intenor, HM Johnson (9 
January 1948) in C.S. Daley papers MS 1946 /6548 NLA.
13 1 MS; DK; NR; JB; AW ; M A; IW ; KB and BK Interviews. MK's children's clothes were made by her 
mother-in-law.
13-JB  Interview.
133 See Wensing 'Southern Stitches' p29. I w ill discuss the women's responses to sew ing as a hobby in 
the discussion o f mothers' entertainment in the follow ing chapter.
134 AW Interview.
133 MS Interv iew.
1361W Interv iew.
1 37 Peach, apple, pear, plum, apricot, and figs were all mentioned as grow ing in backyards. MP;DK and
VB Interviews. One family kept a goat and hens. MP Interv iew'.
13f t There is no reason why anyone in Canberra with a residential block should not grow most ot the
v egetables needed for a family.' Riek The Canberra Gardener ch 13.
139 MP and VB Interviews.
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A further reason for productive backyards was a concern for health, an attitude that 
w as reinforced by the advice of the infant welfare sisters.
When Helen was first fed. she wasn't weaned on to tinned 
stuft, it was Dad's vegetables, freshly picked. 1 felt very 
conscious |of the need for fresh vegetables!. Everyone 
grew their own.142
Of all the women I asked about growing vegetables, only one said that no-one in the 
family had time to do it.14^  Most women took it as a matter of course that produce was 
grown. One claimed that, 'Any self-respecting person grew their own vegetables, and 
truit'.144 Another said, 'In retrospect I wonder what one bought, since we all grew our 
ow n vegetables in our backyards.'14'* The lengths some people went to to do this were 
extraordinary:
Even in the flat we had builders' rubble, about two-thirds 
the size of this room, outside the flat. So we cleared it, and 
we used to go to the University grounds and gather up cow 
manure, to fertilize the soil, and we had an intensive 
plot.14(1
Excess produce was given away, exchanged or preserved; all of which were activities 
that encouraged the development of the kind of community spirit that was growing 
between families sharing the same kind of lifestyle in the same kind of houses.
We were all mad keen bottlers. We used to bottle 
everything, vegies, peas and beans and so forth; if someone 
had too much of one thing and you didn't have any of it, 
we'd swap around. It was sort of a community life.147
140 MP; KK and VB Interview s. KK thought her husband 'should never have been in the public sen ice.
He had a very good garden.'
141 DM; MP; MK; DK; JB and RP Interv iews.
I -4-2 RP Interview. Other inteniew ces implied health factors when they talked of freshness.
14  ^ MA Inteniew.
144 RP Inten iew . The implication here is that if you didn't grow your own, you could not respect
yourself, perhaps another manifestation of the Garden City pressure mentioned earlier.
145 R. Amdt 'Iceman'.
146 RP Inteniew.
14 VB Inten iew.
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We preserved things, salted our beans because we had no 
freezers. We would get together to do these things. I had a 
particular friend I always did bottling with. She would 
come to me and she would have her jars and I had mine and 
we'd do it together. 148
Migrants, however, had an additional problem of having to adapt the techniques they 
had learned in Europe to Australian conditions. A woman who worked closely with 
migrants explained:
When they wanted to pickle their cabbage, it didn't work 
because of the climate. Pickled cucumbers. It was too hot.
Some of the things they did at home didn't work here. You 
really needed a cellar. Two Dutch people built a cellar 
underneath their houses. You need a cellar to keep cool, 
otherwise it goes bad, mouldy in no time. 149
One migrant woman, whose wartime dislocation had prevented her learning preserving 
skills from her mother, was taught by her Australian neighbour, and thus began a lasting 
friendship. 1^0
In summary, in relation to transport and shopping, it can be said that the peculiar 
Canberra conditions, created through Government policies, both historic and current, 
presented the city’s residents with some problems in relation to obtaining provisions. The 
lack of neighbourhood shops; the confinement of retail development to Civic, Kingston 
and Manuka; the restricted opening hours; and time-consuming, inadequate public 
transport arrangements were all the result of Canberra planning and administrative 
arrangements. The limited shopping and transport facilities existing in post-war Canberra 
encouraged a home-based existence for mothers. It was not easy for them to get out and 
about, and the resulting reliance on home delivery of goods and home production of fresh 
vegetables strengthened the emphasis on the home.
The official emphasis on gardens and the large residential block size decreed by earlier 
Government planning decisions were likewise major factors in the production of home­
grown vegetables and fruit, both of which needed to be processed either for immediate 
consumption or into jams, pickles and other preserves. This likewise tended to keep
148 KB Interview. Also DK; JB and MP Interviews.
149 RA Interv iew'.
150 DK Interv iew.
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women at home.
However, even under such restricting transport and shopping conditions, there is 
evidence of mothers' determination to take control over their own timetables and to 
introduce into their lives some opportunities for socialisation. For example, walking was 
their favoured way (within the circumstances) of getting from A to B, and this was in 
spite of Government neglect of footpaths and the fact that most houses had no verandah 
on which to leave a pram. Walking gave mothers a choice in the time they left home, and 
in where they went and how long they stayed out. It gave them some measure of control 
over their lives.
Women also seized one of the few opportunities for socialisation within the type of 
conditions that generally steered them into domestic privacy. Shared food-preserving 
sessions, along with the shared back-yard activities mentioned in the previous chapter, 
were seen as social highlights within their domestic routine.
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C H A PTER  SEVEN - UNDER SU PERV ISIO N '
I have shown so far that certain basic facilities provided for Canberra residents, 
although provided to satisfy wider agenda than the notion of keeping women at home, did 
nevertheless encourage mothers of small children to dojust that. Housing, shopping and 
transport were all overseen by a Government which thought them essential to attract new 
residents to the capital, and were all so designed as to promote home-based activities - 
home delivery of groceries, domestic home production and food preservation; laundry 
done at home; childcare undertaken in individual backyards and so on.
However, there were a number of other facilities and services, over which the 
Department of the Interior did not have such tight control, which were of considerable 
interest and concern to mothers of young children. These included health care, support 
services and recreation. In this chapter I examine the way in which these serv ices w ere 
provided in post-war Canberra and their potential to affect mothers' lives. It will be 
noted that inactivity on the part of Government in the provision of some of these services 
led either to a special interest group taking up the challenge of provision, or to a gap 
(when viewed from the perspective of mothers' needs) which may have led mothers to 
search elsewhere for the benefits that more direct provision of that service might have 
bestowed, t his point will become clearer throughout the chapter and will lead on to a 
discussion in chapter eight of the benefits that mothers derived from the system of 
neighbourhood pre-schools that was established in the decade or so after 1944. In this 
chapter I will look first at health facilities (including infant welfare), then at the services 
which purported to offer emotional and practical support, and finally at the facilities that 
were available to assist mothers to entertain themselves and their young children.
In post-war Canberra, medical care was for the most part in the hands of private 
practitioners. Limited health information and preventative care for children was available 
through the infant welfare service, but this in no way attempted to undermine the authority 
of medical doctors.1 A lack of any viable alternative source of health advice meant that 
private doctors had a virtual monopoly on the dissemination of medical knowledge and 
treatment at this time.2 Although it is not necessary to discuss the role of doctors in
1 l will discuss the role of the infant welfare service later in this chapter.
2 I found no hint of 'alternative' health practitioners listed in any edition of the Handbook of Services 
for Canberra residents throughout the 1950s, and in my interv iews only one reference was made to folk 
health traditions, and that was second-hand information about newly arrived migrants. RA Interview.
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great detail, it is important to say that most of the women I interviewed had a great 
admiration for the w ay doctors w/ould come out to visit their sick children, even if it was 
in the middle of the night. It was partly because of this admiration and partly because of 
the doctors' monopoly on medical knowledge that mothers tended to defer to doctors' 
orders even in relation to non-medical issues. One mother whose child eventually died of 
leukaemia was full of praise for the family doctor because he ’let (her child | keep a cat in 
the bed.’ She saw it as the doctor’s prerogative, not her own. to make this type of 
decision.3
But it was not only in relation to children that doctors featured in mothers' lives. 
Mothers' first contact with the medical profession as mothers was when they became 
pregnant.
The first thing, when I went to see |the doctor) when I was 
pregnant with Peter, I had high-heeled shoes on and he 
said 'that's the last time I'll see you in those. You won't be 
wearing those again.4 *
It would appear from this mother's comment that doctors assumed control of mothers 
during pregnancy from the beginning, a situation which could only have been exacerbated 
by the fact that many Canberra women had only recently arrived from other cities. They 
were therefore in a particularly vulnerable position in the search for advice on pregnancy 
and mothering, having been removed from extended family and long-standing 
friendships. One woman recalled that during her first pregnancy, 'neither of us had any 
relatives here at all, we were all on our own; I was dead scared that first time.''*
Although in the late 1940s and early 50s women tended to go to a general practitioner 
for advice during pregnancy, there are two other trends concerning pregnancy 
management discernible from the early 1950s in Canberra: the beginnings of birth 
preparation classes and the increasing specialisation of obstetrics. According to some 
reports, the mothercraft sisters at the infant welfare clinics also gave 'assistance to many 
expectant mothers'6, but not one of the women I interviewed mentioned going to them 
for their primary pre-natal advice. The service was probably used by women in the
3 IW Interview.
4 IW Interview.
3 VB Interview.
6 For example, 'A Flealth Sen ice for a Community' Health (Journal of the Department ol Health) vol
2 #4 December 1952 p 13; also ARADC 53/54 p 13; ARADC 54/55 pi 1 in which it was reported that
209 expectant mothers attended the centres that year.
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outlying districts rather than those in Canberra itself or by pregnant mothers who were 
v isiting the sisters with their older babies and toddlers anyway.7 1 w ill return to the low 
popularity of this form of pre-natal adv ice later in the chapter when 1 discuss the infant 
welfare serv ice in general.
Many women w ho had children before 1953 bemoaned the lack of pre-natal classes, 
w hich they felt would have been beneficial to them.8 However, in May 1953, Canberra 
Community Hospital offered its first birth preparation class, and one of the women I 
interviewed felt very pleased to be included amongst the first participants.9 The classes 
gave Canberra women an alternative, or at least an additional, source of advice to their 
GPs and the infant welfare sisters.
Medical specialisation of pregnancy and child birth occurred a little later than the 
introduction of birth preparation classes. In 1952 Canberra had ten general practitioners 
listed as being in private practice, but only three specialists, one each in dermatology, 
opthalmology and ear, nose and throat. No gynaecologist, obstetrician or paediatrician 
was mentioned.10 One woman commented that,
if you were really crook you would have been worried 
about being in Canberra because there wasn't the range of 
specialists. You were distinctly uneasy.11
However, by the mid 1950s, Dr Moira Blackall, a general practitioner, was known to 
specialise in obstetrics and Dr J.M. McCracken, a qualified obstetrician and gynaecologist 
based in Queanbeyan made regular visits to Canberra.12 By the later 1950s a number of 
women preferred to go to a specialist rather than a general practitioner for pregnancy:
And of course, we had to go to a gynaecologist. Well I 
rarely had to go to the doctor about anything in particular 
anyway, but then I thought it was important to have a
7 ARADC 1952/53 p i2.
8 JB; VB; KK; IW all eommenled on the lack of pre-natal classes when they were having their children 
before 1953.
9 AW Interview. ARADC 1952/3 plO.
19 Department of the Intenor Handbook of Sen ices 1952 edn p!9.
1 1 RP Interview. According to the NCDC Planning Surv ey Repon (p44), there were by 1959 54 
registered members of the medical profession in Canberra, excluding dentists, but the 1959 Handbook of 
Services does not list their names nor any specialities of pnvate practitioners.
1 2 Interv iew with J.M. McCracken. He did not transfer his entire practice to the capital until I960.
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gynaecologist.14
But whether women went to a GP or a specialist, it is true to say that the medical side 
of pregnancy was almost exclusively in private hands in Canberra in the late 1940s and 
50s. But on the other hand, the hospitalisation side of it was becoming more public. By 
the end ol the 1940s, Sister Petrie's private maternity hospital, which had been 
established in the suburb of Forrest earlier that decade,14 had closed and thereafter it 
became the norm for women to have their babies in Canberra's 'fine community hospital, 
superior to anything in provincial towns of comparable population.'* 1'' Although only 
one woman I interviewed made comment about Sister Petrie's serv ices, it was a very 
positive comment and may indicate that more women would have preferred private over 
public hospitalisation if it had been available later.16
The new hospital, built during the war, was a sign of Canberra's increasing prestige 
as a city, and so constituted progress in the eyes of some. But reports of its obstetrics 
ward, which was physically separate from the main hospital although in the same 
grounds, were less than favourable. One woman claimed that conditions were 'terrible . . 
. the less you remember about it the better. It was completely overcrowded'.1 Another 
said it was 'pretty awful because it was baby boom time; it was very crowded.'18 The 
latter claimed to have been kept in a passageway while having one of her babies because 
there was no room in the wards.19
Fathers were discouraged from attending the birth. Dr J.M. McCracken, the only 
qualified obstetrician servicing Canberra in the 1950s, claimed the presence of a father
14 RP Interview. Her first baby was bom in 1955. Also Interview with J.M. McCracken.
14 Crisp and Rudduck Mothenmz Years p21.
14 ARADC 1952/53 plO. In 1952 it had 238 beds in private, intermediate and public wards. Apart 
from the general wards, it had X-ray and physiotherapy departments, a TB chalet, an isolation ward, a 
children's ward and obstetncs facilities.
16 She claimed if Sister Petne's had still been open when her last two children were bom [ 1948 and 
1951 respectively], she would have never gone to the Canberra Community Hospital. DM Interv iew .
1 JB Interview.
1 x KB Interview. Also NR Interview.
19 However, another woman's memory of a similar experience was quite positive. It was a freezing 
cold July night when she came into the hospital, and her memory is one of gratitude for the warmth 
inside the hospital, ev en if she did spend the night in the corridor. [DM Interv iew ] This is perhaps yet 
another indication of the inadequacy of heating arrangements in the average Canberra home.
Interestingly, this woman was still positive about the Community Hospital even though she preferred Sr 
Petne's.
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would have created a stressful situation, especially if forceps had to be used. His attitude 
was I'm managing this', and he preferred not even to be watched.20 At times, fathers 
were excluded even from the pre-labour wards if that was the doctor's order, despite the 
mother's requests.21
Despite the overcrowded conditions and restrictions on spouse support, mothers had 
nothing but praise for the nursing staff at the hospital. 'The(y) were absolutely terrific: 
they coped under circumstances that wouldn't be acceptable today,'22 said one, while 
another 'found the baby care up there, in the obstetrics ward, was excellent'.23 Many 
others said similar.
Once the mother and baby had left hospital, however, another group of medical 
personnel took over: the mothercraft or infant welfare sisters, whose role it was to 
monitor the normal development of infants.24 The service was administered by the 
volunteer Canberra Mothercraft Society (CMS) and funded primarily by the federal 
Department of Health.* 2-“' Membership of the CMS Council was by invitation, followed 
by election, and generally consisted of people of high social standing.20 The Society, 
founded in 1927, had as its first 'Object' to:
. . .uphold the sacredness of the body and the duty of 
health: to emphasise the responsibilities of parenthood and 
the duty of every mother to fit herself for the perfect 
fulfillment of natural motherhood, both before and after 
child-birth: and especially to advocate and promote breast­
feeding of infants.2
20 Interview with J.M. McCracken.
2 1 KK Interview; AW also mentioned the restrictions on husbands.
22 KB Interview . MS and DK said similar.
23 KK Interview.
24 The terms 'infant welfare', 'baby health', and 'mothercraft' were all used to describe both the sisters 
and their centres. As was noted earlier, they only dealt with well babies; all illnesses or irregularities 
were referred to doctors.
23 Buildings and vehicle maintenance were provided by the Department of the Intenor, however. 'Child 
Health Services in the ACT' Health vol4 #3 Sept 1954 p94.
2(1 For example, wives of high-ranking government officials, diplomats or men in the professions.
CMS Annual Reports passim . 'People were invited on to the CMS committee - the sisters would look 
out for possible talent. They would recommend that so-and-so would be of value on a committee - then 
they had to be elected on to it.' Interview w ith CMS Council Member of that time, anonymity 
requested
2  ^Objects of the Canberra Mothercraft Society, adopted at a special meeting of the Society 10 March
1935.
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To do this, the Society employed:
. . . qualified nurses, whose duty it shall be to give sound, 
reliable instructions, advice and assistance .. . with a view 
to conserving the health and strength of the rising 
generation: and rendering both mother and offspring hardy 
and resistive to disease.28
The relationship between the Council and its nurses, or sisters as they were more 
commonly termed, was close. The sisters were expected to take a similar approach to 
childraising and espouse the same beliefs as Council members, to whose monthly 
meetings they were invited to give reports and share in the decision-making process.29
The Society was keen to reach all Canberra mothers, and by 1954, was proud of its
. . . seven fully equipped infan t health centres throughout 
the city area. In addition eight sub-centres in public halls, 
etc. are run, together with home visiting services to 
mothers in outlying areas. Six fully trained infant welfare 
sisters are employed by the Service.30
The sisters often went to great lengths to ensure that all mothers were visited. One 
sister recalled some of the places in which clinics were held:
We had travelling scales in the car that we carried round... 
. I had a clinic in the Brickworks, and I went to Hall, 
where I had the clinic in what they called the Woolshed, 
you know, all the smelly carcasses, sheepskins. There 
was nothing else. [At the Causeway] it was a clinic in the 
Causeway Hall, it was just a room in the hall 31
Home visits were also routine, especially to women in outlying areas of the Territory, 
to women whose family circumstances were difficult and, most importantly, to mothers
28 Objects of the Canberra Mothercraft Society, 1935.
29 Interview with Sr Eileen Daer, an infant welfare sister who began work in Canberra in 1950. She 
has retained copies of infant welfare records from 1950 until 1967, w hen the infant welfare sen ice was 
transferred from the CMS to the Department of Health.
30 'Child Health Sen ices in the ACT' Health vol4 #3 Sept 1954 p94.
3 1 Inten tew w ith Sr Eileen Daer. The scales were used for monitonng the progress of babies according 
to w eight gained.
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who had just arrived home w ith a new born baby.32 The sisters were:
. . . notified from the hospital when the babies were bom. 
. . . Everybody was paid a visit. And jin j cases where 
there were small babies, you weighed them in the home, to
help the mother out. . . . (or) if she had three (children j 
under three, well they wouldn't be coming to the clinic, 
you'd be weighing those babies at home, you'd be offering 
the mother that service.33
However, while these home visits may have been presented as a 'service to mothers', 
the Mothercraft's Society's Annual Report for 1954/55 suggests that they had a wider 
application.
Newborn babies are visited as soon as practicable after 
arrival home from hospital, and follow up visits are paid 
where the baby, for various reasons, does not come to the 
clinic. Home Visiting gives to the sister the picture of the 
family environment and enables her to make her advice on 
various mothercraft problems much more practical and 
helpful.34
This monitoring of the family environment was reinforced by the School Medical Officer, 
a government official whose primary role was to monitor the health of Canberra's school 
children but who was also appointed to act as medical adviser to the CMS.
An important link in the chain of service is the school 
medical officer who works in close co-operation with staffs 
of the infant health and pre-school centres, and with the 
social worker and the vocational guidance officer of the 
Department of Interior. In this way it is possible, while the 
community is at its present size, to obtain a picture of 
family patterns and home environments which are so often 
the determining factor in a child's well-being. Thus over 
the years it is possible to maintain a continuing record and 
supervision of a child's health from infancy through to
32 JB; AW; KK; and BK Interviews.
33 Interview with Sr Eileen Daer. Also NR Interview. The term 'service' was used a lot by the 
interviewees who had been involved with the CMS.
34 Medical Officer’s Report, incorporated into CMS Annual Report 1954/55. In 1954/55, ten per cent 
of all checkups made by the clinic sisters were home visits, yet only 20-25 per cent of those were to 
new borns. CMS Annual Report 1954/55; Medical Officer's Report 1954/5.
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adolescence.* 3'1
For much of the period under review here, the School Medical Officer was Dr Edith 
Clement, w hose beliefs were strongly in line with the Objects of the CMS. In 1955, she 
wrote:
The challenge still exists for us to bring more women under 
supervision during the ante-natal period. . . . We would 
like all women expecting babies to go along to their ow n 
clinic sister for an interview with her some time before the 
baby is due. On this occasion advice regarding layette, 
baby bathing, breast care etc. could be given as required. . 
. . It is highly desirable, particularly in the case of a first 
bom baby, that the mother should ask either her own 
Doctor or her Clinic Sister to give her advice about breast 
hygiene and breast preparation.36
The Medical Officer does not specify here for whom it was 'highly desirable' that 
mothers should seek advice, but one can assume she was speaking on behalf of the CMS, 
with an expectation that the mothers' views would coincide. As it was, her exhortations 
had little effect. Her report for the next year noted that:
In spite of the fact that births numbered 200 more than the 
previous year the expectant mothers attending clinics for 
ante-natal advice was slightly less than before. One feels 
that better coverage of this group is desirable in view of the 
fact that failure to breast feed is usually preventable if ante­
natal supervision is adequate.37
Overall, the Medical Officer's comments display a desire to control as well as to care 
for mothers. The term 'supervision' for example, implies less than full empowerment for 
mothers, and this attitude may go some way to explain why the women did not choose to 
seek the mothercraft sisters' pre-natal advice. Less than one in four pregnant women 
were seeing CMS sisters, and many of these might have come only because they were 
bringing their other children for their regular checkup.38
33 'Child Health Services in the ACT" Health vol4 #3 Sept 1954 p93.
36 Medical Officer's Report, CMS Annual Report 1954/55.
37 Medical Officer's Report, CMS Annual Report 1955/6.
3  ^During 1954/55, for example, there were 869 births in Canberra (ARADC 1954/5 p28) and 209
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On the question of home visiting by the mothercraft sisters, I got a mixed reaction 
from the mothers I interviewed. One mother who had just moved to Canberra with a 
young baby recalled a visit from the sister, who appeared to take it for granted that she 
would receive a welcome:
This woman |the mothercraft sister) came to the door one 
day and said, 'Oh. 1 thought you might like a fresh lettuce.’
She'd heard there was a new baby, so in she came.39
She related this in a tone of amazement, although overall she was very appreciative of 
this particular sister's work. Sometimes the sisters' visits were appreciated for reasons 
other than those of the sisters' expectation. One mother living in an outlying area of the 
ACT remembered:
They were good sisters. When Leo was bom, they would 
come once a month. They were real nice. She would 
come out not only to me, but to the other young mothers 
who were there and if there was anything I wanted at that 
time. I would ring her in Manuka and say would you be 
kind enough to buy me this and that in the shops - and I 
wasn't the only one.40
Free home deliveries for country mothers were probably quite helpful, but in the new 
suburban areas, another variation of the home visit was organised which was welcomed 
by mothers as an opportunity for greater socialisation.
When there were a few people here [living in the newly- 
established suburb! the clinic sister would come once a 
week to the neighbourhood, visiting. We took it in turns 
[to host herj. It'd be my house this week, next door the 
following week and so it'd go on and come down the other 
side of the street. All the mothers'd wander in, between 
the hours of whatever was specified and she'd weigh all 
the babies and so forth and set up on the table.41
expectant mothers visited the infant welfare clinics (CMS Annual Report 1954/5). The number of
expectant mothers seeing the clinic sisters in 1953/54 was much less - only 158. CMS Annual Report
1953/54.
39 LR Interview.
40 MS Interview.
41 VB Interview. NR said similar. The CMS Annual Report 1954/55 also mentions the use of private
homes as clinics.
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A further service offered by the sisters was individual ’supervision’ of breastfeeding, 
on a full day basis.
Sister O’Rourke has given considerable help to some 
mothers who were experiencing various difficulties in 
feeding their infants. She has been having them spend a 
whole day with her at the Civic Mothercraft Centre, thus 
getting the mother rested and relaxed and supervising at 
least two and sometimes three of the baby's meals.42
While this type of dedication to breast-feeding might have appealed to some, one 
mother's anger at the sisters' persistence was very evident, even forty years later.
The ones who ran the clinics, they were old spinsters w ho 
didn't know what they were talking about and oh, they 
drove me mad. so much so that I had to get a doctor to 
overrule them. I had loads of milk, but it didn't have any 
substance, and here's the poor old kid starving, screaming 
his head off and she'd say persevere, persevere, nothing 
like breast feeding, blah blah blah, and in the finish you 
know I broke out in boils, I suppose from stress, and the 
baby was crying all the time. Not knowing what was 
wrong I took him to the doctor and he tested my milk and
raised the roof and that was it.43
For those who could afford it, and who wanted to 'persevere' with breastfeeding 
when problems arose, the sisters could arrange for a private mothercraft nurse to be 
employed in the home, or for the mother to spend some time in a mothercraft home in 
Sydney.
Some went to Sydney - to Tresillian or Karitane. There’d 
be quite a few. Or went to Melbourne. . . Or sometimes 
they would have a Karitane or a Tresillian nurse. She 
wouldn't be a general trained nurse, it'd be a mothercraft 
nurse would come to Canberra. There were a lot of cases 
where nurses came to Canberra and lived in the home. The 
families paid for that, if they could afford it, it was a
4 - CMS Annual Report 1954/55.
44 VB Interv iew. This mother was sharing accommodation at the time, which was a f urther source for 
stress for her. (Refer to discussion in chapter four.)
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marvellous service.44
One more CMS service, aimed particularly at educated or articulate women, was the 
discussion group. It was reported in the CMS Annual Report for 1954/55 that ’Sister 
O'Rourke has continued to be very energetic about arranging discussion groups for her 
mothers, who are both keen and appreciative.'4  ^ The comments of one confidante of 
Sister O'Rourke, however, suggest that the sister carefully engineered her discussion 
groups, albeit with the realisation that mothers had needs as human beings outside their 
mothering role:
It was to be a group of mothers who came to the clinic 
specifically so that they could talk over their childrearing 
practices and help each other. Some of these mothers were 
very new to being mothers. |Sr O'Rourke) probably 
suggested gently that there was a group and that they might 
like to come. She knew which ones to ask. I have an idea 
it was just like inviting someone to come to lunch. There 
was a secondary part to it . . the women got a chance to 
exercise any skills that they had in leadership. There was 
quite deliberate involvement of several women into a 
leadership position of the groups each time.46
The mothercraft sisters' efforts in general appear to have been appreciated by many 
mothers, especially those having their first child. One such mother acknowledged that the 
sisters' advice was 'marvellous at that time, but when you get to the second one you think 
you know it all.'I *4 Another, a newly arrived resident with a professional husband and a 
particularly hectic domestic situation, was having a fourth child following a six year 
break. She recalled:
I was terrified after six years. I thought, 'Gosh, I've 
forgotten how to bath a baby, I haven't a clue.' But the 
clinic sisters, oh I couldn't say enough, because I was
having a terribly difficult time settling in, a new baby and 
the other children settling into school, and [my husband]
44 Interview with Sr Eileen Daer. Tresillian' and 'Kantane' refer to nursing homes catenng especially for 
breast-feeding mothers and to the type of training given to the mothercraft nurses who staffed them.
4  ^CMS Annual Report 1954/5. The 1956/7 Report also stated that 'Sister O'Rourke conducted eight 
discussion groups at Civic Centre for young mothers and Sr Dunn also had several at Yarralumla'.
4<^  MP Interview.
47 AW Interview. She was still not confident enough to omit ’think' from her comment, however.
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flying around like an express train. . . 1 was answering 
phones, doors, writing messages, trying to deal with the 
baby. . . It was ridiculous. I just can't bear to think of it 
now I but I the clinic sisters were marvellous. In the first 
weeks, when I was really desperate, they were lovely. 
And then I made sure I went every week, because I relied 
on them 4S
Many mothers became quite zealous about their attendance at the clinic. A sister 
recalled. They used to come weekly; I don't think it was necessary, but that was what 
they wanted to do.'44 Even mothers without particular problems were very appreciative.
The baby health sisters there were very good, they helped 
you and they weighed the baby. I found that the 
mothercraft services were excellent,50
The mothercraft sisters - they were excellent, a tremendous 
help. Much more sensible than books. Fortunately there 
was Sister O 'Rourke, she was a tremendous help, 
especially when you have a community where there are so 
few relatives round to help in these times. It was very re­
assuring to be able to go and ask the clinic sister about 
something and find out that it was quite normal, that she'd 
seen it all before.'*1
Yet for one or two, the infant welfare experience was not so good. In addition to the 
woman quoted earlier in relation to breastfeeding, another wrote:
The weekly pilgrimage to the baby clinic left me with the 
impression that the loss or gain of every blessed ounce of 
flesh shown by the scales was a reflection of my mothering 
capabilities.'*2
To summarise the infant welfare service, therefore, it can be said that the mothercraft
4X MA Interv iew.
44 Interview w ith Sr Eileen Daer. BK also said she 'went regularly' but the tone in her voice lone 
indicated she was not over-enthusiastic. RP went 'for information', but did not have a very strong 
memory of it.
KK Interview.
^ 1 JB Interview.
52 Bozic Gather Your Dreams p57. Another mother admitted she 'wasn't keen on those places', so
when her baby failed to thrive, she went to the chemist at Queanbeyan for advice instead. DM Interview .
sisters, and their employers the CMS. had very definite ideas about the part mothers 
should be playing in society. Their effect on mothers’ lives was in general perceived as 
beneficial but did vary according to the particular domestic circumstances and/or the 
personalities of the mothers concerned. It should be emphasised that the infant welfare 
service was. as one mother put it, 'very much used by the mothers, |not | just something 
that was used by the well-to-do; it was taken for granted by everybody.33 It was also 
quite often a mother's only source of babycare advice. One or two women I interviewed 
mentioned learning babycare techniques from books54, but by far the most common 
source of information on this topic was the infant welfare service.
It is perhaps appropriate here to briefly mention the position of mothers whose 
children were not 'developing normally' because, before the opening of the Koomarri 
facility for 'handicapped' children in 1958, there was almost nothing in Canberra by way 
of services for children with disabilities.
One woman I interviewed had a deaf child who was given some special consideration 
later through the pre-school system, but two others with severely handicapped children 
found no formal support in Canberra at all. One mother had to take her daughter to a 
Sydney spastic centre for four days every three months, leaving her other children at 
home with their father. She continued to do this until the child finally gained a place in a 
centre in Melbourne when she was ten.55 Another woman cared continuously for her 
intellectually handicapped child herself, taking him with her every time she left the house, 
never leaving him alone.36 The emphasis in service delivery therefore was very much 
on the 'normal child’.
The second major area I want to discuss in this chapter is counselling or emotional 
support for mothers and here the CMS was also involved to some degree. One CMS 
Council member recalled that;
Mothercraft sisters acted as much more than medical 
advisers - they acted as counsellors, especially in the more 
populous suburbs like Ainslie and Causeway.37
'Populous' in this case was probably a euphemism. It can be inferred from the quote that
35 JB Interview.
54  MP and RP specifically mentioned childcare books as an important source of their know ledge.
33 IW Interview.
56  MS Interview.
3 7 Interview with a CMS Council Member - anonymity requested.
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those who provided the counselling thought it was needed more by residents of suburbs 
which were regarded as working class than by residents of the wealthier Reid or Forrest.
North Ainslie in the 1950s was an area with many migrants and there is evidence to 
suggest that migrant families were indeed in need of some help, but mostly in negotiating 
the Anglo bureaucracy. Ruth Arndt was a fully trained social worker whose role as part- 
time English teacher led her into becoming a volunteer 'helper and confidante’ for 
mi g r a n t s . S h e  claimed:
Women of all nationalities came to me with their problems. 
In the early years, our phone was the only one in the 
neighbourhood and we would be asked to call doctors, the 
ambulance when a baby was due, the police to settle 
quarrels. We tried to Find jobs for some of the women. 
We sorted out problems some of the migrant children had 
at school. We Filled in forms and acted as go-betweens 
with Im m igration, Housing and other government 
departments . . In the 1950s we acted as |a  Citizen's 
Advice Bureau) for a lot of migrant fam ilies... [and when! 
tragedies happened I was often the First person to be 
contacted. I then had to dash over to try to comfort the 
family. . . Frequently I was asked to go to court with 
migrants.'*9
Her German language skills and professional training were particularly helpful in this 
respect and as one woman put it, 'Mrs Arndt's house was a godsend'.90 Another, a 
migrant woman herself, said, 'It cannot be expressed how much Ruth Arndt helped 
everyone - and if she couldn't do it, she made her husband do it.'61
A Government social worker was appointed early in 1949 and an additional one in 
195762, but how effective they were in satisfying the needs of migrant families in North 
Ainslie appears debatable. The First social worker's actual duties can best be judged by 
the initial reason for her appointment - to assess families' Financial eligibility for fee- 
reduction in relation to the Emergency Housekeeper Service.63
Ruth Arndt's ow n descnption of her role. R. Arndt 'Migrant Women' p6.
39 R. Arndt 'Migrant Women' p3. The tragedies she detailed included domestic violence, suicides and 
car accidents.
60 yip interview.
61 MS Interview
62 CNKS Mins 8/2/49; Cnsp and Rudduck Mothering Years p67; ARADC 1956/57.
63 ARADC 54/55 pl9. I will discuss the Emergency Housekeeper Service in more detail later.
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A second potential source of emotional support, after official and unofficial social 
work, was the counselling or spiritual advice available through the priests and ministers 
of organised churches.64 1 gained the impression from interviewees that individual 
counselling from this source was perceived as having a stigma attached to it, engendering 
a sense of social failure.6'' Nevertheless, there was one church-based group which 
appears to have been unique in Canberra at that time, namely, the Family Life Group at St 
John's Church of England in Reid.66 This was formed in mid-1951 as an offshoot of 
the Saint John's Women's Movement, which was itself only formed in March 1951 'to 
meet the needs of those women who are not able to join the existing women's 
organisations within the church'.67
The impetus for beginning the Family Life Group was a protracted discussion within 
the St John's Women’s Movement on two issues - paid employment for mothers and the 
development of a child's personality 'towards balance and good mental health’.68 The 
group met throughout the 1950s, holding monthly evening meetings at which speakers 
would lead discussions on a wide range of topics, some religious, but mostly practical 
ones on 'how to cope.'69
It wasn't just religious things that we studied, but 
problems. I can't remember any in particular, but someone
64 The only non-Chnstian religious group that I can find records for is the Jewish community, which 
was vcry small but close knit in Canberra at this time. JS Interview; I. Porush The Canberra Jewish 
Community 1951-1981' Australian Jewish Historical Society Journal vol 9 #3 April 1982.
66 IW Interview particularly. None of the mothers 1 spoke to claimed to have used church-based 
indi\ idual counselling.
66 A search of both contemporary and later church literature and discussions with churchgoers of the 
1950s revealed that although most churches had women's 'auxiliaries' or associations, there was no 
group, other than this one, dedicated to childraising issues.
6 ' Parish Notes of St John's Church of England, Canberra May 1951 p6.
65 Parish Notes Dec 51 p5.
69 Telephone Conversation with Joy Betts 17 Julyl990. She described the discussions as focussing on 
'behaviour patterns in children, what was normal, what you could expect'. Religious topics included 
'Introducing the Young Child to Religion' (August 1956) and 'Religious Education of the Child' 
(February 1953). Parish Notes July 1954; April 1958; Sept 1956; Feb 1953. The extent to which 
topics w ere religion-oriented seemed to depend on the inclinations of the Group's leader. During 1953, 
Mrs D.A. Gamsey (the bishop's wife) took over from Mrs K.H. Bailey and 'Since then the discussion 
has been devoted to the religious education of children.' Annual Report of the St John's Women's 
Movement 1953 quoted in Parish Notes August 1953. Non-religoious topics included Discipline;
School for the 5 year old; Children and Money; Telling your children the facts of life; and Social Work. 
Pansh Notes passim 1954 -1958.
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would say, 'Can somebody tell me about tantrums?’ . . .
We'd all be our own psychologists. We’d learn from each 
other. 0
Throughout the 1950s. the group adhered to the belief that mothers should be at home 
w ith their children, and when the issue of work for mothers was discussed, only part- 
time work was considered because ’[i |t was found during the war in England, that full­
time work for mothers was bad, but that part-time work often benefitted all members of 
the family." 1 Even by the end of the decade there was little change in this stance. For 
example, a series of meetings in 1958 discussed 'the problem facing women who felt that 
their own talents did not find sufficient outlet in routine household chores once their 
children were at school'. The question of mothers of pre-school children needing other 
outlets was not addressed, and even the debate as it stood concluded:
. . . that one's children must receive first consideration and 
therefore it was seldom desirable for a mother to have full­
time employment outside the home. On the other hand she 
owed it to herself and her husband and children to retain 
some interest in outside matters.'72
The Family Life Group met a need for some mothers. One believed she benefitted 
from it because she 'had no relatives whatsoever to call on, the children had no cousins 
but we [the members of the Family Life Group) were a complete family in ourselves'.73 
Another woman, although able to attend only one meeting, was impressed enough to say, 
'the feeling that |the Group] was there was good, that it did exist.'74 However 
membership of the Group was limited, and it lacked the potential to appeal more widely to 
Canberra women, as members were expected to be married members of the St John's 
Women's Movement.77 In practice they tended to be educated people who enjoyed a
7{) MA Inten lew.
7 1 Pansh Notes Dec 1951 p5.
72 Parish Notes June 1958; August 1958.
73 Telephone Conversation with Joy Betts 17 Julyl990. Yet another admitted that 'the mutual support
was very necessary.' Telephone Conversation with Lois Perry 6 July 1990.
‘4 MP Interview.
73 The invitation was sometimes to 'All women, particularly mothers of young families' (Pansh Notes
Aug 1954) but mostly it was to 'all young mamed women'. Pansh Notes Feb 1953 and elsewhere.
Average meeting attendances was about twenty. Telephone Conversation with Joy Betts 17 July 1990;
Pansh Notes passim 1951- 58. The lowest attendance I saw' recorded in the Pansh Notes was 8 dunng a
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lively discussion'. h This might have deterred many shy or less educated women, 
especially when the groups was described as:
. . .a bright lot, university graduates. You had to be on 
your mettle, you know. They were a great lot, 
intelligent.
Apart from the Family Life Group however there appears to have been very little non- 
judgmental emotional support for mothers in Canberra, and part of the reason may be 
tound in the perceived lack of need for such support. For example, when 1 asked Sr 
Daer, a mothercraft sister in the 1950s, for her views on women's attitude to mothering, 
her initial response was: They weren't unhappy with it, it was the natural th in g '/8 
Further probing about her likely response to a hypothetical mother expressing doubts 
about motherhood elicited the following comment: 'We would try to be of any assistance 
we could, and give the correct advice.'79
The most frequent response from mothers themselves about their need for 'support' 
was to mention the babysitting that neighbours did for each other. This in itself indicates 
the high priority of this need for mothers, and I will discuss the point later, but when I 
pursued the question of emotional support specifically, I received a very definite message 
from interviewees that this was an anachronistic question. Mothers then were expected to 
cope, they said, and they did. As one woman put it.
In those days we were brought up not to discuss our 
emotions a great deal. If you had any emotional worries
you kept them to yourself80
Only one interviewee admitted that she 'got a bit weepy' when her child was about six 
weeks old, but said that she was lucky enough to have a good friend to call on. who told 
her it was normal.81
school holiday period (Parish Notes Sept 1958); the highest, 36 members in March 1958. ( Parish Notes 
Apnl 1958) The Group consisted of women only, although men were specifically invited to a discussion 
on the Religious Education of Adolescents in 1953. Parish Notes June 1953.
7(1 Parish Notes Nov 1958.
77 MA Interview.
7x Interview with Sr Eileen Daer.
79 Interview w ith Sr Eileen Daer.
X() KB Interview.
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This is not to say that emotional stress did not exist then, however. Two other 
interviewees, in other contexts, had spoken of physical ailments (boils and asthma 
respectively) which they attributed to their difficulties in raising young children in 
awkward circumstances.82 Other interviewees had also made comments about the 
tedium and strain of childraising 8^
On the subject of practical, rather than emotional, support however there was much 
contemporary debate. One form considered appropriate by both Government funding 
authorities and groups like the CMS, (who eventually took responsibility for establishing 
it) was occasional childcare, with the emphasis very much on 'occasional' because it was 
not intended to be long-term or regular care.
The first Occasional Care Centre (OCC) in Canberra was opened in Civic on the north 
side of the river in January 1948 and despite repeated reports of the its popularity and 
numerous 'strong representations . . .  to have another OCC established on the south 
side'84, a second one did not materialise until March 1963. Earlier debate, in the mid 
1940s, on the provision of occasional care was concerned with the possibility of it taking 
the form of a long daycare facility, thus enabling women to enter paid employment, or of 
a type of nursery school, providing 'a rigid educational program'8:> The CMS was keen 
to distance their OCC from both these possibilities.86 The latter's aim was 'to improve 
the lot of mothers and children', by providing 'flexible, adjustable care geared to the 
needs of the families using the OCC.'87
The manner in which the CMS perceived these needs is reflected in the hours the OCC 
was available to mothers. Although the publicity pamphlet did state that 'in a serious 
emergency a child will be taken in even if the group is filled'88 under normal 
circumstances no toddler could attend more than once a week and no pre-school child
81 RP Interv iew, talking about 1955.
82 HC Interv iew (in relation to her not having worthwhile employment) and VB Interview (in relation 
to the pressures of shared housing).
8 -^  RP and KJB both made comments along these lines, but not as direct 'complaints'.
84 CMS Reports 1957/58; 1958/59. See also Cnsp and Rudduck Mothenng Years p64.
8 -s Cnsp and Rudduck Mothenng Years p61.
86 Interview with CMS Council Member, anonymity requested.
87 Interview with CMS Council Member, anonymity requested. See also Cnsp and Rudduck 
Mothenng Years p61.
88 CMS Occasional Care Sen ice [n.d.|, pamphlet in Helen Cnsp's papers MS 7593 - (hereafter OCC 
pamphlet). See also Department of the Intenor Handbook of Sen ice 1951 edn. Cnsp and Rudduck 
Mothenng Years p61.
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more than three times 89 Children were minded for periods of up to two and a half 
hours on weekdays.
Children 3 to 5 years of age are cared for in the morning 
trom 8.30 a.m. to 12.15 p.m. and those one and a half to 
three years of age during the afternoon from 1.30 p.m. to 
4.30 p.m.’90
It was considered a mother's responsibility to be with her children between 12.15 and 
1.30. that is. at lunch-time. This is shown by the comments of one woman who lived in 
an inaccessible part of Canberra and therefore had special consideration at the OCC.
I would take down all my three boys [to the OCC] now' and 
then for a full day. . . I was allowed to leave my children 
for the day because we could not go home at lunchtime like 
most other people. I would have lunch with my children at 
the centre and later go out again.91
But the regular hours as stated were awkward for a mother with two or more children 
of different age groups, as they could not be minded simultaneously (the mother quoted 
above was an exception rather than the rule). These hours also effectively discouraged 
mothers from including in their expectations a child-free lunch date with a friend.
A number of other restrictions were imposed on OCC activity to ensure that it met 
with CMS guidelines. For example, only healthy children could attend the Centre, and 
mothers' participation in its activities was strictly controlled.
Parents are welcome to stay and observe the play sessions 
once their children are accustomed to the programme, but 
are asked to be quiet and as inconspicuous as possible at 
these times and not to distract the children in any way from
what they are doing.92
Nevertheless, the service did seek to 'benefit the mother as well as the child,'93 and
89 OCC pamphlet. A few children w ere allow ed to attend the OCC on a regular basis if they did not
have access to a neighbourhood pre-school, but for most it was only encouraged on an irregular basis.
90 Department of the Intenor Handbook of Sen ices 1952 edn.
91 Wensmg 'Southern Stitches' p30.
92 OCC pamphlet.
93 CMS Reports 1955/56.
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was indeed well-used.1 *'4 One woman's child went to the OCC for one half day a week 
while his father, a fruiterer, did 'a short run' around Canberra.4'' Another parent 'used 
to take them when |sheJ had to go to Dental Care.'46 The service was primarily provided 
for this type of activity, to allow mothers to visit their doctor or dentist or to go shopping 
without their children. However, it left unaddressed a number of other childcare 
possibilities, including long daycare for employment purposes; after hours care; and 
extended or overnight care.
The first long daycare centre did not open in Canberra until the early 1960s4", but 
interestingly it is debatable how far the lack of childcare provision in the 1950s was an 
acknow ledged factor in mothers' life choices. Only one woman I interviewed worked 
full-time and she left her children with her parents who lived next door.4K Another 
interviewee w ho taught part-time at the Canberra Grammar School took her child w ith her 
to work until eventually she employed a part-time nanny. But the other women stated that 
they did not even consider long-term child-minding as a possibility for their children. For 
example, one woman who had her first child in 1955 said:
I wanted, for better or worse, to be the one who controlled 
how my children grew up. Even if there had been 
childcare, I don’t think I would easily have done that. And 
now again, with hindsight, I don't think I would've 
wanted to go to work then. I felt your first obligation was 
to your children.44
Short-term, informal childcare was available from neighbours and many women 
commented favourably on the type of community feeling this engendered:
A neighbour just around the comer had three children and 
she was wonderful. If I wanted to do shopping and didn’t 
want to take all the little ones (although I usually did), 
she'd look after them and I knew they were all right. And I 
did the same for her.100
64 Between November 1948 and July 1949, the average weekly numbers rose from 31 to 59 and by
1959-60 the yearly attendance was 13,685. Crisp and Rudduck Mothering Years p62.
4  ^ VB Interview.
46 KK Interview.
4 BG Interv iew.
48 AW Interview. She admitted that: 'If I hadn't had my parents, I don't know what I would have done.'
44 RP Interview. Most others said something similar.
100 interv iew .
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We I neighbours! helped one another, we w ere very close, 
not like now. If it was raining and I had to go out, I only 
had to ask them and they’d come to my house or I'd take 
the children to them. Next I'd help them. Really 
understanding, really together. 101
For their rare recreational activities, such as meetings or evening entertainment, some 
women were able to use family members as babysitters.
I was lucky. If I wanted to go to a Catholic Women's 
meeting in the morning, I could leave them down at 
Mum's. Really, you’ve got to have back up with parents 
or . . . 102
She did not Finish her sentence, and for most Canberra families there was no parental 
back-up. Canberra was known as 'the city without grandmas' because of its high 
percentage of young families who had moved from elsewhere as Government 
transferees.10-^ The woman quoted above and one other considered themselves to be 
unusually lucky to have parents to call on for childcare. 104 Another relied on an engaged 
couple from her church group to sit with her children in the evenings,10:> while yet 
another spoke of leaving the children w ith her husband in the evenings, extrapolating her 
experience to the wider Canberra community.
I've always been extremely fortunate because my husband 
was just wonderful. I was spoiled. . . . There was no 
extended family support, so the husband tended to take 
over and let the mother go off, giving her time to go to 
meetings. He would put the children to bed. 106
The birth of a new baby or a mother's illness were more serious situations as they 
required full-time childcare over a period of time, and for this (if no grandma was
101 DK Interview. KB also said, 'In the initial days, neighbourly contact was strong . . . We babysat for 
one another. Quite a strong bond [developed] between all the young mothers.’ KB Interview; KK and 
MK had similar very positive comments about neighbouliness.
102 KK Interview.
l°3  [\y antj m k  Interv iews.
104 a w  and KK Interviews.
105 ypy Interv iew.
100 KB Interview.
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available) the father sometimes took leave from work.107 Neighbours too would be used 
at these times. When one of the women 1 interviewed had to go into hospital in 1955, 
The neighbours were just there, they heard about it and were there: we didn't have to 
beg.'108
But tor tamilies without this extended family or neighbourly support, the situation 
was grave. A letter from Mr D.K. Rodgers to Senator J.M. Fraser in October 1943 asked 
for dormitory accommodation to be provided for Canberra children whose parents were 
ill. His wife's recovery' from the ’flu had been delayed by ’the worry of looking after the 
children’ and as a result she had to be hospitalised for seven weeks, causing greater 
hardship in the longer term for both herself and her family.109
Rodgers' request for dormitory accommodation did not come into effect, but the type 
of need it was designed to address was recognised by a number of special interest groups 
in Canberra. The CMS and the Canberra Nursery Kindergarten Society (CNKS) both 
helped to establish an emergency housekeeper service for just these occasions. A wider 
extension of the idea was publicly supported in August 1944 by the Director of Post-War 
Reconstruction, Dr Coombs, in an address to the CNKS. According to a newspaper 
report, he claimed that:
The housewife and mother needed the provision of services 
whereby she could be free of the family for four hours per 
day, one night per week and three weeks of the year. He 
considered that the domestic service of pre-war years 
would not return. It would have to be replaced by a trained 
housekeeper service which would make available personnel 
to take over in the event of illness or for the holiday 
period.110
After this kind of endorsement, it must have come as a shock to the lobbyists that the 
Department of the Interior did its best to delay the introduction of a housekeeper 
service.111 Nevertheless, Canberra's Emergency Housekeeper Service (EHS) did finally
1 0 [My husband] took leave when I had a baby - this was the normal thing - the husband took leave to 
stay home for a week.' KB Interview; also JB Interv iew .
MS Interv iew.
109 Letter from D.K. Rodgers to Sen J.M. Fraser 13 October 1943. CRS/A 1928 Department of Health 
file 680/23 Sect 5 Maternal and Child Welfare.
1 10 Canberra Times report of his address to a CNKS meeting in August L944.
1 1 1 A Government offer of 825 pounds for the project in the financial year 1946/47 was made subject to
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get to employ its first housekeeper in March 1947 and by 1960, fifteen housekeepers 
were employed on a regular basis, with another twenty available casually.112
The housekeepers' role was ’to keep the home running on a normal routine' and 
preference was given to 'households containing young children where the mother is 
absent or indisposed through confinement, illness, accident etc.'113 A weekly fee of four 
pounds for the service was reducible according to financial circumstances, but as the EHS 
Committee insisted that the appropriate arbiter of eligibility fora fee reduction was a fully 
trained social worker (not an administrative clerk as favoured by the Department of the 
Interior), the Department was finally compelled to employ a social worker in 1949.114 
The details of those who wished to avail themselves of fee relief were therefore submitted 
to the scrutiny of a social worker and evidence suggests that this put such families more at 
risk of coming under social worker scrutiny in other areas of life also.11:> Nevertheless, 
the Service itself, on a fee-for-service basis, was open to all women, 'from the wives of 
senior public servants right down to bus drivers and postmen and bricklayers'.116
A subsidiary effect of the EHS was its role in disseminating 'acceptable' 
housekeeping methods among client families. Many of the housekeepers were migrant 
women,11 whom the EHS Committee felt should first be taken in by Anglo-Australian 
volunteers to learn 'how to cook Australian meals, how to use the vacuum cleaner, how 
to use types of washing machine etc.'118 These household methods would then be used 
(and perhaps copied) in client homes. However, it should be pointed out that this process
the finding of a suitable body, which had a 'definite office and staff organisation', to administer the 
scheme. The Government was aware that the only organisation in Canberra which could fulfil this 
condition was the YWCA, and was also aware that the YWCA would refuse to take on responsibility on 
the grounds that it had no direct contact with homes where such a housekeeping sen ice was needed.
[Crisp EHS; Cnsp and Rudduck Mothering Years p68| The search for an alternativ e suitable 
arrangement slowed the introduction of the Sen ice by two years.
1 12 Loma Rudduck Canberra Pre-School Society 1943-60, a paper delivered to Canberra Pre-School 
Society 8/8/67 (hereafter Rudduck CPS Paper).
1 13 Crisp EHS. See also CNKS Annual Report L946/47.
1 14 Cnsp EHS. See also CNKS Minutes 8/2/49; Cnsp and Rudduck Mothenng Ycars p67. Also KB 
Inten lew
1 1  ^About 25% of all referrals to the departmental social worker for other matters came through the 
EHS. ARADC 54/55 p i9.
1 16 KB Interview. Three other women I inten iewed said they had used the Emergency Housekeeper 
Sen ice. MP used it 'for every baby', and it was a 'source of strength' for her. KK and JB also used it.
1 12 Cnsp EHS; Cnsp and Rudduck Mothenng Years p68; KB Inten iew.
118 Cnsp EHS.
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was not always one-way. One volunteer trainer claimed that her migrant trainee 'taught 
us something of her |ow n| w ay of life, in particular how to jug a hare.'119
1 he EHS was not advertised, but relied on word of mouth or the recommendations of 
doctors and mothercraft sisters.120 This probably constituted some measure of control 
over how the Service was used, and preserved the dictum that a mother would only avail 
herself of the Service if she was sick or giving birth to another child. The Service was 
not to be used for social or employment purposes.
The third main area of mothers' lives to be discussed in this chapter is entertainment, 
both for mothers themselves and for their children. It was in this area that the gap in 
service from either Government or special interest group was most pronounced, the case 
of community centres being a good example.
Just before the war ended, the Ministry of Post War Reconstruction put out a 
pamphlet, entitled The Housewife Speaks, which was the outcome of a public opinion 
poll conducted nationally through the magazine Woman. 121 The findings of the survey 
showed 'an overwhelming vote in favor of community centres, playgrounds, nurseries 
and so on '.122
The 1944 Report of the Commonwealth Housing Commission on Housing in the 
ACT also recommended the building of community centres in Canberra123, and evidence 
suggests that there was some Government intention to eventually provide such facilities. 
For example, in a paper to the 1951 Federal Congress on Regional and Town Planning, 
T.R.S. Gibson, of the Department of the Interior's Town Planning Section, explained 
that, 'Each neighbourhood (of Canberra) will be provided with its own community 
centre, . . . with community halls, hobbies and crafts rooms, indoor and outdoor 
recreation areas.'124
However, this was not to eventuate within the period under discussion here. During 
the early post-war years the Government's emphasis was on the construction of office 
and residential accommodation, so while labour and material resources were scarce, 
community centres remained a low priority. Later, they appear to have been simply 
forgotten by Government despite a number of reminders. As the Senate Select Committee
1 19 Crisp EHS.
1 29 KB Interv iew.
1 - * 1 Refer to chapter four for a discussion of the findings of this survey in relation to housing.
172 m p w R Housewife Speaks p5. The actual vote in favour of community centres was 83.2% of
country respondents and 94% of respondents living in cities.
123 CHC Report on Housing in the ACT p 4-5.
124 T.R.S. Gibson ’CanberraToday and Tomorrow’ pl6.
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into the Development of Canberra reported:
Canberra's lack of civic amenities has been stressed 
repeatedly in the annual reports of the Public Service Board 
which is concerned that Canberra should be made a livable 
city as well as an administrative centre. 127
However, women who were mothers at the time displayed no tendency to nominate 
the lack of communal facilities as the principal cause of their limited leisure opportunities 
but instead pointed to the burden of their domestic responsibilities. (It should be noted 
however that it is harder to attribute a cause to something that was not there than to 
something that was there every day - their chores.) Many of the women I interviewed 
could not readily recall a leisure aspect to their lives, and some said outright that they were 
just too tired even to consider hobbies or entertainment:
I found that by the time I went to the pre-school meetings, 
and breastfed babies and cleaned up after babies, cooked 
babies' food, you'd be exhausted. 126
Another woman said she did try an evening study class but found 'it was so 
embarrassing because the minute I was sitting down I'd fall asleep, so in the end there 
was no point.'12" A third said 'I think women would be much too tired to do anything 
else [other than mothering! '.128
Other women could only remember the leisure activities they took up after their 
children had grown129, and one, when asked about what she did for entertainment, 
proceeded to list the wide range of leisure activities that existed in Canberra at the time:
Outside the Canberra Rep, there was the Civic Cinema and 
there was one out at Manuka, the two theatres. There was 
a local musicians group, and various sorts of hobby 
interests and a whole range of clubs and activities that 
people became absorbed in, bushwalking, mountain 
climbing and what have you. 130
125 SSC Report Para 338.
12(1 MK, who ironically added, almost immediately, 'I think we were very lucky in Canberra really. It
w as all handed out to us.'
1 27 JB Interv iew.
128 RA Interview. Others said similar e.g JB; MA; MK Interviews.
126 JB and DM Interviews.
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This was all true.1 31 But further questioning revealed that, like other mothers of small 
children, this woman was not involved in such activities herself. 'I don't recall becoming 
absorbed in any of those particularly,' she said, 'but some people were able to.' Again, 
as in the case of bicycle-riding and bus travel, the universal picture of Canberra revealed 
in contemporary promotional material and later histories does not apply to mothers of 
small children.
A few women claimed as hobbies the more creative domestic activities such as 
sewing, but even these had their limitiations. One woman pointed out that while she was 
indeed able to do 'a lot of dressmaking' when her children were young, she 'was too 
busy to worry' about it,' meaning that she was unable to take her time over it and enjoy it. 
Another said that she used to hold out a carrot' for herself, 'like knitting or sewing . . . 
so that it was there.' She rarely got to it, however, it just remained an incentive to get 
through the day. 132
Entertainment involving both mother and child was by far the most common of leisure 
activities.
We'd go to the fetes, the church fetes and the school fetes 
. . . they were about the most exciting thing to do on a 
Saturday afternoon, if you didn't play sport, to wheel the 
children to a fete. That was (extraordinary!) a part of the 
social fabric, everyone organizing a fete and running it and 
going and buying things. Even if you only bought a cake, 
it was one of the things to do on a Saturday morning or 
afternoon, or whatever. 133
This same woman and her neighbours would also 'go for walks together with the babies 
and we'd discuss politics and we'd discuss this and that. ' 134 But other walks were less 
sociable. One Canberra mother, accustomed to city living in Europe, wrote:
In those early weeks [after childbirth! I was sure that the 
rest of the world had 'Gone Fishing' and I, alone, was left
130 RP Interview.
13 1 Nearly all of the publicity pamphlets and articles on Canberra mention a number of these activities, 
and many other similar pursuits.
132 MA Inten tew.
133 RP Interview.
134 RP Interview.
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in captivity with a small unpredictable baby. On my long 
walks, pushing Nicholas in the pram. 1 looked around in 
vain for any sign of life. The silent deserted streets led 
nowhere, only the Hies were buzzing on the scorched 
paddocks. The small diversions and minute joys so freely 
offered by other towns were missing altogether. Public 
transport was hardly in existence and without a car the 
nuclear family was on its own, over-using its emotional 
resources.13'’
Mothers who did have access to a car were luckier, but even they required a sense of 
creativity in a city with few amenities for young children. One woman regularly took her 
kids to see a steam shovel working136, while another recalled:
Once I got the car, if I was desperately tired, I could put the 
children in the car and go and watch road building. They 
were mad about watching bulldozers. You’d go just a 
short distance, and . . . they'd sit in the car in intense 
excitement and watch the building construction. And I was 
off my feet for a while.137
Only three mothers talked of using the car on their own in this way, however. More 
usually, if the family owned a car, it was used for family outings at weekends.
When we had the car we used to go up the Cotter, that was 
another entertainment, we'd take them. We used to go to 
Yass quite a lot, on a Sunday, for a picnic in Banjo 
Paterson Park.138
The Cotter River was a particularly popular picnic spot. 'Everyone went to the Cotter 
- crowded, you could hardly move !'139 And it was not necessary to have a car to get 
there.
In the late forties they used to run a bus service out to the 
Cotter on Sundays, leave from Civic, Kingston or Manuka 
at nine in the morning or something and then come back at
133 M. Bozic Gather Your Dreams p58.
136 NR Interview.
13 JB Interview.
138 KK Interview.
139 AW Interview; Also BK; KB; JB; RA Interviews.
say five in the afternoon. Because people didn’t have 
cars . 140
However, the bus did not run on weekdays as public servants were at work then, so 
mothers were not in a position to organise a group trip for themselves during the week 
even if they had wanted to.
A few women mentioned going to meetings of clubs and organisations141, but as one 
woman said of her Ladies' Fellowship meetings:
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It was a bit of a problem getting there when I had a baby 
and a couple at school. . . I went a couple of times but it 
was a bit of a nuisance. There was no-one to look after the 
children and I'd rather be home looking after them than out 
having to keep them quiet all the time . . .  I didn't go to 
many meetings. 142
There was a strong perception that children in adult company were expected to be seen 
and not heard (or preferably not even seen). For example, the childcare manual Our 
Babies, widely distributed in Canberra at that time stated that it was 'inadvisable' to take a 
baby to a picture theatre. 144 And in church,
You always sat at the back if you had young children, and 
you kept them pretty quiet. It was hard but you did. If the 
children played up too much, you just took them out. 144
Perhaps the only really mother-centred leisure activity where children were welcome, 
but supposedly not dominant, was social tennis. In most cases the games were self- 
organised by mothers, and childcare was communal.
I used to take a couple of them when they were younger to 
tennis down at Griffith. If you can get out, where you're 
allowed to take the children, I think it's good. They had a 
sandpit there luckily, and I found sometimes, it all depends 
if they didn't start fighting in the sandpit. . . but you found
140 KK Interview.
141 KK - Catholic Women's Association: BK - Pre-school meetings; MK - Narrabundah Progress
Asociation meetings and Pre-School meetings; IW - church meetings.
142 IW Interview. JB said similar.
144 Our Babies p2l.
144 IW Interview.
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that the other (mothers), the ones off the court would help . 
. . 1 think that was a great help.14'*
By 1950. there were 13 tennis clubs in Canberra146, including one at Corroboree Park 
in Ainslie. where:
they had gates at both ends |of the court) because everyone 
had little kids, so you could race out and get them if there 
was a fight or anything like that.14
Presumably, with the number of interruptions, no real competitive spirit was allowed to 
intrude into mothers' tennis games.
Activities specifically for pre-school children outside the home were very limited. 
One woman mentioned a children's library which she referred to as 'a proper children's 
library, including books for pre-schoolers.'148 In fact, two such libraries were 
established, one in 1952 and another in 1953. They were open on Saturday mornings at 
the Technical College, Kingston and at Corroboree Park, Ainslie, using volunteer 
assistance from the Canberra Association of Women Graduates.149 The Association 
established a Children's Book Council in Canberra in 1957 and lobbied for two new' 
children’s libraries to be opened in 1959 - one at Turner Primary School and the other at 
Yarralumla Primary School. The books and some trained staff for these came from the 
National Library. However, volunteer labour continued to be used until 1961 and no 
permanent building for a children’s library was established during the period under 
review here.170
Also scheduled on Saturday mornings were children's art classes at the Canberra 
147 KK Interview.
146 Department of the Interior Associations, Clubs and Committees in the ACT 1950 edn. p 26-27.
147 AW Interview. BK said similar. Tunter Tennis Club was very active and very important to one 
mother in particular, because a group of mothers played tennis there once a week while their children 
were at the Turner Pre-school (opened December 1949). JB Interview.
148 BK Interview.
149 Lu Rees The Children's Book Council of Canberra 1957-72 pl-6 MS 5137 NLA. See also ARADC 
1952/53 p29.
170 Lu Rees The Children's Book Council of Canberra. See also The Canberra Mobile Library,
1 nformation for Borrowers, July 1959; H.L. White to Turner Progress Association 24/5/55, Folder 15 
MS 6181 NLA; Letter from Hon. Sec., Turner Progress Association to Librarian, Commonwealth 
National Library 18/6/57 Folder 3 MS 6181 NLA (Turner Progress Association general correspondence).
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Technical College.L>l and a tiny tots physical training program at the YWCA.152 None of 
the women 1 interviewed mentioned the YWCA program and only one mentioned the art 
classes.* 1 ',5 However, considerable protest was reported w hen art classes for the younger 
children were stopped during 1957/58.1:>4
The YWCA and the various church groups ran Christmas parties for young children 
and ’Sunday schools were all very strong, especially Methodist ones.’155 The Baptist 
Church was particularly well-organised in this respect.
As soon as children were bom, they were put on to a cradle 
roll, a big book. Their names were put down, and they 
were given a small present. Then when they were two they 
were taken into the Kindergarten. . . with plasticene and 
colouring in. The teacher would tell them a story. . . The 
Nursery group was from 2 till 3 or 4 lyears of age). They 
played with blocks or colouring. . . This was on Sunday 
afternoons, quarter to three till four o'clock. Mothers 
would take the children down, then go home again, 
because it was generally people who were around the 
church area, mainly Kingston, Manuka. Then they would 
call for them later, maybe by car, but a terrific lot of them 
would walk, and take the baby in the pram. . . At its peak
the Sunday School had 160 kids in it, very strong.156
A final area of children's recreation was playgrounds and here there was an 
expectation on the part of Canberra residents that the Government was responsible for 
their provision and maintenance. However, although the Government did set aside land
151 Handbook of Services 1952 edn pl4, also mentioned in the 1951 and 1954 editions;
152 17th Annual Report of YWCA Year ending 30/6/46 (YWCA Archives). 1 was not able to discover 
how young the 'tiny tots' were allowed to be - they might have been school aged only.
155 MP Interv iew.
1-')4 Canberra Pre-School Society Annual Report 1957/58.
155 MP Interview .
156 IW Interview. Other churches also had Sunday Schools - St John's Anglican (Parish Notes. March 
1947 - January 1960 passim ); St Paul's Anglican (Saint Paul's, Manuka The Pauline June 1950 - Sept 
1959 passim ; St Andrew 's Presbyterian (Saint Andrew's Presbyterian Church The Echo December 1946 
- August 1960 passim ); The Church of Christ (Church of Christ Federal Home Mission Department 
The Canberra Story Melb. 1957; Methodist (R.T. Winch The Red Backs of Reid Reid Uniting Church 
Canberra 1977). At least one of these attempted to operate a babysitting serv ice to allow parishioners to 
attend church serv ices and meetings. 'If any mothers need babysittters to enable them to go to the 
meetings, they can have them for the asking. Just ring the rectory or ask any of St John's Young 
Anglicans.' Parish Notes August 1954. See also A.H. Body Firm Still You Stand St John's Parish 
Council Canberra 1986, who refers to a babysitting arrangement at the same church in 1950-1951.
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for playgrounds and had also erected some equipment, its record for maintenance left 
much to be desired. In 1944. the Department of the Interior compiled a report on the 
number and condition of children’s playgrounds in Canberra, which revealed that even 
the best-maintained playground, in the suburb of Reid, was not exempt from fault, while 
the worst-maintained, at the Causeway, was in no state at all to keep children happy. It 
had
. . .  six swings - 3 seats missing, others need replacing, all 
rods bent . . . Fountain broken, tap missing. Broken
bottles scattered about ground.157
It may not have been coincidental that the best-kept playground was in Reid, probably 
the wealthiest suburb in Canberra at the time, while the worst was at the Causeway, one 
of the poorest areas. Nevertheless, most playgrounds seemed to have been in a bad state 
of repair, with sandpits that needed Filling, see-saw planks missing; roundabouts broken 
and swing seats in need of replacement. Shortly after this report, the Secretary of the 
Canberra Nursery Kindergarten Society wrote to C.S. Daley of the Department of the 
Interior:
At our last Council meeting, it was agreed that the 
Department of the Interior should be asked to review 
existing playgrounds and that equipment which is broken 
should be either repaired or else removed, as much of it is 
now in a dangerous condition. It was also recommended 
that no equipment should be put in the playgrounds which 
has not first been passed as suitable by Miss Hinsby 
[Principal of the Canberra Nursery School) and/or a 
National Fitness Officer.178
Complaints about Canberra's playgrounds continued throughout the 1950s. The 
Turner Progress Association argued long and hard about the state of the playground at 
Hackett Gardens in Turner. In June 1955, Mr Byrne of the Advisory Council, on behalf 
of the Tumer Progress Association, asked that a maintenance carpenter look at the swings 
in that particular playground.
Children's Playgrounds 17/4/44, Report in Department of the Interior lile CRS A431 46/399. A 
handwritten note on the document from W.J. Lind tells Mr Daley that the list was supplied by the 
Assistant Secretary, Canberra Services (a branch of the Department ot the Interior).
Elizabeth Calvert, Secretary of the CNKS to C.S. Daley 19/6/44 in Department ot the Interior tile
CRS A431 46/399.
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Most of them have ropes broken so that swings are not 
working and rungs missing from ladders; some of the 
slippery dips are rather dangerous because of lifting tin on 
the slides . . .  it would not be an enormous job for a 
carpenter, if he could be spared for a couple of days.1 ^9
Three years later, he was still asking for the same thing, as nothing had been done.160
At the Senate Select Committee hearings in 1954/55, Kevin James Mulherin 
representing the ACT Progress and Welfare Council stated that his Council:
. . .  strongly recommends the provision of park areas in the 
more densely populated parts so that mothers with young 
children could spend some of their leisure time, if any, 
there.101
Yet when, at the same hearings, the Chief Town Planner, T.R.S. Gibson, was asked 
about the lack of children's playgrounds his answer was:
We have found that only one of the areas in Canberra set 
aside as children's playgrounds is used to any degree. 
That is the one near the Griffith shopping centre. . . . 
Where playgrounds are in areas predominantly occupied by 
single storey unit dwellings, they are not being used.162
He did not attribute the lack of playground use to their state of disrepair, nor did he 
acknowledge the inappropriate siting of some of them.163 Rather, he agreed with Senator 
Woods' explanation for the situation that:
Where there are reasonably level backyards there is a 
tendency for children to play in them and not go to the 
community playgrounds. That probably accounts for it to a 
great extent.164
139 Advisory Council Minutes. June 1955 Australian Archives A2 942/1022.
160 Advisory Council Minutes. June 1958 Australian Archives A2 942/1022.
161 K.J. Mulhenn SSC Evidence pl427.
162 T.R.S. Gibson SSC Evidence 8/12/1954.
163 Some playgrounds in the older areas of Canberra are placed on hilltops, and are not particularly 
accessible for prams and toddlers.
104 Senator Woods SSC Evidence 8/12/1954.
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Yet there is an argument that if more playgrounds had been set up near shops, like the 
one that mothers did use at Griffith, and if they had been well-maintained and equipped 
w ith materials suitable for young children, then perhaps more use would have been made 
of them. It appears to be another case of Government policies reinforcing the notion that 
w omen and children belonged at home.
Even by the end of the period under review here. Government's lack of concern 
about playgrounds is still evident. In 1958/59, the Canberra Pre-School Society 
(previously known as the CNKS) noted that:
For some time the Society has been concerned with the lack 
of adequate playing areas with swings, seats, etc. in the 
new and newer suburbs of Canberra. . . . The Society 
therefore asked the National Capital Development 
Commission [successor to the Department of the Interior 
for planning matters) to consider issuing a policy directive 
for the planning of suburban Canberra; that adequate play 
areas be provided on a scale to be determined on a 
population density basis. . . . We have been successful in 
having some areas in O'Connor set aside as play areas, but 
it remains to be seen what will be the future 
development.1 6 *
The mention of seats as well as swings here indicates that mothers were keen to make 
playgrounds into the kind of place where they could sit with their children, perhaps more 
of a meeting place like playgrounds in European cities.
It is interesting that the NCDC Planning Survey Report of 1959, which reported on 
almost every aspect of Canberra life at the time, made no mention of any playgrounds. In 
the same year a woman who had just returned from Melbourne commented that in 
Melbourne there were 'many pleasant parks with playing facilities for children,' a sight 
which made her realise 'how very few such places exist in Canberra. I do know of two - 
both of which are in a bad state of repair.'166
Very few mothers I spoke to could recall using a children's playground.167 Some 
women vaguely remembered 'some swings at Manuka' or else assumed that w hat I meant 
by 'playground' was the local pre-school centre.168 They also mentioned parks, as
165 Canberra Pre-School Society Annual Report 1958/59. The NCDC had taken over authority for
Canberra dev elopment from the Department o f the Intenor just pnor to this.
166 Letter from Mrs Thelma Harman, O'Connor to The Canberra Times 23/2/59.
16 ; Exception was MK who took the children to one with her husband on the weekends.
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opposed to playgrounds: Corroboree Park in Ainslie, and the 'lovely big park at the back 
of Ainslie shops' which had a maze, 'made of three foot high hedges, so once kids got in. 
they . . . couldn't get out'K,l). which sounds like a wonderful way for a mother to get a 
few minutes peace and quiet.
In summary , it would appear that very’ little was provided by Government authorities 
in the w ay of entertainment and leisure facilities for mothers with young children. There 
were no community centres, and the few playgrounds that did exist were neglected. 
Nevertheless, in this area mothers were creative, particularly in providing entertainment 
opportunities for their children. They did also make some attempt to blend into their lives 
some form of recreation for themselves, such as tennis, which took account of their 
childcare duties as well as their own need for socialisation.
In other areas of support, two of the most well-established facilities were the 
Occasional Care Centre and the Emergency Housekeeper Service, neither of which could 
be used by mothers for reasons other than those sanctioned by the organising bodies. 
Assistance with childcare and housework were therefore available only if a mother was 
sick, having another baby or engaged with shopping or medical appointments. 
Employment or strictly leisure activities did not constitute a socially-sanctioned reason for 
seeking these services.
The infant welfare service, although a source of support and knowledge for many 
mothers, dispensed its services in a way that emphasised the supervision of mothers into 
child-raising routines approved by the CMS and the sisters. Mothers of the 1940s and 
1950s in Canberra therefore had very little opportunity or encouragement to negotiate for 
assistance based on self-assessment of their needs. Instead, mothers accepted and used 
what services were offered and supplemented them with an informal community sharing 
of childcare, using family and neighbours.
One final and very important aspect of mothers' lives has not yet been discussed, and 
that is the system of neighbourhood pre-schools which was introduced into Canberra in 
1944. It is to this topic that I now turn.
168 e.g. DM and KK Interviews.
169 AW Inten tew.
CHAPTER EIGHT - ONCE A POLICY IS FORMULATED . . .
It is fitting that pre-school education is the last of the 'provisions' to be discussed in 
this work because the history of its introduction and development in Canberra between 
1943 and 1958 exemplifies the themes that have emerged throughout this study. The 
manner in which pre-school education developed not only reflects the kind of control 
exercised by the Government over many aspects of mothers' lives, it is also indicative of 
the way in which mothers managed to satisfy some of their own needs and take more 
control over their lives. But there is also a third aspect of the development of pre-school 
education in Canberra at this time which is particularly relevant to mothers' lives, and that 
is the way in which the structure of pre-school education itself adapted (or was adapted) 
to suit a changing domestic ideology.
As I showed in chapter two, the tenets of the nursery school movement were in part 
based on the belief that mothers were not always the best people to raise their children. 
Proponents of nursery education believed that child-raising should instead be left as much 
as possible in the hands of experts in the field of child development. However in the 
post-war era, as greater emphasis was placed on the notion that a woman's duty in life 
was to marry', produce children and to stay at home to care for them, the ideals of nursery 
education became a little passe. Taking a very young child away from its home and 
mother for many hours each day no longer seemed so appropriate. Yet it was within this 
climate of social change that pre-school education was introduced into Canberra.
But while there is clear evidence that changing notions of what constituted a mother's 
social role had some effect on pre-school educational practice in the post-war era, this in 
turn reinforced at a practical level the impact of changing ideology on mothers' everyday 
lives. But before going on to discuss this process in detail, I will give a brief 
chronological overview of the development of pre-school education in Canberra.
In 1943, when the Government agreed to demands from community groups to 
establish a Nursery School in Canberra, there was every indication that such a School 
was to be the first of many in the Territory. At the time, there was strong public support 
for full-time nursery education and all that that implied, including the belief that a child's 
own home may not necessarily be the most conducive environment to enhance that child's 
development.1
1 Details of the rationale behind nursery school education were discussed in chapter two. As I will
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However a decade later, not only had the first Nursery School disappeared (almost 
without a whimper of protest) but so too had Government plans to provide anything 
similar ever again. Instead, the residents of Canberra were provided with part-time, local 
play-centres* 2 whose maintenance and success required the involvement of mothers in a 
range ot duties which included such domestic chores as sewing, food preparation, 
w ashing, cleaning and childcare.
The heavy involvement of the federal Government in almost all aspects of Canberra 
life extended to a level of control over pre-school education that was not possible for 
Governments to achieve in the States. And it was federal Government control, and the 
regulations that came with it, w hich enabled pre-school education to be brought closer to 
the home so quickly after the war. In a parallel move, the socially-expected domestic 
duties of mothers were carried into pre-school practice in the form of a 'roster duty' 
which every mother was expected to fulfil.
That mothers 'acquiesced' in this process of combining domestic life with their 
children's education only strengthened the justification of the Government to continue it. 
Yet to understand mothers' 'acquiescence' their lives must be viewed in the light of the 
social conditions described in earlier chapters - a lack of employment opportunities, a 
home-based existence (exacerbated by poor shopping and transport provision) and a lack 
of community facilities which could foster social interaction.
As was shown earlier many of these social conditions were themselves shaped by 
Government policy, so it can be argued that mothers' acquiescence in Government pre­
school policies was in a large part a result of the actions of Government in other arenas. 
Mothers welcomed the neighbourhood pre-schools as the solution to many of the 
deficiencies in other areas of their lives. They embraced them as neighbourhood centres 
for making social contacts, as childcare centres when they wanted to go shopping alone, 
as an absorber of their creative energies, in addition to welcoming them as provider of 
education for their children.
By the end of the period under review, pre-schools had become so much a part of 
suburban Canberra that residents of new neighbourhoods, as each was settled, expected 
to be provided with a neighbourhood pre-school as a matter of course. When the
show later, support for nursery school education in Canberra was not restricted to one social class - it was 
widespread and quite vocal.
2 Their full title was 'pre-school play centres'. At first they were commonly referred to as 'play 
centres', later as 'pre-schools'.
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Government tried to slow down this provision in the mid-1950s, residents invoked the 
power of publicity and community outrage to encourage the Government to maintain the 
programme at its earlier level. The wheel had turned full circle, and Canberrans were 
now demanding from the Government what the Government had earlier offered as 
compromise.
Because the three themes of Government control, changing domestic ideology and 
mothers' empowerment are so interlinked in the history of the pre-schools I will adopt in 
this chapter a chronological approach, beginning with the formation of the Canberra 
Nursery Kindergarten Society in 1943 through the period of compromise and the demise 
of the Nursery School in 1952, to the public outcry about lack of pre-school provision in 
the mid 1950s. In the process I will highlight the three aspects mentioned before: 
Government control, changing domestic ideology and the self-empowerment of mothers. 
This approach is somewhat different from that taken in earlier chapters but is necessary to 
show in the best light the manner in which mothers' lives were both moulded and 
enriched by Government policies on pre-school education within the overall parameters of 
the changing ideological conditions of the post-war era.
The first example of publicly funded pre-school education in the ACT, the Canberra 
Nursery School, opened in April 1944 and the story of its establishment is remarkable for 
a number of reasons. First, it reveals how a small group of women managed to persuade 
the Government that pre-school education was a 'good thing' for Canberra but in doing 
so may have sown the seeds for the high level of Government control later on. Secondly, 
it shows how popular the idea of pre-school education was in Canberra at that time, an 
attitude that was echoed by mothers into the 1950s. And thirdly, it highlights the 
willingness of the Government to establish full-time nursery education in Canberra 
despite austere wartime conditions, a willingness that was not found to the same extent a 
decade later in relation to the smaller neighbourhood pre-schools. The latter were the 
'poor relations' of nursery schools in that they required fewer staff and building resources 
and relied more heavily on the time, money and energy of the parents involved (mostly 
mothers).
Although the Canberra Mothercraft Society (CMS) and smaller parent groups had 
lobbied the Government for pre-school education for Canberra children solidly 
throughout the late 1930s and early 1940s, they had been largely unsuccessful. By 1943 
only two small, unofficial pre-school groups existed in the capital, both conducted on a 
voluntary basis by trained kindergarten teachers with the help of mothers.^ Yet by the
3 In the early 1940s, Miss Rosamunde Combes, later to become Pre-School Olficer for the ACT, had
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end of that year, despite the earlier knockbacks and stringent wartime conditions, plans 
were firmly underway for the establishment in Canberra of a complete Gowrie-type 
nursery school, with a full-day program, midday meal and strict building, equipment and 
staffing requirements.
Much of the credit for the turnaround in Government thinking must go to a newcomer 
to Canberra, Mrs Iseult Bailey and to a concerned bureaucrat, Mr Charles Studdy Daley. 
Mrs Bailey had already been active in kindergartens and wartime day nurseries in 
Melbourne when she arrived in Canberra in 1943. She was quickly co-opted on to the 
nursery school sub-committee of the Mothercraft Society, which 'welcomed her w ith 
open arms',* 4 *and soon secured for herself and the sub-committee an invitation to 
Government House to meet Lady Gowrie, the Governor-General's wife and patron of the 
nursery' school m o v e m e n t . I t  was on Lady Gowrie's advice that the sub-committee 
decided to change the target of its lobbying from the federal Department of Health, the 
department primarily responsible for the Lady Gowrie Centres in the States, to the 
Department of the Interior.
As has I have already documented, the Department of the Interior was responsible for 
almost every facet of life in Canberra, and was also by chance under the direction of a 
Minister, Senator Codings, w ho was known to be susceptible to Lady Gow rie's pow ers 
of persuasion. He was later quoted as saying, in reference to the Nursery School in 
Canberra, 'I know that once Her Excellency has made up her mind I am helpless in this 
matter'.6 Lady Gowrie's advice was sound as it was the Department of the Interior 
which eventually took responsibility for pre-school education in Canberra throughout the 
period under review.
That Department of the Interior also employed C.S. Daley, a bureaucrat who had been 
in Canberra since 'before the beginning'7, having been appointed Secretary to the 
Federal Capital Advisory Committee in 1921. By the mid- 1940s he was head of the Civic
set up a play group at Duntroon, where her father was Commandant at the Royal Military College. In 
1942, Mrs. Betty Minter, an American residing in Canberra because of her husband's job at the US
Delegation, set up a play group at the Gnffith (Manuka) Mothercraft Centre. Canberra Mothercraft
Society Minute Books 6/7/42 (held by CMS). See also C.S. Daley 'How Pre-school Centres Grew ' The 
Canberra Times 1/9/1966; Crisp and Rudduck Mo then n a Years p49-53.
4 Rudduck 'Short Story' p9.
6 Cnsp and Rudduck Mothering Ycars p54.
6 The Canberra Times 8/7/1943. Also HC Interview .
LR Interview'.
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Administration Branch, responsible for the general administration of the ACT.S 
Daley's agenda had Canberra at its centre. As he wrote later in relation to pre-school 
education:
It has always been my object to assist in securing for 
Canberra in all categories of its development the best that is 
possible, and I feel that in working for the benefit of the 
pre-school child, and indirectly for the mothers concerned 
we have a very worthy task in which to engage.9
The appeals from Mrs Bailey, as advised by Lady Gowrie, therefore fell upon fertile 
ground, as both the Minister and the Head of Civic Administration were willing to put 
their weight behind nursery education.10 On 7 July 1943 a public meeting was held, 
under the patronage of Lady Gowrie and chaired by the Minister for the Interior, to 
nominate a provisional committee 'to investigate the possibility of starting a Nursery 
Kindergarten and to work out a constitution for a permanent Nursery Kindergarten 
Society'.11 Most members of the provisional committee nominated at this meeting, 
including Mrs Bailey, were from the Canberra 'establishment' and many had been 
involved in the Mothercraft Society's campaign for nursery education.
Before the second public meeting, scheduled for 19 November, at which a permanent 
committee was to be elected, the provisional committee had much work to do. In relation 
to this, Mrs Bailey made good use of what Loma Rudduck called the '1943 
Migration' 12 These were people who had come to Canberra during the war, the males 
as employees of the Government, but their wives, well-educated and trained in such
s  His less formal titles included 'the Mayor of Canberra', and 'the benevolent autocrat'. H.W. Arndt 
'Far Away Capital’. According to Loma Rudduck, Canberra was 'all run very efficiently indeed by Mr 
Daley . . he was Number One Canberra.' LR Interv iew.
9 Daley to Calvert 9/5/44. Nursery School Extension. Department of the Intenor File CRS A431 
46/399 Australian Archives.
10 The Annual Reports of the CNKS of this time bear witness to the Society's gratitude. For example, 
the 1944-45 Report records, 'Once again we would record our thanks to Senator Collings w ho, as Minister 
of the Intenor, was always willing to consider favourably the Society's requests, and to the Head of the 
Civic Administration of Canberra who has shown an unfailing interest in the development of pre-school 
facilities in Canberra.' CNKS Annual Report 1944/5.
1 1 CNKS Pre-School Development in Canberra. CNKS 1948 p2; CNKS Minutes 7/7/43; Cnsp and 
Rudduck Mothering Years p54.
1 “ L. Rudduck Canberra Pre-School Society , paper deliv ered to the CPS 8/8/1967. Loma Rudduck 
Papers MS 907 National Library of Australia.
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professions as teaching or social work, as dependents who were not expected to work for 
wages . 13 The latter were therefore 'free' to have their energies and skills directed into 
the campaign for pre-school education. Helen Crisp recalled Mrs Bailey's techniques to 
recruit them:
When Iseult Bailey hit town, she started organising 
everything in sight. . . She made it her business to know 
w ho had done what and you were tackled straight away . .. 
you weren't volunteering. There were always a few 
ringleaders, but you can't have a new thing starting unless 
you've got some ringleaders. 14
The women moved quickly, using the informal channels available to those who 
moved in the top social circles in the city. Much of Mrs Bailey's communication with 
government officials was 'just a telephone call to the right person'15, her modus 
operandi being a combination of deference to those who had the power to grant her 
demands and a self-assured optimism with peers or underlings. She was also prepared to 
make strategic compromises between the ideals of her provisional committee and the 
constraints of Government. 16
One of the most important things Iseult Bailey and her committee did was to secure 
Ministerial approval for the use of the isolation block of the old hospital as 
accommodation for the Nursery School. 1 This was no mean feat during war-time 
conditions in a city already notorious for its lack of office space, and it occurred w ithin a 
week of the provisional committee being formed. But while Mrs Bailey's style might 
have been effective, it was not appreciated by all Canberra residents. The public debate
13 Helen Cnsp alluded to this group when she said, The war years had brought to Canberra a number of 
wives who were not prepared to sit and wait for something to happen.' Helen Cnsp EHS.
14 HC Interv iew.
13 HC Interview. There are references to phone calls in the minutes of the provisional committee 
meetings at this time. CNKS Minute Books passim (held pnvately by Canberra Pre-School Society). 
Some references to phone calls are also to be found in notes throughout relev ant sections of C.S. Daley's 
Papers MS 1946 National Library of Australia. See also Stephenson and Burmann 'A History of the 
National Council of Women of the ACT'.
16 For example, the provisional committee wanted the new CNKS to administer the Nursery School 
through a Government grant in the same w ay as the CMS administered the infant welfare centres, but 
Daley thought the Nursery School should be administered along with other ACT schools through the 
NSW Education Department. CNKS Minutes 10/8/43.
17 Ministerial approv al given 14/7/43. Department of the Interior file CRS A431 59/632 Australian 
Archives.
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which erupted before and during the second general meeting of the Canberra Nursery 
Kindergarten Society (CNKS) was remarkable for its ferocity and tells much about 
community attitudes to pre-school education at the time.
Of particular concern was the question of how children were to be selected to attend 
the new Nursery School. During October 1943, questions were asked of the ACT 
Advisory Committee1X, and letters began to appear in The Canberra Times about exactly 
who should benefit from nursery education. 'Mother of Three' was anxious to know 
whether 'preference would be given to mothers with several small children?' while 
'Mother of Four' suggested that:
Preference should be given to . . . children of mothers 
approaching maternity, or of those in ill-health, and for 
those of a family with three or more. . .  it is more urgent to 
take those children than relieve mothers simply for social 
engagements.19
In the light of the way mothers' domestic role came to be defined during the following 
decade, it is interesting to note that neither of these two mothers saw the question in terms 
of the rights of the child, but rather in terms of rights of mothers.
Arguments came to a head on 19 November 1943 at a 'lively', 'absolutely packed' 
second public meeting called to elect a permanent committee of the CNKS.20 Candidates 
came from two main groups - those supported by the provisional committee and those put 
forward on an opposition 'ticket'. The organisation displayed here proves that access to 
pre-school education, for whatever personal reason, was very important for parents at that 
time, not only those from the educated classes who had instigated the process, but for 
many others as well. Opposition 'ticket' members came from the poorer areas of 
Canberra such as Ainslie, Westlake and the Causeway and were concerned that all 
sections of the community has a chance to take part in the affairs of the society.'21
The elections were acrimonious; Loma Rudduck remembers 'everybody fought all 
night . . . there was a great deal of animosity'.22 The eventual outcome was that six
Minutes of ACT Advisory Council 18/10/43. ACT Advisory Council File A2942/918 Australian 
Archives
19 'Mother fof Four' to the Fditor, I’he Canberra Times 18/10/43.
20 CNKS Pre-School Development in Canberra p2. HC Interview.
21 CNKS Minutes 19/11/43.
22 LR Interview. The tone of the minutes supports the comments made by Helen Cnsp who 
remembered that the elections were 'very' heated' and that some people referred to the ticket candidates as
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opposition 'ticket' candidates became part of the 15-member committee.-3
Nevertheless, despite the public bickering the Committee did manage to work together 
well enough to ensure that the Canberra Nursery School was officially opened in April 
1944.
The school had accommodation for 92 children, who were 
conveyed each day by special omnibuses . . . The children 
remained for a full day, Monday to Friday, so a luncheon 
or hot dinner had to be provided, in addition to the 
incidental fruit drinks and milk . . . Special viewing 
cubicles were constructed from which visitors could watch 
without being seen by the children.24
It was thus a full Nursery School, along the lines of the Lady Gow rie Child Centres. 
Children were selected through a quota system based on the number of pre-school aged 
children in each district, with lots being drawn for the actual selection.2'’ To advise on 
policy and administration of the School, the Government set up a Nursery School 
Advisory Committee chaired by C.S. Daley who, by all accounts, was inclined to tax the 
patience of Committee members, holding meetings in his office and keeping members 
there for many hours to 'deliberate over every screw of every wheelbarrow and every 
plant in the gardens'.26
But no sooner had the Nursery School commenced operations than pressure was put 
on the Government to extend pre-school activities further throughout the Territory. The 
pressure came primarily from two groups: the CNKS itself which now publicised itself as 
'a medium through which the people of Canberra may assist in the development of 
facilities for pre-school care'27; and a second group comprising:
'communists', using the term in a derogatory way [HC Interview].
23 The fifteen did not include the office-bearers (Mrs Bailey as president, two vice-presidents, a secretary, 
a treasurer) nor the three co-opted members, none of w hom was from the opposition ticket. CNKS 
Minutes 19/11/43.
24 C.S. Daley 'How Pre-School Centres Grew'.
23 CNKS Pre School Development in Canberra p3. This method of selection was made possible by 
records maintained for wartime purposes.
26 L. Rudduck Canberra Pre-School Society 1943-1960, Canberra 1960 p!2.
27 Canberra Nursery School (Information Bcxiklet) 1944 (copy in Loma Rudduck papers MS 907 
National Library of Australia). The Society was keen to get pre-school sen ices extended because the 
Nursery school could take only 92 children at a time when there were up to 1000 pre-school aged children 
in Canberra. CMS Report to Dr J.H.L. Cumpston 24 June 1943 CRS A431 59/632 Australian
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. . .  a deputation from the various local associations which 
had previously placed certain views before Senator Codings 
in regard to the need for rest rooms at shopping centres 
where mothers of young children might leave them whilst 
they attend to their purchases and other business.28
In other words, a group demanding occasional childcare facilities.
As a result of the pressure, the Department of the Interior invited Miss Gladys 
Pendred. then the Field Officer of the Nursery Kindergarten Extension Board in Victoria, 
to come to Canberra to make recommendations for extending pre-school activity 
throughout the ACT.29 Her Report, presented to the Minister of the Interior in July 
1944, became the foundation of the neighbourhood pre-school sy stem /0 However, 
before looking at the implementation of the Pendred Recommendations and how the 
neighbourhood pre-school system came to be structured, it is appropriate here to briefly 
assess the Government's position at this stage to appreciate why it became so involved in 
pre-school activity at all and the extent to which it could be so powerful within that arena.
As has been noted earlier, the federal Government owned all the land and controlled 
all the planning of the ACT, so it had within its power the right to grant enough public 
land to establish a pre-school in each suburb. In addition the federal Government in the 
ACT was not hampered by a past tradition of kindergarten provision, either philanthropic 
or nursery, so it was free to set the rules from the beginning without upsetting existing 
providers.
At the same time, the furore over the CNKS elections in November 1943 could not 
have failed to attract the attention of the Minister of the Interior and departmental officers, 
such as C.S. Daley, who may have deemed it wise to keep a tight rein on any further pre­
school activity and perhaps steer it away from the direct influence of the CNKS. As it 
transpired, the manner in which the Department did later regulate the pre-schools was
Archives.
28 File Note written by C.S. Daley 12/7/44 CRS A431 46/399 Australian Archives.
29 Miss Pendred was later (from 1945 until her death in 1964) the Federal Officer of the Australian 
Association for Pre-School Child Development (AAPSCD) and in that capacity had much to do with the 
further development of pre-schools in the ACT. Department of the Interior Before School: The Story of 
Canberra Pre-Schools Canberra 1952 p2; Loma Rudduck 'Short Story' p9.
Gladys Pendred Memorandum to Senator J.S. Codings, Minister for the Intenor, re. Development of 
Pre-School Extension Programme for Canberra, 21 July 1944 in C.S. Daley papers MS 1946 / 5790- 
5799 National Library of Australia. (Hereafter Pendred Report)
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very effective in restricting the direct influence of the CNKS. but it is not easy to prove 
that this was a prior intent of the Government.
A further factor that almost certainly came into play at some stage was the desire on 
the part of many people in positions of power (including C.S. Daley) to make Canberra 
worthy ot being a national capital. A system of well-run pre-schools was one way of 
achieving some measure of prestige from the rest of the country. The extent to w hich the 
CNKS played on this aspect of the Government's agenda can be gauged by 
correspondence between the Society and Government officers. For example, in relation 
to expanding pre-school services, the Society wrote to C.S. Daley:
Canberra is a moderately compact community and Social 
Services as regards the young Mother and Child could be 
applied and watched. The results could be then set as 
standards for other cities and townships. . . If such an 
investigation is not begun soon the findings will be 
analysised [sic] too late to enable the Capital City to give a 
lead in this field.3 1
A comment made recently by a pre-school teacher of the 1950s shows that this type of 
thinking on the part of the Government did carry through into the developing pre-school 
system, but again it is hard to say for certain that it was a factor in earlier decision­
making. She said.
The pre-schools were so highly regarded. The bureaucracy 
was aware that we had the best and wanted to maintain it.
It was a prestige thing as well, but a genuine belief that this 
was the right way to go.32
There is one other point that might have been taken into consideration by Government 
officials at this time, although it is not the kind of statement that would have been publicly 
expressed. It could be argued that by developing a system of small neighbourhood pre­
schools, reliant on volunteer help from mothers, the Government was in effect providing 
Canberra suburbs with a facility which could perform, in addition to its educational role, 
the dual functions of a community centre and a childcare facility, both of which were
3 1 Mobile Unit and Social Worker. CNKS position (paper presented to C.S. Daley by Iseult Bailey 16 
March 1944) Department of the Interior file CRS A431 46/399 Austalian Archives.
32 AC Interview . This w oman w as both a pre-school teacher and then later a mother - 1 interviewed her 
in terms of both roles, as later footnotes will reflect.
being called for throughout Australia as part of the Post-War Reconstruction debate and 
also at the local level.33 For the Government, neighbourhood pre-schools may have 
constituted a cheaper and easier option than providing full nursery schools, 
neighbourhood centres and occasional care centres: it w as a way of taking the heat out of 
public demands for more numerous community facilities.34
Miss Pendred’s recommendations, and their refinement by C.S. Daley in his own 
recommendations to the Minister, contained a number of features w hich ensured that the 
Department of the Interior could maintain control over pre-school activity in Canberra for 
many years to come. I want to comment here on three aspects of the scheme, which 
illustrate the way in w hich the Government kept a strict control over pre-school activity: 
the Pre-School Advisory Committee, the position of Pre-School Officer and the method 
of establishing individual pre-schools through a local committee. I will look briefly at 
each in turn.
Miss Pendred recommended the establishment of a Pre-School Advisory Board (later 
to be termed the Pre-School Advisory Committee) to advise the Minister of the Interior on 
policy in relation to pre-schools. She suggested its members should not be 
'representative of voluntary' organisations bu t . . .  selected for their specialised knowledge 
of the work ' .3 '1 In effect, the membership of the new Committee, appointed by the 
Minister, was simply the old Nursery School Advisory' Committee slightly revamped, 
w ith C.S. Daley still Chairman and Mrs Bailey still as one of the members.36 However, 
in one respect the new Committee was very different from the old one. At C.S. Daley's 
insistence, the Pre-School Advisory Committee 'could not maintain supervision of
33 See earlier comment about the deputation from various local associations requesting occasional 
childcare.
34 Certainly, the amount of work and neighbourhood organisation that was required to set up the pre­
school kept suburbanites busy for a while, with less chance for them to direct their energies into making 
demands from the Government.
3 3 Pendred Report p l .
36 Members of the Canberra Nursery School Advisory Council at October 1944 were C.S. Daley; his 
assistant, W.J. Lind; Iseult Bailey; Loma Rudduck; Betty Calvert (representing the CMS); Helen Crisp 
(representing the CNKS); Miss Hinsby, Principal of the Nursery School; a Miss Turnbull; and a 
representative from the Department of Health (usually Dr F.W. Clements). On Gladys Pendred's 
suggestion, 'an expert in community planning' was to be added to this membership, in recognition of the 
change of direction of pre-school activity. The expert chosen was Miss K. Gordon of the National Fitness 
Branch of the Health Department. When Rosamunde Combes became Pre-School Officer later in the 
month, she too was appointed to the new Committee. See Minutes of CNSAC 12/10/44 Department of 
Health file CRS A 1928 680/23 Section 5 Maternal and Child Welfare - CMS, Australian Archives.
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development (as the old one had over the Nursery School) but instead, responsibility for 
the working of the (neighbourhood pre-school | scheme must be assumed directly by the 
Department.'I *3
A second feature of the scheme, the creation of the Pre-School Officer position, 
further strengthened the Department's control. C.S. Daley made clear statements about 
lines of authority right from the beginning:
The pre-school officer could not very well be directly 
responsible to the Advisory Board although she should be a 
member of the Board. She would need to be an officer of 
the Department and work under the directions of this 
Branch.3*
The person appointed as Pre-School Officer in October 1944 was Rosamunde 
Combes, a trained kindergarten teacher and member of the CNKS Council who had 
already established an informal voluntary nursery kindergarten at the Royal Military 
College, Duntroon.39 C.S. Daley had 'great faith'40 in Combes, as did Gladys 
Pendred w ho wrote to Daley after one of her visits to Canberra:
I would like to congratulate the Department on the 
appointment and choice of the Pre-School Officer . . .  I 
have been very much impressed by the amount of work she 
has covered prior to my visit and the way she has had 
material in readiness . . . Miss Combes has shown 
judgment and adaptability in attacking the many aspects of 
the work and I feel confident that the pre-school extension 
programme will be developed on a sound basis under her
37 Dalev to the Secretary of the Department of the Interior 19/10/44. Department of the Intenor file 
CRS A 431 46/399 Australian Archives. The Minister (Senator Collings) has attached his approval, dated 
23/10/44, to this document.
3* Daley to the Secretary of the Department of the Interior 19/10/44. CRS A 431 46/399 Australian 
Archives. The use of the word 'she' is interesting, as no appointment had been made at that timet. Either 
Daley already had someone in mind for the job, or like kindergarten teaching itself, the job was deemed to 
be a 'female' one.
39 Rosamunde Combes (pronounced 'Com'bees') had trained at the Kindergarten Training College, Kew, 
and had had some teaching experience in Melbourne before coming to Canberra. Crisp and Rudduck 
Mo therm a Years p52. She was Pre-School Officer in Canberra from October 1944 to the end of 1949. 
CNKS Minutes passim .
40 According to one woman who worked with Combes and Daley in the establishment of one of the 
early pre-schools. Anon Interview.
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guidance.4 1
However, although Combes is remembered by one parent as 'a very competent, 
helpful person '42 and although officially the CNKS offered her 'every support'44, 
comments from those who had been involved earlier in Mothercraft Society and CNKS 
activity suggest that there may have been some concern about her approach. For example, 
one woman remembered Rosamunde Combes as 'absolutely the colonel's daughter' (an 
allusion to her father's profession but also to her strict attitude)44 while another recalled 
that she had 'an air of authority'.4:> An influential (male) citizen involved in setting up 
the first neighbourhood pre-school in Canberra implied something similar when he 
recalled:
There were many problems to be overcome and many 
meetings, formal and informal, to work out solutions, and 
always there was Miss Combes to insist that nothing was 
skimped and that the high standards of her calling were 
maintained.
As the centre neared completion, we hit perhaps our biggest 
problem - tanbark, strangely enough - which Miss Combes 
insisted that we could not open without and that pine- 
needles, sawdust or sand were not acceptable 
substitutes 46
Interestingly, tanbark is now accepted as the safest material to place beneath children's 
play equipment and no playground in Canberra is (legally) without it, but the reference 
here denotes a thinly-disguised antagonism towards Combes' professionalism.47 And 
despite the fact that Combes was a fully trained professional officer of the Department of 
the Interior, as a young unmarried female she probably had to contend with more
41 Gladys Pendred to C.S. Daley 9/12/44 in C.S. Daley papers MS 1946/5805 National Library of 
Australia.
42 Telephone interv iew with Doreen Lawrence, parent of a child who attended both the Nursery School 
and then Reid Pre-School.
44 CNKS Minutess 14/11/44.
44 LR Interview.
4 -'* Anon Interview.
46 L.S. Lake 'A Memoir of the Reid Play Centre' Canberra Parents's Bulletin #57 May 1967.
4 It would appear that Rosamunde Combes was indeed conscientious in her approach to all the 
essentials o f pre-school education - buildings and equipment; health and child dev elopment; staffing; and 
parent education. She wrote tirelessly to fellow pre-school practitioners for adv ice on methods and 
equipment, and to manufacturers to ensure the right type of toys and equipment were in fact provided. See 
v arious correspondence in Department of the Intenor files CRS A431 47/1946 and CRS A431 53/741.
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antagonism than this from the men of the local Progress Associations, the bodies to which 
she appealed for help in establishing local pre-school committees. The fact that she 
overcame such attitudes and kept pre-school development firmly in line vindicates Daley's 
appointment of her and ensured that Government control of the pre-schools was 
maintained.
One of Combes' more important undertakings in this respect was to set in operation 
the third main plank of the neighbourhood pre-school scheme - a system of local 
committees, which Miss Pendred had decided would be the most suitable way of ensuring 
local support for the neighbourhood pre-schools. The task of each committee w ould be to 
examine the need for pre-school development in its own district and to 'assist the 
Department. . .  by organising voluntary help and by contributing financial assistance'.48
Miss Pendred had envisaged that the latter would be quite a task and so was 
overwhelmed . . . when she realised the Government would give serviced land and 
I that 1 a community group did not have to buy i t’.49 The Government stated that:
The initial work of setting up of the play groups be divided 
between the Government and the local group. (The 
Government to do the fencing, paths, planting, lavatory and 
wash block; the local committee to erect stationary 
equipment and provide movable equipment).''0
According to Daley, this arrangement provided 'a desirable avenue for co-operation by 
local bodies whilst at the same time giving the Department control of principles and 
standards'.-''1
To further strengthen departmental control, the committees' activities were to be 
carefully orchestrated. Miss Pendred had recommended that:
All local committees requiring to participate in the
48 Pendred Report p2.
49 L. Rudduck Canberra Pre-School Society 1967 p4 (her emphasis). A member o f one of the earlier 
pre-school committees was also amazed at how much of 'a gift' this was to people in Canberra compared 
with the fortunes o f committee she had serv ed on in Sydney w hich had to raise money for the building and 
to pay staff. Anon Interview'.
-50 Memorandum fromC.S Daley to the Secretary o f the Intenor 19/10/44 p i. CRS A431 46/399  
Australian Archives.
^ 1 Memorandum from C.S Daley to the Secretary of the Intenor 19/10/44 p4. CRS A431 46/399
Australian Archives.
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programme should register with the Department of the 
Interior |and 1 such registration would be dependent on their 
work conform ing to standards laid down by the 
Minister.'*“
The Government clarified the details: a committee's choice of site for its pre-school 
play centre had to be approved, a specified amount of money had to be raised and the 
required number of interested children and adult volunteers had to be recruited before any 
departmental work could c o m m e n c e .T h e  committee also had to notify the Department 
of any change of personnel and, as one committee member put it, 'presumably the 
committee could be dismissed if it was not doing its job properly'.''*4
But although the Department maintained strict control, the committee system also had 
the potential to satisfy some of the social needs of the local community. First, it provided 
a legitimate reason for a group of local residents (that is, those interested in establishing a 
pre-school) to call on most of the others. A small army of committee enthusiasts would 
go from door to door to encourage support for the proposed pre-school centre. They took 
with them a circular explaining how the pre-school would operate and a questionnaire 
asking residents to indicate not only their interest in using the centre but also their 
willingness to assist in the erection of play equipment and/or the supervision of 
children.-"0  Committee members usually waited while the questionnaire was filled out. 
ostensibly to assist with its completion, but at the same time giving rise to casual social 
interaction.
That really started up quite a bit of interest to start with, 
doing the canvas first of all. . . It brought communities 
together largely within walking distance, there were very 
few cars then. And there were a lot of people who were 
rather lonely, you depended very much on friends, and you 
had to make them in many cases - I didn't know a soul 
when I came.56
That the idea of pre-schools was well-received (for whatever reason) is evidenced by the 
5- Pendred Report pi.
55 Department of the Intenor file CRS A431 47/1941 Australian Archives
54 Anon Interv iew.
55 Copies of the circular and questionnaire sent to Reid, Ainslie, Braddon and Tumer residents can be 
found in Department of the Intenor file CRS A431 47/1941 Australian Archives.
56 LR Interview. See also Combes to Mr B. Hamilton of Turner Committee 5/1/45 Department of the 
Intenor file CRS A431 47/1941; Also NR and BK Interviews.
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results of the questionnaires. In one suburb (Turner) 98% of families supported the 
proposed pre-school; 83% of families with pre-school children wanted to use it; and 50% 
of them were willing to assist in the erection of equipment. Interestingly enough however 
only 35% of pre-school parents were keen to assist with day-to-day supervision of 
children yet as it transpired, the latter did become the responsibility of mothers.-^ It can 
be argued that this is yet another case of the needs and desires of mothers being ignored in 
Government policy-making.
The next task of the committee, to raise funds, was similarly a socially beneficial event 
in the eyes of many residents. One mother claimed;
The community at large got together to raise the money to 
build the pre-school. . . The parents were heavily involved 
in the pre-school, that was really the hub of our social life at 
that stage. .. In fact the friends I made at that stage who are 
still around here are still very close friends."’8
Another said;
[The Pre-school] was the neighbourhood contact place. As 
each new suburb was built, the parents had to raise a certain 
amount of money before the thing was built - that brought 
the whole suburb together^9
And a third went even further to state, 'I know of no other movement that did so much for 
community spirit at that time.'60
Fundraising activities included such events as cakestalls, raffles, dances and even a 
film show in a domestic lounge room.61 And at this stage of the proceedings, male 
residents were as involved as females, The dads really participated in those early 
fundraising days,' said one woman.62 They continued to participate through the next 
stage which included setting up the equipment.
-’7 Department of the Interior file CRS A431 47/1941.
-'*8 KB Interview.
~^9 AC Interview7.
60 Anon Interview.
6 1 The latter was organised by VB w hose neighbour worked at the National Library film section and had
access to films. VB interv iew. See also Ruth Arndt, The Iceman Cometh p3.
62 AC Interv iew.
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The men were very active and they quite enjoyed the 
excursions over to Goulburn to bring back loads of chips, 
to get bits of wood and old boxes and things, and they did 
some very good construction work. They did that with 
great pleasure, I think.63
However, later in the process the mothers were expected to take over. 'Once the 
centre was opened, was a going concern, the dads withdrew and it was more of a 
domestic thing for mums.'64
There was so much of the soft material [work| that to be 
done - making toys, and furnishings for the cubby house.
The women got going with that - and they had the day-to- 
day business/0
It was in respect of this 'day-to-day business' that the women made the pre-school their 
own. But before I analyse this in more detail, I should mention the fact that not everyone 
in Canberra approved of all the fervent pre-school activity at this time. A letter to The 
Canberra Times at the end of 1944 is indicative of some residents' opinions on the 'need' 
for the centres.
Many people in Canberra have a perfect craze about pre­
school centres and have forgotten that there are a lot of 
other things that should come first . . .  we do not know 
what the permanent need for pre-school centres in Canberra 
is likely to be. The present demand is above normal 
because of the number of mothers who are filling jobs from 
which they will retire when the boys come back from the 
war. In addition, the unfair burden put on mothers by 
existing food and shopping difficulties is surely something 
that will not be allowed to continue after the war.66
63 LR Interview.
64 AC Interview.
63 LR Interview7.
W. Marshall to the Editor, The Canberra Times 11/12/44. The potential of the pre-school to assist 
mothers in respect of shopping was openly acknowledged in 1944 (although not so much after that !).
For example, when the Pre-school Advisory Committee was making a decision betw een two possible 
sites for the Reid Play Centre, the fact that one of them was 'On route to Civic for many people' 
constituted a plus for it. (10th meeting of the Pre-school Advisory Committee 19/12/44, Minutes in C.S. 
Daley papers MS 1946 Folder 57 Australian Archives). Civic was the closest shopping area to Reid, so 
the Committee must have been expecting mothers to shop while their children were at the play centre.
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In fact the food and shopping difficulties did continue for at least another decade but. 
even so, the assumption that mothers would not need pre-school centres in the post-war 
world is quite pointed here. It should be remembered that at this time (1944) there was 
still an expectation that the pre-school play centres would eventually be upgraded to full 
nursery schools as and when resources allowed.6 Arguments made against pre-schools 
at this time must be seen in this context.
Another person with doubts about the need for pre-schools was a Mr O'Neil, who in 
1944 addressed the Reid Progress Association, one of the prime movers in the push for 
pre-schools. He claimed,
The arguments for a play centre may be divided into two 
classes - one class places in the forefront the advantages to 
mothers, the other class emphasises the advantages to the 
children. I believe that many experts who favour play 
centres scoff at the first argument and therefore I may be 
pardoned for passing over this argument for the present.68
He did not think it was worth his time to even consider the benefits to mothers that play 
centres might bring, but continued with his 'main point' which was that:
. . . the earlier the child leaves the parental home the more 
chance is there that the influence outside the home will 
prevail . . .  It is in the home that the child imbibes those 
indefinable but important elements which go to make up a 
good citizen . . . Any further attempt to alienate the child 
from parents, no matter how rosy-hued or sugar-coated 
they may appear, are attempts to violate the natural rights of 
parents and will result in the complete destruction of the 
sanctity of marriage.69
6 '  Up until that time, there were a number of references to the fact that as and w hen resources permitted, 
the pre-schools would be upgraded. Such a proposal was recommended in the Pendred Report and in April 
1946, the Reid Progress Association voted to have its play centre committee apply for the development of 
the existing Reid play centre into a full Nursery Kindergarten. Reid Progress Association Minutes 
17/4/46 MS 1694 National Library of Australia. Furthermore, a document put together by the CNKS as 
an information/publicity booklet openly stated that ’Plans for the [pre-school play] centres have been 
drawn on a basis allowing for the eventual expansion of each into a nursery school.' CNKS Pre-School 
Development in Canberra 1948 p5.
68 Mr O'Neil, Address to Reid Progress Association, no date, but probably 21/11/44.
69 O'Neil Address to Reid Progress Association.
Certain post-war expectations of home-life are evident here, and perhaps it was partly 
because of the denunciations made by such people as Mr O'Neill that the nature of pre­
school education in Canberra did in fact change direction in the decade after 1944. The 
words of C.S. Daley in relation to the opening of Monaro Crescent Pre-School in 1948 
give an indication of this.
The conduct of the Centre is assisted by voluntary help 
from the parents and in this way mothers and fathers of the 
children are brought into direct association with the Centre 
and the scheme for the Pre-school education. This is a 
direct answer to the suggestion that Pre-School centres tend 
to interfere with the family life of children.70
I would now like to turn to the pre-school procedures themselves, both as they were 
first established by the Pre-School Officer, Rosamunde Combes, in 1944/5 and then as 
they evolved in practice later in the post-war years. The Pre-School Officer was 
particularly concerned about maintaining nursery' kindergarten standards within the new 
sy stem and her attempts to do so reflect the kind of pre-war ideology that emphasised 
expert knowledge over that of mere parents. Later developments in pre-school 
procedures reflect an increasing connection between pre-school and home, with mothers 
becoming more involved in pre-school activity in their own right. This evolution reflects 
the changing ideology surrounding the role of mothers in the post-war era.
I will discuss in some detail three of the four areas of nursery education outlined in 
chapter two - health monitoring, staffing and parent education. About the fourth area, 
buildings and equipment, only one brief comment needs to be made. The early pre­
school play centres did not even attempt to measure up to the building standards of the 
ideal nursery school. In fact, at the first centre to be established, in the suburb of Reid, 
no wet weather accommodation for children was provided at all, just a shed for the 
equipment.71 This meant that if it rained children were expected to stay home. Even at 
the Turner Pre-School (which opened in December 1949), parents were advised that 'If it 
has been very wet during the night or is raining in the morning. Outdoor Play is 
impossible and therefore only a limited number of children can attend.' 2 It was
0 Memo on the opening of Monaro Crescent Pre-School Centre 26 Apnl 1948 in C.S. Daley Papers 
MS 1946/6623.
71 C.S. Daley 'How Pre-Schools Grew'.
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assumed that the remainder would stay home where mother was expected to be. prepared 
forjust that sort of emergency. This arrangement is indicative of the closer links that the 
emerging pre-schools fostered with the home.
In the first of the other three areas, that of children's health, the Government decided 
that each child registering for the new pre-schools would be medically examined by a 
doctor before commencing attendance and periodically thereafter.74 In addition, a 
mothercraft sister would make a daily health check of all children to ensure that only those 
who were fully healthy attended. Full health records were to be maintained, and 
supplemented by records made by the pre-school teacher on the general development of 
each child.74 To facilitate the establishment of the latter, the Pre-School Officer devised 
a very detailed questionnaire on the home background of the children, to be administered 
personally to individual parents. °
Today, this questionnaire would be considered very intrusive as it asked for 
information regarding the educational level of each of the child's grandparents and the 
amount of time they spent with the child; the type of food the mother ate while she was 
pregnant; and whether the child was spanked for breaches of discipline. Six lines were 
reserved for the interviewer's own comments on the atmosphere of the home (with 
suggestions like, 'Any nervousness, drinking or gambling in the family? unhappy 
parental relationships?' and so on).76
In this respect, the pre-school centres echoed the supervisory stance adopted by the 
mothercraft sisters. Not only were mothers expected to have remembered all this personal 
information, but they were also presumed to be willing to give it to the Pre-School 
Officer, and who knows how many others through the records.
However, by the mid 1950s a change is noticeable. Health monitoring became less 
formal. One pre-school teacher of that era recalled that:
[Mothers) would be interviewed by the teachers - they'd sit
72 The Turner Pre-School Play Centre (information booklet) Canberra, 1950 in Canberra Ephemera File, 
National Library of Australia.
4 Department of the Intenor file CRS A431 47/1937 Australian Archives. Atter June 1948 all 
children had a full medical examination twice a year (CNKS Mins 8/6/48).
74 Department of the Intenor file CRS A431 47/1937 Australian Archives.
75 Department of the Intenor file CRS A431 47/1939 Australian Archives. The Pre-school Advisory 
Committee was happy to let Combes have a tree hand in the type ot records to be maintained on children 
attending the centres. (Minutes of Pre-School Advisory Committee 19/12/44, C.S. Daley papers MS 
1946 Folder 57).
76 Department of the Intenor file CRS A431 74/193 Australian Archives.
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down and talk one-to-one. There'd be questions about 
children's behaviour and eating habits . . .  I’d build up a 
filing system with notes about special things, allergies and 
so forth. The mothers could come and talk.
There is no mention of the Combes questionnaire being used by later teachers; it 
appears to have died quietly. And even the home visits which pre-school teachers 
frequently made had become more of a social event than a reconnaissance mission. The 
same pre-school teacher recalled:
Visiting the parents while the children were attending the 
centre was considered part of pre-school education . . 
you’d make a time with the mother to link home and pre­
school, for the mum’s sake and the children's. . . .  It was 
a social visit but also a time where mums [could talk].
Mums were more likely to be at home [then | of course.78
The second principle of nursery education which Rosamunde Combes attempted to 
maintain w ithin the new pre-schools was the provision of appropriately trained staff. But 
this was difficult and the compromises made had considerable impact on mothers, 
strengthening the notion that mothers were expected to be at home and available for 
volunteer work.
Trained kindergarten teachers were almost impossible to find in Canberra in the mid 
1940s, so staffing was a continual problem throughout the early years of the new 
centres.79 Both the Department of the Interior and the CNKS instigated 'tied' 
scholarship schemes, whereby suitable prospective kindergarten teachers were assisted 
financially with their study costs on the condition that they return to Canberra to work 
once they were trained.80 But the CNKS in particular found it difficult to get suitable 
applicants.81
Because of staff shortages, volunteer parent involvement was deemed a viable
”7"7 AC Interview.
8 AC Interview.
9 For example, the position ot assistant at Reid Play Centre was advertised in November 1945, but no 
applicants had emerged by March 1946. CNKS Minutes 13/11/45, 11/12/45, 12/3/46.
80 CNKS Minutes passim.
8 1 e.g CNKS Minutes 3/2/47. The CNKS Scholarship was not as attractive as the ones ottered by the 
Department of the Interior. Stalling problems at Canberra pre-schools and at the Nursery School did not 
ease until the 1950 school year. CNKS Minutes 11/10/49.
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alternative. I he Department decided to extend the Pendred Recommendation that a 
training course be otfered to women willing to undertake voluntary supervision of play 
centres, and make it compulsory. A circular sent to Canberra residents during December 
1944 - January 1945 stated that no centre would be allowed to open unless volunteers had 
done such a course.82
It was left to Rosamunde Combes to co-ordinate the development of a course of 
lectures and demonstrations for this purpose. Its content reflects the accepted notions of 
childcare at the time. Volunteers were expected to have endless amounts of patience and 
awareness. They were also exhorted to be constantly vigilant, for example, to 'watch that 
children do not attempt to carry too many blocks at a time, or they may strain themselves.' 
Children needed to be watched in the digging patch, on large equipment and nearly 
everywhere else in the pre-school playgrounds. Yet despite all the vigilance required, the 
volunteer was expected to ’Above all be quiet, cheerful, friendly and confident always, so 
that the child knows what to expect.'84 A series of observation opportunities at the 
Nursery School were also included in the programme, as were a number of 'practice' 
sessions under supervision which had to be undertaken before the volunteer was deemed 
ready to help at her local pre-school.
This course was apparently used at two of the earliest pre-schools, Reid (1945) and 
Monaro Crescent (1948), but I can find no record of it after that, although neither can I 
find any sign of its formal discontinuation.84 It may be that parent enthusiasm for the 
course did not reach the level anticipated by Combes and the others who had devised it. 
Loma Rudduck claimed that 'it worked very well once, but then I don't know what 
happened . . .  it tended to peter out.'8:> She also felt that 'this was the most 
disappointing of the aspects of the play centre development'86, meaning that she had 
expected greater enthusiasm from parents.
The notion of trained volunteer help in pre-schools was replaced with 'roster duty' 
which, although not officially compulsory, was seen as such by mothers, and was for
82 Department of the Intenor file CRS A431 47/1941 Australian Archives.
84 'Volunteer Supervisors Training Course' Department of the Intenor file CRS A43 1 47/1938 
Australian Archives. The full six topics covered were: the importance of play; play centre equipment; 
social development of the pre-school child; the play centre programme; first aid; and play centre 
supervising.
84 CNKS Minutes 10/7/45; 31/1/48. Reid Pre-School was established in October 1945 and Monaro 
Crescent in Apnl 1948 .
84 LR Interview.
86 L. Rudduck Canberra Pre-School Society 1967 p7.
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many of them the least attractive side of pre-school activity. Under the roster system, 
mothers attended the pre-school centre once every two or three weeks to assist with the 
domestic chores, particularly 'cutting up the oranges.'8" Roster duty was remembered 
vividly by nearly all the women I interviewed, because no excuses were readily accepted:
You had to [do roster dutyl if your children were there. 
[Even| when I'd been up all night with one of them with 
asthma, or had a baby, I had to put them in a pram to go 
down there.88
|The teacherj was very strict. If she only knew, 'I just 
can't', but there was no way out. (But) I appreciated it, I 
knew she was right 89
One woman who was in full-time employment went to the trouble of making special 
arrangements to have a day off work when it was her turn to do roster duty because she 
'thought it was the right thing to do ' . 90 But the necessity for such special arrangements 
had not been taken into consideration when the roster duty idea was first mooted. The 
assumption was that mothers would be at home and therefore readily available for such 
w ork. As one pre-school teacher explained:
They would struggle in with small children, they'd all come 
to do it . . Dads didn't come on roster, but mums were at 
home. . . It was expected of them, and they took the 
laundry, that was another roster.91
According to mothers themselves, the list of chores continued well beyond cutting up 
oranges and doing the laundry.
The mothers did the domestic work as well. Not only that, 
they had to do the cleaning, daily.92
87 Most of the women I interviewed who had anything to do with the pre-schools mentioned this aspect 
of roster duty.
88 JB Interview.
89 MA Interview.
90 AW Interview.
91 AC Interview.
9  ^JB Interview.
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And you'd go and clean the toilets or make things. . . Once 
or twice you'd clean the windows.94
And wash all the blinds - why they needed them once a 
week I will never know, but every Monday whoever the 
mum was on that day . . . And if you didn't do that, you 
had to bring home the towels and washers . . . everyday 
they had all the towels and everything brought home.94
Yet most mothers had their reasons for complying:
You thought nothing of it. It was not compulsory, but you 
just did it because it stands to reason. If they help you out, 
why shouldn't you help them out?9:>
The ladies used to go up and cut the oranges which was 
very important, not necessarily for cutting the oranges, 
anyone can cut oranges, but the first day you went on duty 
your kid was really [proud).96
The third tenet of nursery school education which the Pre-School Officer attempted to 
carry over into the neighbourhood pre-school scheme was parent education. In relation to 
this. Miss Pendred had recommended:
The Pre-School supervisor should be required to stimulate 
interest and organise parent discussion groups among 
parents whose children attend the pre-school play centre 
and other discussion groups already operating in the 
community.97
Rosamunde Combes, and later pre-school teachers, used a number of resources to 
'stimulate interest'. A national body, the Australian Association of Pre-School Child 
Development (AAPSCD) regularly published leaflets written by kindergarten teachers and
94 MS Interview.
94 AW Interview.
94 MS Interview.
96 NR Interview'. She did not actually say 'proud1, but made a gesture to indicate that.
97 Pendred Report page 5. According to the tenets o f the Nursery Kindergarten movement, children w ere 
better off in the hands of experts, but there was also a responsibility to educate the parents on child 
development wherever possible.
other experts on child development. Approximately twelve topics were published each 
year, including many that emphasised the contemporary expectation that mothering should 
be an enjoyable, home-based activity. Titles included, 'Enjoy Your Child'; The 
Importance of Home to a Young Child'; and 'Adapting Your Home for Children '.98
In addition, the CNKS had formed a parent education sub-committee which arranged 
for films, talks and formal discussions on child development and related issues to be held 
in central locations. It encouraged local pre-schools committees to follow up on topics in 
their own communities.99 This sub-committee, together w ith the Pre-School Officer and 
the Pre-School Advisory Committee, was also involved in producing the Canberra 
Parents' Bulletin, another parent education resource. 100 In the early years this production 
was not a very' reliable channel of information because it was ’limited by periodic paper 
shortages’101, and had to rely on volunteer labour (working bees) to make its covers, 102 
but it did prove useful in developing neighbourhood contacts. The few copies that did get 
printed were, as one woman put it, ’just handed over the fence to the people next door, a 
pretty remarkable piece of information sharing, communication.’103 Another mother of 
this earlier period claimed that the Canberra Parents' Bulletin was of 'great value' because 
it had lots of ideas for 'keeping children occupied ' . 104 So, whether or not it imbued 
mothers with a greater appreciation of the principles of nursery education, it did have 
some practical value for mothers.
One pre-school teacher remembered mothers (particularly the more educated ones) 
being very keen to leam about child development and pre-school practices;
Parents took the time to absorb what the programs were at 
the pre-school, teachers talked more about what they were 
doing. No doubt they still do, but a lot more parents came, 
mums mostly, and listened. And they would come and join 
in the fingerpainting and do the things with the children,
98 gy 1955, the AAPSCD (by then known as the Australian Pre-School Association) had published 98 
titles altogether. AAPSCD Annual Report on Australian Pre-School Education 1955 edition.
99 CNKS Minutes passim., but tor example, 10/10/1946; 11/11/47; 10/2/48.
100 CNKS Minutes 11/7/44. The Canberra Parents Bulletin was later by the pre-school teachers of the 
ACT. AC Interv iew.
101 Letter from Combes to Miss Paul, later to become ACT Pre-School Officer herself, 13 April 1945. 
Department of the Intenor file CRS A 431 47/1943 Australian Archives. See also CNKS Minutes 
15/5/45.
102 CNKS Minutes 13/3/1945; 11/9/45.
103 LR Interv iew.
104 Anon Interv iew.
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which they then transferred to the home. And they had time 
to do them. . . .There were talks given at parent meetings at 
the pre-schools. The parents were keenly interested in 
education and I think that was through the parent 
associations who invited speakers (that would be monthly) 
- and there were coffee mornings during the day when 
people came.l(b
Later, mothers became further involved in curriculum planning itself:
At monthly meetings the teacher would give a report and 
we'd discuss what was happening and you'd perhaps give 
ideas if the teacher wanted to implement a different program 
. . . the mothers might suggest ways of doing it that 
wouldn't cost money. There was a lot of co-operation 
between the teaching staff and the parents.106
This was a marked change from the earlier nursery kindergarten idea that parents were not 
the ideal people to decide on what was best for the child.
Thus in all three of the areas discussed here there is a marked softening of approach 
between 1944 and the mid 1950s. The intrusive health questionnaire was dropped in 
favour of discussions with mothers, the rigorous training for 'volunteer' pre-school 
supervision was discontinued (although the volunteer supervision itself was not) and the 
parent education aspect of pre-school activity became more one of parent involvement.
The latter, parent involvement, expanded considerably as the pre-schools themselves 
expanded their repertoire of activities. For example, by the late 1940s playgroup sessions 
for two-year-olds were being held on Wednesday afternoons.10 According to some, 
these became potential 'education' opportunities not only fo r  mothers but more 
importantly by mothers.
We also had the two-year-old group which met in most 
centres on a Wednesday afternoon. It was more like a 
playgroup with the mums there and that was a great 
beginning of mums sharing with each other.108
1 AC Interview.
106 KB Interview.
10 'When they w ere two, or tvvo-and-a-half, you'd go on a Wednesday afternoon, just to get them used to 
it, and you could bring the babies along too.' KK Interview. The pre-school teacher didn't have the 
responsibility for the children, mothers went and used the facilities, a bit like a modem playgroup.' Anon 
Interv iew. NR also mentioned these groups.
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What went on in the way of quiet education amongst those 
m others |on W ednesday afternoons) was quite 
extraordinary. It was just betw een w omen, it w as not from 
above. . . .The pre-school teacher was physically present, 
and they probably had some sort of program, but it w as the 
mums on the sidelines among themselves [that was 
important l-109
Other activities associated with the pre-school included wider educational 
opportunities and even social events:
The mothers at the pre-school started groups for discussion 
and study through the WEA, and this was nothing officially 
to do with the pre-schools, but it just happened that enough 
of us came together who were interested in starting 
something like that. And I think occasionally one of the 
pre-school teachers might have suggested it, or been the 
catalyst of some sort, to get things started.110
I used to teach {migrant 1 English classes at the pre-school at 
one stage, and that was great because they minded my pre­
schooler as well as the pre-schoolers of the mothers. I 
guess the women came through the pre-school, but it was
started up by some government department.111
We also used the pre-school for parties, we had fantastic 
parties. Parties were great things in those days because 
there was so little social life. . . We sang, and there was 
fantastic food because these women were such good 
cooks.112
The pre-schools thus became important to mothers in a number of ways. Just how 
varied these w ere and what they meant to mothers can be ascertained by the comments of 
five women in response to my open-ended question about the importance of the pre-
1 AC Interview.
109 yjp interv iew.
1 19 JB Interview.
1 1 1 MP Interview. Also Ruth Arndt's articles. The Iceman Cometh and Migrant Women. Mrs Arndt 
also taught Migrant English classes at the pre-schools. Such classes began in 1953 (CNKS Annual 
Report 1953/54).
**“ Ruth Arndt Migrant Women.
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school in mothers’ lives.
It was a great help to the mothers. We all used to meet and 
we'd be on the committee and we'd cut up the oranges and 
we'd have a duty mother and we found that was a good 
way of meeting people too, and we used to have little fetes 
and that. 113
And it certainly was an outlet, particularly I feel for the 
career women, who had to stop their career in those days 
but still had this tremendous energy, who needed to do a 
whole host of things beside just caring for their children. 
The children came first but then this other gave them an 
opportunity to use their skills, their organisation and energy 
to have things up and running. It certainly was a vibrant 
time. 114
The Pre-School allowed greater opportunity than home, it 
had the right equipment. There was a big emphasis by the 
Pre-School Officer on right equipment, right down to the 
right sized chairs and tables. Mothers tried to do similar 
things at home but were usually too busy to engage with 
kids much. The Pre-School gave mothers ideas for what to 
do at home. 11 ^
Perhaps the most important thing (the pre-school] did was 
to give the mother a kind of common set of standards in the 
way they brought up children. . .  That was very important. 
. . I don't think it was pushed at all, it was more of an 
atmosphere - they learned from the way a pre-school
teacher handled a situation. 116
The pre-school play centre at Reid was very useful to 
mothers because you could make doctor's appointments at 
that time while the kids were being minded. Also you 
could hop on the bike and go shopping in Civic, it was
1 13 KK Interview. The value to mothers of being able to walk to a place was discussed in detail in 
chpater four.
1 14 AC Interview. (AC became a mother after she had been a pre-school teacher). Ruth Arndt also 
acknowledges the role of the pre-school in expanding women's talents and opportunities. She writes, i  
was asked to chair the meeting of residents whose task it was to collect the money for the intenor fittings. 
I learned how to do this on the job. R. Arndt, Iceman.
1 13 Anon Interv iew.
• 16 m p  Interview.
much quicker without a pram - shopping was a bit of a 
business.11
These five responses mention five different ways in which the pre-school was useful 
to mothers. It was social catalyst; an outlet for skills and energy; a source of practical 
ideas; a behavioural model; and a childcare centre. Of the five, the first was the most 
representative of interviewees overall, as nearly all the women I spoke to mentioned the 
social aspect of pre-school activity. On the last point, the pre-school as childcare centre, 
not everyone concurred. One or two thought the pre-school quite useless in this respect.
By the time we walked over after breakfast, put the child 
there [into pre-school|, we didn’t know what to do with 
ourselves for those couple of hours. There wasn't time to 
walk back, to do the washing or anything really. You more 
or less felt it was a morning wasted, the morning our child 
went to pre-school.118
But in general, the pre-schools can be said to have enriched mothers' lives and in 
many respects made them easier. As well as being what the authorities ostensibly intended 
the pre-school to be, a place specifically designed to stimulate children's development, it 
was also, amongst many other things, a neighbourhood meeting place that was within 
walking distance of home. And pre-schools were highly praised by the women I 
interviewed. Only two decided not to send their children. One, a mother of six children, 
claimed; There was enough of them [her own children at homel to amuse themselves'119, 
while the other, a migrant, said: 'I was not working so I thought it was not necessary to 
bother somebody.'120
In the period between 1945 and the end of 1952, eleven pre-schools were established 
in Canberra.* 1- 1 In addition the Occasional Care Centre in Civic operated as a pre-school 
for some children, and a Mobile Unit with appropriate equipment and staff visited
117 Telephone conversation with Doreen Lawrence (not quite verbatim). One of the factors considered 
important by the Reid Committee (and by the Pre-School Advisory' Committee) when siting its pre­
school was its proximity to the main route from the suburb into Civic, the nearest shopping area. Letter 
from Reid Committee to C.S. Daley 8/12/1944 in C.S. Daley papers MS 1946 folder 57, National 
Library of Australia.
1 1X BG Interv iew .
1 19 DM Interview.
120 DK Interv iew.
1 2 1 See Appendix B for a list of centres and their opening dates.
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outlying and new areas on a weekly or fortnightly basis.
But at this stage, the end of 1952, the Government decided (quite suddenly as far as 
most parents were concerned) that the Nursery School at Acton should be closed. 
Reflecting on the matter later. C.S. Daley wrote:
Expert opinion took the view that a whole-day programme 
for a five-day week was not necessary for children aged 
from three to five years, and that two or three half-day 
periods per week [i.e. at the neighbourhood pre-school 1 
would suffice to give children an introduction to community 
living, hygienic routines and other benefits that the pre­
school system could bestow.122
According to the CNKS Annual Report for 1952/53, three reasons were given by the 
Government for the closure of the Nursery School. These were, first:
The desperate shortage of accommodation for five year old 
I school 1 children and it was thought that the Nursery 
School could easily be adapted for this purpose. . . 
[Second], the cost of running the school was out of 
proportion to the need .. and contained in the third reasons 
were a) that the general health of the Canberra children does 
not necessitate the full day programme with hot midday 
meal and sleep, b) that indications of satisfaction from the 
majority of Canberra parents with the Play Centre half day 
programme . . . [and[ c) the ever-increasing problem of 
pre-school age children travelling long distances each day 
by bus to and from their homes.123
How relevant these reasons were to individual mothers is debatable. All the mothers I 
spoke to who had dealings with the Nursery School had a high opinion ol it.1“4 One 
believed that mothers generally would have preferred to send their children to the Nursery 
School rather than to a neighbourhood pre-school because it was 'full-day, professional 
care'. But she appreciated the ’rational’ arguments for the Nursery School’s closure.12:> 
Another mother said she ’could see the sensible part’ of the closure because:
122 C.S. Daley 'How Pre-School Centres Grew’.
124 CNKS Annual Report 1952/53.
124 e.g. IW, LR and Anon Interview's, plus thelephone conversation with Doreen Law rence.
123 Anon Interview .
it was only a select group [that could attend the Nursery 
School|; even at the height you would have only got six 
people from this area . . . and no way did I think any of my
children would go there.12<s
But some people w ere less appreciative of the Government's reasons, blaming instead its 
lack of foresight:
It was quite extraordinary. The reason was given . . . that 
it was because of the cost of the transport system, but as 
well as that they hadn't made provision for the great influx 
of young children needing infant schools, so they were 
very crowded. And that was a point the Nursery 
Kindergarten or the Pre-school Advisory Committee had 
often made, saying well, what are you going to do about 
the kids when they get to go to school?
The fact that (the Nursery School) went so quietly was 
absolutely masterly public relations on the part of the 
Department of the Interior because they didn't announce it 
until the Christmas Tree, and one or two people got very 
hostile and wrote letters to the paper but they just all got lost 
among the Happy Christmas cards. 127
But she also acknowledged the problem of the Government's financial constraints:
Now la Gowrie-type Centre) as you can realise is an 
extraordinarily expensive form of pre-school. . . The cost 
of running the five-day care of the Nursery School program 
was phenomenal. Canberra also had the extra difficulty of 
the catchment area from which the children would come. . . 
The Canberra situation required transport, with a very 
heavy expense plus a lot of supervision. 128
It is important to recall at this point that it was the Government's planning decisions 
and its support for the suburban nature of Canberra that helped to develop the 'Canberra 
situation' alluded to here. It can be argued that it was the Government itself which had 
created the need for the long bus ride which it was now using as a reason for 
discontinuing the Nursery School.
12(i NR Interview, referring to the ballot system that had caused so much furore in 1943.
1 -  ' LR Interv iew.
128 LR Interview.
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The argument that children did not cope well with the long bus journey to the Nursery 
School in any case does not always stand up where individuals are concerned. I have 
commented earlier about the joy derived by some children from bus-rides, but one mother 
remarked on it specifically in relation to pre-school education. Her son did not attend the 
Nursery School, but instead had the choice of either a local pre-school or the one at 
Fairbaim RAAF Base, which he was also entitled to attend. She explained that:
Stephen went to the airforce one because at that stage they 
would come around in the trucks, the air force buses, and 
he found it exciting to go in a bus.129
The Government argument that the health of Canberra children was no longer 
dependent on the existence of the Nursery School can also be questioned at the individual 
level. The argument as it stands indicates a faith in post-war Canberra home-life 
reminiscent of the attitude of city planners when they refused to build or repair 
playgrounds. That is, the post-war home was to be the source of all good things for 
children, so Government intervention was no longer appropriate. Yet one woman's 
comments in this regard cast doubts on the value of this assumption. She liked the idea of 
the Nursery School's concern for children's nutrition:
This sounds ridiculous but I used to get worried about [my 
daughter) Jill and felt that when she went [to the Nursery 
School], well, they used to give them hot meals. Jill was 
shocking with eating, and I used to think, well this is one 
of the ways she's going to get a real good meal, she'll eat 
it.130
It can be argued that the Government's publicly stated reasons for the closure of the 
Nursery School could only have been made within a changed ideological climate. In 
1944, when the School opened, it was still considered appropriate by many to take 
children away from home for several hours a day to ensure that they received adequate 
nutrition and the correct conditions for their physical and emotional development. Expert 
guidance was more important than the home itself.
By 1952, when it was closed down, this type of thinking was no longer considered 
appropriate. The post-war emphasis on the home as a good place for mothers and
1 AW Interview. 
130 Interv iew.
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children to be made it easier for the Government first of all to sell its system of 
neighbourhood pre-schools and then later to close down the Nursery School. However 
there was a price to pay. The changing ideological emphases in the post-war era also 
meant that by the 1950s, it was no longer so acceptable for the Government to maintain its 
strict control over the timing and nature of pre-school development. The new pre-school 
system had already fulfilled Miss Pendred's prediction that 'once a policy is formulated, it 
will receive whole-hearted support'131 so when the Government attempted, in the mid- 
1950s, to slow down the construction of pre-schools in the ever-expanding suburbs, 
there was concerted, widespread protest. The tables were turning on Government 
policies.
A look at the timetable of pre-school openings reveals the progress of the situation. 
Reid pre-school was the first one established, in 1945. The next, at Monaro Crescent, 
did not appear until March 1948, but then in the next four-and-a-half years another nine 
were established. This is quite a phenomenal development. But then, from the end of 
1952, the Government began to drag its heels. Not only did it close the Nursery School, 
it also slowed down its provision of neighbourhood pre-schools. No more were opened 
for a further two-and-a-half years. In 1955, just two were opened, one at the Causeway 
and the other in North Ainslie, but then no more appeared until 1958.13-
This is not an indication of a lack of need or request on the part of Canberrans. 
Several pre-school committees were set up and approved at this time on the understanding 
that once the requisite funds had been raised, a pre-school centre would be built, just as 
they had been earlier. Three committees in particular (for pre-schools at Hopetoun Circuit 
in Deakin, MacGillivray Street in Yarralumla and Clianthus Street in O'Connor) had 
fulfilled the stipulated requirements and were waiting for the Government to fulfil its 
obligations. But the Government was stalling, and residents began to get anxious.
Throughout the latter part of 1956, questions were asked in the ACT Advisory 
Council about the slow progress at Deakin, a suburb which had 'nothing . . .  no shops, 
no play centre, nothing at all', and which had raised the money for a pre-school in a time 
'unparalleled in Canberra' for its brevity.133 In October, the Advisory Council passed 
the following motion:
13 1 Pendred Report p 1.
l3 - See Appendix B for a list of pre-schools in the ACT.
133 Minutes of ACT Advisory Council 17/9/56 in File A2942/918 Advisory Council Minutes,
Australian Archives. See also ACT Advisory Council Minutes 5/6/56; 8/10/56; 17/12/56.
That this Council recommends to the Minister that as a 
matter of some urgency provision be made in the current 
financial year for the commencement of pre-school centres 
in Deakin and MacGillivray Street, Yarralumla.134
At the same time, letters appeared in The Canberra Times indicating the anger of local 
residents. For example. 'Mother' claimed on 18 October 1956 that:
Those who have worked so hard to save the money to 
equip the MacGillivray Street Centre will be beyond the 
stage of benefitting from the centre by the time it is 
erected.13'’
Another w rote that:
The failure to provide the promised play centre at Clianthus 
Street and the absence of any recreation area in O'Connor, 
have made the lot of the housewife unnecessarily hard. . . 
Unfortunately, most mothers of small children are too busy 
to organise a protest meeting.136
There were also complaints in The Canberra Times that 'money ha[d] been obtained under 
false pretences.'13 7 And in December, an article entitled, 'Pre-Schools are Here to Stay', 
appeared in the paper. It was written by the President of the Canberra Pre-School Society 
(previously the CNKS) and claimed that:
The majority of citizens are now convinced of the need and 
lasting value of this programme, which is unique in the 
world and of which we are so justly proud.138
Mothers had well and truly taken to pre-schools and were strong enough to insist that 
the programme stayed in place. The three centres which were the subject of the protests 
were all opened before the end of 1958, and thereafter (once the NCDC had taken
144 Minutes o f ACT Advisory Council 8/10/56 in File A2942/918 Adv isory Council Minutes,
Australian Archives.
133 'Mother' to the Editor, The Canberra Times 18/10/56.
136 Nesta Grant to the Editor, The Canberra Times 13/10/56.
137 Ev elyn Young to the Editor, The Canberra Times 11/10/56.
138 Phyllis A. Höhnen 'Pre-Schools are Here to Stay' The Canberra Times 12/12/56.
responsibility for the development of Canberra) pre-schools became an integral part of the 
planning of each Canberra suburb, often being erected and opened before the last of the 
residents were housed.1 30
Ironically, a major reason for the Government's predicament in relation to pre-school 
provision in the later 1950s (besides the vehemence of the residents) was that its intent to 
increase Canberra's prestige by introducing an excellent system of neighbourhood pre­
schools had been more than fulfilled, and success was beginning to have a power of its 
ow n. By the mid 1950s, the Canberra pre-school system was regarded as a model by 
numerous visitors and correspondents from around Australia and overseas.140 It had 
even prompted an enquiry about the possibility of the ACT extending its services into 
NSW. The RAN Air Station at Nowra in New South Wales wondered:
if it would be practicable to embrace this station within the 
Canberra organisation since the New South W ales 
Department of Education have stated they are not able to 
assist us [in setting up a pre-school J.141
The Senate Select Committee into the Development of Canberra in 1955 also 
recognised the link between the pre-schools and Government prestige by commenting that 
pre-school centres were 'of great credit to the administration.’142 C.S. Daley, in 
reviewing the history of the pre-school scheme in 1966, declared that it was 'a 
programme which represents probably the most popular and successful undertaking to 
which the Department has put its hand'.143 In short, it was very difficult for the 
Government to now back away from its program of pre-school provision.
In summary, it can be said that the neighbourhood pre-schools, despite the increased 
demands they made on mothers' time and domestic talents, were generally appreciated by 
mothers because they provided at least a partial remedy for the social isolation imposed on 
them by restrictive employment practices, lack of childcare and the suburban lifestyle of 
post-war Canberra. The pre-school gave mothers the chance to become involved in
130 By this lime, however, the National Capital Development Corporation (NCDC) had taken over the 
development of Canberra and the whole character of the city was changing. (See chapter three.)
140 CNK.S Minutes passim .
141 Captain Fanshaw RAN to Pre-School Officer, Department of the Intenor 25 March 1955 Department 
of the Interior file CRS A431 55/261 Australian Archives.
1-12 Senate Select Committee Report Para 337.
143 C.S. Daley 'How Pre-School Centres Grew'.
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something worthwhile that was outside the home yet still within the bounds of an 
emerging domestic ideology that encouraged mothers to be home- and child-based.
That the Government was following its own agenda of increasing Canberra's prestige 
through the establishment of a unique system of pre-school provision in no way negates 
the fact that it w as at the same time reinforcing the current post-war thinking on the role of 
mothers within society. But despite this the pre-schools also gave mothers a welcomed 
opportunity to redress some of the deficiencies in their life-style and to thereby empow er 
themselves.
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CONCLUSION - MOTHERS' LIVES'
In this work, I set out to do two things. First, I wanted to investigate how mothers in 
post-war Canberra lived their lives on a practical day-to-day level and secondly I wanted 
to come to some understanding of the perception mothers had that their lives were 'just 
how it was', that there was little opportunity for them to make real choices about the way 
they lived.
As part of this investigation, it was noted that in post-war Australia there were a 
number of forces at work to encourage women to become wives and full-time mothers at 
home, and that these forces were strengthened in Canberra by the effects of Government 
policies in relation to services for residents. As the federal Government was in a 
particularly powerful position in Canberra in the post-war era, there were few areas which 
escaped the Government's regulatory practices. Government policies therefore 
constituted a powerful influence in the life choices of mothers.
It was shown that underlying the provision of services that were of vital concern to 
mothers (namely: housing, shops, transport, health facilities, support serv ices, recreation 
and pre-schools), there were certain assumptions made about the role of mothers in 
society and in relation to their children. In short, there was an expectation or perception 
that mothers spent most of their time in their own individual house caring for their own 
individual children.
Federal Government policy ensured that Canberra houses followed the Australian 
custom of accommodating only one nuclear family, thereby discouraging the type of 
communal, multi-generational, or extended family living which may have freed mothers 
for activities outside the home. It ensured that houses were equipped with individual 
laundries which encouraged women to do their own washing at home and that houses 
were set on blocks large enough to provide ample room for children to play in their own 
backyards and for their parents to grow vegetables there. Such policies gave the 
Government justification (consciously intended or not) to resist the demand for provision 
of communal services, and also supplied parents with the prerequisites for them to follow 
the dictates of childraising manuals.
Government policies in the area of transport and shopping facilities also encouraged 
women to stay at home and engage in home-based activities. Until the mid 1950s shops 
were confined to only three areas of Canberra and the Government bus service was not
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designed to make it easy for mothers to gain access to them. Home production of 
perishables and home delivery of groceries were therefore encouraged, and this in turn 
provided the Government with little impetus to increase the quantity or quality of 
shopping facilities.
A similar 'Catch 22' occurred with playgrounds and community facilities - the 
provision of w hich was a low priority with the Government because of its perception that 
children played in their own backyards (whose size had initially been determined by 
Government policy). In turn the lack of playgrounds and community centres ensured that 
children and mothers continued to stay in their own backyards, thus fulfilling the 
expectations of the policy-makers. One can begin to see why women felt that their lives 
were 'just how it was then'.
Even when mothers did devise ways of taking more control of their lives, by relying 
on their own feet and their prams instead of an inconvenient bus service, there was little 
encouragement within Government policies for them to do this. The Government failed 
to provide adequate footpaths for mothers to walk on or verandahs on which they might 
leave a pram.
However, while it is true to say that Government policies did in fact help to reinforce 
the expectation that women would marry, have children and stay in their home caring for 
them, it cannot be said with any certainty that the Government provided its services with 
this expressed aim in mind. Rather services were provided according to other agenda 
which included the Government's desire to maintain the beauty of the nation's capital and 
to facilitate government business within it.
The needs of mothers as expressed in surveys on domestic matters appear to have 
been ignored or lost sight of if they happened to dash with other, apparently more 
important, Government principles. There was instead an assumption, at least up until the 
time of the NCDC in the later 1950s, that mothers' needs were in accordance with the 
views and values of the policy-makers themselves. This is a strong indication that there 
was no overt Government intention to entice women into a home-based, child-raising 
lifestyle. If that had been Government's expressed aim, then it could have done much 
more in the way of making life at home more attractive for mothers. Instead, Canberra 
mothers suffered many inconveniences - their homes were inadequately heated, the buses 
did not run to suit their needs, the shops were far away, there were few community 
facilities to engender social contact and so on.
But if Government policies that affected mothers' lives were formulated to address
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other agenda items and if they were formulated on the belief that of course women stayed 
home, then it is not hard to see why women did not question the 'moves' to get them to 
stay at home. The moves were not overt, they just 'happened'. It would have been very 
difficult for anyone, mother or policy-maker, to question the validity and/or consequences 
of the assumptions on which policies were based when they were never brought out into 
the light of day for questioning. Women had almost no opportunity to comment on the 
policies that were governing their lives, yet it cannot be said that women were either 
openly coerced or pointedly enticed into staying home to care for their children. It was 
simply the case that, given the circumstances, it was just easier for them to do so. This 
may in part account for the remarks made by so many of the women I interviewed that, 
'Mothers stayed home then, that was just how things were.’
And as if to compound the effect of this there were also, in addition to Government- 
initiated services, a number of other services provided by, or lobbied for and therefore 
influenced by, special interest groups whose main objective was the welfare of mothers 
and children. These groups, consisting mainly of educated women with definite ideas 
about the role of mothers in society, often worked together with Government to provide 
infant welfare, emergency housekeeping and occasional childcare. Policies in these areas 
therefore tended to be made with a more conscious awareness of the notion that mothers 
should stay home. Indeed, the special interest group usually promoted this quite openly.
The special interest groups benefitted from the strength of the Government’s position 
in Canberra. Services administered by special interest groups (for example, the Infant 
Welfare Service, the Emergency Housekeeper Service and the Occasional Care Centre) 
w ere all Government-funded while bearing the hallmarks of the special interest groups' 
influence. The combined input of Government and special interest groups into mothers 
lives helped to reinforce, either coincidentally or more overtly, the notion that a mother's 
place was in the home.
In addition, because so much was done for the residents of Canberra by the 
Government and by members of the special interest groups, there was a pressure on 
Canberra residents to consider themselves 'lucky'. Certainly Australians in other parts of 
the country made their feelings known on this matter. And if this was the case, then the 
there was even less chance of being able to resist the ideological implications of service 
provision. It is difficult for recipients of a service to analyse it objectively when they are 
being made to feel lucky in having it. It is even more difficult to protest about its effects 
on your lifestyle, without appearing ungrateful.
Yet despite all this, mothers' lives were not molded solely by the type and level of 
service provided by the Government and special interest groups. There was a wide 
variation in the way mothers reacted to the provision of services, for example, the 
ministrations of the Infant Welfare sisters were sometimes rejected for the second and 
subsequent children, even if they were welcomed for the first. Mothers also appear to 
have been keen to gain control over their daily timetables and to create their own social 
and community life, albeit still broadly within the parameters set by Government policies 
and the ideological dictates of the special interest groups. Women chose to walk rather 
than negotiate bus timetables; to make their backyards into informal community centres; 
and to share the domestic chores of babysitting and food preservation with other women. 
In addition, they contributed wholeheartedly towards the success of their neighbourhood 
pre-school.
Mothers' own needs for independence and socialisation were thus being clearly stated 
in spite of the fact that many of the services provided for mothers emphasised the private 
nature of childraising and housework over its communal aspects. The individual home on 
its large block, the isolating nature of food delivery; the individual visits to or from the 
infant welfare sister, the provision of private housekeeping assistance (rather than 
collectivised childcare) all worked to isolate the mother while she herself was busy 
making opportunities to share her life.
The case of the neighbourhood pre-schools epitomises the major themes of this thesis, 
the first of which is that Government policies on a number of matters affecting mothers 
helped to reinforce the post-war ideological statements that married women should be at 
home raising children. Government policies on pre-school education were, like many of 
its other policies, informed by agenda other than a desire to tie mothers closer to their 
home. Yet they hastened the move away from full-time nursery education for children as 
young as two years towards a system of part-time play centres at the local level, to which 
mothers were needed to make a vital domestic contribution in the form of a weekly roster.
In addition, the neighbourhood pre-school epitomised the shift in childraising 
ideology, the second main theme of this work. The establishment of part-time 
neighbourhood pre-schools, by bringing pre-school education closer to the home, 
constituted a public statement that it was no longer socially acceptable to take a child away 
from its mother all day every day. The procedures of the neighbourhood pre-school, 
which included the expectation that mothers would undertake many of the domestic 
chores needed to keep the pre-school operational, were based on the social expectation
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that mothers would not only be available to do such work (and therefore not in the paid 
workforce) but would also want to do it so that the could be more involved in the life of 
their children.
However as mothers began to realise the potential of the pre-school to satisfy their 
needs for social contact and to be an outlet for their skills in other areas, they began to use 
it as more than simply a receiver of their domestic contribution and a source of education 
for their children. They came to use it for a whole range of other purposes. In this 
respect the development of the neighbourhood pre-schools in Canberra epitomises the 
final main theme of this thesis: that even within tight Government control and the broad 
parameters of a domestic ideology that emphasised a home-based existence for married 
w omen, mothers sought self-empowerment and social contact with other adults.
To summarise briefly, it can be said that Government policies by and large reinforced 
the post-war social expectation that mothers were home-based although they did not 
necessarily make it any easier for mothers to live their lives accordingly. Special interest 
groups on the other hand were conscious of the need to make mothers' lives easier, but 
they were more overt and articulate than the Government about their views on the social 
role of mothers. Mothers themselves, working within the parameters set by the policies 
of both the Government and the special interest groups and thereby within the ideological 
constraints of post-war society, nevertheless attempted to meet their own needs to be in 
control of their daily timetable and to seek out opportunities for socialisation whenever 
possible.
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THE INTERVIEWS
Between May and November 1990. I interviewed 32 people in the search for 
information for this thesis. Twenty-six of these people were, at some time between 1943 
and 1958, mothers of pre-school aged children living in Canberra. However, four of the 
32 had had their children outside this time-frame or had not been in Canberra at the time 
and although their perspectives were useful for background comparison their descriptions 
of Canberra life were excluded from the main study.1 2 The two remaining interviewees 
(Dr J.M. McCracken and Sr Eileen Daer) were not mothers and their information was 
used only in chapter seven in relation to Canberra birth practices and the infant welfare 
service.
Of the twenty-six mothers whose childraising activities did take place in Canberra 
between 1943 and 1958, five spoke to me only briefly on the telephone about specific 
matters relating to either pre-school education or the Family Life Group. I explained why 
I was requesting the information and all were happy to have their comments incorporated 
wherever appropriate. However as I had no verbatim record of these five conversations, 
I have only been able to quote from them as accurately as my telephone notes would 
allow.
The remaining twenty-one women answered the questionnaire in full and all but one 
of these interviews were tape-recorded. I am still in possession of seventeen of the tapes, 
as well as a tape of the interview with Sr Eileen Daer. For three more interviews, I have 
verbatim notes transcribed from the original tapes and copied to the interviewee for 
confirmation as requested.- The final interviewee, who wished to remain totally 
anonymous, did not want me to tape her comments. Nevertheless while my overall notes 
of this conversation were necessarily limited, the parts of it referenced in this work are 
quoted almost verbatim. Four interviewees asked not to be identified by name. I have 
used initials only for them in the Bibliography. All others are listed in full.3
The questionnaire (attached) was based on my preliminary reading and on a 
consideration of what I thought would be the most important aspects of life for mothers
1 I originally intended to take the time frame of 1943-1963. Mrs Eileen Fergus, Mrs Beryl Huddy, Mrs 
Imelda McMahon and Mrs Judi Schiff all granted me a full-length interv iew in the light of this, howev er 
as it transpired, I was unable to include their information in the work.
2 All interviewees who asked to see a transcnpt of the interview as a condition of use were sent a copy.
3 In referencing the interv iews in the footnotes l have used initials only.
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(transport, shopping facilities, playgrounds, pre-schools etc.) It is important to note that 
since I was concerned to get as much first-hand information as possible from the 
interviewees. I did not stick rigidly to a particular question pattern. Rather I allowed the 
women to roam over their reminiscences as they saw fit, using my prepared questions 
only as a prompt to direct their attention into a particular area if I believed it was 
necessary. The exact form of individual questions was rarely the same with any two 
women, as I tended to adapt the questions to suit what the interviewee had already told 
me.
Some of the women had more detailed information than others about certain aspects of 
life and so more time was spent on that topic with these women. For example. Ailsa 
Curtis was a pre-school teacher before she became a mother; Helen Crisp and Loma 
Rudduck had been members of the Pre-School Advisory Committee: 'Anon' was on the 
Council of the Canberra Mothercraft Society.
My reasons for adopting a fluid approach were firstly, that I believed I would learn 
more about the women's lifestyle if I let them explain it in their own way and secondly, I 
was not administering a rigid sociological questionnaire but rather searching for anecdotal 
evidence of how mothers viewed their lives, evidence which would provide a base for 
further investigation through other sources.
Initial contact was made with the interviewees in a variety of ways. I advertised 
through senior citizens centres, newspapers, churches, bowling and other clubs 
(including 'ethnic' ones); I used informal contacts, one leading to another; and I also tried 
to locate some of the people I had come across in the literature.
In many respects the interviewees were a homogeneous group (for example, most had 
lived in a Government-built house, hostel or flat; all except two had sent their children to 
pre-school) but in other respects they varied. Nine lived on the north side of the city, ten 
on the south4; four were overseas migrants, four were locals (the only ones to have had 
parents or in-laws on hand) and thirteen arrived from interstate; eight of the twenty-one 
had had their first child before the end of the war, ten between 1945 and 1952 and three 
after 1954.
Completed family size of the interviewees varied also. Only one woman had two 
children and, at the other end of the scale, two had seven and one, six. The remainder 
(seventeen women) had either three, four or five children, with the overall average 
number of children per mother being just over four.
The socio-economic status of the women (as determined by their husband's job
One lived in Queanbeyan and the last one's place of abode was not given.
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because only one woman worked full-time herself) also varied. Seven had husbands w ho 
were tradespeople (mechanic, plasterer, fruiterer etc.) while thirteen had husbands 
employed professionally or as white-collar public serv ants.
As I have already indicated, the interview' process was designed to gain anecdotal 
information and does not pretend to be a rigorous sociological survey. The information 
gained through the questionnaire tallies with information provided by other female 
sources. While the latterare limited in number, they include: surveys conducted the ACT 
Branch of the National Council of Women; observations by contemporary female visitors 
to Canberra; later reminiscences written by women who were mothers at the time; and 
some secondary material compiled by women.5
A copy of the questionnaire follows.
3
5 All these sources are described in more detail in the Introduction.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
CURRENT INFORMATION
NAME ___________________________________
ADDRESS ___________________________________
PHONE NUMBER ____________________
DATE OF INTERVIEW ____________________
PERMISSION TO QUOTE BY NAME ANON
CONTACT ____________________
HISTORICAL INFORMATION
DATE OF ARRIVAL IN CANBERRA _
NAMES AND BIRTHDATE OF CHILDREN l )
2 )
3)
4)
5)
SUBURBS lived in, with dates 1)
2 )
3)
RELIGION
PRIMARY ACTIVITIES 1945- 1963 (with dates)
AT HOME FULL-TIME _____
F/T P/T WORK/STUDY______
APPENDIX A
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ACCOMMODATION
I would like to discuss the kind of accommodation you had in Canberra before 
[963,especially in relation to its suitability for very young children .
1. Tvpe of accommodation: a) house, duplex, flat, hostel, guesthouse etc.
b) government-designed? -built -owned? Renting/Buying?
2. Waiting period for preferred accommodation? Where? Hardship involved?
3. Building materials (brick, wood, demountable etc.) Inside, outside, roof.
4. State of liveability when you moved in - fencing? lights? curtains? clean?
5. Size and design of accommodation - overall size, size of rooms, ’solar’ benefits? 
convenience of layout e.g. toilet, kitchen, laundry - esp. re KIDS.
6. Bathroom, Laundry7 and Kitchen facilities - size, safety, HWS, suitability?
7. Heating and Cooking - What kind? Fuel available? Safe? Warm for kids?
8. Storage space - size, safety.
9. Yard - size? safe? fenced? shade? See from internal work areas? How much did your 
children use it?
10. Were you happy or unhappy about anything in particular in the house? (e.g. high 
door handles, steps down to the yard, number of power points)
11. Did the houses in your suburb appear to be 'zoned' at all? Your reaction?
12. Do you think your views on Canberra houses at that time were typical of mothers 
with young children ( i.e. How many others said similar things?)
13. Is there anything else I should know about housing and young children in pre-1963 
Canberra?
TRANSPORT
1. walking, with pram/pusher? What were the footpaths made of? How easy was it to 
push a pram on them? Were they kept in good repair? Was your area typical or were 
footpaths better/worse elsewhere in Canberra? Were there direct paths to shops, pre­
schools? How much walking did you do? Was this by choice or necessity? (Daily to 
shops? Exercise/fresh air?)
2. Bicycle - alone, or with childseat, or with child on own bike. Did many people own 
bikes? Was it easy to travel around by bike with young children? Were there any special 
bike-paths in your area? Elsewhere in Canberra? Was there provision for leaving your 
bike at the shops, pre-school? How safe were the roads in your suburb? What made 
them safe/unsafe? (amount of traffic, design?) Did you ride a bike? How often/for w hat
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purpose? With or without children? What was the difference?
3. Bus How often did you travel by bus? For what purpose? Can you describe the 
buses? (seats, doors, provision for strollers, hot or cold, noisy etc) How easy was it to 
travel on buses w ith young children? Were the bus conductors helpful w ith strollers and 
toddlers? Much has been written about the long circuitous bus-routes in early Canberra. 
Did you have any experience of this? (how long would it have taken you to get to 
somewhere like Civic or Manuka? Did you have a friend who lived 'too far away' to 
visit? Did the bus journey make a convenient outing for the kids) How did your children 
react to a long bus journey (did they get tired and cranky, did they look forward to it etc)?
4. Cars Did you own a car in Canberra before 1963? Did you have one before coming to 
Canberra? Did the arrival of babies, your geographical location and/or your financial 
situation influence your decisions about car-purchase? If you did have a car, which 
member of the family used it most? Why? Did you have a garage on arrival? Did you 
have to build your own? Taxis - Were taxis easily available in pre-1963 Canberra? Did 
you use taxis? What for? Were they reliable, reasonably priced, safe for kids?
5. Is there anything else that you think I should know about transport in pre-1963 
Canberra?
FOOD AND SHOPPING
1. Perishables (milk products, bread, fruit, vegetables and meat). Can you tell me about 
how your family provided itself with perishable items? Did you grow/make anything 
yourself? Were any delivered? Did you have to go out to get them? Where? (markets?) 
Who went? How often? How?
2. Storable small items (e.g. tinned, packaged and cleaning items) - Where? How? and 
How often did you do this kind of shopping? Were you happy with the arrangement?
3. Local Shops - How far away was your house from the nearest shopping area? What 
kind of goods did the local shops stock? Was there anything 'missing', in your opinion? 
How often did you shop there? What did you buy? How did you usually get there? Was 
it an enjoyable experience or not one of your favourite activities?
4. Bigger items (clothes, shoes, furniture, bedding, cooking utensils and crockery, 
books, toys, Christmas presents? Where did you go to buy these? What did that entail? 
(bus-ride with kids, waiting until husband had a day off, a trip to Sydney, using a mail­
order catalogue, order-placing, phoning around, parking problems etc.) Was this 
enjoyable or not?
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How often did you do bigger shopping? Was it something you postponed as long as 
possible, or did you look forward to a weekly trip to Kingston or Queanbeyan or a special 
trip to Sydney or Goulbum ?
5. Shopping for Young Children (day-to-day and bigger items)
a) Did the fact that you had very young children make any difference to the way your 
family organized the shopping. How? (e.g. making clothes at home, only shopping for 
small amounts at a time, doing 'one big shop')
b) Was Canberra was well-stocked generally for young children's needs, nappies, special 
foods, small clothing, shoes, toys, prams, nursery furniture. Can you give specific 
details of where you bought these particular items?
6. Is there anything else you think I should know about shopping with, and for, young 
children in pre-1963 Canberra?
HEALTH AND EDUCATION
1. Birth practices - If your children were bom in Canberra, can you tell me something 
about the birthing experience? Did you attend a pre-natal clinic? How did you get to the 
hospital? What was the maternity ward like? Did you need any post-natal care? Did you 
need to use the district nursing service or the emergency housekeeper service? Anything 
else?
2. The baby health / infant welfare clinics - Did the sister come to you or you go to them? 
How often? How far was the closest clinic? How did you get there? Were the sisters 
helpful? Did you make any new friends/contacts through the clinics? Anything else?
3. Did your children have any childhood diseases? Whooping cough (none after 52), 
Measles, German measles (rubella - big in 1958/9). polio (very few after 56), scarlet 
fever, infective hepatitis (61/2), infantile diarrhoea. Any complications or particular 
inconveniences?
4. Immunization Did you have your children immunized? What were the usual 
immunization procedures? What did most people think of immunization then? What did 
you think?
5. Did your children have any medical inspections between the age of two and five? Was 
this 'routine' or in connection with an illness? Were you happy with the health facilities 
for children aged two to five?
6. Did your child/ren attend the Nursery School or a pre-school in Canberra? Can you tell 
me more about it? (Was it a government-run or private? How often did children attend? At
7
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what age did they start? How close was it to your home? Was there a voluntary roster? 
any fees?
7. Were you ever involved in setting up a pre-school in your area? Or in running one? 
Can you tell me more about the procedures and practices?
8. What did people generally think about pre-schools at that time? Was there much 
discussion about their value? What did you think (THEN, not now ).
9. Is there anything else you think I should know about Health-care and Pre-schools in 
Canberra prior to 1963?
ENTERTAINMENT
1. Can you describe a typical day in your life with children under five?
2. What did you do to entertain your children when they were small?
3. Were there any playgrounds nearby? How suitable were they for pre-schoolers? Did 
you use them much?
4. Where did your toddlers and pre-school children play most? At what age did you 
allow them to play alone near the street or in a playground?
5. Were there any special places in or near Canberra (outside your immediate 
neighbourhood) where you took your small children for an outing? Can you tell me about 
this? (e.g. How often did you go? How did you get there? Did you go as a family, or 
with other mothers/families?)
6. Did you ever use a children's or adults' library? How did it work?
7. Were there any formal or informal playgroups in your suburb? (not pre-school)? Can 
you describe how they worked?
8. Did you participate in any 'child-centred' groups run by a church or other organization 
(e.g ethnic group, university, work)? Did you know of any?
9. What did you do if you needed some free-time for yourself? Did you 'swap kids' with 
neighbours occasionally? How did you feel about this? Was it common practice? Did you 
ever use the Occasional Care Centre?
10. What did you do, personally, for entertainment?relaxation when your children were 
small? Did you belong to a club or association? Have chats with the neighbours? Did you 
attend any classes (Home Dressmaking at the Tech College was very popular in the 50s)? 
Any special hobbies- sewing, reading, gardening, collecting anything? Did you want to 
go to work?
11. Canberra has often been referred to as the 'Garden City'. What did that mean to you?
8
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(e.g lots of parks and gardens? Did your neighbours spend a lot of time in the garden ? 
Did you feel obliged to keep your garden looking nice?
12. Can you tell me how the Canberra climate affected your life here? Outdoor 
entertainment, health, laundry, heating the house etc.
13. Is there anything else you would like to tell me about entertainment and climate?
CANBERRA ADMINISTRATION
1. Did you ever have any dealings directly with the Department of the Interior over 
anything? What was that experience like?
2. Did your area have an active Progress Association? Were you a member?
3. Can you remember any local 'child-related' issues being taken up by the press or radio 
stations in Canberra? What was the result? Did you ever write to the Canberra Times 
about anything to do with young children's needs?
4. Did you ever discuss with neighbours any neighbourhood concern that you might have 
been unhappy with (e.g. a dangerous intersection, infrequent bus services, not enough 
playground equipment?) Was anything done about the problem?
CANBERRA AS SIBERIA’
(For those who moved here with children)
1. Where did you come from? - which city/place? Overseas? - which country? Details?
2. Why did you come? If husband's job, give details (PS - Dept? Trade - Incentives ?)
3. What were your feelings about the move to Canberra before you left? (expectations, 
stories heard about Canberra etc.)
4. Did your experiences in Canberra match your previous expectations?
5. How did your pre-school children cope with the move? a) physiologically - did they 
stay healthy? get healthy? stay sick? get sick? b) psychologically - nightmares, 
bedwetting, missing friends or grandparents? How did you respond to/feel about this?
6. How did you feel, yourself, once you got to Canberra? Did you ever feel lonely, 
missing old friends and relatives? Did you find yourself becoming more emotionally 
dependent on your husband? Were you easier/harder on the children? Did you think life 
in Canberra was easier or more difficult than life in your home town? What were the 
good/bad points?
9
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QUALITY OF MOTHERING
I'd like to hear your thoughts on what I have called the quality of mothering' in Canberra 
between 1945 and 1963.
1. Can you make any comment on the quantity, quality, and relevance in your life of the 
'provided' mothering facilities such as health centres, pre-schools etc. Did you find them 
a useful service? a good source of information? a good way to meet people? a challenge 
to your committee skills? awkward, because of your timetable? an unwelcome 
imposition? etc.
2. Do you think the absence of old friends and relatives made a difference to many people 
in Canberra? (Canberra = 'the city without grandmas'.)
3. Do you think the pioneering spirit in new suburbs brought people closer together? In 
what way? (Did they 'make their own fun'? Feel an empathy because they were all in the 
same boat together?)
4. Do you think people in Canberra at that time spent a lot of time with their young 
children? More than elsewhere? More than today? What effect do you think that had on 
the child? on the mother?
5. What were people’s views then on mothering generally?
6. Whose views were these exactly? Your friends? Your neighbours? Women's 
magazines? (i.e. how did you leam that this was the general view?)
7. Do you think your views on mothering (or 'what a mother should be') were the same 
as the general view ? Examples?
8. This study is about the pre-school years (i.e. from birth to age five). Many people 
think this is the most difficult period of child-raising? Was it difficult for you? In what
way?
9. Do you think there was much support for mothers in Canberra at the time, either 
'officially' or on a local community basis? Was there ever a time when you were 
particularly in need of support as a mother (either physically or emotionally)? Can you 
describe how you felt and how you acted?
10. Is there anything else you would like to say about mothering in Canberra between 
1945 and 1963.
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GOVERNMENT PRE-SCHOOLS IN CANBERRA
1945  -  1958
DATE NAME
OCT 1945 
MAR 1948
REID (additions made March 1953)
DUNTROON (in an existing building; new centre April 1953)
APR 1948 
DEC 1949 
MAY 1950 
JUNE 1950 
SEPT 1951 
NOV 1951 
JAN 1952 
SEPT 1952 
OCT 1952 
MAY 1955 
SEPT 1955 
FEB 1958
MONARO CRESCENT, Griffith 
TURNER
BANNISTER GARDENS, Griffith
BAKER GARDENS, Ainslie
NARRABUNDAH
THROSBY CRESCENT, Griffith
FAIRBAIRN, Air Force Base
YARRALUMLA
O ’CONNOR
CAUSEW AY
RUTHERFORD CRESCENT, North Ainslie 
MacGILLIVRAY STREET, Yarralumla
JUNE 1958 
SEPT 1958
CLIANTHUS STREET, O ’Connor
HOPETOUN CIRCUIT, Deakin (official opening May 1959)
ALSO OPENED IN 1948:
OCCASIONAL CARE CENTRE
which took some children on a regular basis for pre-school experience.
MOBILE UNIT
which visited outlying areas and new suburbs on a weekly or fortnightly basis.

